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Also: converting from time-sharing to in-house Cobol, OCR, history and warehousing
CONTROL DATA ANNOUNCES
the Disk Drive that surpasses the 3350;
and needs no 3330-11
software conversion!

We have it.
Our new CDC 33801 — the newest
member of our family of Sealed Mod-
ule "Winchester"-Technology Drives.

Why install a 3350 and spend money
reblocking and retuning your software—
when CDC can offer you 25% greater
capacity (400 MBytes) with no software
conversion cost.

The CDC 33801 operates under OS and
DOS systems as well as VS systems. You
protect your software investment—and
get better cost-per-byte—all at the same
time!

What's more, CDC's new 33801 Data
Module Drive provides 100% greater
capacity than the 3350 when used in the
3330-11 mode. The CDC Sealed Mod-
ule incorporates a fixed head (zero seek
time) option. And, Control Data's optional
1.24-million-byte fixed head capacity
gives you 100,000 bytes more than the
equivalent 3350 option.

Before you decide on a 3350, find out
about the 33801. Compare. Discover the
less costly, more flexible growth path of
this expandable 33801 system. See how
it enhances both 3330 and 3350 storage
and can serve as a staging device for the
CDC 38600 Mass Storage System.

Check out the CDC 33801, and you'll
know it makes a better business decision.

Ask the CDC Peripherals People

For the price-per-byte and performance you need today plus a more logical growth path for
3330 users call (612) 553-4158 or mail the coupon to: Ronald L. Kamps, Sales Manager, Pe-
ripheral Product Sales, Control Data Corporation, Box 1980, Twin Cities Airport, St. Paul, MN
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Talk to us...
We communicate
So do all our
KeyProcessing™ Systems

Signaling a new era
in data entry communications, CMC’s
TeleBatch™ option does it all — remote
data entry, remote job entry, and
remote printing — all concurrent with a
full complement of active keystations.

The KeyProcessing Family
offers the widest range of data entry
systems available today. With features
and options that will serve you tomorrow
too. Like TeleBatch, and the industry's
most comprehensive array of manage­
ment control reports.

TeleBatch
provides decentralized data entry with­
out sacrificing centralized control over
quality and procedures. TeleBatch is
fast, with speeds up to 19,200 bps. And
it's simple to operate — with unique
Communications Control Batches auto­
matically performing all operator and
remote batch terminal functions.

Our customers say
that CMC’s Management Control
Reports are outstanding. The TeleBatch
Log, for example, improves the effec­
tiveness of communications by provid­
ing an audit trail of important com­
munications statistics.

CMC KeyProcessing Systems
are installed and communicating
throughout the world.

Talk to us,
you’ll be pleased you did. Call or write
today for more information.
KeyProcessing and TeleBatch
are trademarks of

CMC PERTEC CORPORATION
2500 Walnut Avenue, Marina del Rey, P.O. Box 92300
Los Angeles, CA 90009 Telephone: (213) 390-8411
IN COMPUTER PERIPHERALS, THERE IS ONLY ONE ALTERNATIVE TO ITEL.

And that's no exaggeration, either. It's something we can back up with fact after fact. For instance: Did you know that we supply more plug-compatible monolithic main memory and 3330-type disk drives than anyone else? Moreover, when you deal with Itel the savings are enormous. It's this kind of all-out creative effort that has put us right up there with IBM. Not only in computer peripherals. But in field engineering. In systems and software. In financial packaging. In total computer capability.

When it comes to experience and reputation, it's either IBM. Or Itel. When you get to price/performance, however, there is no alternative. There is only Itel.

ITEL CORPORATION
Data Products Group
One Embarcadero Center
San Francisco, California 94111
Telephone (415) 983-0000
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The international computing industry is changing everyone's view of the world. The isometric terrain height plot was produced by Warren Yogi and Howard Straus of Ocean Data Systems, Inc., Monterey, California, with the ODSI proprietary 3-D plot subroutines, using a Versatec raster plotter. Design is by Barbara Benson.
A digitizer converts, in a highly accurate manner, the position of a stylus or cursor on a graphic surface into a digital output suitable for communication, processing, and display. Digitizers are sometimes called data tablets when used in lower accuracy applications. Higher accuracy applications in graphic systems include mapping and computer aided design.

Early digitizers (data tablets) used cumbersome mechanical arms and gears to determine coordinate points, while later digitizers employed sound transmission and even magnetic propagation. These methods have been outdated by the introduction of the "Active Inch" digitizer by Talos Systems, Inc. The digitizer is so unique, it is called . . .

**... CYBERGRAPH Truly a Digitizer**

For more information on THE DIGITIZER, contact:

**TALOS SYSTEMS, INC. CYBERGRAPH**
7419 East Helm Drive Scottsdale, AZ 85260
Phone: (602) 948-6540
For Conversational On-Line Programming, Compare

**ROSCOE vs. TSO**

**COMPARE COSTS.**
What does it really cost to install and operate an on-line system for program development? Terminals and other hardware costs are dwarfed by the cost of integrating and continuously operating the software. These expenses can exceed the savings resulting from improved turn-around and increased programmer productivity.

Carefully analyze the additional resources required to maintain an acceptable level of batch production when the on-line system is operating...larger CPU, more core, more direct-access devices. Dedicating an entire machine. Dedicating an entire CPU to program development, as is usually done with TSO or VM/CMS, is a very expensive alternative to running production and development work concurrently on the same machine. A remote programming system should operate effectively in a multi-job environment, and maintain a high degree of terminal responsiveness without degrading background operations or reducing overall system throughput. ROSCOE does just that. But that's not all...

**COMPARE FACILITIES.**
By the time you pay for all the TSO facilities you need, ROSCOE will cost you far less. After paying to install TSO, you pay, and pay and pay. ROSCOE is far more cost-effective than TSO. And ROSCOE provides versatile services to applications and systems programmers, to operations, design, and clerical personnel. ROSCOE contains data entry and editing facilities, compressed self-reorganizing library storage and remote job entry and output retrieval functions. Plus...syntax checkers for JCL, COBOL, FORTRAN, and PL/I. Another unique capability of ROSCOE is its command procedure language which supports terminal I/O operations and includes decision making, branching, and iterative types of instructions.

You don't need another CPU to run ROSCOE. You don't need more memory or disks. Your daily batch production will not be reduced to a trickle. ROSCOE costs much, much less, in both direct and indirect costs. And, as is the case with all ADR software products, ROSCOE is fully field tested.

And proven in use for over six years at 360/370 sites all over the world. You, too, can benefit from ROSCOE. Just mail the coupon or contact one of ADR's offices.

---

**APPLIED DATA RESEARCH, INC.**
Software Products Division
Route 206 Center, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
Telephone: (609) 924-9100

Please send information on ROSCOE™

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Zip</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Telephone</th>
<th>Computer Configuration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I am also interested in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MetaCOBOL® for increased productivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AUTOFLOW® II for maintenance and debugging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The LIBRARIAN® for security and protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LOOK™ for real-time performance measurement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PI SORT™™ for faster sorting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

APPLIED DATA RESEARCH, INC. THE SOFTWARE BUILDERS®

ADR software products: in use at over 5,000 installations worldwide.

U.S. offices in Boston (617) 245-9540, Chicago (312) 694-2244, Cleveland (216) 228-0880, Houston (713) 526-3188, Los Angeles (213) 826-5527,
Foreign offices in Australia, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Denmark, England, Finland, France, Israel, Italy, Japan, Korea, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Philippines, Puerto Rico, Republic of South Africa, Singapore, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Taiwan, Thailand, West Germany.
"We'll sell you the best, lowest priced 132-column printer available anywhere."

Bob Howard, President, Centronics

But the low initial price for the Centronics 700 Series 132-column printer isn't the whole story. It's the lower cost of ownership based on the 700's inherent reliability and simplified construction.

The 700's unique modular construction using four different modules — printing, electronics, forms handling and keyboard — and less moving parts mean easier maintenance, lower cost and a smaller spares inventory.

Write for the full details of this tremendous offer . . . and information on the rest of the printers and teleprinters in the new Centronics 700 Series.

Centronics means more than low price.

And more than hardware. It's the widest range of models, features, options • Financially strong • Proven delivery response • Over 70,000 printers installed • 109 world-wide sales/service locations • Stringent quality control • Advanced R&D and manufacturing • Long-term spare parts availability • Customizing for specific needs.
Language for communications

We were appreciative of the article "Compatibility or Chaos in Communications" by Sanders and Cerf (March, p. 50).

The implication for those installing or upgrading major computing installations is clear: they should specify X-25 and the associated standards as a necessary part of their system, if there is any intention to attach their installation to a network. If users make X-25 a tendering requirement, manufacturers and software houses will support it and public networks in all countries will adopt it.

Now that CCITT (International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee) has formally adopted the X-25 protocol, the major unresolved problem area, as pointed out in the article, is the application level protocol. We cannot agree that the most serious aspect of this is that of terminals with idiosyncratic features. The aspect that concerns us most is the lack of any standard for job control or commands for the interactive computing environment.

To make networks useful to programmers there is a clear and urgent need for a standard machine-independent command language. Such a language, if powerful enough, could by its own nature provide a complete application-level protocol (exclusive of terminal idiosyncrasies). Such a language needs to be sufficiently flexible to cope with all reasonable user requirements, sufficiently extensible to cope with unknown future requirements, and simple enough for any programmer to learn rapidly.

To those who believe that these three requirements are incompatible, we suggest they study SCL, the command language for ICL's 2900 series operating system. We are planning to use an scl-compatible command language over an X-25-compatible prototype network, initially linking Burroughs B6700's.

We are confident that SCL has the technical potential to become a standard if wide support can be found for it. We urge your readers to press their representatives on national and international standards organizations toward the adoption preferably of SCL, but certainly of some machine-independent command language.

C. R. Boswell, B. E. Carpenter, E. A. Drawneek, K. Hopper Computer Science Department Massey University Palmerston North, New Zealand
R. M. Gordon Computing Services Centre Victoria University of Wellington Wellington, New Zealand

Women—and men—as managers

I would like to express unqualified admiration for Connie Siegel's June Forum, "The Best Man for the Job May Be a Woman" (p. 196)....

I particularly appreciated Ms. Siegel's insight into the inner conflict in those who find that their emotions learn more slowly than their intellects. Her sympathetic recognition that learning to treat employees and applicants without regard to sex is a painful and slow process, is yet not inconsistent with her firm rejection of those who will not attempt to learn, or with her clear-eyed recognition of the stupendous amount of sex bias to be found at all levels of management.

Michael W. Ham Director, General Systems The American College Testing Program Iowa City, Iowa

Compounding errors

Several readers brought to our attention an error made by management consultant Steven R. Levine in our July Forum ("Another Parker Game," p. 155). In presenting a tabulation of the sources of dp errors, Mr. Levine himself made an error (which we also missed) and ended with a "total" of only 99.1%. The following should give the flavor of the reader response:

In reference to Mr. Levine's comment on Parker's game: What happened to the remaining 0.9%? Errors due to poor advice from management consultants?

Gio Wiederhold Woodside, California

September, 1976
another show (NEPCON) held in the same building on the same dates sent their attendees to the NCC registration area for badges. A third problem had to do with the amount of data to be collected. As many as 130 to 150 characters of data per attendee had to be keyed to the registration system blamed for the length of the lines.

95,000 over the past five years, handled con­

amount of data to be collected. As has the capability and it should not be

poses.
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Another show (NEPCON) held in the same building on the same dates sent their attendees to the NCC registration area for badges. A third problem had to do with the amount of data to be collected. As many as 130 to 150 characters of data per attendee had to be keyed to the registration system blamed for the length of the lines. 

As regular readers of DATAMATION, we were surprised by the inaccuracy of comments made in the May issue (p. 182) referring to privacy and security in the Data Management Center, The Office of the Secretary, H.E.W. The facts are as follows: (Continued on page 194)
This is the General Ledger System you and your accounting department have been dreaming of.

Here's exactly what will happen when you call. One of our staff will take your name and address and immediately send you a brochure explaining exactly what the UCC General Ledger/Financial Control System is all about. (In Texas, call 214-638-5880 collect.)

When you've seen how UCC-FCS meets your financial reporting requirements, call this number again. We'll arrange a presentation at your convenience.

Here are some reasons why UCC-FCS has made the Accounting and Data Processing Departments happy in over 150 IBM 360/370 or mid-size Burroughs installations.

• Quick and efficient implementation.
• Easy-to-use report writer requiring virtually no EDP assistance.
• Full general ledger accounting, plus budgeting, costing, profit center reporting. And much more.
• Optionally generates over 100 standard reports.

UCC
We're going to be the IBM of software companies.

University Computing Company • P.O. Box 47911 • Dallas, Texas 75247 • A Wyly Company
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The emergence of a new thinking machine.

The SEL 32/35.

Twice the power for half the price.

If your computing needs could be answered by such machines as Data General’s Eclipse, or DEC’s PDP 11 series or Interdata’s 7/32, consider the SEL 32/35.

Rather than get into bits and bytes, there’s really only one thing you need to know about the SEL 32/35: You get two to four times the power for every “compute” dollar spent. Period.

That’s a pretty powerful statement. But the SEL 32/35 is a very powerful machine.

Extra power can go a long way to maintain the balance you need in your computer system, so essential for reliable, peak performance.

And extra power, for fewer dollars, can do wonders when you’re trying to balance a corporate budget.

For more information about the new arrival in our family of computers, just circle our number on the Reader Service Card. Or, for faster action, call us direct.

Either way, we’ll see that you get all the vital statistics on our new baby.

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING LABORATORIES

6901 West Sunrise Boulevard
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33313
(305) 587-2900
Wherever it's said, however it's spelled, Informatics fulfills the promise of the computer... universally!

Informatics... the word is synonymous throughout the world with the ultimate in modern data processing. In the United States and many other countries it means the people, products and services of Informatics Inc. One of Informatics' many product families... INTERCOMM, BETACOMM and MINICOMM teleprocessing monitors, transaction control and processing, for simple on-line systems up to total communication and task scheduling systems. Informatics Inc., the world's leading independent supplier of software products with over 2,000 installations in 12 countries... helping to fulfill the computer's promise.

Corporate Offices/2103 Ventura Boulevard/Woodland Hills, California 91364/(213) 887-9040/Telex 69-6473

Informatics is a U.S. registered service mark and trademark of Informatics Inc.
people

Computer Aided Manufacturing

C. H. "Pete" Link hates a boring job.

"It seems I've worked at a little bit of everything," said Link, who has toiled in such diverse areas as accounting, pattern making, carpentry and welding. But as soon as the challenge in each job left, so did Link.

This seemingly innate desire for leaving high vocational hurdles is no doubt what will keep the 47 year old manager indefinitely content at his current job as executive secretary and general manager of Computer Aided Manufacturing—International, Inc. in Arlington, Texas. He has held this job since CAM-I was formed in 1972.

As the chief paid officer of CAM-I, Link said he has the opportunity to organize a new international association of industrial, governmental and educational groups for the joint development of computer aided manufacturing applications. This position makes Link responsible for the legal and financial dealings of the non-profit corporation as well as for administering its eight-member staff, international representatives and contractors.

Since CAM-I concentrates on software development, Link said he deals with some of the most intelligent and productive innovators in this field from each of CAM-I's 91 member companies in North America, Western Europe and Japan. Therefore, one of the most demanding challenges of his job is staying current with the rapid changes in the computer industry.

Link said he does this mainly by reading a lot of books while in flight to meetings throughout the world. "I spend about six weeks each year in jets," he added, "and this gives me time to read 40 to 50 books, mostly concerning my work."

Computer aided manufacturing, Link noted, is often misdefined as a factory with machinery totally controlled by computers. "I think the term has been a little overused and people tend to think that it means eliminating the workers," he said. "That's not my view at all."

Studies show the major inefficiencies in manufacturing are not found in the employees who operate machinery, but rather develop from the lengths of time raw materials must sit idle, said Link.

"Ninety-five per cent of the time a product is in a factory is spent in waiting to be worked on," he noted. "So the most important aspect of controlling factory production is not automating the equipment, but rather controlling the flow of information on the production floor.

"For at least 15 years there have been adequate simulation systems for management to use in attempting to schedule production," he continued. "But one of the biggest problems with these is that once the majority of the information has been simulated, the plan deteriorates in practice. It reports what has happened after the fact. No one has yet developed a system where manufacturing could be practically monitored on the factory floor."

Controlling this information as it happens is what CAM-I is trying to do with programs such as CAM-I Automated Process Planning (CPPP), Link contends. "By cutting down the waiting time by 10, 15 or 20 per cent you reduce the large investment in inventory, shorten the lead time for production and keep costs competitive."

Link said he expects automated planning systems will be available during 1977 to generate production schedules for machined and sheetmetal parts, castings and forgings as well as for electrical components and assemblies. By 1978 he sees advanced automated planning in use by large companies, with medium and small manufacturers joining by 1980. Link anticipates the use of minicomputers dedicated to line and management functions in a hierarchical structure by 1985.

To help prepare himself for this international growth of automated process planning, Link is studying the spoken languages of many of the industrial countries where he expects these development to occur. For instance, he already knows enough German and Italian "to get by" and he is currently studying Japanese with the assistance of a portable cassette player.

Despite his computer-age schedule, Link plans in time to spend with his wife, Marilyn, and their two sons, John Brackett could have been excused if he thought that it was all a practical joke when the president of his company—SofTech, Inc.—resigned, and he was appointed to replace him. The date was April 1.

But Cornelius Peterson was serious about leaving to pursue personal business interests, and SofTech's Board meant it when they named the 38 year old Brackett president.

The appointment of Brackett was not a complete surprise. He had served in key technical management posts for the Boston-area firm since joining founder Doug Ross and three others in forming SofTech in 1969.

And as early as his senior high school year, he had surprised a CalTech recruiter by announcing his plan to follow up a B.S. degree in chemistry with an M.B.A.

That plan never quite worked out. He didn't go to CalTech, and he didn't get an M.B.A. Instead, after getting his bachelor's in chemistry at MIT, he went on to get a Ph.D. in physical chemistry from Purdue. During that time he became deeply involved in the use of computers, then returned to MIT where he worked on Project MAC (Multi-Access Computer) for five years.

And he got what might be called on-the-job management training at SofTech by "looking over the shoulders of
Doug Ross and Pete Peterson for seven-plus years. He also headed up several large projects for sophisticated customers. One friend, unimpressed, asked him, "What is a guy with a Ph.D. in chemistry who spent five years at MIT, doing running a software company?"

Brackett, who grins a lot, laughed. Then he got serious. "A technical man such as myself can only manage an enterprise if it has a sound management structure and able, experienced financial and marketing management. Thanks to Pete and Doug, SofTech has just that."

One of Brackett's first moves as president was to name Justus F. Lowe, Jr., treasurer and chief financial officer. Lowe, who does have an M.B.A. (from the Harvard B School), served as general manager of two divisions of Control Data Corp. before joining SofTech in 1973. He will continue to serve as general manager of the Federal Systems Div. of the firm.

Brackett also feels that technical management is important in a company that deals, as does SofTech, at the leading technical edge of the industry. Finally, he feels, "One soon learns what it is important to ask of the company's business executives. If you ask the right questions, you learn a lot of interesting things. If you ask the wrong questions, you don't learn anything."

How does Brackett—an internation­ally recognized authority on computer graphics, software engineering, and structured programming—hope to manage a company and keep abreast of his specialties?

He plans to spend one-third of his time being directly involved in SofTech's contract work. "That's billable time." He'll also attend conferences and read.

Brackett is not a narrow specialist. He has a broad view of industry trends and needs . . . and of SofTech's role in matching them.

The overwhelming problem in large companies right now, he feels, is the development of the incredibly complex systems that are critical to an organization's profitability and to its ability to function in the face of continually changing requirements.

"A lot of systems shouldn't be built with more than 10 people," he says, "but many can't be built with that few. And the new software engineering and programming productivity techniques come into their own—pay big dividends—on big systems requiring big teams."

It's clear that although he was appointed president on April 1st, John Brackett is no fool.

Litigation Service Built for IBM

In its celebrated antitrust settlement with International Business Machines Corp., Control Data Corp. destroyed 10 tons of documents as part of the out-of-court agreement. But it retained the method in which it organized the data base. Now, a 40-person organization within CDC is marketing an improved version of its legal preparation service and in the past three years has provided it to some 50 large clients involved in big antitrust, patents and civil rights suits.

The head of the organization selling the service, Robert S. Arthur, general manager of Information Services, says computer services for lawyers in large suits almost is a necessity today. "Lawyers tell me today that 10 years ago using a computer service in support of complex massive civil litigation would have provided a unique advantage against the adversary. Today it merely would keep it even." That is because in the U.S. the volume of litigation is increasing exponentially, says Arthur, and the computer industry is being dragged into the business, providing such things as text storage and retrieval of documents, abstracts of the documents and indexing capability.

Control Data, which reduced 30 million pages of IBM documents to about a million selected indexes and abstracts on microfilm and tape in their suit against the giant, began selling the system on its Cybernet network a few months after the suit was settled out of court in January, 1973. It has been profitable ever since, says Arthur. The key to its success, he once said, "is cross referencing. When lawyers use manual filing systems in complex cases, they only can cross reference evidence on one or two subjects. With the computer, we have the capability to index and cross reference evidence by a virtually infinite number of subjects."

"We are a dedicated sweat shop," said Arthur of his 40-man organization. Law is like the church and medicine. "The mass starts at 11 a.m. And the operation begins at 2 p.m. And the court convenes at 10. Lawyers haven't the time to have a service say to them, 'give us another 48 hours and we'll have the bugs out. It must be available now.'"

"A lot of people have dabbed in trying to provide computer services for lawyers and have failed," says Arthur. Their failure is due "to having only provided a small piece of the spectrum." As an example, he notes that in a recent case involving several law firms, Control Data will field a crew of 600 part-time persons to collect and analyze 250 million pages of documents. It's much like a construction job where there's a convolution of people, later replaced by a handful doing maintenance. Maintenance can go on for several months or years, he says.

Arthur, a tall balding man with the stern countenance of a judge and whose diction betrays signs of his British heritage, isn't a lawyer. He's an Oxford trained historian (American history) who later became a market researcher with the Gallup organization. He joined Control Data in 1965 as a market researcher for CDC's Data Centers Div. when CDC acquired Computek, a New York service bureau which specialized in market research. He was on the CDC corporate marketing staff in the late '60s when CDC asked him to start building a data base to support its attorneys in the IBM antitrust suit that it filed in 1968.

Since the January 1973 settlement, the system has been enhanced so that it "doesn't offer pre-packaged standard solutions that may limit the attorney's options" Among the enhancements is Mti Systems Corp.'s System 2000 data management system and a series of statistical and other information retrieval systems. These are five or six other firms offering computer services to lawyers and Arthur envisions these services as a "multi million dollar" business before too long.
What a beauty!
The new OMRON 8030 CRT Terminal is the one you've been dreaming about. It has an 8080 IQ—smart enough for the most demanding applications, 9600 baud, and multiple page refresh memory. And wait 'til you see the other features!

It's a very classy package for a very reasonable figure. Get properly introduced by OMRON.

Call or write for all the specifications to:
OMRON Corporation of America
Information Products Division
432 Toyama Drive, Sunnyvale,
California 94086 (408) 734-8400

Your mother needs help.

At one time, people were willing to wait around for your big computer to get around to them. No more.
Now they're demanding more work, faster than your mother can possibly do it.
Which has put you in a rather difficult position. You've either had to put them off, or put your mother through an upgrade so expensive it's unreal.
Neither of which you have to do any more.
Because now you can get your mother a little help. A computer that can do the jobs she's too busy to do.
An ECLIPSE C/300.
The C/300 is smaller than the big computers you may be used to using. But it has the things big computers have. A comprehensive commercial instruction set that even has an EDIT function, for example. And large memory configurations.
The C/300 also has an incredibly sophisticated data management system with multilevel keyed access called INFOS. It supports the languages anyone could ever want: COBOL, RPG II, Real-time FORTRAN. And INFOS runs under RDOS, our real-time multitasking operating system.
And the C/300 has intercomputer communications ability that lets you interface to your mother. Directly via channel connect, or via communication lines so it can emulate 2780's or HASP. Or be itself. And, wherever you put an ECLIPSE C/300 you can hang terminals off it with synchronous or asynchronous lines.
The COBOL that comes with the C/300 is the highest level implementation of ANSI 74 COBOL standards. It's a complete language system that comes with features like an interactive debugger. And an integrated SORT/MERGE.
And you can get all your peripherals at Data General. Because Data General has all kinds of discs, tape drives and printers. In all sizes. Discs for example, come in anything from a floppy to 3330-type 90 megabyte drives.
Write for more information.
That way, you'll be able to spend more time with your mother. Because you'll be spending less time making up excuses.

ECLIPSE C/300: BECAUSE YOUR MOTHER NEEDS A LITTLE HELP.

Data General

INFOS is a trademark of Data General Corporation. ECLIPSE is a registered trademark of Data General Corporation.

Data General, Route 9, Southboro, Mass. 01772 (617) 485-9100. Data General (Canada) Ltd., Ontario.
Data General Europe, 15 Rue Le Sueur, Paris 75116, France. Data General Australia, Melbourne (03) 82-1361/Sydney (02) 908-1366.
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$4,000 PRECEDENT?
It took four years of litigation to do it but Commerce Union Bank in Tennessee is due for a $4,000 rebate of sales taxes it paid from 1968 to 1971 on standardized software packages it purchased. The publication, "Computer Law and Tax Report," says the Tennessee Supreme Court, in what may be a precedent setting decision, upheld the bank's contention that neither operational programs nor applications programs acquire by a user from a software house are tangible personal property and therefore cannot be taxed under the state's sales and use tax law. Most states impose sales and/or use taxes on all software, including California, which three years ago set another precedent of a sort by passing legislation banning personal property taxes on all software except "basic operational programs."

SOVIET KAMA RIVER ORDER INCLUDES 3330s
IBM is getting ready to install that Big 370/158 at the Soviet Union's Kama River truck foundry plant. Three System 7s are already installed, we hear. More important however, is the fact that the configuration is to include several 3330s. While the Russians' attempts at making mainframes through its Ryad series have been getting off the ground in recent months, the Soviets are still stymied in their efforts to make sophisticated peripherals so the 3330s may be of great significance to them. Many believe the Kama River installation will be the biggest computer configuration in the Soviet Union.

UNANNOUNCED LINE TO BECOME PART OF JAPAN'S M SERIES
Japan's Hitachi-Fujitsu computer development combine is understood to be adding its lower-end "Y" series of machines to the Fujitsu M series line. The unannounced line originally was to have been the V 1, 2 and 3 series (see chart on page 100). Now, we hear, they'll be called the M-130, M-140 and M-150 and compete with IBM's 370/115, 125 and 135. High end of the line are the M-160 to M-190, the latter billed as an even more powerful version of 470 V/6 made by the Amdahl Corp. in which Fujitsu has a 30% interest.

Word from Fujitsu, by the way, is that the Japanese company which sells Amdahl equipment overseas, has orders for 35 of the Amdahl machines.

ONE SMALL STEP
Crocker National Bank in California is taking the "educate the consumer" route to Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT). It will install unmanned IBM transaction terminals in all of its branches within this year which will allow consumers to use plastic cards to access their account balances. Presumably, when the bank feels this hassle transaction has been mastered, consumers will be permitted to go to bigger and better things on the terminals like deposits, withdrawals and transfers.

16 BIT FREE-FOR-ALL
Already a free-wheeling business, the 16-bit microprocessor market looks increasingly like a free-for-all these days. Intel and National Semiconductor have design teams hard at work on new 16-bit devices that should compete with the 9900 16-bit entry already being delivered by another semiconductor firm, Texas Instruments. Data General is expected to begin shipping its Micronova this fall and Hewlett-Packard is understood to be designing a new machine utilizing silicon-on-sapphire technology. The big question mark is represented by Digital Equipment Corp. DEC's LSI-11 has been something of a bomb so far and the firm is up to its eyeballs in equipment it's picked up from trouble-plagued Western Digital, which had been producing the machine for DEC.

The LSI-11 is now being produced by DEC in limited quantities at its Worcester, Mass., semiconductor facility. Some DEC users have been complaining that the LSI-11 is too slow and is difficult to program. The betting is that DEC will soon have a new model that will remedy those problems and, further, that the new machine will be one chip replacing the current machine which has four chips.

THREE YEAR UPGRADE FALLS SHORT IN TWO
California's Department of Motor Vehicles, storm center in a controversial procurement of equipment for the state's first consolidated data center, the Stephen P. Teale center, has saturated its data processing capacity despite a "temporary upgrade" of its Univac equipment in mid-1974 that was supposed to keep it going for three years.
LOOK AHEAD

At the time of the upgrade authorization, which saw Univac's revenue from DMV go from $2.5 million a year to some $4.5 million, state assemblyman Mike Cullen called failure of DMV to go to the Teale center, "a multimillion dollar ripoff" of California taxpayers. Now, going to Teale is one of the alternatives DMV is looking at in a feasibility study it hopes to complete by the end of November.

Marge Lucy, data processing director for DMV, said a study done for the department by Comman Inc. showed that it is "quite saturated." The department is running three Univac 7056 and a Univac 7055 as a front end. Its implementation of staggered vehicle renewal, handled on-line, is to the tune of 50,000 transactions per day. And now DMV has the state's recently passed Parking Citation Bill (SB 192) to contend with. This involves issuing outstanding parking citations with each vehicle registration renewal notice (the tickets must be paid before the license is renewed).

DMV has to implement this by Jan. 1, 1978. Lucy said it will mean adding 203 terminals in field offices. This requirement definitely will be put out for bid and it seems likely the undercapacity requirement will too. The Teale center, reportedly, is already running 3,000 jobs per day. During the procurement storm, in which DMV conversion was pivotal because the date for staggered renewal implementation had to be guaranteed by the vendor (eventually IBM which didn't make the date), state officials were predicting 3,000 jobs per day by this time, including DMV.

JUSTICE BENEFITS FROM E.Z. MILLION

One reason the Justice Dept.'s effort against IBM may be showing more zing in recent months is the presence on the government's staff of a man with the unlikely name of E. Z. Million. A former IBMer who later served as a dp consultant at the Air Force in the Pentagon, Million has been providing the government's legal team with expertise on the computer industry and on uses of computers for the past few months. Million, who is understood to be serving on a temporary assignment, operates a computer consulting business in Norman, Okla.

Meanwhile, the Telex-IBM case just won't stay dead. The outside attorneys who represented Telex in the litigation are pursuing legal action against Telex. IBM possibly could be drawn into the action and what's most intriguing of all is that the litigation could reveal the details of how the case was settled in IBM's favor at the eleventh hour before it was slated to go before the U.S. Supreme Court.

HONEYWELL UNDER A SHARP PENCIL

McKinsey & Co. is close to wrapping up a top secret "overhead value analysis" for Honeywell. This kind of consulting job normally leads to cutbacks and our intelligence tells us the current McKinsey study will be no exception. The big target should be his general and administrative functions particularly in its North American operations headquarters in Waltham, Mass., although Minneapolis and Phoenix should be hit too. Marketing probably will be safe from this chopping.

THE VOICE WITH A SMILE?

A new company in Marina del Rey, Calif., Delphi Communications, Inc., is quietly readying a system which could revolutionize the telephone answering service business. The company is developing, and implementing on a pilot basis in San Francisco, a computer-based telephone-answering system with voice response, which supposedly will be considerably cheaper than the human versions. Officials of the company are reluctant to talk about what they are doing except that "we are a privately held company." It's understood, though, the firm has the cooperation of AT&T and some financial backing from Exxon.

AMDahl USERS DON'T QUALIFY FOR SHARE

The IBM user group, SHARE, turned thumbs down at its August meeting on allowing AMDahl computer users to become members. The AMDahl users argued that anyone using IBM software as well as hardware should be allowed in. (AMDahl's 470 V/6 uses IBM software.) The majority felt, however, that without IBM hardware, the software users don't qualify for membership. Some opponents felt that other companies, like Control Data, would also demand entry, but what really was at stake among SHARE members was the quality of IBM support for the organization. "IBM is subtle," said one. "It

(Continued on page 190)
The IMSAI 8080 Floppy Disk System. It's more than you'd expect for much less.

The IMSAI 8080 Intelligent Floppy Disk System. For the money, there's no development system like it: it's easier to use, more powerful, modular and versatile than anything on the market. And the tickets prove it.

The IMSAI 8080 computer is powerful, accommodating up to 64K bytes of MOS write-protect memory. It's fast, with 500 nanoseconds total memory access time and 2 microseconds minimum instruction time.

The IMSAI 8080 is modular and highly versatile. It can accommodate up to 22 boards. And there's no restriction on mix of memory and I/O interface boards.

The IMSAI 8080 can be configured for just about any application. We offer a variety of memories (RAM and EPROM), I/O interfaces (parallel, serial asynchronous and synchronous RS232C, TTY), peripherals (disks, printers, tape cassette, CRT's), and multiprocessing capability.

And if you're an OEM, you'll like the way the IMSAI 8080 is put together. Switches are large and rugged, and the front panel, with hexadecimal and octal notation, has an extra eight program-controlled LEDs.

The intelligent floppy disk interface/controller has its own processor and firmware. It provides sophisticated control of the floppy disk system with DMA and automatic retry. And this economical interface/controller can handle up to four drives. Each disk stores up to 243K bytes using the IBM 3740 format and has an average access time of 330 milliseconds.

You can immediately develop your own application software using DOS, assembler, text editor and debugger. In addition, extended BASIC and FORTRAN, both integrated with DOS, will soon be available.

The IMSAI 8080 Intelligent Floppy Disk System. Never before could you get so much for so little. For an IMSAI 8080 catalog describing options, peripherals, software, specifications and prices, write or call IMSAI.

Dealer inquiries invited.

IMSAI
IMSAI Associates, Inc.
14860 Wicks Blvd.
San Leandro, CA 94577
(415) 483-2093

Dept. D/9
Bankers agree: Fujitsu means on-line.

Dai-Ichi Kangyo Bank (DKB) is Japan's leading bank; American Banker ranks it eighth in the world. Six years ago DKB's officers asked us to help build an integrated banking network uniting the head office and its 310 branches.

We responded with a powerful central processing complex and a wide array of financial terminals. Soon, management was getting the nation-wide pulse on day-to-day operations. Branch managers were able to process loans against a central data base.
And customers? They are now making more and more deposits, transferring funds electronically, repaying loans, and making after-hours withdrawals by banking card from strategically located on-line “cash dispenser” terminals.

The success of this system has led to bigger and tougher job assignments...such as the Extended Data Communications System for Nation-Wide Banking Business that ties in 7,400 branches of 87 different banks into one huge, fast, reliable network.

Bankers do agree that Fujitsu means on-line.

**Why us?** Because Fujitsu has the muscle and skill to solve just about any data communications problem. We're a leading main-frame maker whose line spans everything from micro to very large scale computers. We're one of the world's biggest suppliers of telecommunications equipment of all kinds.

And we're uniquely experienced in meshing the two into tailor-made data communications systems.

When you want your business to go on-line, drop a line to Fujitsu.

**FUJitsu LIMITED**
*Communications and Electronics*
*Tokyo, Japan*
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SEPTEMBER

8th Annual International Micrographic Congress, Sept. 28-30, Stockholm. This conference will feature seminars on information handling in government, standards, engineering documentation, retrieval systems, and high speed filmig, among others. Other application areas will include transportation, education, banking, health care, financing, accounting, and manufacturing. Fee: U.S. $161 (approx.). Contact: Gustav Bujkovsky, IMC, P.O. Box 484, Del Mar, Calif. 92014, (714) 453-8112, or Programme Committee, IMC 76, Box 5512 S-11485, Stockholm, Sweden.

OCTOBER

Electronic Computing Health Oriented Conference, Oct. 3-6, Los Angeles. The fall meeting of ECHO, which is comprised of more than 550 hospitals and other health care oriented institutions, will concentrate on the applications of computer technology to benefit these services. Fee: $85, individual and associate member; $100, nonmember guests of members. Contact: Bill Russell, UCLA Univ. Hospital and Clinics, Los Angeles, Calif. 90024, (213) 825-7756.

Computer-Assisted Test Construction Conference, Oct. 11-13, Chicago. This is the third in a series of annual events on the construction of conventional tests through the use of computers. The content includes a discussion of item banks, statistics, classification, administrative considerations and exchanging information. Fee: $35. Contact: CATC Conference, 960 Grove St., Evanston, Ill. 60201, (312) 869-7700.


Euromicro, Oct. 12-14, Venice. This second symposium on microarchitecture of computer systems (the first was held in Nice in 1975) will feature papers and discussions on microprogramming and microprocessor systems. An industrial exhibition will be held, and equipment will be demonstrated. A tutorial on Oct. 11 on bit slice microprocessor systems will feature detailed concepts and techniques of design. Fees (approx.): $140, Euromicro members; $154, nonmembers; $72, students. Tutorial fee: approx. $145. Contact: Second Euromicro Symposium, Dr. Pierre LeBeaux, UTC, BP 233, 60206 Compiégne, France.

National Micrographics Assn. Mid-year Meeting, Oct. 13-15, Denver. The program will emphasize unique applications of micrographic techniques for information management in business, government and industry. Discussions will include computer output microfilm, color microfiche for self instruction, and micropublishing in professional journals. Fee: $95, member; $120, nonmember. Contact: Conference Director, NMA, 8728 Colesville Rd., Silver Spring, Md. 20910.

Micro and Minicomputer Equipment Exhibition, Oct. 12-15, Frankfurt, Germany. Sponsored by the U.S. Dept. of Commerce, this exhibit is expected to attract 2,000 representatives from Germany, Austria, Switzerland, France, and the United Kingdom to the U.S. Trade Center. Contact: Dwight L. Umstead, U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Office of Int'l Marketing, (202) 377-2177/4414.

On-Line Systems, Oct. 18-20; Data Base Systems, Oct. 20-22, San Francisco. These government-industry conferences are presented by the American Institute of Industrial Engineers. The first meeting will cover impact of miniaturization, hardware configuration trends, and new software techniques and services. Data Base Systems will concentrate on the special problems in design and administration. Fees (single conference): $295, teams $195; both conferences: $445, teams $330. Contact: Dept. DTM, AIEE Seminars, P.O. Box 25116, Los Angeles, Calif. 90025 (213) 826-7572.

Assn. for Computing Machinery Annual Conference, Oct. 20-22, Houston. ACM '76 will feature panel discussions, tutorials, and special papers by the special interest groups. Sample titles include operating systems for minicomputers, data base design, multinational information systems, prospects and problems with electronic funds transfer systems, and operating system command languages. Interpreting services will be available for the deaf. A two-day workshop on computer graphics on Oct. 18 and 19 is directed to purchasers of graphics equipment, managers of graphics projects, and others interested in the topic. There will be an exhibit of minicomputers and technical books. The 7th U.S. Computer Chess Championship will be held Oct. 19-21 in conjunction with the conference. Conference fees: $45, member; $70, nonmember ($25 of this may be applied to the membership fee); $10, student. After Sept. 20 add $10 for nonstudent registration. Contact: ACM '76, P.O. Box 6703, Houston, Texas 77005, (212) 265-6300.

DPMA Info/Expo 76, Oct. 24-27, Las Vegas. This 25th anniversary conference of the Data Processing Management Assn. will feature 50 seminar sessions by dp experts. In addition, one of the eight sessions on "Issues of Impact" will include an update on the privacy issue. Seminar topics include how to cost and charge for dp services, long range planning, data base administration, and dp career paths. Fee (includes meals and all special events): $150, member; $190, nonmember. Contact: DPMA, 505 Busse Hwy., Park Ridge, Ill. 60068, (312) 825-8124.

CALL FOR PAPERS

IEEE International Solid State Circuits Conference, Feb. 16-18, 1977, Philadelphia. Papers on design, performance, testing or application of solid state circuits and systems are solicited for presentation at this forum. North American authors should send 20 copies of both a 35 word program abstract and a 300 to 500 word review summary by Oct. 4 to Lewis Winner, 152 W. 42nd St., New York, N.Y. 10036 (212) 279-3125. A limited number of post-deadline papers will be considered.

ON THE AGENDA . . .


Conference information submitted to Calendar should include registration fees, phone number and name of contact. Items for consideration should be received by DATAMATION three months prior to the event.
When you buy a Series 400 disk drive in 26.8, 46 or 56.8 megabyte capacity, you get two drives in one compact package. The first is a removable 18.8 Mbyte cartridge and the second has 18.8, 26.8 or 46.8 Mbytes of fixed capacity. It's only possible with our exclusive modular architecture that gives our Series 400 drives two independent head positioners. That means you can be reading or writing with the upper unit, seeking with the lower unit. And, of course, all the inherent Series 400 features are there: power internal protection, data track servo, following, common dimensions for all models, 100% common spares, interface compatibility in all models and proven Diablo disk drive performance, dependability and reliability.

For a complete presentation of the new Diablo Series 400 disk drive family, call or write Diablo Systems, Inc., 2500 Industrial Blvd., Hayward, CA 94545 or Diablo Systems, S.A., Avenue de la Fra, 289, 1180 Brussels, Belgium.

Diablo
Diablo Systems, Incorporated
A Xerox Company

2 disk drives for the price of one
When it comes to computer networks, MODCOMP offers you a big advantage.

Experience.

At MODCOMP, we were pioneers in making the concept of resource-sharing computer networks a practical reality. The tying together of multiple computers in distributed processing systems whereby several computers work together, sharing the work load.

Putting the computing power out where the work is, yet allowing each computer in the network to do not only its own job, but also draw upon the resources of every other computer in the system.

We developed MAXNET as a standardized operating system exclusively for this purpose. And MODCOMP systems using our network software have been in operation for more than two years.

We now have over forty network systems in the field, with another fifteen or so being readied for early delivery. Which means that we have more experience — both in length of time and in numbers of systems installed — than all our competitors combined.

In addition to traditional "host-satellite" networks, we have systems in operation that include so-called "ring" networks, "star" networks, and many more. The important thing is that you can link your computers together in any format you want.

Provide each computer with whatever peripherals are best suited to your purpose. And leave the rest to MAXNET.

We figure the best way to give you an idea of what MAXNET can do is to give you some examples showing how other people are now using it.

We invite you to study these case histories. More important, we invite you to get in touch with us so you can get a first-hand look at how well they work. Which is a lot more convincing than just listening to us brag about them.

Meanwhile, we have a couple of brochures you should send for.

Our MAXNET brochure deals with computer networking, and how MAXNET makes it all happen.

The other is a thirty-two page booklet that explains in detail exactly what we mean by MODCOMP "TSP." The Total Systems Performance that has made MODCOMP first choice of many of the world's toughest computer buyers.

If you're into computers at all, the TSP brochure is "must" reading. If you're into resource-sharing networks (and if you're not, you soon will be), the MAXNET brochure is equally compulsory.

Write Modular Computer Systems, 1650 West McNab Road, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33309. Phone (305) 974-1380.

European Headquarters: Export House, Woking, Surrey, England Phone (04862) 71471
Case History No. 1
A giant aluminum company chose MODCOMP for this simple two-computer "network." Computer A is at one of the Company's plants in Pennsylvania, Computer B at a research facility in Tennessee, several hundred miles away. The two computers communicate with each other over ordinary dial-up telephone lines. Using MAXNET, operators at either location have full access to all the resources of both computers. Data, programs, peripheral services can be freely exchanged.

For example, suppose a research engineer at Computer B needs to compile a new program. By a simple terminal request, he can call down language processors from Computer A, compile and edit his program on his own computer, and transmit his listing outputs back to Computer A for printing.

Alternatively, a programmer at Computer A can prepare a program and load it directly down to Computer B. Even though it's the break of day in Tennessee, and the computer is all alone in the office.

This relatively simple system illustrates the flexibility of MAXNET, whether the computers in your network are in adjoining rooms, or a thousand miles apart. It would work just as well if they were on different planets, but nobody's asked us to do that. Yet.

Case History No. 2
This MODCOMP Network is in operation at the central R&D facility of a major oil company. It's a good example of how MAXNET, coupled with across-the-board compatibility of MODCOMP hardware, allows you to start as small as you want to, and grow as big as you need to. Without a heavy initial investment, and without costly re-programming as your system expands. It started, as part of a long-range plan, with the installation over two years ago of a MODCOMP III. Although this model has now been superseded in our line by later models of the MODCOMP II. It is indicative of the long-term compatibility of MODCOMP systems that the III remains today a vital part of this network.

As the system has since evolved, a 32-bit MODCOMP IV now acts as host computer. Replacing (at a fraction of the cost) the company's former stand-alone IBM 1800, the MODCOMP IV is expected to provide 10 to 25 times the throughput of the big machine, which had long since reached its saturation point.

A MODCOMP II acts as communications controller between the host and satellite computers. The satellites consist of 16-bit MODCOMP III's performing various data acquisition and control functions for a series of pilot plants. The MODCOMP III handles analytical instrumentation, providing simultaneous service to over 80 instruments of various types.

The advantages of this system are, firstly, its computing power—many times that of the old stand-alone system. It's reliability (the MODCOMP system has had an overall availability of 99.3% of prime time over the past two years). Its expandability, which allows virtually unlimited future growth. And last, but far from least, its economy and ease of operation.

Case History No. 3
A NASA prime contractor has installed this highly sophisticated MODCOMP hierarchical network to handle complex stress and fatigue test analyses.

Dual redundant 32-bit MODCOMP IV's at the "host" level communicate with an intermediate level of several smaller 32-bit MODCOMP IV's, screening data received from the satellite computers. A large number of 16-bit MODCOMP II satellites interface directly to the various processes. The entire system has built-in redundancy at each level.

Among minicomputer vendors, only MODCOMP has the capability to build a network of this size and complexity, using standard hardware and software products. At a small fraction of the cost for a single stand-alone computer large enough to perform the same multiple tasks. And with far greater efficiency.

It clearly illustrates the unlimited expandability of MAXNET in setting up any kind of network system you need to do your particular job.
A better way to communicate.

Let's face some hard business facts. If your company is using terminals on your IBM 360/370, you are using very expensive processing power to perform very slow applications.

As a result, you haven't been able to afford to develop new applications without upgrading or expanding. Both costly. And time consuming. But there's a unique new answer now. From Varian.

It's called PRONTO (Programmable Network Telecommunications Operating System). And it will help you make more efficient use of your network of terminals. It can help you off-load your IBM. And it will provide you with local processing capabilities.

It works like this. Your mainframe thinks PRONTO is a cluster of 3270's. Your terminals think PRONTO is your mainframe. And PRONTO allows you the flexibility of using TSO, IMS, CICS or any other communications package from a single undedicated terminal.

Our Varian System can be installed on a phased basis without interrupting your current work flow. It allows you to utilize any of the common computer languages such as COBOL, FORTRAN or RPG II. And it allows you to use TOTAL, the most widely used data base management system in the nation.

If you'd like to learn to communicate better, just call one of our worldwide offices, or write Varian Data Machines, 2722 Michelson Dr., P.O. Box C-19504, Irvine, Ca.


Our free brochure will show you why more and more companies are finding out that a Varian computer system with PRONTO makes good business sense.
A Discipline of Programming
by Edsger W. Dijkstra
Prentice-Hall, 1976
217 pp. $14.95

This is an important book which will have a profound and lasting influence on programming methodology. It is difficult reading, but it deals with a difficult subject. And it will spawn any number of new books on programming in further explanation and elaboration over the next decade.

There are 28 chapters (numbered 0 through 27) which are addressed to the following topics:

0-6, Introduction and Basic Theory  (44 pages)
7-8, Applications to Elementary Problems (27 pages)
9-12, More Theory (35 pages)
13-23, Applications to More Substantial Problems (61 pages)
24-25, Author’s Self-Test on Substantial Problems (33 pages)
26-27, Reflections and Conclusion (17 pages)

The book is addressed to the experienced programmer with a good background in mathematical logic. It will be especially valuable for those who would teach programming as a deep and challenging intellectual process. The material represents a tight distillation of ideas over a lifetime of one of the deepest thinkers in programming today. There are simply more ideas and more depth than can be understood at one reading, or even in one course. It may require considerable effort to revamp one’s own mental framework to understand Professor Dijkstra’s ideas. But it will be a lifelong experience for those who do.

At the heart of the book is a constructive approach to program correctness through which programs are derived systematically from their requirements. A central idea is a so-called “predicate transformer,” which views a program as a description of how a final predicate (of logical requirements on data at program termination) is transformed into the widest initial predicate (on data at program initiation)—i.e., the program itself is the predicate transformer. The objective is to begin with the final requirements, and then derive a program to satisfy them. A related idea is nondeterminacy in program execution. It turns out, surprisingly enough, that nondeterminacy makes the derivation of correct programs simpler in some cases.

As a consequence of his main ideas, Professor Dijkstra introduces a language of deep and elegant simplicity for expressing program design. He derives the semantics of this language by a step by step analysis of predicate transformers, beginning with two unusual, but important, statements, which are immediately suggested by simple instances of predicate transformers, namely skip (a statement that does nothing) and abort (a statement that fails to do anything, i.e., does not even do nothing). (These statements may seem whimsical at first, but there are important uses for them later, as special cases for more complex statements.) Then, he derives the ordinary assignment statement and ordinary sequences of statements as natural further extensions of predicate transformers.

So far, these are only more elegant derivations and deeper understandings of familiar programming ideas. But

A landmark in programming methodology...the basis for a whole generation of more effective programmers.

surprises of a profound nature are in store next, in branching and looping statements. In preparation, Professor Dijkstra defines a new concept, called a guarded command, namely a predicate (the guard) followed by a sequence of one or more statements. Then he defines two new statements called if and do, each of which are specified by an unordered set of guarded commands.

In executing the if statement, the guarded commands are examined in random order, and the first enabled command found, if any (i.e., command with predicate guard evaluating true), is executed (i.e., its sequence of statements is executed). Otherwise, if there is no enabled command, the if statement reduces to the abort statement (i.e., fails to terminate).

In the do statement, the guarded commands are examined in random order, and the first enabled command, if any, is executed, and the guarded commands are again examined in random order (independently of the previous order), etc., repeatedly until, if ever, no guarded command is enabled, whence execution is terminated. Notice; if no guarded command is enabled at the outset, then the do statement reduces to the skip statement.

The usual ifthenelse and whiledo statements of structured programming are special cases of the if and do statements of Dijkstra. An if statement with exactly two guarded commands with guards which are logical complements corresponds to the ifthenelse. A do statement with a single guarded command corresponds to the whiledo (the guard serves as the whiletest).

But the surprise in more general if and do statements is the possibility of indeterminacy when more than one command is enabled. At first glance such indeterminacy would seem to introduce unnecessary complexity. In fact, it reduces the need to specify unnecessary sequencing, which is a form of unnecessary complexity itself.

In illustration, the problem of assigning the maximum value of x or y to z is given in classical terms:

Classical
if x ≥ y
then z := x
else z := y
fi

and in Dijkstra’s language:

Dijkstra—1
if
x ≥ y → z := x[]
y > x → z := y[]
fi

The expression x ≥ y → z := x is a guarded command with guard x ≥ y and sequence of one assignment statement z := x (z “becomes” x). The heavy bar [] separates guarded commands.

The guards (x ≥ y, y > x) are logical complements above, and provide the same control logic as the classical ifthenelse. But Dijkstra goes on to observe a more symmetric form with the same function

Dijkstra—II
if
x ≥ y → z := x[]
y ≥ x → z := y[]
fi

in which the guards have a common intersection (x = y). In this case there is a nondeterminacy as to which of the assignments (z := x or z := y) is to be executed; but, of course, both lead to the same correct result (when x = y). So the nondeterminacy does not destroy correctness, but does not require an unnecessary choice in this case.
Four of the hardest working Bruning duplicators we know of belong to Disclosure, Inc., in Bethesda, Maryland. In their mainstream business, this micro publishing firm produces quantity fiche copies from documents filed by companies with the Securities and Exchange Commission.

Three Bruning OP40s and an OP49, each with an automatic collator, produce 4 to 5 million fiche duplicates a year; or, 20 million in 4 years. That's about double the industry's average output from high-speed fiche duplicators. During peak seasons the units produce over one million duplicates per month.

Now, if you're thinking about a microfiche duplicator for your operation, all we ask is that you consider Bruning's proven capacity for endless hard work in making your buying decision.

Contact your local Bruning office for more information. Or write Bruning, 1834 Walden Office Square, Schaumburg, Illinois 60172.

The bold force in micrographics.
Chapter 15, "Updating a Sequential File," will be of special interest to business programmers. It deals with the classical problem of creating a new sorted master file from an old sorted master and a sorted transaction file, with all the usual complications possible—a mixed sequence of transactions with updates, deletions, and insertions. Perhaps of most interest is that the resulting program is not markedly different in character from other programs in the book dealing with seemingly more logical or scientific problems. The notation may appear formidable to a COBOL or PL/1 programmer, to be sure, but more because of unfamiliarity than because of complexity, because the logic has been reduced to bedrock simplicity.

Chapter 24, "The Problem of the Convex Hull in Three Dimensions," is an author’s self-test, in which Professor Dijkstra designs a program for a problem new to him in front of the reader’s eyes. In it we see the problem solver at work—the false starts (and even more important, a recognition rather than defense of them), and the pleasant surprises (that a concept or principle did more than was expected of it). It is a significant problem solved by the method of stepwise refinement, which not only demonstrates the feasibility of the method, but also demonstrates the ruthless self-criticism required in correct program design, even of a master programmer. This chapter, alone, would require a short course to do it justice and comprehend its lessons, even with the basic theory and language conventions already understood.

*A Discipline of Programming* is a landmark in programming methodology. The unity and power of the theoretical ideas will be the basis for many textbooks in explanation and elaboration over the next decade, and for a whole generation of more effective programmers. The work is a rich source of insights, large and small. But the principal insight is summed up in the final chapter, "In Retrospect," in the form of two "messages":

"The first message is that it does not suffice to design a mechanism (program) of which we hope it will meet its requirements, but that we must design it in such a form that we can convince ourselves—and anyone else for that matter—that it will, indeed, meet its requirements. And, therefore, instead of first designing the program and then trying to prove its correctness, we develop correctness proof and program hand in hand. ... The second message is that, if this constructive approach to the problem of program correctness is to be our plan, we had better see to it that the intellectual labour involved does not exceed our limited powers ..."

For these insights—for putting the horse before the cart, and for recognizing and showing how to cope with our own human limitations—we owe Professor Dijkstra much gratitude.

—Harlan D. Mills

Dr. Mills has made important contributions to structured programming and chief programmer team concepts. An author of several books and articles, he is an IBM Fellow at IBM’s Federal Systems Div., Gaithersburg, Md.

**Our line.**
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And so, the Loch Ness Monster lives, there is life in space and on Mars, and there are flying saucers too; the Bermuda Triangle can be dangerous to our health if we fly or sail into it; heart transplants work; and, of course, computers think.

The state, the press, and the scientific and academic community all expend great sums of money, time, and effort pursuing these fairy tales each year so we can believe in them a little more. Moreover, the pursuit grows each year, suggesting that the desire is becoming a necessity. The Loch Ness Monster has been photographed; another ship has gone down in the Bermuda Triangle; a pig's heart beats in a man for a day or two in Houston; a formation of flying saucers has been sighted in Michigan; there is a new breakthrough in Artificial Intelligence; there is life in space and on Mars, Malik takes us on a trip through the various IBM lawsuits, mixing a dash here of industry history with a dash there of IBM executive personality. Malik's greatest accomplishment is that he had the gumption to try. The subject is one of gargantuan difficulty, made so by a combination of IBM's traditional secrecy, its complexity, and the fact that Malik has had to be first to blaze the trail.*

There is a shrill and unrelenting intensity to the book, and the author speaks in his dedication page of "what drove me to write this."

The many and varied lawsuits against IBM have dredged up a bonanza of IBM internal documents—documents that give an unprecedented look at the inner workings of a huge multinational corporation. Malik has made poor use of the documents, many of which, standing alone, make for fascinating reading. Only a few are identified and quoted from, although it is possible the author used the documents extensively in forming his strong opinions on IBM—to what extent we will never know, however, since Tomorrow the World contains few footnotes and no explanation on the documentation.

Malik says he interviewed many IBMers and former IBMers, but these are not identified by name or rank. Did Malik interview Tom Watson at his ski house at Stowe, or did he interview the janitorial staff at Armonk? The latter probably, given the book's lack of a ring of authority.

Like all good journalists, Malik looks for accuracy in others; he makes much of the time Business Week spelled Frank Cary's name wrong on its cover. Yet, Malik talks of IBM's June (sic) Cahill and U.S. Supreme Court Justice Byron "Buzzer" (sic) White, when, of course, he should have written Jane and Whizzer. Small points, maybe, but ones that tend to reflect on the accuracy of the entire book. Throughout the book, long quotes

---

*Ed. note: Think: A Biography of the Watsons and IBM by William Rodger, The Sun Never Sets on IBM by Nancy Fox (Daximation European editor), and The U. S. Computer Industry: A Study of Market Power by Gerald W. Brock, are, among others, considered more limited in scope.]
from unidentified sources (the Armonk janitors again?) float about like balloons at a country fair. Often they knife this or that IBM executive. We learned, for instance, that former IBM chairman T. Vincent Learson was called "Attila the Hun"—but not by whom—and that Learson's "get tough" policies on the PC's may have caused Thomas J. Watson Jr.'s heart attack. This may come as news to Mr. Watson, Mr. Learson, and others.

IBM executives do not need defense, nor do they need blind attack—they need exposing. Who are they? What makes them tick? What makes IBM tick? IBM has contributed major pieces to every industrialized nation's central nervous system. Pick your area—computers, communications, transportation—IBM is usually at or near the center. Yet the men behind the company remain a mystery. The company gave signs of entering a period of openness since the reign of the younger Watson, and that fact, combined with the court documents, should mean that we can find out something about IBM. But Malik tells us little, or little that we can rely on. Could he find no one willing to speak out at length for the record? Some, no doubt, will say that IBM has gotten the book that its secrecy deserved.

There are other irritants. And Tomorrow the World smacks of European computer chauvinism and might well have carried the subtitle: "How the Mean Americans Stole from the Great European Computer Geniuses."

Babbage, Turing, and Zuse are the author's heroes, and one receives the feeling that the Hungarian von Neumann might have made the Malik team if he had settled in England rather than the U.S. Malik, too, believes that IBM instituted a serious sales effort in Russia because of the competitive threat from England's ICL. The chauvinism continually gets in the way of fact.

Yet, for all that is irritating, there are some fine points in the book. Malik's analysis of the 360 generation, questioning whether it was a gamble—as is the popular version—is an original and thought-provoking piece of work. In addition, Malik has a way of dropping tidbits and nuggets of interesting fact and opinion throughout the scattered landscape of the book.

More than anything, though, Malik's book will be read because it is the only game in town. Malik has been the only one to write broadly and focus directly on the IBM computer era in nonacademic terms. Malik is an explorer, but he is not Sir Francis Drake the explorer; he is Mr. Magoo the explorer, staggering blindly from court case to court case, from executive to executive, occasionally cockeyed but occasionally striking home too. But alas, even after this book, we still know more about the Loch Ness Monster than we do about IBM.

—W. David Gardner

Mr. Gardner, Datamation's Industry Editor, is a close watcher of IBM.

BOOK BRIEFS...

Artist and Computer
Ruth Leavitt, ed.
Creative Computing Press, P.O. Box 789-M, Morristown, N.J. 07960 (1976)
132 pp. $10.95 ($4.95 paperback)

Although some artists have used the computer to produce finished pieces of artwork, many simply prefer to use the computer as an "idea machine." In this attractively illustrated volume, 35 artists from the U.S., Canada, England, Europe, and Japan, explain how they discovered the possibilities offered by the computer—from visualizing fabric before it is actually woven, to using a color tv monitor attached to a computer to produce paintings.
When professionals from many disciplines form a team to design or analyze large scale, man/machine systems, many of the problems arise not from mathematical, physical, or scientific considerations, but rather from the procedures or methods employed to perform the design or analysis. At least, this is the conclusion reached in this book, which is intended to train interdisciplinary teams in how to approach systems engineering for complex systems. Concepts illustrated include modeling and simulation, input/output analysis, technology, testing, and optimization; the only prerequisites are basic language skills and an interest in system theory and design. The methodologies are drawn from experiences in many industries, and the author has included numerous examples.

Structured Programming in APL
by Dennis P. Geller and Daniel P. Freedman
Winthrop Publ., Inc., 17 Dunster St., Cambridge, Mass. 02138 (1976) 324 pp. $8.95 (paperback)

Designed for classroom or self-study, this introduction to programming and APL focuses on methods that enable the "student," experienced or not, to begin writing programs very early in the game. A useful feature sprinkled at various points in the book are "Interludes" which discuss important mechanical details such as signing on, creating and saving workspaces, and debugging aids. The foreword is by Gerald Weinberg, who is also the editor of this publisher's "Computer Systems Series."

One of programming's necessary evils is treated in a comprehensive manner in this study of methodologies and techniques available to debug abend (abnormal ending) core dumps. The book uses ANSI COBOL language under 360/370 OS/MVT operating systems as a case study to provide systematic approaches to the most familiar abend dumps. Abundant illustrations will enable the programmer to use the text effectively.

Technological Diffusion and the Computer Revolution: The UK Experience
by Paul Stoneman
Cambridge University Press, 32 E. 57th St., New York, N.Y. 10022

This is a study by an economist on the spread of computer usage in the U.K. and its implications to that country's economy. It is a rather technical study, modified from a Ph.D. thesis, which uses econometric techniques in its analysis. One finding is that, contrary to expectations, computers may have marginally increased the demand for labor through the late '60s, but the final effect will still be to reduce that demand. Also investigated is the modeling of an economy undergoing changes attributable to the growth in the use of computers.
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A variety of techniques were used to perform the same functions in each of four very different operating systems. A detailed comparison of these systems forms the basis for these studies. The systems compared are the Burroughs B5500 Master Control Program, the Cambridge University Titan Supervisor, the CDC 6000 Series Scope, and E. W. Dijkstra's T.H.E. Multiprogramming System. The presentation seems detailed and complete, and helpful glossaries are included.

Japanese Electronics Industry
By 1980, production levels in the Japanese electronics industry will grow 302% over 1973 figures; by 1985, the growth will be 586% more than 1973. So finds a 376-page report, Future of the Japanese Electronics Industry, which covers not only the future, but the past and present as well. The study includes commentary and statistics on consumer and industrial electronic product categories, as well as on semiconductor components. It examines the structure of the electronic industries, with special care to the computer industry, telecommunications, control technology, and consumer electronics, as well as import and export activities. Researched in 1974 and printed in late 1975, this study gathers a large amount of comprehensive information on the subject into one place. Of particular interest are forecasts based on the Delphi technique, and used for a large number of specific products. An appendix includes a chronology of the Japanese electronics industry and lists of electronic products by major companies. Price: $210. FUJI DATA SERVICE, Akishoku Bldg., 3-8, Tomigaya 1-chome, Shibuyaku, Tokyo, Japan.

Software Directory
The July ICP Software Directory, "the world's largest directory of proprietary software," contains descriptions of over 3,600 software products from more than 900 sources. In two softcover volumes, Data Processing Management (systems and utility packages) and Business Management (application packages), the directory is comprised of vendor-written descriptions of the packages, including hardware requirements, price, and whom to contact. More than 150 categories are listed, and there is a useful cross index between package and hardware. About 2,000 products have been updated, and a new index for System/3 users has been added. Published semiannually, a yearly subscription is $100; single copy, $60. INTERNATIONAL COMPUTER PRODUCTS, INC., 1119 Keystone Way, Carmel, Indiana 46032.
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European Electronics Suppliers Guide
Names and addresses of suppliers of electronics equipment in Europe are listed by particular industry (banking, textiles) or application (military, medical). The publication is trilingual (English, German, and French), and contains an alphabetical product index, a directory of companies by country with additional information (including telephone numbers), names and addresses of trade associations, and American companies in Europe. Price: $48. Obtainable in the U.S. from Dept. BJ, ELECTRONIC NEWS, 7 East 12 St., New York, N.Y. 10003.

Insurance Computer Systems
The market for insurance-oriented computer systems and software programs will experience a growth of 100% over the next two years—and this growth will be further multiplied by ten over the next ten years. A major survey of insurance companies reveals trends and forms the basis of forecasts assembled in the 149-page report, Data Processing Systems & Services in the Insurance Industry. Projections through 1985 of the nature, size, and numbers of units and dollar volumes for three types of computer systems, six types of data entry systems, and seven types of services and software are supplied. Price: $600. FROST & SULLIVAN, INC., 106 Fulton St., New York, N.Y. 10038.

Data Base Planning
A 15-page information portfolio, "Establishing a Framework for Data Base Planning," identifies functional components of a data base system and analyzes the administration, operation, and implementation considerations of the planning process. Recommendations on planning, funding, and getting corporate approval are included. The portfolio is part of the information service, Auerbach Data Base Management. AUERBACH PUBLISHERS INC., Pennsauken, N.J.

Business Automation Reference Service
A monthly updating reference service provides four two-volume looseleafs containing over 3,200 pages of descriptive information and specifications on computer equipment, peripheral equipment, computer software, and office equipment. More than 45 categories are covered, including minicomputers, small business computers, terminals, word processors, copiers, microfilm equipment, etc. Products are described and compared to all models offered by a vendor within a particular product category, and the descriptions are user-oriented and easily understood. Included is also a monthly newsletter with commentary, industry developments, and capsule product descriptions. Subscriptions for each of the four categories: $100; for all four: $360; for the newsletter alone: $30. ALLTECH PUBLISHING CO., Pennsauken, N.J.

Tax Laws
A 156-page survey of sales, property, and use tax laws as they affect the computer industry has been prepared by ADAPO'S tax consultant, Prof. Richard D. Gould of the New England School of Law, with help from ADAPO summer law fellows. Hardware is considered tangible personal property in all jurisdictions, and thus subject to property tax. California is one of several states that consider operations or system software part of hardware, and therefore taxable; but other states have yet to consider the question. Further

We take your business personally
We have made a major commitment to R&D and to the continuous refinement of the manufacturing process. We will continue to develop technologically advanced products for both the end-user and OEM. We have also made a major commitment to a nationwide network of independent representatives. The men who sell and service our line have proven themselves to be the best in their field. That's why they represent CFI. They work hard to earn your business by giving you the kind of personal attention and professional service you just can't get any place else.

A nearby CFI representative is waiting to show you how you can get all the care and quality we put into our products and all the personal attention you could ever want at prices your accountant will appreciate. And that's really the bottom line.

Call us toll-free for the name of your local representative, 800/854-3290. Or write: CFI Memories, Inc., 305 Crescent Way, Anaheim, CA 92801
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details on tax laws in all 50 states as they impinge on the dp industry are included, and ADAPSO plans to update the survey every six months. Price: $90, plus $2.50 postage and handling. ASSN. OF DATA PROCESSING SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS, INC., 210 Summit Ave., Montvale, N.J. 07645.

Privacy Legislation

Prepackaged Software
A loose-leaf directory of "thousands" of prepackaged programs and data bases from hundreds of time-sharing sources, which are accessible by data terminal via telephone, is available. Entitled Remotely-accessible Conversational Programs & Data Bases, the directory covers broad areas such as accounting, finance, insurance, lease analysis, production control, statistical analysis, stocks and bonds, etc. Each title is described with information on vendor, special features, accessibility, and occasionally, cost data. Price, including three bimonthly updates: $28. GREGORY RESEARCH ASSOCIATES, 1900 Greymont St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19116.

Data Communications
The Sensible Way to Use Computers in Data Communications, a 12-page illustrated brochure, describes this company's front end processing systems, message concentrator systems, message and packet switchers, and terminal systems. Specific users are shown in various data communications applications with the equipment described, and configuration diagrams illustrate different methods of network implementation. DATA GENERAL CORP., Southboro, Mass.

Business Systems
Five general accounting software applications packages which can be used individually or in combination are described in a multicolored brochure. The five, making up this vendor's...
Super Smart. Super Simple.

Together for the first time in ADDS New System 70.

How smart is smart? The answer is simple. ADDS new System 70 is a powerhouse that can SEARCH, VERIFY, COPY, SEND, RECEIVE, and PRINT the day you plug it in. It's all pre-programmed on dual microprocessors. That's smart.

And simple. Because to get System 70 to SEARCH, all an operator has to enter is the word SEARCH. We call it TCL; our Terminal Command Language. You'll call it EASY.

Smart is simple in more ways than one. Sometimes you want to take advantage of automatic data entry functions like arithmetic extensions, must-fill fields or check digit calculations. With System 70 you customize forms yourself, right on the display; without assembly or debugging of complicated programs. It's that simple.

And smart. System 70 is IBM 3780 or teletypewriter compatible. It has single or dual
diskette drives which are IBM 3740 compatible. And our line of optional printers can put it all on paper at a reserved 30 characters-per second up to a snappy 300 lines-per-minute.

What does all this power cost? Practically peanuts. System 70 is under $7,000 in moderate quantities. ADDS System 70.

Smart and Simple together mean more power to you.
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“Comprehensive Business Systems,” include complete order processing, accounts receivable; purchase order entry, general ledger, and payroll. These field-tested ready to use packages can be installed on all this vendor’s small business computers. BASIC/FOUR CORP., Irvine, Calif.
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Microprocessors
This vendor’s “total microprocessor capability” is described in an 8-page illustrated brochure. A chart relating key system performance needs to TI microprocessor products is featured. Design support, features, operation and other technical information on the various series of products are included. Software, cpu’s, support hardware, and memory components are described, and additional support offerings such as software assemblers, compilers, simulators, debug units, and hands-on tutorial classes are mentioned. TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INC., Dallas, Texas.
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Remote Plotting
An attractive multicolored 16-page brochure explains in nontechnical language remote computer plotting, its history and development. The variety of uses and applications, as well as how (in simplified terms) remote plotters work, are discussed. The advantages and limitations of three types of plotters—analog, standard vector, and differential vector—along with their general descriptions, are given. There is also a useful mini-glossary of plotting terms included. ZETA RESEARCH, Lafayette, Calif.
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Image Processing
A series of applications notes is available which emphasize the variety and possibilities for use of this vendor’s 8000 series digital image display system, capable of processing digital images at over 240 million bit per second transfer rates. Published bimonthly, these technical papers are written by Dr. Harry C. Andrews (of USC’s Image Processing Inst.) and other experts in the field. Current titles include “Spatial Resolution: Requirements for Real-Time Digital Displays,” “Pseudocolor,” “Function Memory Application,” and “Continuous Tone Images with Hidden Surface Removal.” Upcoming topics include photographing the face of crts, and spatial warp.

This vendor’s equipment. it is claimed, was used by Jet Propulsion Labs in the generation of color images from the Viking spacecraft on Mars. CONTAL CORP., Pasadena, Calif.
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Network Processor
A 12-page booklet, A New Concept in Communications Network Optimization and Management, written as a sort of mini-primer on communications networks for managers, also discusses this vendor’s 6000 Series Intelligent Network Processor. Besides describing (with diagrams) the qualities, characteristics, and applications of the product, the booklet also discusses how the “6000 technology” can reduce the number of communications lines, increase traffic on existing lines; achieve error-free transmission between nodes, and support mixed protocols within a network. CODEX CORP., Newton, Mass.
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Buying/Selling Used Hardware
A 20-page booklet describes this company’s multiple listing service for buyers and sellers of used computer equipment. The service is modeled on real estate procedures in that the seller lists his equipment with one broker, and the service distributes the listing to all brokers who are members of this service. Prospective buyers can look up all listings and pay no charge. But the booklet does not identify the brokers, nor give their number or commission.

(Continued on page 44)
If you think this new Xerox terminal is right for you, you may be wrong.

It's not for everybody. To appreciate the Xerox 1700 you have to do interactive work and also want very high print quality. And you have to be intolerant of downtime. The mechanism is our quiet, reliable HyType II. Sharp, crisp characters, even at 45 cps. (Normal online speed is 30 cps.)

Full ASCII character set. Prints forward and backward. Has 1/120" horizontal and 1/48" vertical resolution so you can print charts, curves, formulas, musical scores.

Sits on a desk. The microprocessor and other electronics are inside.

Supported and maintained by Xerox. Expensive? Definitely not. Available on purchase, one-year lease, or 90-day trial lease.

Now, after all you've read, if you still think this terminal is right for you, you just might be right.


Xerox Computer Printing.
The inventors of magnetic tape just made a better "Winchester."

Back in 1932, BASF invented magnetic tape... the forerunner of such modern data processing media as the 3348 “Winchester” Data Module. Now BASF research has made significant improvements on the Winchester. While still completely compatible with existing 3340 drives, our new Data Modules feature an exclusive oriented oxide coating and polishing technique which offers 30-35% better resolution properties than competitive Winchester-type packs.

Our new finish allows the read/write heads to fly uniformly and four times smoother than independent competitive module heads... resulting in greatly reduced possibilities of error generation. In addition, BASF has developed a special disk-surface lubricant, which eliminates disk coating wear and consequent contamination and errors. This lubricant also eliminates, for the first time, any possibility of a head sticking to the disk surface while the module is stored.

BASF Data Modules are available in three configurations: the 1335 Module, with 35 million-byte capacity; the 1370, with 70 million-byte capacity; and the 1375, with fixed head and quicker access. Because our error testing is twice as critical as drive manufacturer’s specifications, we warranty our Data Module to be free from manufacturing defects for as long as you use it.

For complete details on the BASF “Winchester” Data Module, write: BASF Systems, Crosby Drive, Bedford, MA 01730, or call our nearest regional office: in Los Angeles, (213) 451-8781; in Dallas, (214) 233-6607; in Chicago, (312) 343-6618; in Clifton, NJ, (201) 546-9111; in Montreal, (514) 341-5411; and in Toronto, (416) 677-1280.
Some of the best known computer centers in the world are our users. Many of them already had powerful graphics. So why choose DISSPLA? Simple. It’s **machine and device independent**. It offers unmatched features from publication quality fonts to 3-D hidden line surfaces and world maps. But, above all, it’s easy to use.

Start with a simple plot of 3 curves. Scaling, centering and rounding are automatic unless specified otherwise.

**Add** a few “calls” to (1) for italics, bars, parallel curves, dashed lines and smoothed connection. The calls of (1) are essentially unchanged.

To (2) now **add** a grid, shading, legend, blanked areas and angled axis numbering. We **add to, not modify** previous instructions.

The plot becomes complex simply—with a dotted grid, more axes, month labeling, text and even Gothic lettering! Draftsman quality plots are generated by the thousands every day on over fifty installations internationally. Ask our customers.

**DISSPLA**

Display Integrated Software System and Plotting L'Anguage

A proprietary software product of BESO.

For more information call Sunny Harris (714) 452-0170 or (714) 565-8098.

Or write:

**Integrated Software Systems Corporation**

4186 Sorrento Valley Blvd., Suite N, San Diego, CA 92121
Try pricing out the cost of lost data.
Then you'll know why over half the certified digital cassettes in use throughout the world today are made by Information Terminals.

A dropped bit could mean only a misspelled name. It could also mean a check a hundred or a thousand times too big, a carload shipment sent to the wrong destination, or a fleeting moment in time lost forever!

100% Certified.
You can be sure with ITC.

To help protect you, your company and your projects against such losses, ITC tests its computer grade information storage media 100% after assembly.

This means every ITC computer grade digital cassette, floppy disk, FLIPPY™ disk, ¼-inch Data Cartridge and Mini-Cassette is checked for perfect mechanical and recording operation before it leaves our hands. 100% Certified. You're sure with ITC.

A medium for every message.
ITC 100% CERTIFIED DIGITAL CASSETTES. Five Series, to fit just about every system and environmental requirement, from computer room or business office to desert, jungle or frigid mountain top.

ITC 100% CERTIFIED FLOPPY AND FLIPPY™ DISKS. One-sided floppies and two-sided FLIPPIES™. No matter what or who's diskettes you've been using, there's a 100% Certified ITC disk you can depend on.

ITC 100% CERTIFIED ¼-INCH DATA CARTRIDGES. ITC's new ¼" Data Cartridges, with exclusive new features for new levels of performance and reliability.

ITC 100% CERTIFIED MINI-CASSETTES. A unique new approach to data storage in hand-held and desktop digital devices. ITC's MI-50 Mini-Cassette packs 50 feet of data capture in a package smaller than a box of pocket matches.

ITC MAGNETIC CARDS FOR WORD PROCESSING SYSTEMS.
High quality products for the Office, from the leading producer of 100% Certified computer grade magnetic media. Like all ITC products, our Mag Cards feature consistently high performance from one shipment to the next.

Write for Information on ITC computer grade and word processing media, and our cassette and diskette testing and alignment equipment. Or call your nearest ITC distributor or representative.

Information Terminals
323 Soquel Way
Sunnyvale, California 94086
Telephone (408) 245-4400

In Europe:
Information Terminals SA
Case Postale 296
1215 Geneva
Switzerland
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How to evaluate the efficiency of a DBMS

There are two factors to consider when evaluating a DBMS: human efficiency and computer efficiency.

In terms of human efficiency, RAMIS users have found that 75 percent of their information processing can be performed by the RAMIS nonprocedural language in one-fifth the time required by conventional programming languages.

For example, in the time it takes to write one typical Cobol program, 10 to 20 RAMIS procedures can be written. In some cases a whole system can be written in one day. "What-if" questions can be answered even faster. In the time it would take Cobol, Fortran or any procedural language to answer one query, RAMIS can answer almost 40.

So when management wants an answer fast, you can provide it in minutes or hours instead of two or three days.

That's fast.

In terms of computer efficiency, RAMIS procedures use no more computer resources than the average Cobol program doing the same work.

In terms of storage efficiency, a RAMIS data base normally requires less storage space than the same data stored as sequential files.

In addition, RAMIS provides the DP department with tools for analyzing the impact of RAMIS applications on computer resources and for scheduling file reorganization. RAMIS is constantly being enhanced by our engineering staff to provide users with on-going improvements in both human and computer efficiencies.

To find out how RAMIS efficiency can help you, use the coupon below or contact Mark Berkowitz, Vice-President, U.S. Operations at (609) 799-2600.

Mathematica Products Group
P.O. Box 2392, Princeton, N.J. 08540

Please send me information on RAMIS

Name_________________________
Title_________________________
Company_______________________
Address_______________________
City________________State_______Zip_______
Phone_________________________

Mathematica: Princeton (609) 799-2600/New York (212) 697-9500/Chicago (312) 337-8161/Los Angeles (213) 986-6006/London (01) 629-2821/ Basel (061) 22-4070

September, 1976
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(Continued from page 38)

rates. However, the service seems like a convenient way to bring together buyers with sellers. COMPUTER MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICE, Fairfax, Va.
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Telex and Cables
Telex and cablegram rates from the U.S. to over 150 countries, including area codes for those countries, are listed in the latest WUI rate booklet. Since Telex rates are by the minute and cablegram rates are by the word, there is a "break-even point" when the words reach a certain number; "break even points" are listed. Step by step procedures for sending messages on international, domestic, and TWX machines are also given. WESTERN UNION INTERNATIONAL, New York, N.Y.
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Plotting Software
Sample plots produced on this vendor's Statos printer/ploter form the core of 12-page brochure on the company's Dataplot III software. Three levels of software are explained: driver, plotter, and application. Various routines and features of the software, such as plotting any of 12 special designs or in 16 shades of gray, as well as a variety of figures, are illustrated. VARIAN GRAPHICS DIV., Palo Alto, Calif.
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OCR Applications
A 24-page illustrated booklet, OCR Applications Sketchbook, discusses optical page readers, one type of OCR machine, with emphasis on those developed specifically for dedicated minicomputer systems. Written for laymen, the booklet also gives the reader a general discussion of OCR capabilities, applications (word processing, data entry, telecommunications, graphic arts), advantages, and future possibilities. Two examples (in text processing and communications) are featured in greater depth. CONTEXT CORP., Burlington, Mass.
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Clustering Terminals
Product literature describes this vendor's CLU-8 Terminal Clustering Unit which increases the number of terminals served by a single modem in multiple terminal data communications networks. Diagrams illustrating sample system applications are included, and among the characteristics claimed are fully automatic operation, no adjustment or maintenance requirements, failsafe circuitry, and extension of modem servicing range. SYNTech CORP., Rockville, Md.
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Security/Privacy
Three-day workshops on computer security and privacy are scheduled for Phoenix on Sept. 28-30, Oct. 19-21, Nov. 16-18, and Dec. 7-9. Case studies and team analyses of actual cases will be examined. Emphasis will include risk analysis, operations security, internal computer security, physical data center security, computer auditing, system monitoring and surveillance, and disaster recovery planning. Price: $350. HONEYWELL INFORMATION SYSTEMS, P.O. Box 6000, Phoenix, Ariz. 85005.

Computer Applications

User Oriented Systems
Developing User Oriented Systems is a two hour audio cassette course with accompanying workbook, visuals, reference material, and flowchart template. The purpose of the course is to teach system design and system development techniques, with special emphasis on defining the primary system requirements before programming begins. A course prospectus and wall chart defining goals, objectives, and tasks for such systems are offered free. Dennis A. Fletcher is the author. Price: $125. INFO 3, Studio City, Calif.
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periodicals

Key Abstracts
The IEEE and INSPEC (Information Services Div. of the Inst. of Electrical Engineers) recently initiated a series of monthly abstracts of current literature in several fields. Each Key Abstract is for a separate field, and among the fields are communications technology, systems theory, solid state devices, electronic circuits, industrial power and control systems, and power transmission and distribution. Each issue is 24 pages and contains about 250 items culled yearly from an average of over 2,000 worldwide publications, over 500 conference proceedings, 2,000 reports, 100 university theses, and more than 300 books. Subscription: $35 ($19.50 for IEEE members). THE INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS, INC., 445 Hoes Lane, Piscataway, N.J. 08854, or INSPEC Marketing Dept., IEEE, P.O. Box 26, Hitchin, Hertfordshire, SG5 1RS, England.

ComputerData
ComputerData, a monthly Canadian magazine, is expanding its circulation from members of the Canadian Information Processing Society (CIPS) to an industry wide base. Feature articles as well as columns by government watchers in Ottawa and Washington, a West Coast commentary, a computers and the law column written by American lawyer Robert Bigelow, a "consumer view," and other items make up the monthly mix. In-depth profiles of prominent persons in the field, and special reports—the first issue (May) covered the installation of Canada's first Amdahl system at the Univ. of Alberta, the second presented word processing and computerized typesetting at major Canadian newspapers—but can also be found each month. Roy J. Whitsed is the editor/publisher. Yearly subscription: $15. WHITSED PUBLISHING LTD., Suite 2504, 2 Bloor St. W., Toronto, Ontario, M4W 3G1, Canada.
Fast, flexible and efficient—the HP 2645 is a powerful addition to Hewlett-Packard's growing family of multipurpose display terminals. With extensive features, the HP 2645 was designed to adapt to a diversity of application requirements. The microprogrammed HP 2645 offers simplicity of operation through user defined Soft Keys that match the keyboard to the application.

**HEWLETT-PACKARD ANNOUNCES THE 2645**

Up to 12 kilobytes of display memory "stretch" the display to fit the application. Added Mini Cartridge mass storage for off-line operation decreases the application's dependence on the computer. Flexibility in data communication, speeds up to 9600 bits per second and polling (async. and sync.) facilitate "hardware fitting" an application. Forms drawing capability, field checking, adjustable margins and full editing make the HP 2645 perfect for data handling applications. The HP 2645 is simple to use; yet adept with complex applications.

**A DISPLAY STATION WITH CAPABILITIES AS DIVERSE AS YOUR COMPANY'S REQUIREMENTS.**
THE HP 2645 DISPLAY STATION
A company wide information link to plant, warehouse, computer center, and sales offices.

At warehouses several miles from the main plant, tighter inventory control results from use of the HP 2645's powerful stand alone capabilities made possible by optional internal mass storage on two magnetic tape Mini Cartridges. Personnel enter transactions onto forms displayed on the 2645's screen. One cartridge stores the new inventory entries for periodic batch transmission to the computer. The second cartridge receives and stores both the forms and the updated inventory. Here, the HP 2645 reduces paperwork and its costs, minimizes charges for telephone lines and computer connect time, and also assures a duplicate inventory record separate from the central computer.

Inventory control tightens with a remote HP 2645 and inventory transactions stored locally on internal mini cartridges.

Secretarial efficiency improves with a stand alone HP 2645 and printer.
Secretarial efficiency improves by using the HP 2645 with a printer in a stand alone combination to retype original form letters and to revise drafts of text. The HP 2645 displays upper or lower case letters, tabulates and backspaces. An executive secretary types management memoranda onto cartridges for later transmission to terminals throughout the company.

Communications costs and order entry errors decrease with HP 2645's in distant sales offices.
Field sales offices dramatically reduce line charges by using HP 2645's. Whereas before, each terminal needed its own leased line, daisy chained HP 2645's clustered in a single office share a common modem, and single communication line. With the choice of asynchronous or synchronous (Bisync) modes of operation, the sales office has chosen synchronous (Bisync) to gain the speed of 9600 baud remote transmission. Order errors diminish with the terminal's field...
THE HP 2645 DISPLAY STATION

The 2645 is a high resolution display station that operates at up to 9600 baud and offers async. point-to-point data communications. Optional capabilities include both async. and sync. (Bisync) polling for multi-point communications. Internal mass storage extends the 2645’s capabilities. User defined Soft Keys allow the keyboard to adapt to specialized applications. Forms mode and full editing capability round out the data entry characteristics of the 2645.

For more information describing the HP 2645’s extensive features, indicate A on the reply card.

INNOVATIONS IN DATA COMMUNICATIONS

Detecting the Undetectable: New Insight Speeds Network Setup & Debugging.

The HP 2640, the first display terminal introduced by Hewlett-Packard, began a tradition. The pressing of a single key initiates a Self-Test and instantly verifies that the HP 2640 terminal is working properly. The newest of the family, the HP 2645 Display Station continues this Self-Test tradition and adds a new concept—Monitor/Driver Mode.

When a problem appears in a data communication network, the list of possible malfunctions is long. Perhaps the modem is faulty, or maybe there is transmission interference on the telephone lines. But then . . . it could be a problem with the computer itself. Or the fault could reside in any of a number of plugs, cables and connectors. The Self-Test feature helps clear the confusion and isolate the fault so that immediate corrective action can be taken.

The Self-Test feature is a firmware program that assures that the HP 2645 is working. It checks the HP 2645’s power supply, ROM and RAM memory, microprocessor, data communications interface, etc., and displays the results in a complete test pattern. Self-Test can also capitalize on the analog and digital loop back capability of modems. The HP 2645 sends out 128 different characters which upon reaching a modem or special Self-Test Plug are looped back to the terminal. A simple comparison indicates if a problem exists in the part of the network under test. Full documentation, including flow charts, assists a user to systematically “Self-Test” in tracking down problems.

To help further isolate problems in the communication network, the HP 2645 has an optional feature called Monitor/Driver Mode which is used in a polling environment. In Monitor Mode, a daisy chained terminal actually allows the user to view data being transmitted because the HP 2645 displays the data as it passes by. This “insight” helps analyze and determine which terminal sent data out of sequence, prematurely, or not at all. In addition, Driver Mode allows one terminal to generate typical polling and selection sequences for other terminals on the same communications line, a handy debugging tool for really tricky problems. Data transfer is a dynamic process and has been difficult, until now, to capture in a single transmission snapshot. Once flowing data can actually be seen on the display, problems are easier to see and simpler to resolve.

Monitor/Driver Mode plus Self-Test speed debugging a system and help get an on-line system quickly on the air. What was previously mystery is now detectable.

For more information on the HP 2645 data communication’s innovations indicate B on your reply card.

ISOLATE HARDWARE PROBLEMS

Self-Test feature permits fast hardware fault isolation in a communication network. Faults can be easily isolated by looping back data from any of four logical points.

SEE LOGICAL PROBLEMS

With Monitor/Mode’s “insight,” dynamic data transfers from both the computer and terminal can be seen and analyzed.

HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPUTER ADVANCES
In a major extension of its OEM line, HP is introducing two products in component form: the HP 2649 terminal and 21MX-K Series Minicomputer. Developed for the OEM designer who needs greater flexibility, both products consist of hardware subassemblies that can be ordered in the most cost-effective configuration for a particular application. Both permit functional customization through microprogramming.

Comprehensive documentation is available for both products so that technically oriented users can take full advantage of the products’ flexibility. These products broaden HP’s OEM product line to range from components, terminals and other peripherals through minicomputers, disccomputers and the new HP 3000 Series II general purpose computer system.

Now: a way to get a custom terminal without paying a custom price.

With HP’s new 2649 Mainframe Terminal, designers can create a variety of specialized terminals from multiple hardware building blocks—all controlled by custom, proprietary firmware without costs associated with developing a specialized terminal from scratch.

All information needed to develop source code for custom firmware is available in a technical support package. Object code can be assembled on an HP RTE Minicomputer system using a 13290 Development Terminal as the system console and a firmware support package.

With the 13290 Development Terminal, object code can be loaded from Mini Cartridges to 24K bytes of Writable Control Store (WCS) for verification of user-developed programs.

Once developed and debugged, custom firmware coding can be easily transferred to programmable-read-only-memory (PROM) chips for installation in multiple HP 2649 Mainframe Terminals. For high-volume applications, read-only-memory (ROM) chips are available from specified vendors.

Technical assistance in developing custom firmware is available directly from Hewlett-Packard. Among other services, HP will offer a series of in-depth “how to do it” seminars for customers wishing to get the most out of the new HP 2649 Mainframe Terminal.

Hardware options for the terminal include two keyboards, four character sets and fonts, six memory modules, four data communications modules and two I/O modules. A display enhancement module and two...
printer subsystems are also available.

For more information on the easy way to create specialized terminals for your next systems application, indicate C on the attached reply card.

**Now: microprogrammable computer power in component form.**

For the OEM designer who needs the power of a minicomputer and the flexibility of a microprocessor in his next system, HP has a new and intriguing product: 21MX K-Series Minicomputer Components.

Designed to fill the need for high-power processing in a low-cost form that integrates easily into OEM systems, K-Series Components offer unique flexibility through microprogramming. Systems engineers can now gain direct access to an extraordinarily fast processor which features a 325 nano-second cycle time and 210 powerful microinstructions. And, by adding a 21MX read-only-memory (ROM), get a full minicomputer that is hardware- and software-compatible with HP's entire line of 21MX memory systems, software, peripherals and accessories.

In any systems design, K-Series Components provide:
- A high-performance “computer-on-a-board” that can run up to five times faster than MOS/LSI microprocessors and support large amounts of memory for complex tasks like array processing or pattern recognition.
- Access to a full set of microprogramming tools which let OEM designers develop custom firmware for high-speed execution of specialized routines.
- A choice of easy-to-install components that can be hidden in an OEM system and operated through a custom front panel.
- The opportunity to maximize added value while taking advantage of 21MX-compatible software.

Among the many systems applications which can use the speed and power of K-Series Components are spectrophotometers, numerical control units, smart data-entry terminals, word processing equipment, graphic display systems, medical diagnostic systems, and many kinds of test equipment.

K-Series Components include the processor board, 21MX Instruction ROM, a front panel assembly and card cages with either eight or 18 slots for memory and I/O cards. Accessories include all 21MX memory systems, Writable Control and User Control Store boards for storage of microprograms, a Dynamic Mapping System which permits addressing of up to 256k words of memory, a Dual Channel Port Controller, a fast FORTRAN processor and a Memory Protect System.

A wide selection of I/O subsystems is also available for use with K-Series Components. These include the HP-IB* I/O Kit which simplifies configuration of automated test/measurement systems by allowing the computer to control multiple cluster of up to 14 compatible instruments each.

In short, HP's new K-Series Components offer unusual design flexibility at a very attractive price. U.S. prices for the processor board (OEM quantity 100) are $975 without and $1205 with the 21MX Instruction ROM.

For more information about HP's latest addition to the 21MX Minicomputer family, indicate D on the attached reply card.

---

HP's new K-Series Minicomputer Components offer the speed, power and flexibility of 21MX Minicomputers in a form that integrates easily into OEM systems. The high-speed processor-on-a-board can be used with custom firmware and with a 21MX Instruction ROM as a full, microprogrammable minicomputer.

*The Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus (HP-IB) is Hewlett-Packard's implementation of IEEE Standard 488-1975, "Digital Interface for Programmable Instrumentation."
The computerized corner drugstore relieves 90% of behind-counter clerical workload.

Standard Oil Company of California's computing resources now are available to their service stations and direct buying customers as they place phone orders for the company's products as a result of a recently launched distributed processing network.

SOCAL's Southwest area customers now can receive next-day shipment from the company's inventory of approximately 3,000 packaged petroleum and TBA (tire, battery and accessory) products.

In addition to providing the company's order entry personnel with online video display terminals, the multifunctional network controls a host of other operations: inventory adjustment, warehouse control, manpower projections and fill line scheduling.

Making this possible are two remote Hewlett-Packard minicomputers, the first of a national network of up to 18 planned distributed processors, initially running at two of the company's Southern California distribution points: its Los Angeles TBA warehouse and its El Segundo package petroleum warehouse.

The online, real time model HP 21MX minicomputer will be controlled by a HP 21MX central mini, which in turn will transmit confirmed orders and inventory data to a System 370/168.

The network, designed to enhance customer service was developed jointly by SOCAL and its systems contractor, MST (Management Systems Technology) of Chicago.

A Chevron dealer can place one phone order through the Los Angeles TBA warehouse for any of 1,200 TBA items and package petroleum products sold at service stations. The order can be delivered in one shipment within 24 hours.

Order entry personnel may access account files by customer name, service station number or account number. Displays alert them to special promotions and quantity price breaks. Products are accessed by either codes or a specially designed alpha technique that allows the same product to be identified by different input keys.

The computerized corner drugstore...

Computerized pharmacy is no longer a prediction. It is a reality. Management Systems Technology of Chicago installed its first Script Control dispensing system last fall at the Midwest's largest drug wholesaler.

Eight separate steps involved in dispensing drugs manually are reduced to a simple one step entry. As a result, approximately 90% of the pharmacists' behind-counter clerical workload is eliminated and up to 80 prescriptions per hour can be filled.

A Hewlett-Packard 21MX based Minicomputer System maintains a central data base accessible 24 hours daily and controls remote video displays and hard copy printers at subscribing pharmacies that will number 400 by the end of this year.

One of the HP 21MX Minicomputers with 64-K bytes of memory, together with varied HP peripherals, located at the central wholesaler site, can accommodate 16 pharmacies. Proprietary MST software was designed by pharmacists with pharmacists in mind. Drugists can interact with a Script Control system simply and with no previous computer knowledge.

For example, instantly after entering prescription number and drug identification, Script Control, in one step, accomplishes the following: prices the prescription; maintains the patient's profile, checks for drug interactions and allergic reactions; prints the label, receipt, alert messages and refill sticker; and prepares all tapes and documents for third party and state billing.

Savings derived from the use of Script Control are real and directly improve the profit picture for the pharmacist. Average third party rejection rate has been reduced to less than 1%. Headaches associated with constant price changes of pharmaceuticals are eliminated. Script Control uses the latest price and in addition lists generically equal drugs that when appropriate can be substituted at a cost savings to the patient.

The 22 functions of Script Control are under the complete control of the pharmacists. Changing from activity to activity is done simply by entering keystrokes.

Byproducts of Script Control automatically filter into pharmacy record keeping and gives the pharmacist a new level of management control that was previously unattainable. Gross profit analysis, item movement and labor scheduling reports are three such examples.

Several years ago, MST also using HP computers, developed a predecessor system, CPS (Consulting Pharmacy System). Used by pharmacists who specialize in serving skilled nursing centers, CPS presently is processing more prescriptions than any other available computerized system.
re·li·a·ble (ri-lī·ə-bəl)

Definition 1: that can be relied on; dependable, trustworthy.

Definition 2: Vistar/GTX

It's one thing to have a display terminal that is recognized throughout the industry for its performance and reliability.

It's another to have it at one of the lowest prices in the marketplace.

Yet that's exactly what the new Infoton Vistar/GTX has to offer.

GTX is a Teletype® replacement with an 80-character line and 24 lines of information. Its interfaces, both EIA and current loop, are standard with backspacing and non-destructive spacing available at no extra cost. Delivery is now! (30 days ARO).

There's only one more thing you should know: the price. Only $990 in quantities of 25.
NEW CAPABILITIES IN PLOTTERS  TEKTRONIX 4662

“As the first interactive small plotter, it was the only intelligent choice.”

Problem: Until now, no small plotter could carry on an intelligent conversation.

Because most B-sized plotters have been pretty much the same: slow, unreliable, and dumb. Even with large off-line plotters you can wait hours, even days, for results . . . and if there’s a mistake—start over.

Solution: Tektronix’ new microprocessor-based 4662. For interactive plotting, page scaling, digitizing, and camera-ready output. Just $3995.†

The 4662 is the first smart buy among 11”x17” flatbed plotters. Its digital design and vector generation offer exceptional accuracy and repeatability without drift or slidewire dirt build-up. Its 1600-byte buffer lets the host work while the 4662 plots . . . at speeds up to 22 ips.

It’s the first B-sized plotter with graphic input. Digitizing capability and built-in joystick mean you can input corrections in seconds, experiment with designs, and run off camera-ready copies practically as fast as you load paper.

It’s plug-to-plug compatible with virtually any RS-232 system . . . from minis to mainframes. You can plot circles around any other B-sized plotter, for about the same price as the competition. For a demonstration, call your local Tektronix Sales Engineer, or write:

Tektronix, Inc.
Information Display Group
P.O. Box 500
Beaverton, Oregon 97077

Tektronix Datatek NV
P.O. Box 159
Badhoevedorp, The Netherlands

The 4662.
Plug it in.
It speaks for itself.
In one of Stephen Leacock's happily inane stories, the hero, in a burst of enthusiasm, "leapt upon his horse and rode madly off in all directions."

At this stage in its development, the worldwide computer industry appears to be gearing up for the same kind of whirlwind activity.

There's a great deal going on. Companies and governments around the globe are jockeying for position in the world's marketplaces. Almost every conceivable kind of arrangement—mergers, joint ventures, partnerships, licensing agreements, technology transfers—is being used to gain a competitive advantage. The result is a web of international relationships that almost daily becomes more complex. Just to illustrate the convoluted interlock between the Japanese computer manufacturers, the Japanese government, and manufacturers outside the country, takes a diagram that looks like a Pert chart for building the Viking lander (see page 94).

All of this activity provides the meat for this month's special feature section on the international computer industry.

For a quick briefing on who's doing what (or with) to whom, turn to page 56. There, Angeline Pantages, International editor, takes a deep breath and lets fly with two pages summarizing the frenetic maneuvers that characterize this tangled skein of relationships.

On page 60 you'll find shining examples of spleen venting by some of the U.S. computer industry's top brass; they're reacting to attacks on multinational companies by Congress and by governments abroad.

The bulk of this month's theme coverage is concerned with the industry in three major segments of the world: Western Europe, the Eastern Bloc and other communist countries, and Japan.

Our editorial aim in this issue is to present a comprehensive look at the wheeling and dealing, the innovating, the quest for emerging markets, that makes for a healthy and interesting industry.

But, like the dark, sounds of a bassoon against all these sprightly competitive movements, certain counterforces are slowing the action.

The most formidable of these is IBM. No matter where in the world the individual computer manufacturer is located, his marketing plans must first take into account what the giant is doing now and what he is likely to do. By dominating the international computer scene IBM is able to orchestrate the pace, the rhythm, and the long range strategies of the entire industry.

The customers, the users of computer gear, also help to slow the pace. Most are reluctant to convert from their present installed hardware and software to another vendor's offerings. Although in many cases there are good economic reasons for not switching, even more often the major factors for staying with good old Brand A—even though Brand X will do the job twice as fast for half the price—are psychological rather than monetary.

Consumer caution is also fueled by the recent spate of defections—companies dropping out of the industry with the monotonous regularity of busby-hatted guards falling in the summer heat in front of Buckingham Palace.

But despite these checks, the industry's pace is accelerating all over the globe and the user stands to benefit.

For example, technological exchange between companies and countries has become commonplace (rumors that nations were going to hoard their technological know-how have proven unfounded.) Technological innovations, functional innovations like distributed processing, the push toward data communications... for the users it's all to the good.

It means he has more choices... if he exercises all his options. Like casting a cold, calculating eye on each manufacturer's claims and matching them against his own hard-nosed operating and economic criteria. By pushing for standards that will be beneficial without throttling technology. And by being a determined activist within his user group. (We'd also recommend that, following the example of several U.K. organizations, user groups representing various manufacturers band together to tackle common problems—there's not only safety but a great deal of strength in numbers.)

Finally, the user can help himself and his company by keeping current on the industry's progress on an international as well as local scale; hence this issue and our continuing international coverage.

Welcome to your world.
The international computer scene is a confusing mix of conflicting images: multinationals helping the balance of trade but coming under attack at home, both competition and alliances between vendors, both protective nationalism and cooperation between countries. The only common denominator is IBM.

Watching the movements made by companies and governments in the computer industry worldwide is like watching 15 chess matches going on at the same time. Every match has one thing in common, though. IBM seems to control both queens on every board.

Wherever they exist, mainframe manufacturers are trying to capture more of their home markets, while at the same time scrambling to expand their foreign penetration. Many are buying into whatever technology, companies, joint ventures, and partnerships they can. Japan's Fujitsu is forming agreements in the U.S., Spain, Brazil, East Europe. Hitachi is looking for partners to handle some of its systems overseas and seems quietly to have bought into many smaller companies. England's International Computers Ltd. is foraying into the U.S. on its own, while pushing into other new markets through acquisition. CIT is jumped out of bed with Unidata to make U.S. and other international connections through Honeywell Bull.

The U.S.'s Univac found one partner in Scandinavia and is looking for more. Control Data is playing the joint venture game with countries and companies everywhere. Honeywell is doing an incredible balancing act between its affiliates, subsidiaries, and licensees in West Europe and Japan.

Along with the mainframers, there are ex-mainframers like Philips and Datasaab and countless numbers of other companies scurrying to latch on to a share of high growth markets—minicomputers, microcomputers and microprocessors, word processing, terminals of all kinds, small business systems, peripherals, communications gear. What they don't have, they too buy, license, or form partnerships to get.

Upset with the Japanese and U.S. domination of microcircuitry, the European giants in that field are all talking to each other about cooperative developments—U.K.'s GEC, Plessey, Ferranti; France's Thomon CSF; Germany's Siemens; Holland's Philips. At the same time, many of them are signing agreements with Intel, Motorola, National Semiconductor. (The Intel 8080 seems to still make the world go round. It accounts for 70% of the microprocessor business.)

Governments and commissions of major industrialized nations and even many developing nations are trying to ensure that their homelands will have a strong foundation in computer technology, if not lucrative pieces of their own and foreign markets. They are encouraging those partnerships, providing subsidies and intensifying "buy national" pressure—Germany, France, U.K., Japan. Where there is little or no computer industry, foreign firms are being invited into joint manufacturing ventures—Spain, Iran. Or stiff import and business restrictions are making it mandatory for foreign commerce to do something to contribute to the balance of payments—Brazil, India.

The East Europeans are looking for all the technology, know-how, licenses, and partnerships they can get. They are gearing up their own industry, their own product line, to supply the bulk of their own needs and to compete at least in the "third world" markets. Western vendors are chomping at the bit of government restrictions on East-West trade, trying to get into Eastern Europe before it becomes too self-sufficient.

In the midst of all this, the U.S. vendor, who has captured large percentages of the most lucrative foreign markets, tries to compete. He is partner, licensor, and/or benefactor—providing jobs and export—and at the same time he is the enemy. The great American system of high finance and entrepreneurialism has produced a mass of technology and companies that has swept the world. Where else would a Viatron have received $40 million to play with? Wall Street mentality (here today, gone tomorrow, yawn) exists nowhere else.

Why should everyone scramble to spread to foreign markets? Growth is the first commandment of the businessman. When a market—geographic
or product—plateaus, he must head out to new frontiers. Another major fact, particularly for the computer market, is that the home market is often too small to support the economies of scale needed for increased profitability, if not survival. If IBM has already set up shop there—as it has in 132 countries—the local market available to anyone else is automatically smaller by more than half.

It's costly to establish a fully supported operation in any country. What is the attraction? Look at the never ending stream of prognostications coming out of every research firm, government office, and company. Microprocessors are supposed to be an $800 million business in Western Europe within a decade. In France, the data communications equipment demand between '75 and '78 is supposed to be $365 million, double that of the previous three-year period. Banks there will be adding 3,400 terminals between now and '78. NCIT alone sold 1,350 point-of-sale terminals and 70 computers to French retailers in the last quarter of '75.

Brazil, with 3,000 computers (mini to large-scale) installed, is supposed to represent a $300 million dp market next year. And the little country with the world’s second biggest market, Japan, expects the number of large-scale systems there to double by 1980. Its banks, department stores, and even gas stations are going hell-bent for online systems.

Some of the Middle Eastern countries, like Iran, are trying to leapfrog the more developed nations in their application of technology to information systems. They’re talking about sophisticated satellite-based communications, national education networks, and on-line systems with closed-circuit tv to track the progress of their development projects in real-time.

Spain too is moving rapidly. It has one of the two international electronic funds transfer experiments operating between a department store and banking branches.

European and Japanese common carriers are trying to resolve the communications problems that hamper cross-boundary and high speed communications. All are working on digital networks of some kind.

Americans like to talk about the world's lag behind the U.S. in adoption of new ideas and in applications development. This has very often been true, but can’t be generalized. For instance, retail systems are rated two to five years behind the U.S. in Europe; however, in countries like France and Switzerland, with their giant 25-, 50- and 100-lane hypermarkets, the gap is closing. Even in the U.K., where small stores predominate, cooperatives are beginning to go heavily into point-of-sale systems.

Where the U.S. early on moved to automate labor-intensive functions to cut labor costs, the rest of the world had far lower wage standards and so delayed, but now is beginning to move because of inflation. Some foreign government structures are such that computerization is highly sophisticated. For example, Sweden's hospital systems are among the finest in the world. Similarly, banking in Scandinavia, U.K., France, and some other countries has been ahead of that in the U.S. in certain applications and in online developments because it is organized on a national, rather than state, basis.

Plug-compatible peripherals were an American development, and while the often conservative overseas user was understandably wary about the long-term viability of these suppliers, the products are now commonplace in his installations. In fact, British Airways stunned IBM by going completely to plug-compatible peripherals and farming out some of its equipment maintenance to a third-party firm.

In one thing there is no difference around the world, in the buzzwords and hot topics. "Distributed processing" is being implemented and examined everywhere—Australia, Japan, Germany (where Herr Nixdorf says he invented it years ago). Data bases are a major concern. The cost of paper vs. com is a common discussion, as are minis, midis, maxis, micros.

Perhaps one of the best indications that the world outside the U.S. is gaining speed, is that big U.S. vendors have lately been unveiling their major products in Tokyo, London, Paris, or at the Hannover Fair in Germany—before they see the light of day here.

In the succeeding pages, we have tried to describe some of the major policies and major companies that are involved in these incredible chess matches around the world. One doesn’t like to dwell on it, but some of the players somewhere will have to lose. And the user will have to pray that he bet on a winner.

WORLDWIDE COMPUTER INDUSTRY INSTALLED BASE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Installed Base</th>
<th>12/31/75</th>
<th>12/31/80</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>$39,750</td>
<td>$62,700</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Europe</td>
<td>23,050</td>
<td>36,600</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Countries*</td>
<td>11,600</td>
<td>23,050</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$73,400</td>
<td>$124,550</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*includes Japan. Figures for these years published by Japan’s Ministry of International Trade and Industry are $7,161M and $18,230M, including office computers.

Source: Sperry Rand
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The U.S. Multinationals
by Angeline Pantages, International Editor, and Nancy Foy, European Editor

They are fighting pressures on three fronts: from the competition; from foreign governments; and, perhaps the most important, from the U.S. government.

Because of their size, depth of product line, and early development, U.S. computer manufacturers continue to play an important role in the data processing business in other countries. Today many of them are fighting pressures on three fronts: from the competition; from the governments of other countries, which are trying to develop or maintain independence in manufacturing while at the same time protecting their home markets; and from restrictions placed on them by our own government. They are fighting these pressures in numerous ways, with varying degrees of success.

Burroughs Corp.

Burroughs has 3.6% of the West European market and about the same in Japan. It has practically nothing of the German market. Despite the love its users hold for the product line and their intense loyalty to Burroughs, some feel that it, like ncr, suffers from its success in the accounting machine and banking market. These successes diverted management attention and style from thegp computer market long after most competitors (and Burroughs' own development people) were thinking in systems terms. Perhaps that is an image that lingers after it ceases to be true. Burroughs thinks so, pointing out that it did $687 million overseas last year (a $500 million increase in 10 years), and 85% of that in data processing equipment.

It points out that what were accounting machines are now computer-based systems like the L series, of which it has sold 125,000 worldwide. It is building computer sales from that base. Overseas, it has installed more than 600 B-1700s and more than 800 of its 500 and 700 series of general purpose computers. As of mid-July it had orders or letters of intent for more than 1,700 B-80s from international customers.

Burroughs' shares in Europe run about 4-7% in countries like the U.K., France, Holland, and Benelux. Its less than 1% share of the German market is attributable simply to lack of commitment. The German organization has been undermanned, underfunded, and undersupported, while management changes have been frequent. Burroughs promises that this situation is now changing, stating that it has had a policy of "assuring successful operation and support of Burroughs equipment wherever it is installed . . . a plan based on available resources and local market potential." But, it says, this has "left selected international markets relatively underdeveloped by the company. . . . In many of these markets, the company has taken or is taking significant steps to greatly increase our share. . . ."

Burroughs is now beginning to establish sales and support teams for targeted industries in and across many countries. About one-third of its foreign revenues come from banking, of course, with other major industries being manufacturing, wholesale, retail, and education.

Its most significant and prestigious banking order has been to supply the new international SWIFT banking network with the computer switching complexes in Holland and Belgium, plus concentrators and some SWIFT interface devices to the nearly 300 member banks around the world.

A slip of four months in the software schedule, which made headlines but doesn't upset SWIFT, is the only thing that's gone awry, and Burroughs is confident that the order will open doors to more foreign banking business.

Burroughs' revenues in Japan should climb, thanks to that country's liberalization of the computer business. It was able to buy almost all remaining shares of its company there, and will step up marketing efforts. As for other markets, the firm boasts about 30% of the growing Brazilian market, for which it locally manufactures printers, terminals, and components. It also keeps the French, British, Belgians, Canadians, Mexicans, Filipinos, and Germans happy by manufacturing equipment in those countries.

Burroughs has no entangling alliances and has been quiet since it tried to buy or merge with ICL a few years ago. It does not subscribe to the Honeywell theory that a firm needs 10%-12% of the world market to survive and it will continue its own selective way.

Control Data Corp.

Control Data Corp. is unique among the world's mainframers with a very mixed bag of tricks that give it the economies of scale it needs to survive in this scrambling industry. Its international volume isn't gigantic—$409 million in 1975, which is about 30% of its total computer revenues (47% if you disallow military business). It operates in 32 countries with 8,000 people. While it has a few peripherals and media plants on foreign shores, its only large mainframe plant outside the U.S. is in Canada. That gives it some political edge in Commonwealth countries but nowhere else. It has only a few percent of the world market in value of installed base, and is listed as "others" in Japan.

Still one has to look at what Control Data is doing. Contrary to any opinion it is very much in the mainframe business. Executive vice president of marketing operations, Vern Stieng, noted that it has to be in the systems business to accomplish its aims—to provide the "full breadth of services and products" worldwide. But he emphasizes that
CDC's computer business is entirely based on large-scale systems, with other products and software built around that. The targets are scientific and complex large-scale applications and networks in five or six industries; petroleum, utilities, manufacturing, education, data centers, and "large-scale computing also meaning applications like modeling, weather forecasting, etc. No credit cards, no billing, no payroll.

On this basis, CDC has a better market share than it seems. Siebling noted in the 7600 class, CDC has 50% of the world market, and a "significant percentage" in the next class of systems below that. Its international computer sales are about $165 million.

Those large-scale systems are used in its proliferating service bureaus and big Cybernet network around the world. (Cybernet has six centers in Europe, one each in Canada, Mexico and in Australia.) Many of the same applications developed for the service centers are used by its system customers and vice versa.

Where CDC is not established in computer marketing, such as Japan, or where the nation's computer demands for large-scale systems are not yet great, as Brazil, CDC enters with services and education, another sizeable business worldwide. Its international data centers currently produce over $50 million in revenue annually.

In peripherals, it has defrayed the cost of producing its own systems peripherals by selling them to mainframers all over the world and to end users of other mainframers (predominantly IBM-compatible peripherals).

Internationally, peripheral sales are running at $1.35 million. CDC is the largest oem peripheral manufacturer in the world.

It has joint ventures in peripherals with NCR and ICL (Computer Peripherals Inc.), Honeywell (Magnetic Peripheral Inc., which CH-HB may join), and Romania. It says there will be more partners from East and West in CPI and MPI. It has licensing agreements for peripherals with Poland and the German Democratic Republic (GDR). Terminal ventures or licensing agreements are with Iran (plasma display terminal manufacture), Hitachi (terminals development), GDR (cartridge disc drives). And it has teamed up in the media and supplies business with MRI (Control Data Systems Ltd.).

CDC has poured vast sums into a few major applications projects, aimed at selling both hardware and services. The most important is its commercial offering of PLATO, the computer based education system developed at the University of Illinois. It's offered internationally to government, industry, and educational institutions both as a system and as a service via the Cybernet network (May, p. 183). Many nations like Russia and Iran, are anxious to lay the groundwork for countrywide PLATO networks. CDC has a technological exchange program with the U.S.S.R., in which this is one of the projects. As a by-product of this effort, CDC and Iran jointly will manufacture the plasma display terminals (used in PLATO) in Iran. They'll be exported for educational and other applications, as well as used in Iran's PLATO network when it is developed.

As noted elsewhere on these pages, CDC feels Europe is the next big marketing opportunity for U.S. computer firms after Japan and West Europe. Its ventures and agreements noted show that. But CDC feels that the U.S. restrictions on trade and technology exchange keep American firms from realizing potential there and has been unflagging in its efforts to change Washington's attitude. The firm has an agreement with the German Democratic Republic to market peripherals for the model of the RIAD series it produces, the 1040. About 50 to 55 1040s have been installed, so CDC has prospects for its wares but hasn't applied to the U.S. government for a license for any of them. It expects the licenses will be a problem.

Honeywell

Honeywell Information Systems Inc. does more than half of its $1.324 billion revenues (fiscal 1976) overseas. How this will change with the drop in shareholding of what is now CH-HB from 66 to 47% is unclear. The money from the sale of this share will be shown on the books for some time. Honeywell's arrangements with CH-HB and NEC-Toshiba are discussed elsewhere on these pages.

Among the countries where the firm does business directly or through 100%-owned subsidiaries, the pictures look like this: U.K., 8% (by value) of the computer market; Italy, 20%; Australia, 14%. Its Japanese licensees are said to have 17% of that market, while CH-HB enjoys 12.7% of the West European market. The world seems to be involved in developing Honeywell's product line. CH-HB manufactures for all of Honeywell the Level 61 and 64, including two communications oriented models not available in the U.S., the 64/30 and 50; HIS Italia makes the Level 62; and Level 66 needs in Europe and other countries are met by a plant in Scotland, although CH-HB ultimately will manufacture it. And NEC-Toshiba contributes some hardware and software technology, plus components and peripherals to the Honeywell effort. Then Honeywell has combined with CDC in a joint peripherals company, which CH-HB may join. And since it bought the Xerox computer base, it is talking to Rank Xerox about an arrangement to handle the small foreign base. (We don't think Honeywell could get out of the business even if it had to because no one could possibly untangle these alliances.) What this does say is that Honeywell is looking for market share, and any of them. It expects the licenses will be a problem.
just as IBM startled RCA in the 360 vs. Spectra days. ICL's plans for models below the 2960 also must have been affected.

This kind of IBM move means the giant is getting tougher. Competitors tell us that it has been fighting fiercely, doing things it has never done before. Some foreign users are getting products on "trial," we're told; this has certainly been true in the U.S. with trial memory. Many say unbundling, which should increase to the operating system level, is used as a negotiating point rather than a firm policy. In fact, the full price of the 138 and 148 may not yet be visible, if one considers increased unbundling. Users everywhere had better get negotiators in.

Competition and governments are fighting back on many fronts besides through nationalism and subsidy. Third-party leasing firms are catching on heavily in countries like Japan and Australia. (IBM countered in Japan with both three- and four-year contract leases, acquiescing to Japanese wishes for shorter leases.)

More plug-compatible peripheral companies are popping up, like Nippon Peripherals Ltd. in Japan, which is exporting to the U.S. and Europe. Memorex, Telex, CalComp, and Storage Technology all have international outlets. In fact, the howls from IBM Europe a few years ago,
were what led IBM to come up with leasing plans for peripherals and to announce the 2319 to fight the competition.

Government policies around the world are demanding a number of special clauses in their contracts, basically aimed at IBM—such as guaranteed maintenance of systems with foreign peripherals; separate contracts and bidding for computers, terminals and minicomputers, etc. France does it. Brazil has its version.

Standards-making bodies are making noises about a counteroffensive against IBM de facto standards. The German government has been discussing with IBM the idea of preannouncing its interface information to German vendors who want to attach their equipment to IBM systems. (Everyone wants that.) Nixdorf is one of the influences in this move.

One of the problems with standards organizations everywhere is that IBM dominates them. IBM is fighting hard efforts of common carriers and others in Europe, Japan, and Canada to adopt a more sophisticated version of the IBM synchronous data link control protocol. IBM may be overridden, but it will drag its feet on it, just as it has with other standards it disagreed with.

One observer made the most conclusive comment of all on this. Every time a country tries to lock its doors to foreign companies, it forgets that "IBM is already inside."

NCR

NCR doesn't look much on the international shares charts, 1% - 2% in most European countries, 2.4% in Japan. In fact, its performance in Europe led a financial analyst to write, "NCR has no basic position in the European computer industry. It would seem to have the opportunity to move small computer equipment in line with an industry trend toward distributed processing. NCR's lack of currently suitable products, a significant and specialized computer sales force, and a dp orientation in Europe suggest no

to continue their efforts and which will help them be successful. Our multinational companies are subjected to continuing public abuse," he noted, "while animosity in other countries is directed at foreign (read "American") multinationals. They promote and protect their own."

Anderson slapped at the periodic proposals in Congress that seek to tax foreign income and eliminate or cut back the foreign tax credit. He noted that "our export programs are being challenged as tax 'loopholes' exactly at the time when other countries are expanding theirs. The Domestic International Sales Corporations (DISCS) are a subsidy, but their benefits only partially offset the European practice of rebating the value-added tax on goods exported. Congress now is trying to eliminate or restrict discos. This must be resisted.

"Finally there is a little-known proposed IRS regulation under consideration (Sec. 861.8), which if adopted would have the effect of encouraging U.S. companies to move research and development activities offshore ... at least one country would be glad to help... France has reportedly funded a multimillion dollar research facility near Paris in an effort to induce foreign companies to locate their R&D facilities in France."

NCR's chief executive, William S. Anderson, has also unleashed ire over economic nationalism and the treatment of multinationals, "the favorite whipping boys of leftist politicians and all manner of government bureaucrats." Generally, as a businessman, he is "as much concerned with the drift toward socialism, which we are witnessing in many countries today, as I am with the more widely feared problem of inflation... I am also disturbed by the increasing tendency, especially in Europe, of labor unions and governments to demand a role in the management of a company's operations. Coupled with an ignorance of the most basic economic principles, this development is reducing management's flexibility at a particularly critical time."

If the major U.S. executives are worried about what nationalism, socialism, and seeming U.S. unwillingness to "protect its own," Control Data Corp. is concerned about the restrictions prohibiting U.S. firms from trading freely in East Europe. The theme is the same, "Don't box us in."

Control Data executive, Robert O. Schmidt, emphasized that the computer markets of Western Europe, Japan, and the United States are reaching a point of saturation—leveling off to the growth of 10% annually. The next big growth market is the Communist countries, not South America, not the Middle East. CDC wants to be in that market.

Chairman William Norris has spearheaded the CDC fight against U.S. government restrictions against trade and technology exchange with Communist countries. At a press conference showing the East German RIAD 1040 and CDC peripherals last year, Norris noted that "Continued confused and over-restrictive U.S. policies on computer equipment exports will lose U.S. manufacturers the peripheral equipment opportunity, just as it caused the loss of the major part of the mainframe market in the past. Restrictive policies provided the incentive to Socialist countries to accelerate development of their own computer industry..." (See p. 75 for an article on East European developments.)

Norris ticked off loss after loss of business for U.S. industry, not the least of which was a deal to build a $75 million printed circuit board factory in the U.S.S.R. CDC couldn't pursue it because "We were discouraged by U.S. government representatives." A French firm received the contract.

Seeking a better defined and more aggressive program between East and West, Norris has proposed three main actions:

1. Establish a broad, continuing program for collecting and disseminating information on Socialist technology and business opportunities for the U.S. offered by such technology. (The U.S.S.R. spends more a year for R&D than the U.S., CDC notes.)

2. Change the present adversarial relationship between U.S. government and business into a partnership.

3. Establish a definitive and aggressive blanket program with the U.S.S.R. for technology exchange.

Don't box us in. ...
MULTINATIONALS

startling near-term changes in its competitive posture." The firm does $2.16 billion in revenues a year, 52% or $1.1 billion overseas. About 44% of its total is equipment, with an additional 20% coming in the form of services: data centers, computer and business equipment maintenance, and training. NCR's European chief, Clarke Reynolds, says that 75% of the 500 million in European revenues are from data entry and computer systems (including the 299, 399, 499 systems). Those figures aren't gigantic, but if one looks at what NCR has been doing—in terms of new systems announcements (Criterion), new orders, and shares of market in specialized industries, the outlook is more positive. It has announced more new products in the last 48 months than in its entire history, and more are coming.

Reports are that Criterion made an impact in Europe this spring; NCR had a strong surge in sales in Germany during the spring months, and the rest of its European sales force there picked up on the mood. More Criterion models, at the bottom and top ends, are expected, and NCR will be announcing more terminals and a "direct processing system" to replace the 299/399/499. NCR has 36.6% of the point-of-sale terminal market in Western Europe, where more than 18,000 are now installed. (Other leaders are Singer, which has been sold, and Anker, which is in trouble, so NCR may pick up shares.) Its position in banking terminals and office computers is low (about 7th or 8th), but it remains to be seen whether its new products will improve that situation.

Reynolds is quick to admit that internationally NCR has been slower to shift from mechanical to electronic manufacturing, a fact that keeps productivity down. But the mix is changing; the mechanical, standalone equipment declined 66% last year. And NCR is making some moves to upgrade or change its sales force and improve the systems engineering to sales ratio from 1:1 to 2 or 3:1. This is a problem that has bedeviled everyone from Burroughs to Olivetti.

Reynolds emphasized that NCR wants to sell total systems in targeted industries—banking, retail, wholesale, medical/education/government, and manufacturing. But "total" doesn't necessarily mean covering all of the user's data processing. NCR is willing and able to tie into any competitive cpu; 90% of its point-of-sale systems in Europe are linked to a competitive computer. A good example is a multi-Smillion order from Takashimaya Department Store, where it is putting in an entire POS network that will ultimately be linked to Fujitsu computers.

NCR does some interesting business with data centers. For example, it installed 200 terminals and two NCR 300s in a French center owned by 17 savings banks. In Denmark, toy-maker LEGO is buying 12 model 8200 minis to install around the world, to link to three Century computers. Also, JCO Data, there, is a service bureau that is putting a network of model 8200 minis into customer offices (a new trend among service companies) for local processing and on-line links to its three Century systems.

NCR is moving into the supermarket and "hypermarket" business where it exists, too. (Hypermarkets are giant stores that sell everything and have dozens of checkout counters.) It installed its first hypermarket system in Switzerland in 1974, with 25 model 255 terminals on-line to a 726 mini. The company's success in banking, retailing, and other markets varies from country to country. In Spain, it's big in banking, not retailing. In Germany, it's the reverse. In Switzerland, it says it is strong on all counts, a good, if not large market because of the purchase orientation.

NCR's links to other mainframers naturally include CDC, with which it is working cooperatively on computer development, plus ICL, a joint partner in Computer Peripherals Inc. NCR statistics overall may not be extremely impressive, but they are a company to watch in several industries.

Univac

Univac is enjoying a self-proclaimed image of being the "only stable alternative" to IBM in Western Europe, making hay on the problems of the ex-Unidata partners, and the fact that Honeywell is involved now with so many disparate lines, and that Burroughs and ICL have selected strength only in certain markets. Univac has 7% of the West European market (by value) of entry level and general purpose computers behind IBM, CN-HB, and ICL. Internationally, it is number three, just after Honeywell, if CN-HB is fully included.

Univac has 20,000 employees in 32 countries contributing to its $600 million in overseas revenues (fiscal year ending March). That is 42% of Univac's total, but if military business is excluded, the overseas contribution is 50%. It contributes to the balance of payments in Germany, Canada, Scotland, and Japan, by manufacturing there. The 90 Series is made in Germany and Japan. In Japan, Univac has a joint venture with Oki Electric for manufacturing and has minority interest in a marketing arm, Nippon Univac, which contributed $250 million to Univac revenues last year.

The firm is making many moves to strengthen its position in various countries and is very willing to take minority interest in new ventures. It joined forces with Saab in Scandinavia, creating Saab-Univac. This company took over the D series of computers made by Datasaaab (which retained its terminals and other products) and while the commitments to those customers are being fulfilled, it is the Univac line that is being marketed. Univac claims the venture is a success, pointing to the fact that 11 of the 12 model 1100 systems sold in Europe last year were sold in Scandinavia, where the firm is now number two. Datasaaab's terminals, strong in banking, are often sold in concert with the Univac gear; that relationship could become a marriage, we hear.

Univac also has submitted a proposal to build a manufacturing plant in Spain, in a joint venture with the government and financiers there. It has already sold 100 systems in Spain, which is fast developing into a very exciting market.

As noted, Univac is very interested in a joint venture, minority interest, with Siemens, but so far Siemens isn't listening. Univac would love to put all that RCA experience to use in Europe. Another possibility is ICL, but even with its ex-Univac management team, it is showing little interest in a Univac deal.

By industry, Univac claims to be the second largest supplier to commercial banks outside the U.S. It has historically had a good share of the airlines market, and currently has total data processing in four overseas airlines with systems in an additional 31. Every passenger flying out of Scandinavia (Say, or Germany (Lufthansa) carries a Univac ad on his boarding pass. The model 494-based reservations systems gained a reputation for cost effectiveness once the teething troubles were over in the '60s. Most of the airlines are worrying today that Univac will eventually succeed in killing off the 490 Series, which already has a lively secondhand market. Univac is trying to remedy that with new airlines software modules for the 1100 Series.

Other industries include discrete manufacturing (where Univac is stepping up its efforts), state and local government agencies such as law enforcement and social welfare (inherited from the RCA deal), education, printing and publishing. Univac is into distributed processing ("We feel we're in it, whatever it is"), having announced a strong element in its UT 5 terminals. It will announce its architecture and position on a "system network architecture" this year.
Western Europe's Computer Industry

by Angeline Pantages, International Editor, Nancy Foy, European Editor, and Andrew Lloyd, European Contributing Editor

The course of Western Europe's computer industry has been marked by nationalism, government subsidies, alternating cooperation and competition between companies, plus at least one magnificent international failure.

In the beginning of the computer industry revolution, American explorers, called vendors, sailed to the most promised of the far-off lands to sell their wares. They landed first in a place called London, not far from Plymouth, and from there pushed on to new nations on the continent. Today, many of these colonies are in revolt. Many states have joined together and call themselves the Common Market. Their declarations call for computer independence.

What follows here is not more Bicentennial fever, but a discussion of the efforts by three nations, three major manufacturers, and one community of nations to control their own destinies in computer technology, its production, and its application.

With about the same population as the United States, Western Europe contains about half the computer base installed in the U.S. It talks a great deal about being as big a market one day. But the problem is that it cannot be viewed as one market.

Market opportunities

Western Europe is trying to find out today where cooperation can create better opportunities for its industry and where economic nationalism will have to take its course. It has suffered in the past from lack of a system like that in the U.S. that will financially support new companies. Some of the programs have been short-sighted, not taking advantage of market opportunities. Its efforts to create one computer company, Unidata, out of three strong-willed companies was a pipe dream.

Some countries are now individually turning their efforts to the real markets of the future. We haven't covered all of Western Europe or every major firm in what follows, but the trends indicated here may help put future events in perspective.

United Kingdom

Americans don't buy many European computers. Europeans would prefer to buy fewer American computers. One factor that often escapes the notice of traveling Americans, though, is that Europeans don't really like buying from each other, either. Though the express purpose of the European Economic Commission is to create a "common market" this goal has been singularly unsuccessful in the computer realm, a situation that grew more visible when Britain joined the EEC.

France and Germany already had government support and some kind of preference policies for their own computer-makers; the main effect of Britain's inclusion in the EEC was to make these policies more visible. The British supported their computer industry with research and development grants, and they said so, in public, in 1970-71 parliamentary hearings. The policy than was to give preference to ICT unless a competing foreign system was at least 10% cheaper or better. Today the 10% business has evaporated as a policy, but continues as a rule-of-thumb. (Similar policies in France are also stated, though the Germans have tried to keep their computer support in the realm of grants, and have now given notice to Siemens that mainframe development grants will peter out after 1980.)

Britain's development grants are stopping too, and like the Germans, British government officials are paying more attention to software, training and standards. But the buy-British

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Western Europe's Installed Computer Base</th>
<th>12/31/75</th>
<th>12/31/80</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEC Countries</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Germany</td>
<td>$5,650</td>
<td>$10,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>4,550</td>
<td>8,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>3,950</td>
<td>6,650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>2,050</td>
<td>3,950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>1,100</td>
<td>1,750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-EEC Countries</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scandinavia</td>
<td>1,600</td>
<td>2,650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>1,450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>1,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Europe</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>1,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$22,050</td>
<td>$38,800</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Sperry Rand

| Western Europe Market Shares Held by Major Manufacturers (general purpose computers by value) |
|----------------------------------------|---------|---------|
| Manufacturer                           | 1975    | 1980    |
| IBM                                    | 52.6%   | 51.0%   |
| CII-HB                                  | 12.7%   | 11.7%   |
| ICL                                     | 9.7%    | 10.5%   |
| Univar                                  | 7.0%    | 8.1%    |
| Siemens                                | 5.8%    | 5.6%    |
| Burroughs                               | 3.6%    | 3.1%    |
| CDC                                     | 3.6%    | 1.0%    |
| NCR                                     | 1.4%    | 5.9%    |
| Others                                  | 3.6%    | 100.0%  |

Source: Quantum Science Corp.
WESTERN EUROPE

phenomenon continues to bedevil foreign competitors: Honeywell recently sued a water authority that bucked its own technical committee's choice of Honeywell and decided on an ICL system. Honeywell's system was marginally cheaper, had been in the field longer, and was therefore surer.

Honeywell tried to make the point that it too is a U.K. manufacturer, with a computer manufacturing plant in Scotland. The public argument did nothing for the U.K. "benefactor."

The nationalism phenomenon is now creeping into the near-sacred academic environment. Cambridge University spent countless man-months pushing through the purchase of an IBM 370/155. Six months after they bought it, IBM virtually guaranteed it with the 158 and 168 announcements. The Computer Board, which holds the academic purse-strings, has taken note of this and other events, and the general trend is to quiet flag-waving. London University, which wanted to buy CDC and IBM computers, was recently turned down. "Buy ICL" was the word.

On the other hand, the House of Lords forthcoming procurement of a computer system may be a test of the de facto "Buy British" policy. If the procurement is carried out in the open, it may lead to political debate on the issue. It is said that the IBM system in the running is cheaper and more readily available than the ICL system. Arguments and counterarguments should keep the issue boiling for years throughout the U.K.

International Computers Ltd. International Computers Ltd. enjoyed its best year ever in 1975, with $427 million in revenues and $169 million in profits, up $36 million over 1974. About 60% of those revenues came from the U.K. market, where ICL enjoys about 35% of the total computer market and IBM comes in second with 30%. ICL has 9.7% of the West European market, but as is traditional, its strength in foreign revenues comes from the Commonwealth countries. The firm is located in 40 countries.

ICL went through considerable turmoil to reach its present profitability and current product line. In 1972, it hired Geoffrey Cross away from Univac to become its managing director, a hard-nosed executive who set about to cut staff (34,000 to 28,000 in four years) and raise productivity. Emphasis was put on customer support to correct ancient ills and clear the way for the conversion users would face in going from the 1900 series to today's 2900 series.

Currently, the 2900 is suffering the usual birth pains, particularly on software implementation, and ICL is still suffering the problems of melding old and new staff and decreasing the company headcount. Next year the government subsidy ends, ($62 million in the last two years), although the "Buy British" pressure, if not a policy, will still exist. ICL is not cash-rich, although it claims it supplied the majority of the $300 million needed to develop the 2900 out of its own pocket. It was also able to come up with $2 million for the first payment on Singer's international operations.

ICL has resisted attempts by other mainframers, such as Burroughs, to buy or merge with it, although the rumor continues to pop up that ICL and Siemens have been talking. Everyone's talking. ICL is very much for joint ventures in the costly peripheral development area, having combined with Control Data and NCR in Computer Peripherals Inc., taking a one-third interest. CPI is said to be a $60 million operation, will have R&D and manufacturing facilities in the U.K. ICL also merged its ailing metal and supplies operation Dataset Ltd., with that of CDC, forming CDC Dataset.

The acquisition of Singer gets ICL into many new markets and increases its foreign penetration to 50% of the combined revenues. It also adds strength to its growing base in the small computer and intelligent terminal markets. ICL's foray into the U.S. to market 2903s and 2904s in New York has met with minor success, attributable, many say, to minor investment.

EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY

"No real change" is the reaction of industry and EEC sources to the June news that Alitiero Spinelli is leaving the EEC. The commissioner ultimately in charge of computer policy, Spinelli resigned because he was elected to the Italian parliament on the Communist ticket that made major advances in the recent elections there. Spinelli's replacement in Brussels is another less-than-youthful Italian diplomat named Guazzaroni from the Italian foreign office. Since the terms of all the commissioners are reviewed when the new EEC president Roy Jenkins takes over at year-end, Guazzaroni's effect on the computer policies is expected to be minimal.

Those policies have themselves shifted slightly in the past year or two, with the concept of a giant Euro-competitor to IBM somewhat bedraggled after the breakup of Unidata. Although the Euro-competitor idea is still viewed as a desirable ideal, it has been accepted as no longer a practical goal. Like national governments in Europe, the EEC has turned its eye a little more to the leverage available in standards, networks, software and peripherals.

Microprocessors have gained EEC attention, helped along by a spate of promotional articles similar to those the U.S. has seen this year and by news that those terrible threats, IBM and Japan, are both working on large-scale integration. (In the U.S. the best way to get government funding for a project used to be "The Russians are working on it." In Europe the similar message is "Japan" or "IBM.")

The likelihood of Europe achieving a coordinated effort in microprocessors, though, is low. The big companies like Plessey, GEC, and Siemens originate in the cumbersome electrical/telephone field, burdened with the bureaucracy of monopoly and government customers. Then, the small firms that might otherwise give it impetus have virtually no access to the kind of money it takes to develop such products. And the markets are fragmented by national and industry borders.

So Europe has no Silicon Valley to compete with the United States. No quantity of paper policies or even government subsidies can rectify this situation. There will be European microprocessors (Siemens, GEC and Plessey have them in the works, as do others), but at the moment Europeans as well as Americans tend to identify their micros by Intel model numbers.

Telecommunications and standards are the areas where EEC money may talk loudest. There's also a growing awareness in traditionally disagreeing countries and PTT administrations that they will lose business if they can't get together quickly.

In software, the EEC is stressing the development of a standard real-time language, and greater software portability. Tasks proposed thus far include the design and development of portable compilers, of a "software writing language," of subsystems for data base management and transaction processing, and of conversion tools. Five special applications software projects have also been identified. Software firms are all for this effort, and many are camping on the EEC doorstep in Brussels, waiting for the funds to back up the idea.
The proof of whether it is serious will come when it implements its plan to expand into other cities and introduce larger models of the 2900 series there. Too, the recent purchase of the Cogar plant by the U.S. could mean a site for 2903 and 2904 assembly. ICL is acquisition-oriented, agreement-minded, so we're led to believe that they may have another announcement soon.

France

The French have a reputation which is widely envied in Europe for successful working relationships between government and industry. The relative harmony of government-industry action is often held responsible for France's staggering growth over the last 20 years. In the last ten years, in fact, the country has had the highest growth rate of all western developed nations—a statistic which has to be taken seriously even if all its industrial plans have not met with unmitigated success. The growth has meant a high standard of living for its citizens, healthy profits for its industry and a certain measure of international respect despite the traditional French insularity in which the country is probably its own worst enemy.

With the restructuring of its computer industry—the second in 10 years—France's industry-government partnership has again come under the spotlight. First and foremost, will the government's initiatives—setting up the new CII-Honeywell Bull combine, plus boosting the peripheral, minicomputer and component industries—pay off? Secondly, what are the prospects for foreign firms of gaining or maintaining a foothold in France (or a stranglehold as in the case of IBM)?

The current climate in French computing—like the record temperature this summer—is hot. Politicians are staking their reputations, the state is staking its money, and industry, which is revamping itself, is staking its future on the new look. Naturally, plans to become a major force in computing are being taken very seriously.

France's aims for the home market are relatively well defined and ambitious. For the mainframe business, CII-HB is expected to be shipping and installing more computers, in value, than IBM France by 1980. Current estimates are vague, but CII-HB's installed market here is about 27%, with IBM at 54%. (Much evidence shows that 1975 was a bad year for CII and HB. IBM seems to have cleaned up in the uncertainty over the merger.)

In "peri-informatics" (minicomputers, peripherals, and terminals), French aims are to double the home industry's share of the French market from 30% in 1975 to 60% in 1980. The turnover for this sector should be nearly $650 million then.

French plans for international export of the computer products are less clear. Language difficulties impede free advance into the English-speaking countries, even if the products are

### COMPETING WITH IBM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES</th>
<th>IBM</th>
<th>Data-Sack</th>
<th>Nixdorf</th>
<th>Olivetti</th>
<th>Philips</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>System/32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>D15</td>
<td>8835, 8970-2</td>
<td>A7/85</td>
<td></td>
<td>P-410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System/3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>D15</td>
<td>8870-1, 8870-4</td>
<td>A7/90</td>
<td></td>
<td>P-410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td>8870-4</td>
<td>A50</td>
<td>P-450</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td>8870-6</td>
<td>A50</td>
<td>P-450</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td>8870-6; 900*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*West Germany only
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES</th>
<th>IBM</th>
<th>CII-HB</th>
<th>ICL</th>
<th>Siemens</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>System/32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>D15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System/3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>D15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td>61/60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td>61/60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td>62/40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System/370</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>115</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>115-2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125-2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>135</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>135-3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>138</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>145</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>145-3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>155</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>155-2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>155-3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>155-4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>158</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>158-2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>158-3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>158-4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>158-5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>158-6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>158-7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>158-8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>158-9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>165</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>165-2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>165-3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>165-4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>168</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>168-2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>168-3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>168-4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>168-5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>168-6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>168-7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>168-8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>168-9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>190</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>190-2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>190-3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>190-4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>190-5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>190-6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>190-7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>190-8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>190-9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These comparisons are of a general nature and do not reflect a system's strength in any one particular application. For instance, Honeywell's time-sharing systems offer greater system performance in a heavy time-sharing environment than their IBM equivalents. Honeywell claims that a 66/07 can match a 370/158-3 in time-sharing. We show it versus the 370/148 in an effort to show which systems the manufacturers bid against each other.
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competitive enough to go. However, old ties with the U.S.S.R., the Middle East, and the French-speaking colonies in Africa have led to considerable French success in these areas, and efforts there are likely to be increased.

Some targets have been set. CII-HB is to export three-quarters of its production by 1980, and to achieve half its sales outside France. Most of those sales should come from the Honeywell line, with the CII Unidata products being sold seriously only in France, the U.S.S.R., the Middle East, and Africa.

What does French computing have to offer France's market—the third or fourth largest in the world? Of course, CII-HB, with its $800 million turnover would rank high in the DATAMATION "Top 50" charts (June, p. 48) if it were a U.S. firm. The country's service industry ranks third worldwide close behind Japan. Investment in services per person is second only to the U.S. Its largest service firm, CISI, would rank even with Telex in the "Top 50," or fourth in the service company lists. Three other service companies would also make that list.

In the minicomputer field, the French government has just pushed through a merger combining CII's minicomputer interests with Telemecanique Informatique, resulting in a company, SEMS, with a $70 million turnover now and pitching for $220 million in 1980. A second merger should occur to produce another minicomputer and peripherals company of similar size.

Financial backing, industrial credibility, and perhaps most importantly, political influence, is provided for France's computer industry mainly by two multi-billion electronics firms. Thomson-CSF and Compagnie Générale d'Électricité were shareholders in the original CII. Thomson now holds the whip hand in minicomputers with control of the CII minicomputer interest in SEMS. It also has a subsidiary in the terminal business, T-VT, and a service bureau, SAMM, which has links with Computer Sciences International.

CGE holds 19% of Machines Bull, which in turn holds 53% of the new CII-HB combine, CGE's telecommunications subsidiary, CIT-Alcatel also owns
a terminal company, Transac (allied with Incoterm), and large pieces of Sintra, a $40 million peripheral and terminal company, and GSI, a $50 million service bureau.

CGE is the firm likely to put together another minicomputer company, combining its properties with two other firms in the field, Sintra and Intertechnique. If the latter two are willing, it should happen later this year.

Several other firms of note are on the scene, some of which may figure in the French push to consolidate its computer industry. The 8,000-man firm SAGEM makes terminals, data capture devices, teleprinters, and floppy discs. CSEE, heading toward a $75 million year, makes minis, peripherals, and terminals, and is allied with SAGEM in international markets. LogAbax is a $50 million international firm making printers, terminals, and small business systems; it has begun having some success in the U.S. and has some licensing agreements in Poland, Germany, and elsewhere.

The balance of payments considerations drive France to goals not only for mainframes and "peri-informatics," but also in components. The industry in France has a $1.1 billion a year market, with about $400 million being spent on semiconductors. Although half the industry is foreign financed, the import/export balance is only slightly negative. International agreements seem to be the rule on this front, although the government may offer considerable aid to increase the industry's viability after a poor year in 1975. Thomson CSP's subsidiary, SESCOSEM, has just concluded an agreement with Motorola for the manufacture and sales of its 6800, plus know-how exchange. Thomson has also joined forces with the French atomic energy agency for the design and development of special purpose integrated circuitry.

While Thomson is likely to be the mainstring in semiconductors, further associations are likely on the European level. Philips talents in this field are also of interest to French firms, for instance.

The French government has made it quite clear to industry that it has four years to make good. Both CII-HB and the "peri-informatique" sector (again peripherals, terminals, minis), must be operating in the black by 1980. Until that time, the industry will be cushioned by guaranteed orders and con-
considerable amounts of state aid.

Foreign industry operating in France clearly has no such privileges—and indeed can expect some problems. Implicit in the CII-HB aim to capture half the French market by 1980 is a reduced share of potential business for IBM. The attitude of the French toward IBM is ambiguous.

IBM, according to the industry ministry, in the top six of France's largest exporters. On the other hand, its imports are so high that the import-export balance is only barely favorable. Taking into account the funds repatriated to the U.S., its total operation apparently gives a negative balance.

But IBM employs around 20,000—making a particularly big contribution in the underdeveloped area of France. It is believed that the company's latest decision to make the 370/138 in Montpellier rather than in the U.K. is to provide more work for the under-utilized Montpellier plant.

France, sometimes accused of being over-tolerant of IBM, has at least reduced the IBM share of public sector market from around 55% six years ago to 35% of installed kit now. Moves against IBM dominance are also taking place in the development of independent expertise and standards in the network areas (where European moves are also afoot). It has also become official government policy to ask for separate tenders for mainframe and peripheral configurations. This policy is just being implemented and few positive results are expected for a year or two.

The country is conscious of IBM's entry into satellite communications, and at ministry level it is felt that no large computer organization, by implication CII-HB, can afford not to participate in satellite technology. Hypothetical developments would include perhaps an association with the GE-His time-sharing network operation.

In the field of computer assisted PARK'S, IBM's French-developed 3750 has met with reasonable success—maybe not as high as the U.K., but some estimate 25% of large PARK orders over the last two years. The French, however, have a company of their own, Beumont Schneider, which has made a similar impact on the French market.

Aside from IBM starting from such a huge base and benefitting from all the influence a large company in France can bring to bear at all levels, there are other foreign firms involved. Rules in theory are different for EEC-based suppliers than for others. But in both these groups, the French have a tough reputation. One top European manufac-

The official and understandable attitude is to give preference to companies manufacturing in France, which gets IBM nicely off the hook. But there seems to be little doubt that government policy will be heavily influenced by demands for protection of the domestic industry throughout the formative years after the restructuring.

Digital Equipment's proposed factory at Annecy in France provides a confusing example. After what was apparently a good deal of preparatory work with the French authorities, Digital announced earlier this year that it was to set up a 120-man final assembly and test factory in Annecy. The announcement was made with the encouragement of the government and regional development board but subject to a favorable verdict from the French committee responsible for approving foreign investments.

Permission to go ahead was then delayed on the request of the French Industry Ministry. The official statement from the Industry Ministry was that the application was lacking details. The ministry later complained more explicitly of lack of cooperation from DEC Europe, comparing the Annecy proposal unfavorably with Hewlett-Packard's successful venture down the road at Grenoble. They said the project as it stood was not welcome because: first, the setting did not help regional development plans for industry; second, a third of the employees would be coming from across the Atlantic; and finally, the assembly nature of the operation gave it little added value.

This opposition has apparently struck DEC as something of a surprise—and indeed industry ministry officials earlier this year criticized foreign computer manufacturers precisely for not having a manufacturing operation in France, DEC among them.

If this impasse continues, obviously DEC may take the easy way out and just look elsewhere. From what we hear, there are other U.S. firms in "high priority" peri-informatic sectors that are having similar difficulties entering France.

Compagnie Internationale pour l'Informatique—Honeywell Bull

The new company, CII-HB, is substantial. It would leap straight into DATAMATION's "Top 50" charts at the number seven spot if it were a U.S. firm. With an $800 million turnover now, it is promising a 1980 turnover of $1.6 billion, with half the amount sold outside France.

With the infusion of government subsidy monies ($280 million), the promise of $900 million in French government orders over the next four years, and other grants for the cut side of the product line, CII-HB is going to have to produce. It is also going to have to cope with many product lines: CII's IRIS series, the Series 77 (nee Unidata 7000), leftovers of the earlier G3 and Honeywell lines, and the Series 60.

Fortunately, in terms of production, HB was making only the Level 61 and 64 of the Series 60 line, so it doesn't have to cope at that end with too many computers. It has prospects of manufacturing the Level 66, now produced for Honeywell in Scotland, but this is quite far off, since 144 Level 66s must be imported over the next two years. Most think any French manufacturing plant for this level will really be for the next generation of equipment.

CII-HB markets the Honeywell products in 49 countries. Honeywell Information Systems, Inc. markets its computers directly only in the U.K., Ireland, Italy, Iran, Yugoslavia, Australia, India, Southeast Asia, South Africa and the South Pacific. However, Hisi owns 47% of CII-HB's international operations as well, and we understand that the shares ultimately will be reallocated, that the French ownership of the international company will diminish to less than the majority it now holds. (It will retain 53% of the French arm of the company.)

CII-HB has 12.7% of the European market. It now holds more than 27% of the French market, with goals of 50% within the next few years. Obviously, much will have to come out of IBM's hide, but the other mainframers will have to be pushed farther and farther to the back of the bus. Their hope is that the private sector, which the government can't pressure so directly, will maintain its business-is-business attitude and choose competitively. Of course, IBM has a great stronghold there and enjoys the majority of the French market. Its own manufacturing, development and sales force rivals that of CII-HB in France. While most think the Honeywell move to give up majority interest in Honeywell Bull in order to achieve the merger was a sound one, the move has its detractors too. There are those who say Honeywell is starting a withdrawal from the business and that CII-HB will be nationalized when the next government is elected. Honeywell's feelings are that it was enriched in cash and gained a bigger market than it could have expected alone. Nationalization would gain France nothing, losing it a market for its products in the U.S. and elsewhere. One detractor feels CII-HB will be Unidata all over again,

(Continued on page 75)
The era of personal programming is here.
And TI's new low prices prove it.

SR-56
Key programmable
$109.95*

SR-52
Card programmable
$299.95*

An SR-52 is a better way.


If you have the time, you work them out. Or, you get in line for computer time, then wait. So, more often than you'd like to admit, you rely on your intuition. Make an educated guess. Or do some ball-park figuring.

But you can change all this. You don't need to guess. You can know. Because personal programmables help you cope with more data, explore with more insight, far more successfully than ever before. You make better decisions, chosen from more options—better decisions founded on a broader data base. More decisions. Faster. On the spot.

A card programmable that offers outstanding capability at an extremely attractive price. Without compromising quality.

TI's advanced technology and manufacturing know-how are the keys to the SR-52's exceptional value.

You can process data or perform complex calculations automatically. Load the card and put its contents into program memory. Key variables directly into the program—or into the 20 data memory registers (up to 60 in certain cases). Run a program as often as needed. Change values of variables as often as you desire.

Program memory and data registers in abundance. Data recording, too. The SR-52's 224-step program memory uses merged prefixes, so each step can hold two keystrokes. With this capability the SR-52 can handle programs you may have thought required a computer. Although the basic 20 data registers are usually more than adequate, you can use up to 40 additional registers. (28 in program memory, the 10 pending operations registers, and 2 more.) And you can record up to 28 data registers onto blank magnetic cards. Read them back in later.

Computer-like branching. The SR-52 offers seven types of unconditional branching. And 10 conditional branches each with three ways to address: absolute, label, or indirect. That's 37 different branch-
“The SR-52 saves me time in designing attenuators—pi pads, T-pads, H-pads, etc. I key in the impedance and amount of loss and, in seconds, the SR-52 tells me what resistors to use. Without a calculator, it might take hours to optimize these values. The SR-52 is very easy to program—it works very naturally. It’s cheaper, of course, than using a time shared system. It’s also quicker and more convenient—not having to go to a terminal and access the big computer. And many things—formula translations, for example—are just easier to do on the SR-52.”

M. H. Kindermann
Engineering Staff Supervisor
AT&T Long Lines
Kansas City

“I’m using the SR-52 to handle long calculations in determining optimum locations in a warehousing system. I need lots of data storage—plus I can copy the magnetic cards and send them to our clients for use on their SR-52. We’re also working on an energy model—a huge computer program with thousands of calculations. Here, I’m using the SR-52 for pre-processing and post-processing data to get it in a more usable form—to get my data out faster. The SR-52 is very powerful—and convenient. It’s always available. I can take it anywhere.”

Marleen Mandt
Operations Researcher
Stanford Research Institute
Menlo Park

“Inserting a lens in the eye, usually at the time of a cataract extraction, has become an important surgical technique. The lens must be precise. This is where my SR-52 has proven invaluable. First the length of the eye is measured by ultrasound. Then I incorporate this and other data into formulas which I’ve developed and programmed on the SR-52. Of course, I share my programs with my colleagues. And, my approach is an integral part of my lectures.”

Richard D. Binkhorst, M.D.
Ophthalmic Surgeon
New York City

“Calculating a gas pipeline network for 200 homes under construction takes hours of tedious work. I developed a program for my SR-52. It makes all the necessary iterations—and gives me pressures and flow rates. Now I do in less than two hours the same work that used to take 10.”

Carlos de León
Consulting Engineer
Diseño Ingeniería y Técnica en Gas, S.A.
Mexico City

“I wrote a program which I use in designing overhead bridge cranes. It calculates the moment and the maximum deflection on the beams that carry the trolley. I plug in the section’s modulus and moment of inertia. Then the bending stresses and deflection are calculated for me. I wrote another program that I use in designing column footings. A programmable gives me the capability to analyze several setups very rapidly and come up with a good solution.”

Joel Waldbieser
Civil Engineer
Waldbieser Engineering
Terra Haute
TI's unique Algebraic Operating System makes the calculator part of the solution. Not part of the problem.

With the introduction of the SR-50 slide rule calculator a few years ago, Texas Instruments had a choice: algebraic entry or Reverse Polish Notation (RPN). TI chose algebraic entry because it's the most natural and easiest to use. Now, with the new programmable calculators, TI takes another major step forward in power and ease of use—the unique Algebraic Operating System.

AOS is more than just algebraic entry. It's a full algebraic hierarchy coupled with multiple levels of parentheses. This means more pending operations, as well as easy left-to-right entry of expressions—both numbers and functions.

Pending operations let you compute complex equations directly. For example, a seemingly simple calculation like this:

$$1 + 3 \times \left[ 4 + \frac{5}{7 - \frac{2}{9}} \right] = ?$$

contains six pending operations as it's written. A TI calculator with full AOS easily handles it just as it's stated, left-to-right. You don't have to rearrange the equation, or remember what's in the stack as with RPN.

Compare the SR-52 & SR-56 with other programmables in their class.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Logic System</td>
<td>AOS</td>
<td>AOS</td>
<td>Log, ln</td>
<td>AOS</td>
<td>AOS</td>
<td>Merged prefixes</td>
<td>AOS</td>
<td>AOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum number of pending operations</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>$10^x, e^x$</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Program read/write on mag. cards</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parentheses levels</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>$x^*, \sqrt{x}$</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Data read/write on mag. cards</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memories</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>$1/X, \pi$</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>User defined keys</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Store &amp; recall</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$Y^*$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Possible labels</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear memory</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$Y^{-1}$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Absolute addressing</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum/Subt to Memory</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Int $X$ (integer part)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Subroutine levels</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mul/Div to Memory</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$X^{-1}$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Program flags</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exchange display with memory</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Fractional part</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Decimal &amp; skip on zero (loop)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional special memories</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>Trig functions &amp; inverses</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>Decrement &amp; insert/W on zero (loop)</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indirect memory addressing</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hyperbolic functions &amp; inverses</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Conditional branching instructions</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exchange x with t</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Deg/Min/Sec to decimal deg &amp; inverse</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Unconditional branching</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed decimal option</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Deg to rad conversion &amp; inverse</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Indirect branching</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculating digits</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Polar to rectangular conversion</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Editing: Step, Backstep</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angular mode Deg/Rad</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&amp; inverse</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Insert, delete</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grad angular mode</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Mean, variance &amp; standard deviation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digits displayed (mantissa + exponent)</td>
<td>$10 + 2$</td>
<td>$10 + 2$</td>
<td>Programmable functions</td>
<td>$10 + 2$</td>
<td>$10 + 2$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A calculator with full AOS remembers both the numbers and functions in its register stack. And performs them according to algebraic hierarchy. As more operations become pending, the stack fills up (see diagram). Finally, when the equals key is pressed, the operations in the register stack are performed to give you the correct answer ($15.21311475$) automatically.
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WESTERN EUROPE

with bickering over control, parallel design efforts, divided marketing efforts, and a constant battle with the unions over layoffs of unnecessary personnel. There, the proof will be in the soulful.

West Germany

After years of heavily subsidizing its medium- and large-scale computer efforts— in the form of grants to Siemens and the unsuccessful Telefunken Computer (now owned by Siemens as a renamed subsidiary) the German government has now turned its attention to small computers, terminals, and peripherals. In its third four-year program (1976-1979), it will give about $625 million in matching R&D funds to its computer and data communications industry. Of the $220 million earmarked for the manufacturing sector, some will go for further development in larger systems, but the better part is slated for small systems firms. These include Nixdorf, Philips GmbH, Triumph Werke, Kienzle, Anker Werks, and Matthias Hohner.

An expert on Germany was quick to point out to us that the program signifies recognition that it "doesn't make too much sense to put greater emphasis on large systems" in view of IBM's entrenched position (more than 60% of West Germany's market). Distributed processing is more important, he noted. Germany also recognizes that "the edp market of today will have a big stake in the office of the future, a market that will be bigger than computing today. If Germany wants to have any chance, it must put its money in those areas. We are trying to make manufacturers aware of where the future is."

He noted that Nixdorf and half a dozen other German manufacturers are already into computerized word processing systems. Facsimile systems, computerized PABX's and "intelligent telephones" are among other German products. Further, many German firms with technological specialties are looking in the U.S. for small complementary partners.

Diebold Germany has tried to define the prospects of the computer market there. There are 11,400 minicomputers installed, 13,400 general purpose computers, and almost 80,000 of the small business and office computers. And all those 80,000 represent an enormous base for upgrading. (About half of those small systems are installed at large user sites too.)

The office systems suppliers are producing increasingly intelligent, applications-packaged by systems with communications ability; the mainframers are offering smaller and smaller systems for this market; and the minicomputer manufacturers are moving into business applications. Thus, in Germany, there are some very big manufacturers fighting for that market. Nixdorf, Kienzle, Philips, and Olivetti all have thousands of the small business and visible record computers installed. DEC has 28% (in numbers) of the minicomputer market, so it is well established. Siemens also has larger dedicated minis, accounting for 36% of the market in value, 12% in number. Dietz, AEG Telefunken, General Automation, Data General, and Hewlett-Packard are all there too. And IBM, which is newly marketing the System/32 in Germany, is expected to have 1,000 systems installed by the end of 1976.

Diebold figures that, put in terms of price, the systems below $100,000 will more than double in installation value between '75 and '80, from $1.6 billion to $4 billion. Those between $100,000 and $400,000 will do the same, going from $1.8 billion to $4.6 billion. Systems over the $400,000 mark will move from $6.4 to $8.3 billion. The German government is putting its money where the biggest action is.

There are other major parts to the program, which include software, telecommunications, and microcircuitry. Germany has for some time been funding studies in various industries, such as manufacturing, to determine what needed software is lacking. Presumably more funds will go into development of applications software.

Finally, some government monies will go into stimulating standards in communications and software, both nationally and in other countries. In view of the fact that standards committee members are usually from large vendors like IBM, who can afford the cost of participating, the government is considering establishing a fund to invite users with the knowledge but not the resources to sit on its committees. That's possibly a darn good solution to a worldwide standards problem.

Finally, Germany's small systems and peripherals companies are anxious to establish not only a strong national association but a strong affiliation with other national associations, like the Computer Industry Assn. Their intent is to be a pressure group to influence government policy on procurement, support, standards, and competitors like IBM.

Siemens A.G.

For being in the world's third largest computer market, Siemens A.G. has perhaps the most trying time of all mainframers. It was a licensee of RCA, building its products around the Spectra Series, just as Hitachi did. Then RCA suddenly bolted the industry, giving Siemens not much more notice than it did its own employees. Two years later, it joined the United States with Citicorp and Philips—not without misgivings. Just as in the Japanese groupings, each company in Unidata developed some part of the Unidata line and began dividing up marketing responsibilities around Europe. Production had barely begun when Cit's owners decided that Honeywell Bull and its access to the American and other markets looked like a better deal for France than a "European Computer Cooperation." Despite any standing legal agreements to the contrary, Unidata effectively collapsed last year.

There sat Siemens, with only part of a new line in its production. (It makes the full range now.) These events have been bitter pills for the German firm, especially since it has been absorbing losses year after year in computing— over $150 million in 1974 and '75 alone, despite government suborders. The firm's data processing revenues run about $400 million annually, with about 75% of that being in rental revenues. It has an installed base it values at $2 billion, and its share of the German market, if not overwhelming, is a decent 17.5%.

Quantum Science Corp. lists Siemens as having 3.8% of the West European market, but most of that is West Germany; it does have 12% of the Benelux market and 6% in Denmark. Its international marketing effort seems minimal, especially in mainframes. Siemens sold off its South American base to Univac almost two years ago. Another report is that it plans to pull more and more peripheral development and production inside, although it has been buying from Control Data and Storage Technology for years. These are strange signs, especially when others are expanding and going into joint ventures for peripherals. Siemens is said not to be a candidate for the Computer Peripherals Inc. venture, now a CDC, NCR and ICL company.

Some read the signs as withdrawal symptoms. Others say that the firm is simply reorganizing and that its actual direction will come clear in the next year. It has stated that its goal is to become profitable by 1980. How this will be done is the question. Its new top executive for data systems is Dr. Anton Piel, formerly chief of the communications division, and Siemens is very strong in communications, with a full line of gear ranging from terminals to PABX's. Half its installations are on-line systems. It just received a $46 million order from the Deutsche Bundespost (combined postal, rail and telephone agency) for a network comprised of data communications concentrators, 960 data communications
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75
computers and 20 model 700 series systems.

Siemens is gaining strength in microcircuitry. It and Intel both have a licensing and OEM arrangement for Intel's 16K RAM chip which Siemens will use in a line of boards containing up to 2 megabytes. It plans to market them in the U.S. by mid-'77.

In the meantime, it has a line of computers that only go to the 370/115 level at the low end and stop with the 755, about in the 370/148 range. Where it will get the larger systems from, internal production or outside source, is still unclear. It has been reported that Fujitsu and Amdahl want to strike a bargain with Siemens to market their large machines. Univac has publicly been courting Siemens, and is ready with a plan that shows how their lines would meld, with the 1100 Series at the top. So far Univac has been rebuffed.

Regardless of the reports, it is unlikely that Siemens would make any decisions on any proposals until at least this fall. The exact organization and reporting structure of data systems under Dr. Piel is currently being decided. Sources expect that he will move very cautiously and offer a very conservative plan for Siemens' computer future. Siemens itself is a powerful entity with many activities, such as communications and components, in which computing and its technology are important. But as we've seen in the past with Philips, RCA, GE, Xerox, even this is no deterrent to getting out of the draining general purpose computer business. (Each of those firms still have computer-related products.) Regardless of what it does, Siemens surely won't enter any more joint ventures without agonizing soul-searching.

Other contenders

In addition to those heavyweight computer makers described above, Western Europe has dozens of other contenders, some of which are very large in other businesses if not in mainframe construction.

For example, Philips, Datasaab, and Olivetti are major European companies with international markets. Datasaab, now stripped of its major mainframe activities—which went into the Saab-Univac merger last year—is still a leading manufacturer of bank terminals with its D-5. About 30 Datasaab bank terminals have even been installed in the U.S. The company also has some interesting Alphascope displays which are plug compatible with IBM's 3270.

Olivetti, also best known for its terminals, has an intelligent line called the A5 series plus floppy-disc office computers called the A6 and A7-80. It has bank terminals, word processing systems, and other specialized systems too.

Philips, among its many other activities, is also big in bank terminals.

Britain has a number of contenders in the field of real-time minis. These include Ferranti, GE Computers, Digico, Leigh Data Systems (nee Arcturus), and Micro Computer Systems. Another company, Computer Technology Ltd., well known for its Modular One real-time minis, is presently shifting to the small business computer market; its CTL-8000 encompasses the entire IBM System/3 line. The company has offices in France, Belgium, and the Netherlands.

In Germany, office computers have been and are the central focus for the indigenous industry. Kienzle is a major supplier of office computers and floppy-based machines up to the System/32 level. It's about fourth in the market after Nixdorf, Philips, and Olivetti.

Another major German firm is Triumph-Adler, a subsidiary of Litton Industries. T-A has visible real-time computers and office computers to the floppy-disc level, plus intelligent terminals; one major order recently was 4,000 terminals for the German railways. Dietz makes the Model 621 real-time mini and model 600 small business computers up to the System/32 and System/3 Model 4 levels. AEG-Telcofen, whose mainframe activities were absorbed by Siemens after Nixdorf had a try at running them, is still in the computer business, mainly stressing turnkey or OEM minis, its new Series 80. Krantz is strongest in printing and typesetting applications but also offers general-purpose office machines.

France has the strongest real-time mini industry in Europe. This is currently headed by SEMS, a new company spawned in the mergers that created CH-IB. SEMS has about 40% of the French mini market, and its products cross the entire DEC PDP-11 range. These include the CH Mitra Series and the Telemechanique Solar 16 series.

Intertechnique in France used to make Microdata computers under license, but the product line, the Multi-Series, is now developing French overtones. LogAbax, which markets actively all over Europe, concentrates on the visible record and floppy-disc office computer market up to the System/32 level. An intriguing French company is R2E, which is a little systems house that was first in the world to build minis around Intel microprocessor chips. Their computers are usually available about four months after the Intel chip comes out. Their line is called the Micral series, and is available in the U.S. through Warner & Swasey. Based on the Micral machines, R2E is now developing intelligent terminals, floppy-based office computers and other systems.

Scandinavia turns out to be one of the most advanced markets in the world, not in numbers but in sophisticated usage and advanced networks. Norway, Sweden, and Finland stretch a thousand miles into the Arctic, and networks have helped solve a number of commercial and social problems. Thus it is not surprising that firms like Denmark's Regentechnaden have advanced communications gear as well as medium scale computers of their own design. Regentechnaden also has exclusive rights to Datapoint and Data General equipment, though the latter arrangement is probably short-lived now that Data General's big Eclipse hits the its PC product line head-on.

One of the most interesting firms in Europe is Norway's Norsk Data Systems. Their product line stretches from the Nord 12, an entry level mini, through Nord 10 (analogous to the DEC PDP-11/45), and now up to the Nord 50, which might be termed a Super-mini or maxi-mini. One observer says: "It's like what the Cray-1 is to general purpose computing." With two processors, it reportedly has the processing power of an IBM 370/158, and costs about the same as a 370/115. However, like the Cray machine, it needs a separate system (a Nord 10) to run its I/O. Most users are Norwegian, but they have a contract at CERN in Switzerland to furnish a system for control of the 200-gv synchrotron—a very high status contract. CERN is said to be happy with the prototype machines, and shifting from DEC and HP to Norsk for other applications.

That's just the top layer

Those are the major players in Western Europe, but a glance at the large table (page 66) will tell some of the rest of the story. The computer industry is definitely an international one, and looking at only one segment—even one as large as Europe—gives a highly artificial perspective. Especially in terms of its participants, it's a complicated industry, one that's changing its profile about as rapidly as it's changing its technology.
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CIRCLE 18 ON READER CARD
Computers from Communist Countries

by Bohdan O. Szuprowicz

The Soviet Union, East Germany, Poland, Bulgaria, Romania, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and Cuba: the Comecon countries look to the outside world for technology and, eventually, for customers, but not as sources for computers. China is seen as more of a buyer, too.

The Comecon countries, which now account for about one third of the global industrial output, embarked during their 1971-1975 Five Year Plans upon a rapid expansion of their computer industries. Large numbers of new computer installations were planned, but relatively limited Comecon manufacturing capabilities in the early 1970s suggested the possibility of huge import markets for Western computer manufacturers.

Following the lead of ICL, which first penetrated the Soviet Bloc markets in the early '60s, most leading European and American manufacturers made intensive marketing efforts in that direction. Some achieved what appears to be significant sales while other spent equally significant amounts of time and money with relatively meager returns. Despite the much-hailed licensing opportunities and various joint venture propositions, the overall sales of Western computer and office equipment remain relatively modest and long-term profitability of some of the marketing programs is being questioned.

Much of the blame for relatively poor Western Supplier performance in Comecon markets is being placed at the doors of Export Controls in Washington and COMCON in Paris. But it now becomes apparent that persistent hard currency shortages, expansion of domestic production and above all a desire to capture a share of the rapidly growing computer markets in the capitalist and third world countries are probably much more significant factors limiting the Soviet Bloc countries in their purchases of Western equipment.

All this may be somewhat confusing in view of the fact that total East-West trade has been growing by leaps and bounds from $7.3 billion in 1963 to about $43.5 billion in 1974. But the West has been consistently selling more than buying in Comecon countries, many of which are running serious hard currency trade deficits. The Soviet Union alone was $5 billion in the hole for 1975 and its total Western debt is estimated to be $8 billion. Poland owes $6 billion to the West and at least 20% of the proceeds of its exports to the West are absorbed by interest charges alone.

Therefore when it comes to buying Western goods and products, hard currency is allocated first to necessities of life and producer goods which can generate exports. The Soviet Union bought $1 billion worth of U.S. grain in 1975 and Poland spent almost 50% of its total U.S. expenditure in 1974 on grain foods and animal feeds. Next in import priority are industrial products and equipment required to exploit Comecon natural resources for exports. Imported computers in this scheme of things are regarded as industrial luxuries.

Insiders

Some of the results of these circumstances become more apparent on examination of foreign trade statistics of Comecon countries. Exports of office equipment products, mostly computers, to the Soviet Union from major Western computer manufacturing countries are in most cases less than 1% of total office equipment exports from each Western country. By comparison, 60% of Czechoslovak office equipment exports go to the U.S.S.R., about 50% of German Democratic Republic exports, and at least 25% of all Hungarian shipments.

In fact, in 1973 exports in this category from all Comecon countries amounted to at least $550 million. Much of his was intra-Comecon trade but a growing percentage are exports to the third world and some Western countries. The Soviet Union, German Democratic Republic and Czechoslovakia have already captured about 25% of the Indian dp imports market. Comecon computer manufacturers will probably make additional sales in other third world countries in the future, particularly where Soviet and East European foreign aid extensions provide them with an additional marketing advantage, at the same time saving the recipient country from spending hard currencies.

During 1973, the last year for which complete Comecon statistics are available, twelve Western computer manufacturing countries including U.S.A. and Japan shipped about $120 million worth of office equipment consisting mostly of computers and peripherals to the Soviet Bloc as a whole. During the same year within COMCON the German Democratic Republic alone shipped $155 million worth of the same product category to the Soviet Union.

Also in 1973 little Czechoslovakia exported $30.6 million worth of office equipment products to the Soviet Union. This is almost as much as the $34.2 million of the same product category exported to the Soviet Union by the twelve Western computer manufacturing countries in that year. While Czechoslovakia also imported almost $22 million worth of equipment from the West, it imported well over $70 million from the German Democratic Republic, the Soviet Union, Poland, Romania and Hungary. All this leaves little doubt as to who really makes the big deals at those famous international trade fairs in Comecon.

The Comecon countries are jealous­ly protecting their rapidly growing computer markets. They are also expanding their computer manufacturing capabilities jointly within the RIAD computer line and independently in each country. Cuba and Romania have now also thrown in their resources into the effort. The Comecon computer market is big enough to support several large equipment suppliers and names like Robotron, Zentronik, Mera-Ewro, Tesla, Videoton, Izot and Elorg already represent some of the largest electronic manufacturers in the world.

Soviet Union
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has become one of the largest foreign trade organizations in the Soviet Union. Under the leadership of its president, Yuri Antonovich Kislenko, Elorg's turnover reached an estimated $1 billion in 1975 in only five short years since its formation, placing it among the world's leading computer marketing organizations. Outside of COMECON, Elorg also sold Soviet computers in Belgium, Netherlands, Finland and India.

At the end of 1975 more than 400 Soviet computers were operating in foreign countries. Of these at least 100 were RIAD ES-1020 systems, 50 of which were exported to German Democratic Republic alone, which is believed to have previously imported as many as 10 of the large Soviet BESM-6 machines (which are roughly as powerful as an IBM 360/65).

Estimates from several sources put the total number of computers in the Soviet Union at about 15,000 in 1975 and forecasts for 1980 vary from 50,000 to 130,000 units. Many of those will be small business machines of the NAKR-3 type or engineering and scientific computers such as the MR-3 which sell for under $100,000. But a recent study of major Soviet industrial end-users, identified several hundred enterprises in the Soviet Union which are operating or planning to install automated management systems including one or more large computers ranging in cost from $300,000 to almost $4,000,000.

At least 10 major computer manufacturing plants have been identified in the Soviet Union, four of which are already involved in production of RIAD processors. During 1971-1975 computer production increased 280% to a level of 2.2 billion rubles (about $2.9 billion) per year. During the current 1976-1980 Five Year Plan, computer production is planned to increase by another 180%. Second generation equipment production is being phased out and replaced by RIAD, M-5000, K-200 and ISKRA series machines all of which are third generation.

On June 8, a Minsk radio broadcast by Byelorussian announced that the Ordzhonikidze Computer Equipment Plant began production of the RIAD ES-1060, which is the largest and fastest of all COMECON computers to date. Comparable to the IBM 360/75 in computing power, the R-60 appears 10 years after the venerable BESM-6 made its debut as the largest Soviet numbers cruncher. With speeds rated at about 1.5 million operations per second, the R-60 is almost twice as fast as the BESM-6 and will probably preempt for the Soviet Union a considerable part of the large computer markets in all COMECON countries.

Also in development stages is the Soviet supercomputer known as the BESM-X which is being built at the U.S.S.R. Academy of Sciences and whose prototype is expected to be operating in 1977. The BESM-X is planned to operate at speeds as high as 15 million operations per second and the Soviet economy will probably need about 100 computers of this size in the foreseeable future.

Another important computer production program, which is under way only in the Soviet Union, is the ASVT-M series of modular control computers. It includes several third generation minicomputers such as M-4000, M-5000, M-40, M-4030, M-6000, M-400 and M-6010. These are used for process control applications in steel and chemical industries and many others. Several specialized application systems are already marketed in the West by Techmashexport of Moscow.

East Germany

The German Democratic Republic is the largest exporter of office equipment and computers among all COMECON countries. Its 1973 exports in this product category amounted to $310 million, which is comparable to those of Italy and well above those of Sweden or The Netherlands. The Soviet Union, Czechoslovakia, and Poland are the major markets for German RIAD ES-1040 and the DARO products which include the Cellatron 8205 business computers of which at least 300 have already been installed in the Soviet Union alone.

VEB Kombinat Robotron is the best known computer manufacturer in the German Democratic Republic. It is responsible for the RIAD ES-1040 computer, considered to be the most successful of the RIAD series. Other models include the Robotron 300, the Robotron 21 similar in characteristics to the RIAD ES-1020, and the minicomputers of the Robotron 4000 series. In March Robotron announced a new third generation high speed computer which could be the development of the Soviet BESM-6 on which German Democratic Republic scientists have been working in recent years.

VEB Kombinat Zentronik, another "vendor," makes accounting and small business computers which are sold under the DARO label throughout the world. The Cellatron 8205 is the best known product but others include the DARO 1720 invoicing and accounting computers which have also been sold in West Germany, France, Spain and Australia.

Buromaschinen-Export of Berlin markets computer products of the German Democratic Republic through the world. It provided Control Data with RIAD ES-1040 recently and is admittedly looking for further orders from the West. One RIAD ES-1040 was also shipped to India, and an order was received from Greece but it was later cancelled when the Greek government changed recently. Over 50% of all RIAD ES-1040 computers produced are now exported to COMECON countries but Buromaschinen-Export is also counting on its close relationships with several developing countries and hopes to sell ES-1040 computers in Africa and South America as well.

Cuba

The German Democratic Republic and Czechoslovakia have already supplied some office equipment products to Cuba, but so has France, the U.K., Italy, and Japan. But Cuba is now a member of COMECON and in October 1975 the Intergovernmental Commission on Computers met in Havana, where the Cuban Deputy Premier indicated that the country's medium-term plan is to develop the production of minicomputers, implement 40 control systems, and automate up to 75 sugar mills. Cuba already has an estimated 70 computers in operation.

Cuba is already manufacturing its own minicomputers, CID-201A, CID-201B and CID-202, at the Centro de Investigacion Digital of the Havana University. In the future Cuba may want to replace some of its older units such as its British Elliott 803 and French IRIS 50 with RIAD models. This may provide an opportunity and a jumping-off point to COMECON computer manufacturers for penetration of Latin American markets.

Poland

The Polish Association of Automation and Measuring Apparatus Industries, MERA, which manufactures computers and peripherals, is one of the largest industrial combines in Poland. MERA employs about 40,000 workers and at least seven major plants are involved in computer and peripherals production. Its total output in 1975 was estimated at almost $3 billion of which at least 50% represented data processing equipment. MERA makes the RIAD ES-1030, has begun manufacture of the improved RIAD ES-1032, and apparently will also make the RIAD ES-1045 in the future. Production of the ICL 1900-based ODRA 1305S will probably phase out in a year or so and output of small business computers MERA 300 and 400 series will increase to about 1,500 hundred units per year.

According to Planned Economy, published in Warsaw at the end of 1974, there were only 33 computers.
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installed in Poland for every million inhabitants. The magazine indicated that during the current 1976-1980 Five Year Plan as many as 1,600 to 3,600 new computer installations should be made in Poland.

Metronex is the Polish foreign trade organization which trades in computers, automation equipment, and instruments; its turnover in 1973 was estimated at about $300 million. Computers and peripherals have been exported to all COMECON countries regularly for many years, and some equipment was also shipped to Pakistan, North Korea, North Vietnam, Syria and Egypt. The Soviet Union is Poland’s biggest market, but Poland set a target to export 250% more to capitalist countries in the future. Acquisition of licenses for products which satisfy local demand and can be sold in the West is of paramount importance to Polish foreign trade policy.

Poland entered into more licensing deals pertaining to computers and peripherals with Western manufacturers than any other COMECON country. The ideal type of licensing “cooperation” arrangement sought by COMECON countries is perhaps best illustrated by the MERA-LogAbax manufacturing agreement. Poland received a license to manufacture LogAbax D-180 high speed printers, which it may sell in COMECON and all other countries except France. But LogAbax agreed to purchase from MERA certain amounts of manufactured units and subassemblies during the first four years of the agreement, thereby guaranteeing an initial Western market for its own product made in Poland. In May 1975 the agreement was renewed to cover new version of LogaBax printers.

Other licensed production in Poland includes ICL printers, and ICL 1900 software was used to design the Odra 1305 computers. Control Data provided a license to assemble and build CDC 9425 disc units in Poland under a three year agreement. LogAbax also sublicensed the Syco Model 145 disc reorder in Poland, and Redifon of the U.K. licensed MERA to manufacture the Seecheck key-to-disc systems which are based on an original Entrex design from the U.S. More recently, CIH-HB of France held discussions about licensed production of Iris 80 computers in Poland, and earlier CIH agreed to assist in modernizing Polish computer factories both in Wroclaw where the Odra and RIAD computers are made and in Warsaw where the MOKM-B minicomputer. LogAbax and ICL-licensed printers are manufactured. Staansaab of Sweden is also reported to have licensed MERA to build an intelligent CRT terminal.

Despite these arrangements and presumed export benefits to Poland, the Mera-EIwro computer manufacturing enterprise in Wroclaw announced a competition among electronic component manufacturers of Poland early in 1976 offering prizes for domestic designs of electronic subassemblies which would replace hard currency imports as soon as possible.

Freedom to export to the Soviet Union and other COMECON countries may have also played a big part in Poland’s recent decision to sign a licensing agreement with ASEA of Sweden for the manufacture of numerical control computers. At present several regional numerical control service centers based on Minsk-32 computers prepare programs for Soviet users of numerically controlled machine tools. Recent estimates suggest that Soviet production of numerically controlled machine tools is being increased from an estimated 7,000 per year at present to 35,000 units per year in the near future, which will present a significant market for numerical control computers which Poland may want to exploit, while at the same time taking care of its own needs for NC computers.

The ability to export high value-added products to the Soviet Union is vital to all COMECON countries except Romania because they depend almost entirely on Soviet petroleum and natural gas imports for much of their production, fuel for transport, and petrochemical feedstocks.

Bulgaria

Bulgaria is another COMECON country which started its computer industry by assembly of Fujitsu FACOM 230-30 computers, and there are suggestions that this experience contributed significantly to the joint design with the Soviet Union of the RIAD ES-1020 computer. Today the R-20 is being sold in all COMECON countries and some units have been shipped to other countries. An improved version known as the RIAD ES-1020B has also been introduced.

A large percentage of Bulgaria’s computer installations was made up of Western imports only a few years ago, but its present 124 computer centers are equipped predominantly with domestic RIAD ES-1020s or Soviet ASVT-M computers for process control applications.

Izot, the Bulgarian computer manufacturing organization, builds the Izot 310 minicomputers. These are available with U.S. Wangco tape and disc drives, and the licensing agreements allow these units to be manufactured in Bulgaria. Other peripherals made in Bulgaria include the 7 and 29 megabyte disc drives; these are also marketed throughout the COMECON and Western Europe by Izotimpex, the foreign trade organization specializing in electronic products.

Romania

Romania did not join the RIAD program during the 1971-1976 period but developed its independent computer industry based on licensed production of the French CIH IRIS 50, known as FELIX C-256 in Romania. It also formed a joint venture with Control Data known as RomControl-Data which manufactures CDC card readers, punches and printers under license.

Recently, however, Romania joined the RIAD program and in March announced a new computer known as FELIX C-512/1024 with speeds claimed in the order of 300,000 operations per second. A new Romanian minicomputer designated the FELIX C-32 has also been announced by the Enterprise for Electronic Computers.

Romania exported a total of $24 million of office equipment products in 1973, mostly to Poland and Czechoslovakia but also to West Germany, France and Japan.

In August 1974, Romania held a specialized electronic computers and telecommunications exhibition in the People’s Republic of China. Romania is the least important of the COMECON computer manufacturing countries and it is also the smallest market, but its long standing trade relationship with People’s Republic of China give it a potential market which is large enough to make the development of an independent computer manufacturing capability worthwhile.

Romania is also the recipient of significant Chinese foreign aid for industrial development, estimated to be in the order at least $250 million in recent years. This puts Romania in a position where it should develop products with which these extensions can be repaid in the future, and computers which include Western technology as well as peripherals could well fill that role.

It was estimated that at end of 1975 there were a total of 70 computers installed in Romania, plus some process control machines. But all Romanian installations are third generation computers, and regional computer centers serve about 600 Romanian enterprises. Future plans include expansion of the computer centers to about 40 and development of a national network.

Romania and Poland are the only two COMECON countries which have been granted the Most Favored Nation (MFN) status in trade with the U.S.A.

Like Poland, Romania also entered into numerous licensing agreements.
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with Western electronic manufacturers. Besides the cit and cdc deals, Romania signed licensing agreements with Thomson-CSF of France for manufacture of t1 circuits, with Bunker Ramo's German subsidiary for production of connectors, with Singer for calculators and Foxboro for certain process control instruments. Memorex and Ampex signed oem contracts to supply disc and tape drives for the felix computers. Corning Glass formed a joint venture for the manufacture of tv tubes and itt signed a technical cooperation agreement.

Czechoslovakia

Czechoslovakia is another major data processing equipment manufacturer; in 1973 it exported a total of $53.2 million of office equipment products to comecon and other countries. The Soviet Union and Poland are major markets for Czechoslovak equipment, but Cuba and India are also importing some products and lesser sales have been made in Yugoslavia, Spain, Greece, Switzerland, West Germany, North Vietnam, Pakistan, North Korea, Ethiopia, Australia and even the U.S.

During the 1971-1975 period, at least 115 riaD computers have been put into operation in Czechoslovakia and the current 1976-1980 five year Plan calls for additional 750 computers, 80% of which will be riaD machines. Some Western imports continue and univac recently signed an agreement to supply about $14 million worth of 90/30 computers, which may mean up to about 40 units, but each individual installation will require export controls approval. Western market share here has dropped significantly during the last few years, too. Sources in czechoslovakia often stated that relatively large Western equipment imports during the '60s were a stopgap measure designed to computerize vital sectors of the economy while adequate domestic production was being developed.

In 1974 the country had a total of 486 general purpose computers, 341 minicomputers and 240 aritma punched card processors, for a total of 1,067 computers.

Czechoslovak tesla is one of the largest electronic manufacturing combines in the world. It employs a total of 75,000 workers and consists of 29 independent enterprises which operate 50 various plants producing components, semiconductors, integrated circuits, computers, television and other electronic consumer products. tesla built the model 200 computer under a license from bull-ge which expired in 1975. In July 1975 a new integrated circuit computer was announced, designated tesla 201 and claimed to have a 126,000 bps date transfer rate. The firm makes tape drives, process control computers, core, displays, and data transmission gear as well as the rpp 16 and rpp 16M process control computers, and it uses Memorex 630 disc drives and controllers on an oem basis.

The zpa combine in Prague employs 35,000 and consists of 16 enterprises operating 24 plants and two research institutes. The riaD es-1021 computers are made by ZPA, and the new riaD es-1025 is expected to be in production in 1977-1978. The aritma enterprise, which includes five plants specializing in unit record and data preparation equipment and peripherals for the riaD program, is part of the combine.

Kovo is the foreign trade organization which handles import and export of office equipment, computers, and precision engineering products. Besides Tesla, Aritma, and riaD products, Kovo also exports typewriters, paper tape /0 devices, and other peripherals manufactured in czechoslovakia.

Hungary

Hungary is the manufacturer of the smallest riaD computers, the es-1010 which was developed from a French license for the cit mitra 15 minicomputer. This follows the earlier cit license for production of the 10010 by the emg electronic plant in Hungary. New versions of the riaD minicomputers being developed in Hungary are designated as es-1005 and es-1008.

There are several enterprises in Hungary engaged in the manufacture of minicomputers, peripherals, crt displays and data communications equipment. By contrast with other comecon countries, many manufacturing enterprises in the country are authorized to operate their own foreign trade organizations. In addition there is a central foreign trade organization metrimpex which also handles imports of foreign computers and peripherals for specific end users.

Videoton RT is the best known hungarian electronics manufacturer. It is engaged in computer manufacture and produces the riaD es-1010 mini. The enterprise was also licensed by data-products in 1973 to manufacture the 2310 and 2410 line printers. Other important firms include mta-kfki, an institute of the hungarian academy of sciences which designed and manufactures the tpa 70/25 and the tpa 70/40 minicomputers (comparable to the dec pdp-11). Orion-Radio is another electronics enterprise which makes alphanumeric displays and the cd-71 graphic display purchased by control data for its riaD es-1040 installation in Washington. The hungarian optical works-mom enterprise produces a series of paper tape /0 devices, a small fixed head disc, and trt-orion plant makes several modems, multiplexers, and terminals which are all riaD compatible.

A total of $25.2 million worth of data processing and office equipment was exported by Hungary in 1973, mainly to the Soviet Union and German Democratic Republic. During 1976 the U.S.S.R. agreed to export to Hungary several riaD models such as es-1020, es-1030 and es-1050 values at about $18 million. Hungary in return agreed to export to the Soviet Union es-1010 minicomputers and displays valued at about $25 million.

At least two RiaD es-1040s are believed already in operation in Hungary. They are the largest computers in the country succeeding the ict system 4 and siemens 4004 systems there.

The comecon countries are clearly developing their computer industry rapidly, and as soon as the riaD systems begin to provide adequate hardware for domestic industries and applications software is available, they will make a strong effort to capture foreign markets. The Soviet Union, German Democratic Republic, Poland and czechoslovakia are already firmly established as suppliers of varied electronic products to many countries throughout the world and will add other computers and peripherals to their product lines as soon as competitive products are developed or special sales opportunities arise.

Most likely outside markets for comecon computers are third world countries which have been granted various forms of foreign aid by the Soviet Union and the east European countries. Among those recipients, India is probably the largest, having been granted during the last 20 years a total of $2 billion by the Soviet Union and about $500 million by the other east European countries. Syria, Iraq, Bangladesh, Pakistan and Guinea are other major recipients. A special recent case is Argentina, which was granted $200 million in economic aid by the Soviet Union and another $220 million by eastern European countries in 1974.

China

The People's Republic of China so far has not become a market for comecon computers or electronics, having developed into a major electronics manufacturer itself with an estimated total production in the order of $2 billion. A total of 20 different computer models have been built in China since 1957. A third generation integrated circuit machines first appearing about 1970.
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The largest Chinese computers are 48-bit word machines claimed to have speeds in the order of 1 million operations per second, such as the DJs-11. Probably more numerous as workhorses for scientific and engineering computation are the 24-bit DJs-17 computers operating at 100,000 operations per second and the 48-bit DJs-18 at 150,000 operations per second. The latest Chinese computer, announced in 1975, is claimed to operate at 500,000 operations per second and is designated the DJs-130.

In December 1975 a Japanese electronics industry mission in China reported that LSI circuits with a capacity of 10,000 transistor elements were being manufactured in a Peking semiconductor factory. Japanese executives doubted whether these were mass produced as yet and they rated a large Chinese computer with domestic integrated circuits as two to three times slower in arithmetic speed than the latest Japanese computers.

Chinese National Machinery Import and Export Corporation, which handles trade in computers, electronics and other industrial equipment, is one of the largest trading corporations in the world. Economies of scale offered by the domestic market may provide incentives to engage in exports of instruments and other electronic equipment, particularly to third world countries. Albania is already believed to use Chinese computers, and in November 1974 Radio Tirana announced that the first Albanian-assembled computer was completed.

They make the rules

Increasingly COMECON computer trading organizations are showing up at Western exhibitions. Soviet Elektronrgetekhnika was at Intercon-74 in New York and at Intercon-Elektro-76 in Boston. Robotron exhibited its 4201 minicomputer at the Hannover Trade Fair this May. Hungarian Videotron and Bulgaria’s Izotimpex were also there with disc drives and minicomputers. Poland’s MERA was selling the MERA 305 office minicomputer with the licensed CDC disc drive and Log-Abax ZDM-180 printer. Any of those enterprises can sell their products anywhere in the world, but they hold monopolistic control of their own markets.

In Finland, Belgium and Netherlands, Soviet Elorg is participating with local business interests in operation of computer service bureaus using Soviet RIAD ES-1020 computers, and plans to bring in ES-1050 machines in the future. The long term objective of these enterprises is reportedly not to test various Western peripherals for use with RIAD computers but to develop Western markets for Soviet hardware.

COMECON computer technology remains several years behind that of the West but some of its manufacturing and marketing organizations are among the largest in the world. Various observers believe that most East European nations only provide channels for transfer of Western technology to the Soviet Union to which stricter export controls are applied. Current export controls by end user approval are believed ineffective anyway because most end-users are state owned corporations and their resources may be requisitioned for government use at any moment, leaving a Western supplier without any recourse whatsoever.

The rapidly growing COMECON computer industry is now at a stage where it is fast coming up against a serious software barrier. It also now experiences a lack of trained personnel reminiscent of the ’60s in the U.S. Many invitations to bid on large sophisticated systems such as the Kama River Truck Plant, the Aeroflot and Intourist Reservation Systems, the Air Traffic Control Systems, the Airports and Logistics Systems in the U.S.S.R. are now regarded by some as means to exploit the systems and planning know-how of top Western suppliers.

COMECON “anti-import committees” often unidentified yet operating in every country, take even longer to approve Western imports than export controls to approve export licenses. Many final contracts awarded are usually much smaller than the initial purchase requirements would suggest. Disenchantment, bureaucratic frustration, expensive promotion and meager or nonexistent returns led some smaller firms to disband their painstakingly assembled Soviet Bloc marketing groups and adopt a “wait and respond if asked” attitude.

Increasing production of the improved RIAD computers, expected continuing shortages of hard currencies for the foreseeable future, and monopolistic control of COMECON markets are bound to result in ever diminishing market shares for Western suppliers regardless of export controls. Also, some firms simply cannot afford to get involved in unwanted semibarter deals or take payment in form of donkeys or strawberries and act as marketing organizations for COMECON trading companies.

The much touted follow-on COMECON markets develop primarily for domestic suppliers. Much of the IBM 360 compatible equipment which is only now being manufactured and installed by COMECON countries has been available in the West for years, and large quantities could have been shipped to COMECON users with very little objection from export controls. Large quantities of such computers and peripherals have even been offered in COMECON at extremely attractive prices and some trading firms were willing to set up triangle or barter deals but were mostly rebuffed.

Analysis of export statistics are probably more indicative of the real story. Most Western computer manufacturing countries ship only a very small percentage of their total computer and office equipment exports to COMECON in any given year. In fact, average annual exports from each Western country of such products are consistently so small that it is even difficult to substantiate the argument that stricter export controls in one Western country create a long-term advantage for another.

Withholding the most advanced computer technology from COMECON manufacturers is in fact also protecting many existing Western markets, aside from its strategic objective. Some of the third world computer markets will be threatened by the COMECON suppliers as soon as they develop competitive hardware and software, and sufficient hardware production. Yet these exclusively Western markets are probably already larger than what the Western market shares in COMECON would ever be allowed to become even in total absence of any export controls. That COMECON scramble may simply be not worth the switch.

Mr. Szuprowicz is president of 21st Century Research, an international market research organization. His firm has recently completed a detailed study of the countries mentioned in this article. Previously a vice president and research director of High Technology West, a Los Angeles investment research firm, Mr. Szuprowicz has also held management, marketing, and engineering positions at IBM, CEIR-Control Data, Computer Usage Corp., Boeing, Canadair, Convair and others.
Can a Security System improve your whole operations picture?

Now it can.
Because Rusco's new CARDENTRY System 500 handles a lot more than security.
CARDENTRY is a sophisticated new access control system based on Rusco's patented cryptically encoded ID card that's virtually impossible to decipher or duplicate. So it's already miles ahead of locks and keys.
But CARDENTRY has a brain. With enough memory to handle up to 20,000 ID cards and then some. So in its spare time, it can do things like control and record all copy machine use. Monitor alarm, fire, smoke detectors (or just about anything else) and warn you when something's amiss. Keep unauthorized cars out of your parking lot. Immediately tell you who's in your plant and who's out. Collect data to automatically generate payroll. Lock and unlock doors or equipment at preset times.
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Yes I'm interested in what CARDENTRY can do for my operations picture. Have salesman contact me.
☐ Send details and address of my local Rusco sales office.
☐ Include information about Rusco's credit card manufacturing capability.
Introducing IBM Word Processor/32:

The power and capacity of a computer.

The simplicity of an IBM magnetic card.
Going on the basic premise that the more productive word processing is, the more valuable it will be to you, we offer Word Processor/32. A word processing program used with an enhanced IBM System/32, a desk-sized computer designed for easy operation.

It gives your office large storage capacity, computer logic, text editing and formatting capability, speed, and versatility.

And these advantages can all be realized through an IBM magnetic card.

Its speed and ease of operation will be especially valuable to you in the area of editing and formatting text.

Revision

Through simple keyboard instructions you can:
1. Add, change or delete information with a significant reduction in media handling.
2. Find and change every occurrence of a word or phrase throughout a document no matter how long it is.
3. Revise IBM magnetic cards for playout on the IBM Mag Card, the IBM Mag Card/A, and the IBM Mag Card II typewriters.

Formatting

Formatting of text can be achieved simply and without constant retyping since the computer automatically adjusts copy to whatever format you choose. Moreover, Word Processor/32 allows you to:
1. Modify the layout of a letter or multi-page document simply and speedily.
2. Insert headers and footers on every page by typing them just once.
3. Automatically renumber pages, footnotes or paragraphs whenever copy is either added or deleted.
4. Automatically align columns of figures.

Automatic Document Generation

Among its important features, IBM Word Processor/32 can assemble documents automatically from previously stored sentences, paragraphs or pages, with automatic insertion of variable data. It can also compile and print letters conditionally—one letter to customers, another to prospects, etc. And it can even personalize form letters used in mass mailings.

Administrative Support

This system also reduces the time spent on the tedious tasks of maintaining and updating lists and files. With its vast storage capacity, it can store and update constantly changing information, like customer names and addresses. And it can sort and print this information into just about any sequence you wish.

In addition, Word Processor/32 can log all of your correspondence—allowing you to keep an up-to-date record of your work flow.

Productivity Gains

Through the magnetic card, Word Processor/32 also extends all the above advantages to your existing IBM mag card typewriters.

Word Processor/32 not only helps you improve turn-around time by printing error-free final copies at computer speed...unattended..., but can also help reduce the cost of your document processing.

Data Processing Applications

The IBM System/32 is also available for an entire spectrum of data processing applications...such as billing, accounts receivable, sales analysis, payroll, inventory, etc.

Learn more about Word Processor/32's ability to offer increased productivity and better management control. Just call your IBM Office Products Division Representative.
IBM 370 users:
An Intel add-on memory system can save you up to 50%.

IBM means computers. Intel means semiconductor memories. And because we’re the largest independent manufacturer of semiconductor memories and provide our own service, we can offer you substantial savings compared to the IBM alternative. An Intel system will also help you prolong the life of your System 370 because we’ll give you up to two times the memory capacity you can get from IBM, and in the original frame. That means you don’t have to “trade-up” your entire computer system just because you’re running out of memory capacity.

You can add to or replace the IBM supplied memory. Either way you’ll save up to 50%. As an example, you can get 4.0 megabytes of Intel 370/158 memory for less than you’d pay for 2.0 megabytes of IBM. That’s like getting 2.0 megabytes free and with money left over. Money to use in other ways. We can expand your memory to one megabyte in a single frame, or your 370/158 to 8 megabytes in a single frame. In either case that’s twice the capacity offered by IBM.

If you’ve gone to the world’s largest computer company for your computer, doesn’t it make sense to go to the world’s largest semiconductor memory company for your add-on memory? Intel add-on memory systems for the IBM 370/135, 370/145, 370/158, and soon the 370/168, will enable you to add more memory in less space and at lower cost than the IBM alternative. Start saving now. Join the over 300 IBM 370 users who have already made the switch. The coupon will get you information.

A phone call to any of our sales offices will get you one of our specialists.

Intel Memory Systems
1302 N. Mathilda Avenue
Sunnyvale, California 94086

Please send me information on the following Intel Memory Systems:
- [ ] for IBM 370/135
- [ ] for IBM 370/145
- [ ] for IBM 370/158
- [ ] for
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intelli memory systems
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Japan has long backed ambitious policies encouraging both the use and production of computer systems. Since the 1960's, it has subsidized the development of numerous computers and computer lines. The most recent accomplishments were the product lines of the three mainframer groups put together in 1972: Nippon Electric (NEC) and Toshiba have produced the ACOS Series 77; Mitsubishi Electric and Oki Electric combined for the COSMO series; and Fujitsu and Hitachi joined for the M series and upcoming V series of computers.

Early on, the Japanese government fostered the creation of a very important entity for all these mainframers—Japan Electronic Computer Corp. JECC is the leasing company that removes the rental burden from the shoulders of the Japanese computer manufacturer. The existence of a predominantly rental-oriented industry—an IBM innovation—has previously bludgeoned many a cash-poor company.

More exciting projects are in the works. The projects to develop a pattern recognition system and ultra large-scale integrated circuitry have been much publicized. Also, last year a definite schedule and funding were set for the design and production of a new computer line that is supposed to counter IBM's "future systems," (the Japanese view of RS, in any case.)

The period of development for the new line is 1976-1983. Five manufacturers from the groupings above (all but Oki) will invest $833 million, while the government will invest $150 million. Included in that are the ultra-LSI project, plus architecture, hardware, and software development.

Another very recent announcement is a plan by the Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI) to promote exports to the developing nations. The emphasis on export both to these and to developed nations is naturally timed to coincide with Japan's "liberalization" of the computer industry. Liberalization has eased import restrictions and allowed foreign firms to own 100% of a Japan-based company. With increasing competition from foreign firms, particularly in services, smaller systems, and peripherals, Japan is trying to move its own companies outward.

Hence, MITI will set up an "Overseas Data-Information Cooperation Association," composed of computer, peripherals, and software vendors. This group will: provide training through the Japan International Cooperation Agency; assist in formulation of projects; and help coordinate "commercial dealings" in large projects. The government will back it with preferential loan measures.

Exporting computers, unlike exporting automobiles, has been a problem for the country. Current exports amount to only 3.4% of Japanese computer sales. With this "overseas" program and others, the goal is to raise that to 16% by 1985.

The programs outlined sound right to the point—combining research, production, marketing, leasing, and export efforts provides economies of scale no single company in Japan could ever attain. The following commentary describes some progress to date.

Technological progress

The development of a 64K-bit semiconductor memory chip has been announced by Fujitsu Ltd. Although it's not yet a commercially available product, it comes at a time when the most advanced memory developers in the world are starting to produce the 16K-bit chip in quantity.

To this day, the Japanese computer industry is behind the U.S. in hardware technology and software development,
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and is barely holding its own in its
domestic marketplace against formidable
IBM. But with encouragement and
financing from the government, the
Japanese have emerged from the back
of the pack, late start and all, intent on
establishing themselves as a power to
be recognized in the international
computing industry.

There previously were six major
mainframe manufacturers in Japan,
long recognized as being too many to
be supported by such a small country.
It took a while, but MITI has reor-
organized three groups for current lines,
as mentioned above, and now two for
future systems. One group consists of
Fujitsu, Hitachi, and Mitsubishi Elec-
tric, while the other has Nippon Elec-
tric and Toshiba. Oki Electric, the sixth
firm, has agreed to drop out and con-
centrate on peripherals and other gear.
(Its alliance with Mitsubishi in market-
ing the current cosmo line will sup-
posedly continue, but reports hint at
dissolution.)

Fujitsu, Hitachi, and Mitsubishi
Electric, for example, are the ones
which recently established an organiza-
tion to produce the ultra-lts's. Shares in
this joint firm, the Computer Re-
search Institute, are held equally by the
three parties. That's the way it was
meant to be. And Fujitsu and Hitachi,
before Mitsubishi joined them, also
formed a joint venture called Nippon
Peripherals Ltd., the company that ex-
hibited the ibm 3340-equivalent disc
storage system at the 1975 National
Computer Conference in Anaheim,
Calif. More significantly this firm
signed agreements that give both
Memorex Corp. and BASF the rights to
this drive.

But when Fujitsu and Hitachi earlier
agreed to cooperate in the design
and development of a series of four com-
puters, the so-called M Series, Fujitsu
was to produce the M-160 (bottom of the
line) and the M-190 (the top, the
Amdahl 470 computer with slight
modification). Then it added the M-
180II. The three comprise its current
line.

Hitachi likewise had the two models
in the middle, the M-170 and 180
(more powerful then the 180II), and
that's what it presently sells. And that
competition is not quite what MITI had
in mind. But the parties within each
group have been forming tighter al-
liances with their partners, and that is
exactly what MITI intended.

It is in this manner that the govern-
ment and private industry are said to
cooperate in Japan. There is no dicta-
torial power resident in government,
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JAPAN'S COMPUTER CENSUS

The last time Datamation took a
close look at the census of computers
installed in Japan (December 1973,
p. 130), we noted that at the end of
the Japanese government's fiscal year
in March 1973 there were for the first
time more large-scale computers of
local origin installed than those of
foreign manufacture. At that time
there were 666 large-scale machines
of Japanese origin, 664 of foreign
origin, in operation in that country.

When the books closed a year
later, at the end of March 1974, the
figures showed that for the first time
the Japanese also dominated in the
installation of very small computer
systems, those valued at less than
$33,000 each.

The figures here show the status
as of the end of calendar 1975, the
most recent count available. They
show the gains made by the domes-
tic mainframe manufacturers there,
leading in the number of computers
installed in all categories and lagging
only in the value of large-scale ma-
chines.

In the lower half of the large-scale
class ($830K-$1.67 million) the
Japanese lead in the number and
value of equipment installed. But in
the high end (over $1.67 million),
foreign vendors lead in number and
value. What this says is that Japanese
suppliers have not yet done well
against the larger ibm 370 Series,
Univac 1100, and the like.

In terms of installed value, not
numbers, the market breaks down
like this:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manufacturer</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IBM</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fujitsu</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hitachi</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEC</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Univac</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toshiba</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oki</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burroughs</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCR</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitsubishi</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(These estimates were released by
MITI, and seem to be accurately pro-
portioned with the exception of the
total attributed to Univac; Univac
claims more like 18%, and that
seems more reasonable given our esti-
mates in Table 2.)

The largest number of computers,
10,389, are installed by an industry
category that includes wholesale,
retail, and trading firms. It is followed
by the 4,009 in operation by finance
companies, which does nor include
securities or insurance firms. Insur-
ance companies have only 184 com-
puters installed, but the average value
of those systems exceeds $1.2 million,
and that's the highest average for any
industry category.

In classifying computers by price,
as seen below, the Japanese are using
systems prices, not merely that of
the mainframe component. And al-
though some IBM computers, for
example, are made in Japan, they're
counted among those of foreign ori-
gin.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Origin</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Japanese</td>
<td>Foreign</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Market Share by Manufacturer Determined by Number of Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Large &amp; Very Large</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Over $500K</th>
<th>130K - $2630K</th>
<th>$33K - $130K</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IBM</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fujitsu</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Univac</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hitachi</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEC</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burroughs</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toshiba</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitsubishi</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>*** small or nil</th>
<th>Source: Datamation estimates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Table 2.
Japan's computer industry is a web of entanglements involving domestic and foreign firms, the major links of which are shown above. Some of the internal linking, especially that shown by double bars between major mainframe manufacturers, is fostered by the government through the Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI). Links to foreign firms are often for the purpose of picking up outside technology.
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no riding roughshod over a weaker opponent. But with the exercise of patience, the expenditure of many megabucks, and the setting of reasonable goals, the government usually manages to get its way. It takes time, as this reorganization will, but it's for the good of a nation or an industry. And the computer or information industry, as it's called, has been designated as vital to the future of the nation. It's knowledge-intensive, and it's a relatively clean industry, right in line with the goal of reducing pollution.

If that's the "state of the nation," here are the specifics on the major individual firms active within that state framework.

**Fujitsu Ltd.**

Fujitsu is the Control Data of Japan. That is in the sense that its predominant business is computers. And like Control Data it is aiming to spread its tentacles all over the globe.

In the year ending this March, Fujitsu showed computer-related sales of $667 million, or 72% of its revenues. The remainder was in its communications activities. No more than a few percent of its business is outside Japan now, but it is making many moves to increase that. *(EDP Japan Report* showed that as of last September, Fujitsu had 250 systems installed abroad, mostly minis and the small-to-medium scale FACOM 230 series, and mostly in Australia, Brazil, and Bulgaria.)

The most significant of Fujitsu's foreign alliances is with Amdahl Corp. in the U.S. When Amdahl's public offering is completed, the Japanese firm will hold nearly 30% of this company. The technological exchange between the two, in patents and knowhow, is virtually total. Fujitsu's M-190 is very similar, though not identical, to the Amdahl 470/V6; very basically, it contains additional instructions and offers multiprocessing configurations.

The close liaison over the past four or five years between Fujitsu's operation in California and Amdahl has also resulted in the build-up in integrated circuit expertise by the Japanese firm; today it has begun selling its circuits in Europe and the U.S.

Under a manufacturing agreement, Amdahl has to purchase subassemblies for a minimum of 42 systems from Fujitsu by July 1977 and 12 more systems during each of the following two years. According to the prospectus, in marketing the two are "currently discussing a proposed joint venture, ... which could include manufacturing and marketing of the ... 470/V6 and M-190 in countries other than the U.S., Japan, Canada, and Spain." The location: the European Economic Community. Some are guessing Sweden, since Fujitsu has already proposed M-190's for the Nordic Data Network in Scandinavia.

At the same time, the prospectus noted Fujitsu's hopes to bring the M-180 II, a system more powerful than and competitive with the 370/158, into the United States sometime after first deliveries in Japan next year.

In Spain, where the 470/V6 seems to be excluded, Fujitsu has entered a joint manufacturing venture with the Spanish government and financiers. It will manufacture and export some of its FACOM 230, small-to-medium range systems. (Early 1976 figures show that Fujitsu had sold 1150 of the FACOM 230-8 series worldwide.) As a result of this enterprise, it has also sold two M-190's in Spain so far.

Reportedly in the negotiation stage in Europe is some form of agreement with Siemens to market the big Amdahl and Fujitsu systems at the top end of Siemens' also-IBM-compatible 7000 line (ex-Unidata). However, this is not the accomplished fact it is re-

---

**MITI-DIRECTED SOFTWARE COOPERATION**

How the cooperation between government and industry works is shown by a more recent project that MITI has undertaken. A joint effort between the government and software firms to make it easier, faster, and cheaper to produce application programs entered its second phase this year with the formation of the Joint System Development Corp. (JSOC) in Tokyo. Its start coincided with the beginning of the government's fiscal year, on April 1. The company, capitalized at $1.85 million, has the job of figuring out how to take small chunks of application programs, previously written and stored, and assemble them into working or nearly complete new programs.

Production of these software "modules" was ended last March, marking the close of a three-year first phase of the project that cost the government $10 million. In that phase, software firms aligned themselves into one of five groups to produce the modules for a class of application programs. (The five categories were business dp, management information, scientific/engineering, operations research, and automatic control.)

Now the problem is to label each module and store it in such a way that it can be retrieved and linked to other modules, but with hooks in the proper places for modifications and customizing. But JSOC, the new firm, will be concerned not only with the program generator that is to integrate the modules. It also will inevitably find that many modules must be rewritten or modified to make integration possible. Further, it is chartered to come up with a new language called CPL, "common programming language."

The government's plans to spend about $25 million over the next five years. An equal amount is due from JSOC's shareholders, which consist of 17 software houses and service bureaus plus 13 banks and other financial institutions. The spending of the funds, plus the $10 million already spent, obviously reflects a concern over the gap in software prowess between Japanese firms and those abroad.

Although all this is designed to strengthen Japanese firms in the domestic and international marketplaces, the outcome of the program generation project should also be of wide interest among the world's user population. It is an approach to the automation of programming that appears similar to IBM's Application Customizer Service for the System/3 user. (This service, however, uses modules—or functions, as IBM calls them—only for business and operational dp applications.)

In the first module-building phase of this project, some 40 software companies pitched in with their personnel and funds. The five groups, however, each did their own thing with little, if any, management or coordination from a central body. There was not even agreement on the definition of a module. At least one group wrote its modules in FORTRAN. Another used CPL. And one group really didn't know what the others were doing. The result, say some observers in Japan, was a flop.

That is why the effort has been consolidated, they speculate, with the formation of JSOC under president Katsu Kondo. The 56-year-old Kondo previously had been president and chairman of the Kaihatsu Computing Center, and earlier spent some 13 years with MITI.

Today JSOC has only some 20 employees who, again, came from the parent software houses and service bureaus.
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HOW THE MAINFRAME COMPETITION STACKS UP.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES</th>
<th>Hitachi</th>
<th>Fujitsu</th>
<th>Mitsubishi-Oki</th>
<th>Nippon Electric</th>
<th>Toshiba</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>System/32</td>
<td>HITAC 85</td>
<td>230-285</td>
<td>Malcom 80 Series Model 31</td>
<td>NEAC System 100</td>
<td>TOSBAC 1260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>HITAC 8150</td>
<td>230-285</td>
<td>COSMO 300</td>
<td>ACOS 200</td>
<td>ACOS 200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>HITAC 8150</td>
<td>230-285</td>
<td>COSMO 300</td>
<td>ACOS 200</td>
<td>ACOS 200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>HITAC 8150</td>
<td>230-285</td>
<td>COSMO 300</td>
<td>ACOS 200</td>
<td>ACOS 200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>HITAC 8150</td>
<td>230-285</td>
<td>COSMO 300</td>
<td>ACOS 200</td>
<td>ACOS 200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System/370</td>
<td>HITAC 85; V1*</td>
<td>230-28; V1*</td>
<td>COSMO 300</td>
<td>ACOS 200</td>
<td>ACOS 200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>115</td>
<td>HITAC 85; V1*</td>
<td>230-28; V1*</td>
<td>COSMO 300</td>
<td>ACOS 200</td>
<td>ACOS 200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>115-2</td>
<td>HITAC 85; V2*</td>
<td>230-38; V2*</td>
<td>COSMO 300</td>
<td>ACOS 200</td>
<td>ACOS 200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125</td>
<td>HITAC 85; V2*</td>
<td>230-38; V2*</td>
<td>COSMO 300</td>
<td>ACOS 200</td>
<td>ACOS 200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125-2</td>
<td>HITAC 85; V3*</td>
<td>230-38; V3*</td>
<td>COSMO 500</td>
<td>ACOS 400</td>
<td>ACOS 400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125-3</td>
<td>HITAC 85; V3*</td>
<td>230-38; V3*</td>
<td>COSMO 500</td>
<td>ACOS 400</td>
<td>ACOS 400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>HITAC 850; M-165-I</td>
<td>230-48; M-160</td>
<td>COSMO 700</td>
<td>ACOS 500</td>
<td>ACOS 500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>145</td>
<td>HITAC 850; M-165-I</td>
<td>230-48; M-160</td>
<td>COSMO 700</td>
<td>ACOS 500</td>
<td>ACOS 500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>145-2</td>
<td>HITAC 850; M-165-I</td>
<td>230-48; M-160</td>
<td>COSMO 700</td>
<td>ACOS 500</td>
<td>ACOS 500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>155</td>
<td>HITAC 850; M-165-I</td>
<td>230-48; M-160</td>
<td>COSMO 700</td>
<td>ACOS 500</td>
<td>ACOS 500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>155-11</td>
<td>M-170</td>
<td>230-58</td>
<td>COSMO 500</td>
<td>ACOS 600</td>
<td>ACOS 600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>155-11-1</td>
<td>M-170</td>
<td>230-58; M-180-11</td>
<td>COSMO 500</td>
<td>ACOS 600</td>
<td>ACOS 600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>155-3</td>
<td>M-170</td>
<td>230-58; M-180-11</td>
<td>COSMO 500</td>
<td>ACOS 600</td>
<td>ACOS 600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>158 MP</td>
<td>M-170 MP</td>
<td>230-58 MP</td>
<td>COSMO 500</td>
<td>ACOS 600</td>
<td>ACOS 600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>168-11</td>
<td>M-180-11</td>
<td>M-180-11; M-190</td>
<td>COSMO 700</td>
<td>ACOS 700</td>
<td>ACOS 700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>168-12</td>
<td>M-180</td>
<td>230-59</td>
<td>COSMO 700</td>
<td>ACOS 700</td>
<td>ACOS 700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>168 APS</td>
<td>M-180</td>
<td>230-59</td>
<td>COSMO 700</td>
<td>ACOS 700</td>
<td>ACOS 700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>168 MP</td>
<td>M-180-11</td>
<td>M-190</td>
<td>COSMO 700</td>
<td>ACOS 700</td>
<td>ACOS 700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>168-13</td>
<td>M-180</td>
<td>230-59</td>
<td>COSMO 700</td>
<td>ACOS 700</td>
<td>ACOS 700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>168-16</td>
<td>M-180-11</td>
<td>M-190</td>
<td>COSMO 700</td>
<td>ACOS 700</td>
<td>ACOS 700</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*to be announced

Information extracted from the Auerbach EDP Notebook International, Auerbach Publishers Inc., 6560 N. Park Drive, Pennington, NJ 08140

These comparisons are of a general nature and do not reflect a system's strength in any one particular application. They are meant to show which systems the manufacturers bid against each other.

--

reported to be. Siemens is not ready to make any decisions about more joint ventures, we understand.

In Brazil, Fujitsu is negotiating a joint venture to build minicomputers, another astute move in view of Brazil's tough import restrictions on computers.

The one major Pacific market where Fujitsu has gone in directly is Australia—a testbed for its expansion. As with many foreign firms in a new market, it initially bought its way in through high discounts and extensive, costly support. But with a good base developed, in the last year it has brought in ex-IBM management to take the operation to normalcy and hopefully profitability.

Fujitsu recently found another route into Canada and the U.S. (some also say the U.K.) by buying 20% of Consolidated Computer Inc., an ailing data entry and peripherals company whose major shareholder is the Canadian government. Fujitsu will "export its computer technology" to ccr and "cooperate" in the manufacture and sale of small computers, computer peripherals, and terminals in Canada, and in sales to the U.S.

Fujitsu and Hitachi are sister companies in M series development and marketing, in the LSI project, and in future systems development. Fujitsu's international efforts, however, are completely its own.

**Hitachi Ltd.**

Hitachi is a giant electrical machinery and electronics concern which reported revenues last March of $6 billion (which includes some subsidiaries' earnings). Only about 6% of its business is in computers. Our only figures are for the year preceding, which show $333 million. The firm has about 14% of the Japanese mainframe market. Although it has sold more than 65 of the new M series models, much of that share is in the Hitachi systems, based on RCA Spectra designs via a license with RCA.

Like its sister company, Hitachi is seeking overseas expansion, although its progress appears slower and less clear than Fujitsu's. Japan's press has reported possible liaisons with CDC and Itel, but neither firm claims intentions to market any of the Hitachi systems. The problem, sources tell us, is that like the Unidata line in Europe, the Japanese IBM-compatible systems are "not compatible enough" to be attractive in foreign markets.

Hitachi is taking holdings in some high technology companies in the U.S. Facsimile-maker Rapifax is one, and another is the little known Upster, a developer of a high speed nonimpact printer which Hitachi is manufacturing. The firm is getting international markets in peripherals through Nippon Peripherals Ltd., the company it jointly owns with Fujitsu.

As noted elsewhere, the firm is selling IBM 3340-like disc drives to Memorex in the U.S. and BASF in Germany. (An amusing aside to this is that IBM was reported to have sent a warning letter about the similarity of its disc drive to the 3340; the press smelled a legal battle. However, NPL is licensed by IBM on 3340 technology, and all IBM says it complained about was that the NPL cabinet looked like its own. It's been changed.)

**Mitsubishi Electric Company Ltd.**

Mitsubishi is the company that has been grouped with Hitachi and Fujitsu for future developments. It has also been marketing the cosmo series with Oki Electric, a relationship that is supposed to continue. That seems questionable, however, since government reports show that Mitsubishi has been selling nearly all the cosmo systems (88 as of March).

The firm is the smallest of the mainframers, with computer sales somewhere around $100 million, under 5% of its total revenues. It has less than 3% of the Japanese computer market. The company is part of the multi-$billion Mitsubishi Group, which makes it good addition to the Fujitsu-Hitachi combine. (A Japan watcher told us he was hoping that ultimately the combine would exclude Hitachi, leaving Fujitsu to supply the technology and
Give your customers Air Freight

and give your competition something to worry about.

Any time you try to sell your product in a distant market you face serious competition from local manufacturers. After all, why should a customer tie up time and money waiting for delivery if he can get what he needs from local suppliers?

But when you offer your customers Air Freight you may be offering them just the reason they need to buy from you. With Air Freight you can promise the fastest delivery possible to customers in any market. And the increased sales could do a lot more than offset the added cost of Air.

There's much more to Air Freight than meets the eye. For this reason, TWA’s put together a special executive portfolio called “Air Freight Path To Profit.” It’s a concise look at how Air Freight can change the entire way a company approaches sales. It could help you decide whether Air Freight is right for you.

For your copy of “Air Freight Path To Profit,” write: TWA, Director Air Freight Sales, Dept. DAT-976, P.O. Box 25, New York, N.Y. 10017.
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Mitsubishi to finance the operation. Apparently, he sees no hope for the resolution of the competitive animosity he feels exists between Fujitsu and Hitachi. "They'll never really get together.")

In any case, Mitsubishi's relationships in computing are confusing. It has ties with Nippon Univac, which markets its peripherals. Sister company Mitsubishi Corp. and its subsidiary Mitsubishi Office Machinery (MOM) market some Fujitsu systems. MOM is also the marketing agent for CII-HB computers, a relationship that started with Machines Bull in France more than a decade ago.

Oki Electric Company Ltd.

Oki teamed as noted with Mitsubishi to market the COSMO series; but Oki's stronger alliance is with Univac. Oki-Univac, of which Oki owns 47%, manufactures the entire Univac 90 line up through the 90/80 (called 90/800 there). It also owns a small percentage of Nippon Univac Kaisha Ltd., the marketing arm for Univac in Japan. We hear too that it may team up with Univac in LSI development and production, since it was eliminated from the ultra-LSI project.

The firm's computer revenues in fiscal 1975 were $163 million, or about 40% of sales. It has about 4% of the Japanese mainframe market, although we're unsure if its shares in the Univac production are accounted for in that figure.

Nippon Electric Co. Ltd.

and Tokyo Shibaura Electric Co. Ltd.

NEC computer sales are nearly 25% of its revenues, and amounted to $294 million in fiscal 1975. It is the third largest manufacturer in Japan and specializes in the small and medium-scale systems of the ACOS line it markets with Toshiba. Toshiba's reliance on computing is less, with 6-7% of its total in computing revenues, which were $180 million in fiscal 1975. As of March, these two firms had sold 240 of their current ACOS lines.

If Fujitsu is the Control Data of Japan, NEC and Toshiba are Honeywell and GE. That is, NEC has been using Honeywell technology since 1962, via license. Toshiba was a licensee of GE's for six years before GE's operations were sold to Honeywell. Thus, the ACOS Series 77, the current product line, is based on the Honeywell Series 60. In fact, the ACOS operating system is a descendant of the GE COS operating system, and Honeywell is planning to use some of the Japanese modifications in its own GCOS. We hear too that some NEC-Toshiba designs in virtual memory systems will be used by HIS in future large-scale systems.

Honeywell Information Systems buys some components and peripherals from the Japanese firms. Its Italian subsidiary recently signed a contract for $27 million worth of their disc drives over the next three years. And HIS will surely be a customer for the products of the ultra-LSI research in which NEC and Toshiba are involved.

One last confusion here is that Honeywell markets NEC small business systems as System 6 in Australia; no relationship to HIS's level 6 mini is claimed. Meanwhile, CII-HB has renamed its Unidata 7000 products Series 77, which is also the number on the ACOS series.

In our wildest nightmares, we envision a day in the U.S. when NEC-Toshiba will be marketing System 6 and 77 series against the HIS level 6 and against a level 64 model manufactured by CII-HB but brought in by MOM, which also has some FACOM and Univac equipment in its portfolio.

And so it goes. As with the rest of the world, Japan's DP vendors continue to become more entangled with other Japanese firms and with outsiders in a struggle for national independence and, sometimes, corporate survival.
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Give your data communications system a little goose and it'll put out ten times as much.

Open up the back of any Data General communications system, pop in our single-board DCU/50 Data Control Unit, run through a little step called COMGEN and stand back. Because that system can start pumping out ten times as much data. And possibly a good deal more.

What makes this all possible is a rather clever piece of engineering.

We've designed the DCU/50 as an intelligent programmable controller. So it takes over jobs the CPU used to do. Things like character handling and code conversion. Which frees up the CPU processing power and speeds up total systems throughput.

On the other hand, you may not need more throughput. Instead, you may need more lines or different types of lines. Both of which are just as easy to get. You just plug in some different boards.

We make modular synchronous and asynchronous multiplexors you can mix in any proportion. They can handle anything from one to sixteen lines, are fully software supported and work equally well with or without the DCU/50.

Which brings up a rather significant point.

When you buy your communications equipment from Data General, you can get exactly what you need right now. And later, if you need more throughput, more lines or different types of lines, you won't have to throw out anything. All Data General communications hardware and software are completely compatible. So you can add on to what you already have.

Write for our free brochure, “The Sensible Way to Use Computers in Data Communications” and detailed information about the DCU/50 Data Control Unit.

And if that isn't enough information, we'll send a sales engineer who can also put out ten times as much.

Data General

Data General, Route 9, Southboro, Mass. 01772 (617) 485-9100. Data General (Canada) Ltd., Ontario.
Data General Europe, 15 Rue Le Sueur, Paris 75116, France. Data General Australia, Melbourne (03) 82-1361
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You can depend on Exide UPS.

They do.

"Exide backs up its UPS reliability claims with a quick-response service department. MDJCC has had three 200-KW UPS Units in operation since June 1976 at its St. Louis

warehouse. Eight more Exide 200-KW

Units have been installed to provide full

corepower power for 15 minutes. And two more

are on order. "We do depend on Exide UPS."

"Charles B. Ward, Senior Manager,

MDJCC/Southeastern Corporation"

"The decision to select Exide's Centaur

Trading System for our growing computer

facilities was based on both price and performance.

We selected Exide for our computer power."

Philip D. Quenies,

Vice President, Data Processing,

MDJCC Systems Corporation"
Exide UPS systems are protecting some of the largest computer centers in the country. An Exide Uninterruptible Power Supply system filters out the spikes and transients commonly found in raw utility power. And, depending on your time requirements, an Exide UPS system will continue to feed smooth, constant power during utility blackouts and brownouts.

Major computer users who rely on Exide UPS systems are enthusiastic about their selection of this equipment. Quoted below are Exide customers whose comments are based on experience. There are many more, since Exide has been an UPS system supplier for more than a decade.

Exide is the only UPS manufacturer that makes all the major components: Rectifier/charger, stationary battery, static inverter and static switch. This means that your UPS will be carefully designed as a complete system. All the components, from the utility power takeoff to the computer interface, have a single source of responsibility—Exide. You can depend on Exide UPS.

"We chose the Exide system primarily because of the ease of maintenance and repair. Due to its design, a person with basic electronic knowledge can troubleshoot and repair most failures. Also, we were impressed with the Exide representative's knowledge of their product and his knowledge of UPS Technology. Along with this, their equipment pricing was very competitive."

Robert Watters, Maintenance Engineer, Dallas Federal Savings

"When the energy crunch started in late 1978, COMPU-SERV realized that if we were going to continue to provide reliable computing services to our users, we would need to find a reliable, cost-effective 'uninterruptible power source.' After talking with several possible vendors, it became apparent to COMPU-SERV that Exide Power Systems could deliver such a system as a total package in a reasonable time frame. Our 250 KVA UPS has been on-line for over eighteen months now. We are pleased with the increased computing reliability this Exide UPS has allowed us to provide the remote users of our nine large systems."

Len Raisor, Site Manager, COMPU-SERV
OUR SHORT DROPS COULD BE A WHOLE LOT CHEAPER THAN YOUR LONG HAULS.

If you're thinking of expanding your communications network, then a Cable & Wireless leased circuit system is what you need. If you're already running a leased circuit there's more than a chance that if you let us look it over, we could make it a lot more cost-effective. And, if you're a company whose major interests are in the Far East or the Middle East we could certainly save you money.

Cable & Wireless have the computer-switching centres which can pick up your messages and transmit them more cheaply. Our switching centre in Hong Kong, for instance, means that your traffic can be passed through there and routed on by a 'short drop' to, say, Tokyo and Manila at a tremendous saving in cost against a 'long-haul' system direct from your head office.

Similarly, our switching centre in Bahrain can cut your costs in the Middle East. But there's a lot more to it than that, and we'd like to explain it to you. If you think you'd like to listen, contact us at the address below. We'll send you literature, or have someone call.

THE LONG HAUL.
This system could be costing you much more than it need!

THE SHORT DROP.
A Cable & Wireless leased circuit using short drops like this could cost you much less than you think!
The Intelligent Warehouse

by James R. Benson

Man and machine readable forms are the key to accurate and speedy receipt, allocation, and shipping of merchandise at this Levi Strauss Distribution Center—and all of it completely controlled by computer.

The vital link in the communications chain which governs and directs the automatic material handling operations at the Little Rock Distribution Center of Levi's Panatela Division, Levi Strauss & Co., is a man and machine readable business form. Every movement of merchandise during receipt and shipment is overseen by computer, the operations of which are based on data relayed from this business form by optical (laser) scanning stations. One might even say that this scannable business form, really a label, dictated the layout and design of this recently built center (a facility which also represents the largest capital investment ever made by the company).

All this started several years ago. More shipping capacity was needed for the Panatela Div. sportswear products, and the decision was made to construct a new central distribution facility for this growing line of ready-to-wear pants, tops, and jackets. Little Rock, Ark., was selected as the most suitable location.

In planning the center, we were determined to make use of the latest ideas and technology in materials handling, including on-line real-time computer controls. Today, virtually every aspect of this 425,000 square foot facility, with storage capacity for 9.2 million garments, is directed by computer. And, in enabling us to handle over 44,000 stock keeping units and to ship and receive more than 250,000 cartons each month, the scannable business label plays a crucial role.

The scannable label

Computer control of our materials handling involves the identification and verification of carton contents in both receiving and shipping operations, as well as the automatic determination of conveyor routes and destinations within the warehouse. To do this efficiently and accurately, we needed carton labels imprinted with a bar code that could be read by laser-based scanning equipment which would then pass on the information, via an IBM System/7, to be compared against data bases on the central computer, an IBM 370/145.

The carton number (along with the matching bar code) is the key to receiving, putaway, replenishment, and shipping operations. For incoming merchandise, the label form is referred to as the receiving tag; it is a five-part form produced by Courier Citizens, Inc., South San Francisco. For outgoing merchandise, the label form used is referred to as a shipping tag; it is a single part form designed by Standard Register Co., of Dayton. Both have preprinted numeric characters as well as bar codes.

The system

In an overall view, the company's home office in San Francisco issues cutting orders to various plants around the country that manufacture the merchandise. The same office coordinates the transfer of the merchandise from these plants to the Little Rock Distribution Center, and later in the process, transmits orders to Little Rock for shipments to retailers.

In order to move the goods in and out of the Little Rock facility asspeedily and efficiently as possible, the computer system, of course, plays an indispensable role. The components of the system are the System/7, with 16K storage, connected through a 3704 communications adaptor at 7200 baud using B T A M to the central computer complex, which consists of an IBM 370/145, using os/vsl with ¼ mega-byte storage and eight 3330 discs. There are nine IBM 3277 on-line terminals and seven 3284 and 3286 on-line printers, located at strategic points about the warehouse, which connect to the 145.

The 145 maintains data bases under IMS. We use batch IMS, in conjunction with Intercomm, and have 17 physical data bases (which include, among others, "Receiving," "Shipment," "Product Code Master," "Shipping," "Pack and Hold," and "Zone/Module") and five logical data bases.

The System/7 controls the movement of the cartons of merchandise to various conveyor sortlines in the warehouse. There are, in fact, approximately 13 miles of wire connecting the System/7 to the equipment in the distribution facility.

The major components of the material handling system are: (1) conveyorized sort lines for receiving and dispersing by storage zones; (2) carts pulled along towlines for feeding cartons into zoned shelf storage, including a 145,000 square foot mezzanine; and (3) conveyorized sortlines for order filling and shipping. The storage area is divided into about 30 zones, and within each zone are approximately 29 modules. These modules are further subdivided into sections and levels. This graded classification allows for accurate and speedy stocking and retrieval of merchandise by product code and size.

The receiving process

For the computer to route the cartons to the appropriate location in the warehouse, there are a sequence of steps which must be completed prior to the time the numbered bar coded cartons pass the scanner.

Before the merchandise is actually
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received, the home office in San Francisco has informed the Inventory Control Group in Little Rock by means of "due in" reports what specific goods by product codes and sizes (not yet by carton numbers) are to be expected. A member of the control group at this time assigns storage space in the warehouse to the incoming merchandise. This assignment of a predetermined home for the goods is made at the zone and module level via an on-line terminal transaction which enters the information onto the IMS data bases. If this has not been done, the incoming goods cannot be processed.

When the merchandise arrives at the Distribution Center, a packet containing one part of the five-part receiving tag for each carton in the truck-trailer is taken to keypunching. After keying and verifying, the detailed information is then loaded onto the for each carton the bar code (i.e., carton number), cutting order contract number, product code, sizes (there may be more than one size per carton), and number of units in the carton. (In one particular case, this information is teleprocessed directly to Little Rock from a plant in Amarillo, Texas, by means of a Data General minicomputer with an auto-answer modem using TCAM, and then edited and loaded onto the data bases at the Distribution Center. The possibility exists of applying this technique to other facilities also.)

The detailed carton information for each receiving tag is now associated within the data bases to the particular zone and module assignments already preestablished for the goods from the "due in" reports. In other words, the computer now determines a location assignment for each specific carton to a particular zone and module. And again, this information is in the computer before the cartons are actually unloaded. The estimated weight of each carton, plus contents--there is a weight matrix by size for each product code maintained on the computer—is also calculated at this point for a later check. This phase of the operations is labeled P51 processing.

After P51 processing, and still prior to unloading the trailer-load of cartons, an on-line terminal transaction is entered, called "Receiving Cycle Initiation." What this transaction does is initiate the selection by the computer of the particular conveyor sortline paths, by zone, for each carton. This information is gathered into a table in core, and is ready for use by the System/7-initiated request as soon as the unloading of the cartons begins.

The "Receiving Cycle Initiation" also initiates the printing of "Putaway Guides" on an on-line IBM 3284 printer located in Receiving. The putaway guide contains the following information: the conveyor sortline number, the zone number associated to the cartons which will be routed down that particular sortline, the product code, and the number of cartons by product code. The guide also identifies the predetermined storage modules within the zone the product codes are assigned to.

Also, the number of cartons to be routed down a particular sortline, divided by the number of cartons a tow-line cart will hold, determine the number of putaway guides printed. There is one putaway guide attached to each towline cart. The towline carts are routed from the receiving area to the storage area, also automatically, by means of cables in the floor (just like the San Francisco cable cars—but without the hills).

Unloading

The cartons are now ready for unloading onto the conveyor system. Each carton passes the laser beam scanner which reads the numbered bar code, thus indicating to the System/7 that this particular carton has physically entered the actual receiving process.

The carton then passes over an in-motion scale which weighs it; the carton's weight and number are transmitted by the System/7 to the 145. (The status of the carton is now changed to "in-process.") If this weight differs from the estimated weight as calculated during the P51 processing, the carton is "rejected" from the sortline by being routed to the Quality Assurance (QA) area, and is so flagged on the data bases. In QA, a self-adhesive "rejection reason" label is printed on an IBM 3284 printer, which includes enough information—carton number, estimated weight, actual weight, rejection reason, and receiving cycle number—so that corrective actions may be taken.

Say there is a shortage of a pair of pants in the carton. The "reserve" data base is now changed to reflect the actual contents of the carton, and this is done on-line. (The "receiving" carton data base is not altered, in order to reconcile with a manifest which also accompanies the truckload and is to be discussed shortly; in other words, the "receiving" data base equals what is on the manifest, while the "reserve" data base equals actual receipt.) These cartons are now returned to the conveyors for proper storage sorting.

Those cartons which were not rejected for weight discrepancies continue moving on the conveyors. The 145 does all the analysis such as the weight checking just mentioned, sortline routing, random auditing, and specific auditing (plant, contract, manifest, particular product codes). By definition, auditing is the checking, in QA, of say 10% or 20% (or sometimes even 50%) of a shipment to see that the quality of craftsmanship in the manufacture of the clothing is up to preset standards. Such audits can be requested on-line for each truckload, as desired.

The most important advantage of this automated system is that it knows
where every carton is at every moment. The cartons not rejected or audited do not stop moving on the conveyors. The System/7 uses photocells to track the cartons throughout the entire routing operation. The 145 must respond to a routing request from the System/7 within an average of two seconds, or the System/7 will automatically route the cartons into QA with an appropriate message printed on the System/7 console.

At the conclusion of the receiving process, an on-line "load reconciliation" report is requested by a checker for comparison of the cartons actually received to what the manifest that accompanied the incoming truckload states. If there are discrepancies, a "manual discrepancy" report is prepared and forwarded both to the plant from which the truckload originated and to the home office.

"Putaway"
The cartons now at the end of the incoming conveyors are at this point routed by towline carts to the warehouse storage area and "putaway." The stocker references the "Putaway Guide" attached to the towline cart which directs him to place the cartons in the proper zone and module, and also to "active" and "reserve" storage locations within the zone/module. Although not mentioned above, the "active" determination is also made during PSI processing. This designation would be made for a newly set up module where there currently are no goods, or when an already designated "active" bin has been flagged by computer "replenishment" (to be discussed shortly) as "stocked out." (A computer controlled noncontact air driven "Label Aire" device flags those cartons as "active" during the receiving process by automatically placing a green self-adhesive label on the carton.) The "reserve" status is exactly what the designation implies. On the data base the stock is kept as units, in the "active" bins, and as both units and cartons (by carton number) in "reserve" bins. (Actually only one carton is physically open at any one time in a given active bin.)

The preassigning of goods (before the actual unloading) was made down to zone and module, and appears so on the "Putaway Guide." The stocker now places the merchandise into sections and levels. In order for the computer to keep track of the units down to the most precise level, the stocker must keep the computer informed of this section/level information. This is done by the stocker removing a form which is another one of the parts of the original five-part receiving tag for each carton; it has been included in a polyethylene envelope which is attached to the front of the carton. On this form is a preprinted area on which the stocker now records his employee number and the zone, module, section, and level for the particular carton; the carton number is preprinted.

These forms with section/level information are periodically gathered throughout the day for keypunching and processing on-line. During this on-line processing, the carton status is changed in the data base to "allocatable," and audit logs written to a data base. A check is made by computer on whether the carton number is valid, the location recorded for the carton contents by product code and size is valid, etc. If there are any exceptions, they appear on an on-line "exception report" which is generated at the completion of each batch and logged on a data base. These exceptions (such as stocking in the wrong place), are then researched and corrected via an on-line

Clockwise: At the start of the receiving cycle, each carton is scanned, its weight (carton and contents) relayed from an in-motion scale to the System/7, and if "rejected" from the sort-line (say for weight discrepancy), is routed to Quality Assurance where an on-line printer produces a "reject" message. A terminal operator in Quality Assurance keys in corrected data to keep the data bases current and accurate.
WAREHOUSE terminal and removed from the exception list. To ensure that proper action is taken for each exception, no exception is deleted from the database until the situation is actually corrected.

"Replenishment"
As units are shipped out throughout the day, the "active" bins are being depleted. To ensure that "active" bins do not "stock out" during the order filling cycle, the "replenishment" program determines the amount of goods that should be moved from "reserve" to "active." This determination is based, again, on the bin size (number of inches), packing factor (number of garments per inch), the bin's current unit quantity, and the quantity to be picked from that particular "active" bin.

The system then generates the appropriate number of "replenishment" cards, which are prepunched 80 column cards containing the carton number, "reserve" location (zone/module/section/level), and the "active" location (zone/module/section/level) the goods are to be moved to. The stockers, of course, use these cards to move cartons from "reserve" to "active." As the cartons are selected by the computer for "replenishment," the status of that carton on the data base is updated accordingly; and the cards, after the relocation of the merchandise, are reprocessed on-line to verify the movement of the goods, to make appropriate inventory adjustments, and to generate "audit logs."

Data base synchronization
At the time carton statuses are updated on the data bases, an "audit log" is generated. The audit log contains the program number, date, time, the particular 3277 terminal (if on-line) requesting the transactions, the carton number, product code, size, units, and "before and after" inventory balances for that particular product code and size. All inventory adjustments, processed either on-line (98% are) or batch, generate an audit log, which reflects the movements of goods from one inventory category to another.

These audit logs are merged on a fiscal month's basis and maintained for a fiscal year. It is possible to track the receiving history of a carton or product code and size by these audit logs.

On a daily basis, the audit logs are used for balancing forward the inventory reports by category within the Distribution Center. These logs are also transmitted to San Francisco to maintain the home office's inventory synchronized with ours. (Transmission is accomplished through use of a 4800 baud modem and a WATS line on a dial-up basis.)

The level of precision of inventory at the home office is not maintained by zone, module, section, and level as ours is, but rather on a total product code and size basis. In addition to controls verbally verified, computer operator to computer operator, at the time of transmission, a daily control TWX is also transmitted between the Little Rock data control section and Panatela Inventory Management in the home office. These controls ensure that the processing of all adjustments be timely and accurate at both Little Rock and the home office.

Order allocation
Customer orders are channeled through our San Francisco headquarters and are received from salesmen on a daily basis. The orders are entered into the system via OCR, using each salesman's original handwritten order form. Any edit errors generated at the time the orders are scanned are corrected via an on-line terminal transaction. (The home office computer center consists of IBM 158 and 145 mainframes.)

Once the orders have been booked, assuming all errors have been corrected, they are then allocated according to dates, percentages of completion, inventory availability, etc. The allocation process matches the orders against the inventory which Little Rock has transmitted to the home office on a daily basis. The allocation process also prepares a daily workload.
file on tape to be transmitted to Little Rock via tape-to-tape transmission, and which contains information such as customer name, address, special handling and shipping requirements, along with product code, size, and unit detail information. As these orders are placed on the file, they are also added to the home office "Outstanding Picking Ticket" file (orders allocated, but not yet updated as shipped).

Once the allocated workload tape has been received at Little Rock, it is processed through a series of batch programs which takes both the "carry over" orders (those not yet completed) plus the new orders just received, and reloads the data bases to be used in the next day's on-line processing. During this series of programs, the individual customer's orders are divided into work units based on quantity, styles, colors, sizes, warehouse locations, and packing factors (garments per inch). Then for every carton generated for a shipment, the computer generates a bar coded picking ticket label form.

We wanted the bar coded shipping labels to serve as both picking tickets and packing slips, to provide records of order fillers' work (because wages are based on incentives), and to have preprinted numbers that could be read at a distance. After several design conferences with Standard Register and some test runs, we developed a one part continuous form, prepared as a pressure sensitive label, 3 1/2" by 14 3/4", and divided into two sections by a vertical perforation. The left side is the shipping label, with an eight digit consecutive number printed in both numeric characters and bar coded lines; the right side is the packing slip. The bottom sixth of the shipping label side of the form is used for incentive coupons. There are five of these coupons, although normally only one or two may be used, and they are die cut to be easily removable without disturbing the rest of the form.

Each ticket carries detailed information about the customer (such as name, address, purchase order number, and account number), shipping instructions (including date, insurance, zone, prepaid or collect, weight, truckline carrier or UPS, fee amount, the total number of cartons making up this order (number "4 of 10," for example), the number of the carton, and where in the shipping zone the carton is to go (such as by sortline, rack slot, and carrier dock). All the information printed on these tickets is retained in the data bases so that any time a particular label's bar code number is transmitted, the computer can match it against specific data pertinent to that section of the order, and that section only.

The continuous forms go through a bursting procedure, and are sent to our customer service department for review of any special handling instructions, expediting, or other required processing.

No inventory adjustment takes place at the time the picking tickets are generated. The quantities allocated are indicated as such in an "allocated" bucket within the "stock master's" data base. During the "end-of-day shipping" processing, at which time the completed order is actually removed from the data base, the "active" inventory is then adjusted for the appropriate number of units shipped, along with the "allocated" inventory adjustment. Also, appropriate audit logs are generated to reflect the movement and shipment of inventory; these audit logs were used as a command to open or close specific gates, and to keep the carton on track to the next designated zone.

Routing by computer

Throughout the day, orders are completed and shipped from the Little Rock Distribution Center. The computer handles the routing of all cartons over the shipping conveyor systems. As a shipping carton, now automatically taped and sealed, passes the last laser beam scanning check point (for weighing), it is directed either to a specific shipping conveyor line, or to a Shipping Inspection Area (SIA).

Because the picking ticket detail information is available on-line, we have the ability in addition to a built-in random carton audit and weight check via an on-line transaction, to audit on a percentage basis any particular zone(s) within the warehouse. The carton(s) to be audited, weight checked, or special handled are routed to SIA, where a label is printed on a 3284 on-
A lot of computers offer multi-level batch processing, or RJE, or realtime, or interactive timesharing.

But only Harris offers all of it, concurrently.

Only Harris delivers multi-use concurrency. Our high performance S100 and S200 packaged systems, combined with our responsive VULCAN operating system delivers simultaneous compute services to each user. As well as simultaneous individual user access to the system.

The S220, shown here, is packaged around the most powerful CPU in the industry. Dozens of benchmarks, including Whetstone, prove the S100/S200 series superior performance. The S220 is one of 6 packaged systems available today, starting at $85,000. All operate with COBOL, FORTRAN, BASIC, RPG II, FORGO, SNOBOL, and extended BASIC. And all 6 in the series deliver multiple RJE, multi-level batch processing, multiple interactive timesharing, and real-time processing...all at the same time. If your need is distributed processing, time-sharing, data base management, or any kind of multi-use concurrency, benchmark the S100/S200 packaged systems.

Only Harris gives it all to you, concurrently. Write Harris Computer Systems, 1200 Gateway Drive, Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33309. Europe: Techmation N.V., Gebouw 105/106 Schiphol-Oost, Netherlands.
WAREHOUSE

line printer indicating the reason the carton is being routed to this area. The carton is opened in SIA, checked, and an appropriate on-line adjustment made; it is then sent back along the conveyor for retaping and sealing.

Shipping

The shipping data bases are reloaded daily during the batch "order processing" flow, and we have the ability to consolidate new customer orders with existing ones from the same customer. Such order consolidation has reduced shipping costs considerably, and permits printing of only one "bill of lading," which includes all the order numbers consolidated under that particular "shipment" number.

Also, we not only have the ability to ship orders on the same day the picking tickets go on the floor, but we can fill orders ahead of the shipping date, maintain the completed order's location on the data bases, and then just prior to the shipping date requested by the customer, have the system automatically generate "pull sheets" for these orders.

At the time each uniquely bar coded carton is scanned and weighed, if it is also to be routed UPS, the customer's zip code, actual carton weight, and a UPS rate table are then used to calculate the shipping charges on-line. The carton is then routed down the UPS conveyor sortline, and a UPS manifest entry is generated and printed on a 3284 on-line printer located on the shipping dock.

Uniquely coding each carton within an order has theoretically permitted the entire order (the separate cartons) to be filled simultaneously (parallel picking) within the warehouse. The computer is also responsible for having the order put together on the shipping dock. Therefore, the order fillers themselves do not have to ensure that the order is completed.

Advance information, generated at the same time the picking tickets are generated, informs the shipping foreman how many consolidation racks will be needed, what sortlines will be used that day, and how much space is needed for specific orders.

Because the number of cartons in an order is clearly indicated on each label, the freight handler knows when they are all present. Since the completion information has been collected by the computer, it then prints on a 3286 terminal located on the shipping dock the "bill of lading" for that shipment.

During the "end-of-day shipping" batch flow at night, those orders which have been completed are dropped from the Little Rock data bases, and "audit logs" are generated which are then transmitted to the home office to retrieve the "open picking ticket file" and to generate invoices. If for any reason the orders could not be shipped complete, an appropriate on-line adjustment is made in SIA which is reflected by audit logs that are also transmitted to the home office. If the nature of the adjustment is such that a back order is required, the portion of the order that was shipped is billed, and a back order is generated and placed on an "open order" file to be allocated when the inventory becomes available.

Conclusions

The uniquely numbered cartons which are both man and machine readable have provided us with a method to keep track of, and determine the status of, inbound as well as outbound cartons, orders, and shipments. There is, in other words, complete control of all carton movements by the computer at all times. To find out where any one carton is in the process, one has only to go to the nearest terminal and key in the carton number to find out the status of that
STARAN classifies crops over 26 times faster for NASA.

When NASA installed Goodyear's STARAN® associative processor at the Johnson Space Center, their goal was to improve speed and volume of image processing for the LACIE (Large Area Crop Inventory Experiment) program. The challenge was classifying billions of data bits from satellite images to help LACIE personnel determine wheat acreage.

Now STARAN has proven it can do the job over 26 times faster than was ever possible before.

In only 8 minutes, STARAN classifies approximately 7.6 million acres into 10 distinct classes of data. Previously, it had taken conventional computers over 3½ hours to categorize these same images.

By combining content addressability with parallel array arithmetic, a unique capability to process thousands of picture elements at once produces dramatic improvements in image throughput. That's why the STARAN processing system is unmatched in its ability to solve complex problems involving operations on many similar data streams or high-speed searches of many similar file records.

So before you invest a lot of money in a high data rate digital system, invest a little time to look into STARAN. It works for NASA. It can work for you too.

For complete information, write to Wayne Brubaker, Goodyear Aerospace Corporation, Akron, Ohio 44315. Or call him at (216) 794-3631.
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GOOD YEAR
DIGITAL SYSTEMS
You're outgrowing your 3270.
Now what?

Things really bloomed when you first put your 3270 on line.
But now your system’s growing like a jungle.
Your phone lines or your mainframe go down... so your 3270 just sits idle.
And when everything is working, your lines jam up and your mainframe bogs down... so your 3270 works a lot more slowly than you’d expect.
Errors keep cropping up, but your 3270 can’t weed them out.
And you’d really like to keep a small database at your terminal for fast access... but your 3270 can’t even begin to handle that.

May we suggest a simple and sure solution? Add or replace with the Sanders 8170.
The Sanders 8170 is completely compatible with the 3270. Emulates it 100%, without requiring debugging or new software. Costs less too. And that’s just the start.

As you grow, Sanders enhancements keep your 3270 growing with you by distributing the processing and without wiping out your initial software investment.
For example:
When your phone lines are clogged or down, Sanders Queued Transaction Handling stores your data locally until your mainframe becomes available.
Operator errors? Sanders Local Validation and Arithmetes catches errors on the spot. Sanders Local File Reference lists you see names or descriptions whenever you enter an account number.

Need more speed and flexibility? Sanders Local Format Storage speeds up your operation by eliminating the transmission of lengthy formats.
Sanders Automated Keystrokes give you multi-key entry from a single key depression. And Sanders Formatted Local Print lets you select, rearrange, and print data without host intervention.
Sanders 8170. The Intelligent Answer. Compatible. Lower Priced. Does more because it distributes the processing. And immediately available, so you can replant before you get lost in the jungle.

Sanders Data Systems Group, Nashua, N.H. 03060

Help! I’ve got a growing need to know more about your 8170.

Name

Company

City

Phone

*independent of Sanders, Inc., Nashua, N.H.
THE SUNSHINE STATE OFFERS HIGHER PROFIT POTENTIALS TO ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS MANUFACTURERS THAN ELSEWHERE IN THE COUNTRY!

Florida’s substantial labor and operating cost advantages, plus ready access to the markets of the United States, Latin America and the world, combine to offer a unique profit opportunity for a Florida-based manufacturer.

Before you make any decisions regarding your business, this new industry study documenting Florida’s position should be reviewed carefully.

To get your copy of Florida Profit Potentials in Electronic Products Manufacturing, write or call:

Joe Hennessy, Director
Division of Economic Development
Florida Department of Commerce
107 W. Gaines Street, Room 103D
Tallahassee, Florida 32304
(904) 488-5507
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FLORIDA
WE'RE MORE THAN SUNSHINE

WAREHOUSE

carton. Or, information that can be displayed can also be used, along with other on-line transactions, to track down the status of orders, shipments, and/or manifests.

The speed and accuracy which this warehouse automation has made possible—all the hardware (except for certain standard items) and the software was developed specifically for this Distribution Center—enables us to both ship and bill any size orders in one day. We can also unload and allocate 2,200 cartons (or two trailer-loads) of goods in the same day; of course we can just unload considerably more than that in a day.

But perhaps most important, we now have the most accurate inventory of any Levi Strauss facility ever, which is the real key to filling orders fast. Furthermore, the Little Rock Distribution Center has been built for expansion; it can be doubled in size, and the ability to handle the output of other divisions is available.

Due to the success of this facility, there are plans to modify the Amarillo, Texas, and Florence, Kentucky, Distribution Centers to utilize some of the same system theories on which the Little Rock operation is based.

Further, future plans include installing on-line invoicing, examining the use of portable pen scanners to do physical inventory by hand (since the bar coding of each carton is there), in addition to the increase in our capacity and workload just mentioned.

In brief, we have very successfully controlled and expedited the receipt, storage, and shipment of our fast growing Panatela sportswear line specifically by use of the "bar code technique" in conjunction with sophisticated computer systems.

Mr. Benson is the data processing manager of Levi's Panatela Division Distribution Center, Little Rock, Ark. He was formerly computer operations manager at the center, and prior to that, project leader for on-line real-time systems at Bobbie Brooks, Inc. of Cleveland.
Four problems in Data Processing Documentation

... and how Wright Line's New Documentation Handling System helps you solve them...

1. The many different sizes and shapes of documentation ... manuals, computer reports and listings, flow charting and layout forms, punched cards and even magnetic files ... don't fit properly into conventional office equipment.

2. Various documentation that is used together should be filed together. Even special purpose equipment doesn't allow you to intermix different sizes and shapes.

3. Reference documentation should be at your fingertips. Existing equipment does not recognize both a filing mode and a reference mode.

4. Documentation moves physically from place to place; in systems, programming, operations and user departments. Existing equipment does not provide total compatibility at all locations.

**DOCU-MATE™**

Documentation Handling System provides the answer to these problems and gives you the tool you need to organize and control your D.P. Documentation System.

With its new center hook hanging concept, Wright Line's documentation handling system provides hanging cartridges for software, hardware and user manuals; hanging cartridges for print-out reports and listings; hanging binders for user output reports and hanging folders and document holders for every size and shape of documentation including cards, microfiche, flow charts, layout forms and project correspondence. And, each device fits interchangeably into all equipment in the line. You can choose from a wide variety of equipment designed for both filing mode and reference mode use. The line is so complete you can configure work station and library environments to your exact needs from the ground up or add new organization and control by combining elements of this new system with your existing furniture.

Get complete details on this exciting new way to organize and control your Data Processing Documentation System. Circle the readers' service number or write today.


Offices and representatives in principal cities throughout North America
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Built, backed and priced
to sharpen your competitive edge.

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS.

The 990/10 minicomputer from TI brings superior value to both you and your customers.
Starting with field-proven hardware, the 990/10 delivers the reliability you expect from TI. And all the off-the-shelf support you need for user applications. You get standard software languages, a broad choice of peripherals and nationwide service.

Built for more processing power.
The 990/10 is the most powerful member of the 990 computer family. Its architecture provides features that give you maximum processing power for your money. Like hardware multiply and divide. A 16-level hardware interrupt structure. 16 registers arranged in a workspace concept. I/O that's directly programmable through the Communications Register Unit (CRU) and autonomously through a high-speed data bus. And bit, byte and word addressing of memory.

Built for system flexibility.
In small or large configurations, the 990/10 design provides surprising flexibility for a small investment.
The CRU, with up to 4096 I/O lines, reduces interfacing costs by keeping controller complexity to a minimum. The TILINE* asynchronous high-speed data bus can support both high- and low-speed devices and takes advantage of design simplicity for simultaneous data transfer between peripherals, the CPU and memory.
With the 990/10, you get a powerful instruction set with an extended operating feature that allows hardware to take over operations that software would normally execute. An optional mapping feature provides memory protection and memory expansion to 1 million words. And, optional error-correcting memory corrects single-bit errors for increased system reliability.

Full peripheral support.
As well as a range of standard peripherals, disc storage to 90 million 16-bit words and magnetic tape with 800 and 1600 bpi options are available for low-cost mass storage and back-up.

A choice of software.
With common higher level languages, FORTRAN IV, COBOL and Multiuser BASIC, plus the 990/10 assembly language, you have all the tools you need for an efficient application program.
Both the disc-based and memory resident operating systems give you modularity and flexibility for system generation to meet application de-

*Trademark of Texas Instruments.
Only one distributed processing system speaks Cobol. Sycor's.

Now your branch offices can use Cobol, the language of main­computers, with Sycor's 440 and 410 distributed data entry and processing systems.

That means you can do many vital jobs such as report generation, file listings, post data entry editing and file maintenance faster than ever before. Because they're done at the source, instead of on your large, central computer. And Sycor's Cobol capability is available at no extra cost.

With Sycor's Cobol, a subset of ANSI '74 Cobol, you can still have central control by doing all your program development on your host computer. Or test your programs and do compiling on a 440 or 410 in your branch locations.

Flexible Sycor systems increase efficiency.

While Cobol is running as a background task, your data entry operators can be keying multiple applications in the foreground. All on Sycor 440 and 410 systems.

The Sycor 440 is available with 5, 10 or 20 million characters of storage, 64k bytes of memory and up to eight video display terminals for your large regional offices.

A variety of peripheral options helps stretch your data processing dollar, too. Options like five speeds of printers, three magnetic tape drives and a card reader. Plus asynchronous and binary synchronous communications.

Put economical Cobol at smaller branches.

The Model 410 gives you the same big Cobol processing power as the 440 system for your smaller branches, at a stand-alone-terminal price.

For $516 a month on a three-year lease, the 410 provides 2.5 million characters of disk storage, 40k bytes of memory, a display station, communications and a 60-cps bi­directional printer. And fast, reliable maintenance from one of our 100 nearby service centers in the United States and Canada.

Get the whole story on Sycor and Cobol.

Find out how you can put big-computer power in your branch offices by using Sycor distributed data entry and processing equipment. Send in the reply card or write Ken Wilson, our product manager, Sycor, Inc., Corporate Offices, Ann Arbor, MI 48104. Or call him at (313) 995-1371.

Better yet, call one of our 32 conveniently located sales offices. They're in the Yellow Pages under "Data Processing Equipment".

Sycor puts computer power where the work is.
Stand alone or distributed processing, Wang lets you paddle your own canoe.

Up the river with local and corporate data problems? It's time to consider Wang computers. Local operating management and data entry personnel are growing. And top management loves Wang's equipment and operating costs.

Use a Wang computer as a super-smart intelligent data entry terminal. Enter local data fast. Pre-process and error-check it. With present local staff.

Have as much local file storage as you need. Start with Wang cassette- or diskette-based units. Or fixed/removable disks. Or grow from one to the next as workloads grow.

Do both headquarters and local work. Remote data entry. Complete order transactions. Invoicing. Sales analyses. Local site can handle many processing/ utility jobs that overload high-cost time on the home office computer. Yet have all the local decision-making reports it wants instantly.

If the remote facility is big, add up to 3 Wang work stations. Run up to 4 different jobs simultaneously. Add peripherals as needed. 35 to choose from.

Wang telecommunications options send the data from field to headquarters. Both places work with timely, accurate information. Each paddles his own canoe. Wang rocks nobody's boat.

For more information, call us. Or write: Wang Laboratories, Inc., Dept. D9, 836 North Street, Tewksbury, MA 01876, (617) 851-4111.
NOW, YOU CAN SAY GOODBYE TO PDS COMPRESSION.

*CALL 1-(800) 527-3250 AND FIND OUT WHY.

*Here's exactly what will happen when you call. One of our staff will take your name and address and immediately send you a brochure explaining exactly what UCC-SIX PDS Space Management is all about. (In Texas, call 214-638-5880 Collect.)

When you've seen how UCC-SIX can solve your PDS compression problems, call this number again. We'll arrange a presentation at your convenience.

UCC-SIX has made PDS compression a thing of the past in almost 50 OS installations because it:
- Automatically inventories and controls PDS disc space.
- Elminates ABENDS and "dump and restore" operations caused by exhausted PDS disc space.
- Minimizes disc investment.
- Saves programmer and machine time.

We’re going to be the IBM of software companies.
EXTELS NEW 30 CPS PRINTER IS:
- MICROPROCESSOR CONTROLLED.
- MECHANICALLY UNCOMPLICATED. ELECTRONICALLY SOPHISTICATED.
- EVERYTHING YOU NEED IN A 30 CPS OUTPUT (R/O) PRINTER.

Our 5 x 7 dot matrix character-at-a-time impact printing provides easy readability. Original plus two copies.
Program Control permits on-line type-style change for headlining or accenting or emphasizing text:

(UC) UPPER AND (lc) LOWER CASE
(UC) EXPANDED (lc) CHARACTERS
(UC) BOLD FACE (lc) CHARACTERS
TRUE UNDERLINING

Standard character sets included are in ASCII or 5 Level Code.
TTS (6 Level) Code available at extra cost.

AND AT NO EXTRA COST:
Built In Service Diagnostics.

All standard speeds to 30 cps with true 30 cps through-put...

EVEN WITH
REPEATED
"SHORT-LINE"
PRINTING
Because fill characters are normally not required!

Standard line interfaces: EIA RS 232C, DC Loop, MIL 188C.

These added small-cost options make this outstanding printer a self-standing R/O terminal:

Built-in modems with 103 or 108 or 113 compatibility.

Selective Calling - for most widely used 5/6/8 level procedures.

A 20 character answer back.

Page Formatting - 8-1/2" x 11" format from plain paper for convenience in filing.

National or Special Character Sets - including lower case descendents.

In a compact, completely self-contained unit - 12-5/8" wide, 17-3/8" deep, and 5" high (without paper roll); 25 lbs.

Call or write for brochure.
Now, someone has finally come up with a true anti-static mat and matting product. Proven in test after test to reduce the level of static charges below the 3000-volt level...the shock cut-off point for most people. The first carpet-top, vinyl-back, anti-static mats and matting ever offered. And they're made only by Crown. Stat-Zap mats and matting. No more shocks. No more sparks. No more equipment malfunctions caused by electro-static build-up. Fulfilling a real need in many applications. Wide choice, too: 8 mat sizes, 3 rolled matting widths, 4 decorator colors...all with a full 5-year limited wear warranty. Send for more information. And learn how you can stop static shocks.
Fragments of Computer History

by Edward K. Yasaki, Sr. Associate Editor

Data processing historians and historic data processors met to begin piecing together the computer's past, and ended up with a collection of pieces—What was that still-secret British machine? Whose idea was the stored program computer? Was the Whirlwind a mini done larger?

A gathering of very prominent industry pioneers convened in July at the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory in New Mexico. Under National Science Foundation sponsorship, the International Research Conference on the History of Computing provided a showcase of speakers from around the world: Konrad Zuse on his prewar computers in Germany, Edsger Dijkstra on software, Ryota Suekane on Japanese relay computers, Calvin Gottlieb on early Canadiana, Julian Bigelow on Princeton's IAS (Institute for Advanced Study) computer, John Backus on software, and Harry Huskey on swac, among them. Heinz Zemanek gave a charming presentation on the prehistory of computing—people and devices—in Central Europe. Alas, none of the Russian speakers showed up.

The conference chairmen, LASL's Nick Metropolis and Jack Worlton, warned that this was to be a working conference, not a reunion. And for the casual attendee it was sort of like walking into a theatre in the middle of a conference, not a reunion. And for the

Who was on first?

The conference, however, made it clear that a number of early developments took place simultaneously, sometimes without the knowledge by one party of another's parallel effort. But at the same time there was also a lot of beneficial interaction among the pioneers, stemming from a policy of open disclosure and discussion. People have always tended to congregate where new things were going on: the Moore School of Electrical Engineer-

ing at the Univ. of Pennsylvania and Princeton's IAS were frequently mentioned, as were the U.K.'s Manchester and Cambridge Universities and the National Physics Lab. And some people, such as John von Neumann, seemed to have got around more than others. Thus it is often impossible to determine whose work influenced whom or by how much.

In a gathering of this sort, therefore, it was not surprising to hear someone explain, for example, that before the Williams tube was first built in the U.K., the idea for such a storage device was being bandied about in the U.S. It was talked about also in the U.K. before F. C. Williams produced the first working example at Manchester Univ. (People refer to him as Freddie Williams, much as von Neumann's contemporaries call him Johnnie.)

It's still not clear who was first to come up with the concept of storing a program in the computer. In the minds of many people, credit for that goes solely to von Neumann, for he mentioned this idea in a draft paper on the EDVAC, dated June 1945. But it should now be clear that, while von Neumann played a significant role in implementing this concept in the EDVAC, the concept itself arose before his participation in this project.

Heading the project were J. Presper Eckert and John Mauchly, the same team that brought us the ENIAC earlier. Eckert failed to show up for the Los Alamos conference, but Mauchly was given time to read a paper by his former partner. He spoke of a document (he referred to it as a disclosure) dated January 1944 in which Eckert expressed the idea of storing instructions in a computer. It apparently is one of many documents found by lawyers combing through old files in preparation for a trial.

"It is a strange fact that after this was written down by Eckert, it sort of got lost," Mauchly said. "Nobody seemed to remember it anymore." He added that he spoke to Harry Huskey at the conference and asked whether Huskey, when he arrived at the Moore School in the spring of '44, had heard about the concept of storing instructions in some kind of computer memory. He said Huskey's reply was, "Why yes, Eckert told me about that and my immediate reaction was, 'Why didn't I think of that?'"

Mauchly said the concept was discussed among those on the ENIAC project before von Neumann first visited them the following September. The thing that kept them from implementing it earlier, he added, was the lack of low-cost storage with adequate speed. Former IBMer Cuthbert Hurd said he spent much time with von Neumann, who was a consultant to IBM for one month a year, "I never heard him make the claim that he invented stored programming," Hurd said.

It's possible that a simultaneous or even earlier development exists and is yet to be uncovered. This was illustrated by a presentation on a program-mable, electronic digital computer built in Great Britain during World War II and called the Colossus. Brian Randell said it was not a general purpose computer but rather one developed for secret wartime use, such as deciphering the German code. Only a limited amount of information on the still-secret project and the electronic machines was disclosed in October 1975 by the British government.

Randell said Alan Turing was not directly involved in the Colossus, but indications are that the design was influenced by Turing's earlier work on the computability of numbers. More than one Colossus was made, no two of which were exactly alike. A reference to them is said to appear in F. W. Winterbotham's book, "The Ultra Secret," (Dell Publ., New York).
Burroughs users!
Now you can eliminate your Achilles heel.

Would a large international bank and thousands of other commercial operations throughout the world use Burroughs computers unless they were very good? Obviously not. But would the same large international bank, a large bank service company and many other commercial operations substitute IBM-1403's for their Burroughs printers, unless they felt they could improve their printing reliability?

Are quality and reliability of printing your Achilles heel?
If so, we have a simple solution. Adapt an IBM-1403 model -2, -3 or -N1 to your Burroughs system with our Grumman printer controller. The proven quality, speed and reliability of the IBM-1403's should dramatically improve the performance of your printing operations.

Your cost will be nominal. One Burroughs user says he can pay for our printer controller with the savings on ribbons alone. In any case, if you've been paying for extra printing capacity to solve reliability problems, you'll be more than happy with the IBM-1403.

Of course, printing quality and total output are not just Burroughs problems. We are delivering our printer controller to users of CDC, DEC, Univac, Xerox and other computers to solve similar problems. Commercial, educational, scientific, military and computer service bureaus are among our printer controller users.

For multi-vendor installations we can add a switch to your controller to allow you to connect the IBM-1403 to either of two different computers.

You can rent, lease or buy both the printer and controller. For full information, call or write Joe McDonough, Grumman Data Systems Corporation, 45 Crossways Park Drive, Woodbury, New York 11797. (516) 575-3034. Telex: 961 430.

Grumman Data Systems
Products and services that lower the cost of computing.

In Canada: Digital Interfaces Ltd., 4800 Dundas St. West, Islington, Ontario M9A 1B1
In Germany: Institut Fur Angewandte Elektronik, Zentrale Verwaltung, D 2072 Bargteheide, Am Bargfeld 17, Germany
Now small users can have the big benefits of in-house computer output microfilm.

AutoCOM

You probably thought it took a huge volume to justify your own in-house computer output microfilm system. Well, it did. Until Datagraphix introduced AutoCOM, the fully automated computer information management system designed expressly for the volume—and budgets—of smaller users.

Set up and ready to go in one day, AutoCOM hardware can be used by just about anyone. And it's compatible with data tapes from virtually any computer. The self-contained recorder and film processor converts tapes into cut, dry microfiche at the touch of a button. The companion AutoFICHE Duplicator copies the masters at the rate of up to 450 per hour. And you get the superb reproduction and reliability that's made Datagraphix the leading name in COM for three decades.

So if you're going outside for microfiche, compare the big benefits of an in-house AutoCOM system. It's quick, confidential and convenient. And if you're not yet using COM, the outstanding price/performance ratio of AutoCOM means it can pay for itself in what you'll save on paper, time and storage.

Use the coupon to get all the details. You don't have to be a big user to get the big benefits of your own in-house AutoCOM.
COMPUTER HISTORY

Robert Everett, now president of Mitre Corp., showed an admirable attitude toward the who-was-first question. In the absence of Jay Forrester, he spoke about the Whirlwind project at MIT. Everett traced briefly the initial interest in designing a real-time aircraft simulator that was to become, instead, a general purpose computer for real-time applications. The parallel machine went on to become part of the nation's air defense system. But when John Mauchly stood up to say that the BINAC was possibly the first real-time computer, not Whirlwind as Everett had said, the speaker calmly commented, "Well, there's enough glory for everyone."

Two conference attendees, one from the U.K. and one from the U.S., commented over dinner that the meeting will provide official recognition to Konrad Zuse for his little-publicized prewar work in digital computers. An article about the Zuse Z3 and subsequent machines appeared in these pages (September 1966, p. 30) and the German pioneer was also the co-recipient of the 1965 Harry Goode Memorial Award, presented by the American Federation of Information Processing Societies (AFIPS) at the '65 Fall Joint Computer Conference in Las Vegas. But his work in hardware subsequently seems to get short shrift in the literature.

A number of attendees also remarked pointedly that this was the first time they had attended a conference without missing a single session. Indeed attendance at the sessions seemed to grow each day, being comprised of those who arrived late and an increasing number of LASL personnel. Total attendance at the 4½-day conference was on the order of 150.

Whirlwind: first mini?

Readers of history who harbor suspicions that developments did not always unfold as smoothly as the reader is led to believe would have enjoyed Bob Everett's presentation. He was one of several speakers who mentioned the need for computer builders to also build the test instruments. And one often found the workers spending more time developing the test gear than working on the computer. Everett said he could not specify a date when the Whirlwind started to work. "It sort of worked gradually, more and more." (He noted that the whole thing was working in 1951.)

Maurice Wilkes of Cambridge Univ. was more specific. The designer of the EDAC at Cambridge, graciously giving much credit to the people at the Moore School for his initial immersion in the ENIAC and in digital computers in general, said the EDAC first ran in May of 1949. The first programs were for a table of squares and prime numbers. A home-made movie of their accomplishment was shown at the 1951 Joint Computer Conference in Philadelphia. He said it was good getting back to the city "where I had learned so much" to show what progress they had made at Cambridge.

Everett also said that everyone in those early days came up with a different design and tended to do things in their own way. People knew what everyone else was doing, he added, and they would have bought anything already made by someone else "if we could trust them. But we never trusted anyone, and they didn't trust us."

Kenneth Olsen, president of Digital Equipment Corp. and a Whirlwind alumnus, was instrumental in getting the Whirlwind to its present site, the Smithsonian. Everett said that Olsen considers Whirlwind the world's first minicomputer. It's actually a very large machine, Everett explained, but in intent (real-time control) and architecture it's like a mini.

The Manchester machines

Early developments at Manchester Univ. were described by S. H. Lavington. He told of the arrival in late 1946 of Freddie Williams and Tom Kilburn and the first patent application for Williams tube electrostatic storage in December of that year. Their contribution, Lavington said, was in Williams' demonstration that the device works, that the device provided random access storage, and that the CRT was a device widely available around the world.

At Manchester, too, arose the idea

---

PIONEERS,

FILE THAT CLAIM!

History buffs will be pleased to learn that the entire history conference was videotaped, and plans were to produce a printed proceedings, as well. No one would venture to say when that would be completed. There were more than 30 speakers, too many to report on in these pages.

But a move is afoot to begin publication of an annals of the history of computing and information processing. The proposed publication, to be issued four times a year but at possibly irregular intervals, seeks to bring together professional historians and computer people. Its purpose "is to encourage and stimulate the preservation of the history of computing, to make information on the heritage of the computing and information processing field available for scholarly and educational purposes, and to provide a forum in which both computer people and historians can interact in the development and communication of historical perspectives." Information on it is available from AFIPS.

During the conference, however, Louis Fein came out with another proposal: The establishment of some means by which people will be able to register their claims to being first with original ideas, theories, and concepts in computers, computing, and closely related fields. Fein (1670 Edgewood Dr., Palo Alto, CA 94303) wants to hear from those who both favor and oppose his proposal for an "international court of public recognition."
of address generation and storage management. "Historically the interest in this area came about because of the hardware development associated with the Williams tube," he said, "and, later on, the problems of a two-level store—the Williams tube being the first level and the drum the backing store—and the problems of relocation involved. That led to the concept of the B-line, which was later developed into the idea of what we now know as the index register."

Nat Rochester of IBM said the two major contributions of Manchester were the B-line (index) registers and the Williams tube. Wilkes said that Williams' major contribution was his insight into the ability to store in one sweep across the face of the CRT and to read on the next.

Some firsts were also claimed for the SEAC (National Bureau of Standards Eastern Automatic Computer—there was also the SWAC, the western version), which was demonstrated in April 1950 and went operational the following month. Ralph Slutz of NOAA, formerly the weather bureau, said the machine had 750 vacuum tubes and some 10,000 diodes. "All the logic in the system was done by germanium diodes," he noted. "This, as I understand it, makes it the first computer to do all its logic in solid state." He said the vacuum tubes did nothing but amplify; all clocking, gating, and logical operations were carried out by the diodes. But they had more trouble from bad solder joints that they ever had from the tubes, diodes, or delay lines.

Slutz said he had thought SEAC was the first computer to provide a remote terminal. This was a Teletype located elsewhere on the NBS grounds during a demonstration only a couple of months after the system went on the air. "But here at the meeting," he said, "I've heard that George Stibbitz had put a remote terminal on a relay computer long before we did." But he said it was possibly the first with a CRT graphical output.

Not to be outdone, Louis Fein managed to get a few minutes on the program to describe the RAYDAC, which he engineered for Raytheon and completed in 1952. It is mentioned here primarily because so little about it has appeared in the literature. It was the first Freon-cooled machine and the first to use plastic-based magnetic tape, this at a time when the Univac I was using steel tape. The RAYDAC had four tapes, all completely buffered. It purportedly was also the first completely checked machine; it had transfer checking, arithmetic checking, and selection checking. And the machine, with 5,200 tubes, operated at 3.77 megacycles, versus the Univac I's 2.25 mc.

As might be expected, historical tales and anecdotal incidents were legion at the conference. A rich source of such stories would be Henry Tropp of Humboldt State University in California, who was with the now-defunct AFIPS-Smithsonian computer history project. Tropp, who joined the project in the spring of 1971, interviewed a number of people—the tapes of which are now enshrined at the Smithsonian.

He told of conversations with George Stibbitz on the genesis of his relay computers. In the pre-1940 era, Stibbitz got the design to where it would work and went to his bosses at Bell Labs. He told them that for $50,000 he thought he could build a general purpose relay calculator. Their response was, "Who wants to spend $50,000 just to do calculations?"
Share a week of stimulating information interchange with the world's best thinkers

IFIP CONGRESS 77 and its Exhibition will mark the first return to North America in more than 12 years for this triennial gathering of information scientists. In sponsoring this important congress, the International Federation for Information Processing (IFIP) brings together developers and users of information processing techniques and technology from 35 member countries throughout the world. In the U.S., IFIP is represented by the American Federation of Information Processing Societies (AFIPS).

REGISTER EARLY AND SAVE

By registering early, you can save up to 30% on the full IFIP Congress registration fee. Early registration fee is $110. Later registration fees will increase up to $145, as time progresses.

Past congresses in Paris, Munich, N.Y., Edinburgh, Ljubljana and Stockholm have been major occasions for professional and social interchange among information processing people. The Toronto setting, along with the many special events planned, will make IFIP Congress 77 a chance for a family vacation as well.

To register, or for more information about registration, contact Mr. Robert Speiker, U.S. Chairman, Registration and Accommodations, Western Electric Company, 222 Broadway, New York, NY 10038.

The theme of the week-long Congress, "The maturing profession—perspectives and prospects," will be carried out in eight stimulating program areas, designed to provide participants with insight and understanding of current methods, concepts and trends.

1. Theoretical Foundations of Information Processing—A formalization of concepts and a discussion of mathematical theory.
2. Computer Hardware—Developments in technology and their influence on computer system design.
3. Computer Software—Programs and procedures which facilitate the development, operation and evolution of application systems.
5. Applications in Science and Engineering—Mathematical computation and the computational aspects of cybernetics and process control.
6. Computer Aided Design—The application of information processing and computer technology in design.
7. Applications in Management and Administration—Implications of recent advances for organization and administration of information processing areas.
8. Information Processing and Education—Meeting education needs in science and industry.

Papers are currently being solicited which will relate the Congress theme to broad areas of information processing. All papers should deal with the design or use of computer systems, but may concern theoretical advances, new techniques, or practical experiences. In addition the following guidelines must be observed: 1. Papers must be written in English. 2. Total length must not exceed 4,000 words. 3. Four copies of each paper must be submitted. 4. Papers must be received no later than 15 November 1976.

For a copy of the official "Call for Papers" brochure, with complete information on where to submit papers for each program area, write: The U.S. Committee for IFIP Congress 77, c/o The Bowery Savings Bank, 110 E. 42nd Street, New York, NY 10017.

For a pamphlet giving guidelines on preparation of papers, "Instructions and Aids for IFIP 77 Authors", write to Program Committee for IFIP Congress 77, IFIP Foundation, Paulus Potterstraat 40, Amsterdam 1007, Netherlands.

Your organization can benefit from exhibiting its products and services in the week-long IFIP exhibition. The exhibition will parallel the IFIP Congress' technical meetings and is expected to attract more than 10,000 attendees, with a major representation of North American buyers. This is an exciting opportunity to present your newest and most outstanding product lines to an audience which will include new buyers and sophisticated professionals from every area of information processing.

Space is limited, and U.S. companies wishing to exhibit are urged to immediately contact Mr. Gerard Chiffriller, AFIPS Conference Coordinator, AFIPS Headquarters, 210 Summit Avenue, Montvale, NJ 07645.
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The Genie.

The Codex/Multipoint Network Control System, MNCS, allows you to maintain control of your high-speed multipoint network.

Wish for remote monitoring? Wish for complete diagnosis of system problems? Yours. Wish for restoration of a function so that you are assured of continuous system operation? Yours. And you control it all from the central location with no human intervention at the remote site required.

Our Genie works like magic.

So does our Fast-Poll Multipoint Modem.

(Codex) Fast-Poll modems include a versatile "upstairs" operator-to-provide-the-fast-RTS/CTS response time of 9 milliseconds and typical of 2400 bps units, with high-inbound data throughput of a 4800 bps modem. And they offer proven reliability, performance, and economy because they include the latest advances in MOS/LSI technology.

On the outbound side, the LSI 4800, LSI 7200, or LSI 9600 offer 4800, 7200, or 9600 bps speeds respectively to provide the maximum in completely automatic operating performance in dedicated multipoint configurations.

So order the Codex Genie today, the master of your multipoint network and the Fast-Poll slaves will grant your every wish.

The Codex Corporation, 15 Rumble Avenue, Newton, MA 02158 Tel: (617) 969-0600 Telex 502443 Codex Europe S.A., Bte 7, Av. de Tervuren 112, B-1150 Brussels, Belgium Tel: 762 22441 762 2421 Telex: 26542 Offices and distributors in major cities throughout the world.
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Not just anybody could have come out with a DECSYSTEM-20. Because the DECSYSTEM-20 is the world's first general purpose computer to bridge the gap between big-system power and small-system price.

And that means the company that came up with it had to have a lot of experience in both big and small computers. And there is only one company that does. Digital.

To create a DECSYSTEM-20, it took the same approach to computing that's made us the number one company in minicomputers. That approach says that a computer must first of all be affordable—giving you the most popular computer for the least amount of money.

With the DECSYSTEM-20, this approach meant giving you big system capability at a total system cost of under $10,000 a month.

Our approach to minicomputers also said that a computer must be approachable. Meaning easy to install. Easy to use. And small in size.

With the DECSYSTEM-20, this approach meant giving you a full-scale general purpose system that installs like a dedicated mini. A sophisticated machine that needs no operating staff and can be run interactively by just about anyone. All in a package that takes up about a fraction of the space required by other machines of similar performance.

But, to create a DECSYSTEM-20, it also took the same approach to computing that's made us the leader in large-scale interactive systems for the last eleven years.

That approach says a computer should offer you the kind of powerful software that will give you not simply everything you expect in a big system, but everything you need.

With the DECSYSTEM-20 this...
approach meant giving you a system with: Powerful, reliable multi-stream batch. Interactive capability to run up to 64 concurrent jobs. Complete higher-level languages including FORTRAN, COBOL, APL, BASIC PLUS, ALGOL, IQL, and CPL. A true demand paged operating system with large user address space for fast throughput. Six megabytes I/O bandwidth. Six megawords per second. ECL logic. A Data Base Management System. A Business Instruction Set. High system availability. Ease of conversion. Its own front-end mini for diagnostics and to run the peripherals.

Up to 1.2 million bytes of core memory. And up to 1.6 billion bytes of high-speed, on-line disc storage.

All of which is how the DECSYSTEM-20 combines the best of the big systems with the best of the small.

DECSYSTEM-20. It had to be Digital's.

DECSYSTEM-20.
It took a large-scale computer company to offer software this powerful.

Please send more information on the DECSYSTEM-20.
Please have a sales engineer contact me.

NAME
TITLE
COMPANY
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE
ZIP
TELEPHONE
Send to: Digital Equipment Corporation, Large Computer Group, 200 Forest St., Marlborough, MA 01752. Tel. 617-469-9311 ext. 6885.
Decentralizing Data Entry With OCR

by Dennis A. McMullen

Now that more than 80% of computer input at Scotts is by OCR, costs have been cut in half.

For some time, because of the specialized requirements for hardware and the special skill required of personnel, data entry was performed by a centralized department. With today's advanced OCR technology, it is now possible to decentralize the traditional data entry operation. And, in moving from a centralized to a decentralized operation, it is also possible both to reduce cost and to improve the accuracy of the information being keyed.

O. M. Scott and Sons, an ITT subsidiary, manufactures and markets lawn care products for the homeowner and professional users. All company operations, except sales and some research, are centered in Marysville, Ohio. All information for input to the data processing facilities is sent to Marysville. However, within Marysville, the company is in four separate physical locations.

Prior to the move to OCR input, the data entry department was staffed with 23 people. The primary input device was the keypunch. In June 1972, some display terminals were introduced and the staff went from 23 to 15 people. The dual display and keypunch system was used until December 1973. At that time, OCR was introduced and a move to decentralize data entry operations began.

Today, the centralized data entry department consists of three full time and three part time members. In other areas of the company, approximately 12 people perform data entry on a part time basis. And as a result, the number and types of data entry errors have been drastically reduced.

The data entry environment

Scotts installed a Scan-Optics Model 20/20 optical scanner. It reads OCR-A typed or computer printed documents and numeric handprint, outputting on two 1600 bpi, 9-track magnetic tape drives. The scanner can read a document from a small name card to a page size of 8½" X 13".

The scanner is physically located in the main data center area. It is programmed and operated by one person, and is maintained under contract by the manufacturer.

Input to the scanner is provided in four different forms: preprinted and typed pages; general purpose, free formatted typed pages; computer printed turnaround documents; and numeric handprinted documents. Currently we have one IBM 1403 line printer and approximately 30 IBM Selectric typewriters. The typewriters are scattered in ten different areas of the company, some located at secretarial stations.

Over 80% of all input to the main computer is produced by OCR means. (Approximately 10% is video display entered and about 10% is keypunched.) There is no proofreading of OCR documents after typing. Either the scanner program or the downstream computer programs thoroughly edit the data for errors. Corrections for errors are, in most cases, handled by the department which produced the original input. Our error rate is amazingly low—less than 1% of typed and computer printed documents contain errors (see Table 1).

Order entry

A total of 45 different applications are scannable. Of these, only three applications use preprinted forms.

One of the most important applications is customer order entry. The order form is preprinted on continuous paper designed specifically for the company. Both the centralized data entry area and the order processing department use this form. When orders from sales personnel arrive in the mail, the order processing department batches and sends them to the centralized data entry area, where the data entry operator types the data onto the OCR form. Phone orders from

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Recent Reject Rate</th>
<th>Application Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accounts Payable</td>
<td>0.88%</td>
<td>Typed GF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising Fund Claim</td>
<td>0.47%</td>
<td>Typed GF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising Fund Checks</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>Typed GF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer Checks</td>
<td>7.45%</td>
<td>Typed GF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer Debits &amp; Credits</td>
<td>0.61%</td>
<td>Typed GF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer Orders</td>
<td>2.77%</td>
<td>Typed PF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freight Payments</td>
<td>0.44%</td>
<td>Typed GF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawn Care Renewals</td>
<td>3.80%</td>
<td>Turnaround</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marketing Sales Programs</td>
<td>2.75%</td>
<td>Typed GF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Lawn Care Subscribers</td>
<td>0.02%</td>
<td>Typed PF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purchasing</td>
<td>1.36%</td>
<td>Typed PF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receiving</td>
<td>0.69%</td>
<td>Typed GF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salesman Call Reports</td>
<td>3.11%</td>
<td>Typed GF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor Updates</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>Typed PF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Typed GF—Typed General Purpose Form
Typed PF—Typed Preprinted Form

Table 1: Overall, the rejection rate is less than 1% of typed and computer printed documents. Rejection rates for specific applications appear here.
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salesmen to the order processing department are typed directly by a clerk onto the OCR document while receiving the information over the phone. (Long orders are recorded.) The OCR document now becomes the source document or a record of the original order as sent by the salesmen each day.

By mid afternoon all documents are gathered and scanned. The magnetic tape produced from the scanner with the orders on it is taken to the CPU where it is edited and the order quantities are balanced. Another result for an invalid stock number. The good department clerks. A sample is shown of the processing is a general list of the orders for that day which are rejected by the editing program, such as for an invalid stock number. The good orders are saved on magnetic tape for further processing.

By mid afternoon all documents are gathered and scanned. The magnetic tape produced from the scanner with the orders on it is taken to the CPU where it is edited and the order quantities are balanced. Another result for an invalid stock number. The good department clerks. A sample is shown of the processing is a general list of the orders for that day which are rejected by the editing program, such as for an invalid stock number. The good orders are saved on magnetic tape for further processing.

As for the efficiency of this system, we have processed upwards of 500,000 orders through the system with an average of three data entry personnel. We consider this system quite unique, and very workable.

Purchasing and other applications

A preprinted form was designed and prepared by the inhouse printing department for input by purchasing department clerks. A sample is shown in Fig. 1. After the purchasing clerk types the forms on an OCR Selectric typewriter, it is forwarded to the scanner. Accepted orders are placed on magnetic tape which is then transferred to the CPU, and rejects are returned to the purchasing department. After scanning, the form is saved for purchasing records. The difference in processing this form is that it is prepared directly by the using department.

For these systems, the percent of rejection is only 2% of documents processed, which is quite low.

Most applications make use of a general purpose, continuous form for input. The form we use is 8 1/2" x 6". Ten characters to the inch are typed on the horizontal, which permits up to an 83-character line. Typing is normally double spaced, permitting entry of up to 16 lines. Continuous forms are used in the centralized data entry area and in some other areas of the company. These forms facilitate greater production since the operator does not have to feed new forms constantly to the typewriter. For these continuous forms, the typewriters are equipped with off-the-shelf pin-feed platen systems which can be easily installed and removed by the typist.

The applications which use the form are typed using a combination of key-word identifiers and particular position placements. Each application has its own set of characteristics and therefore its own programs. The keyword formats are indicated by the use of a fork (\^) or a chair (\_\_) character immediately followed by a number designation. The number designation identifies the number and type of fields that are present in the record. Each data field is separated by the vertical bar (\|) . If a field is absent, it is indicated by typing the next character as a vertical bar.

Some of the applications entered by this method are: accounts payable, accounts receivable, receiving data, customer debits and credits, freight information, and prospective customers.

One of the highest volume applications for which OCR entry is used is the maintenance of Scotts' Lawn Care magazine name and address file. The file size is about 9.5 million names. Annually about 500,000 names and addresses are added and/or changed.

New names and addresses are OCR typed on a preprinted post card. After the post card is scanned and captured on magnetic tape, it is used to mail to the subscriber acknowledgment of his subscription. Changes are handled in the same manner.

Once a year the name and address file is purged. Any subscriber on the file for two years is considered for purging. However, before purging, a notice is sent with his last copy telling him he will be dropped if he doesn't return an attached card. (This card uses a Cheshire label created on the line printer with a scramble check digit code.) Over a half million of these cards are returned each time the file is purged. Our error rate for scanning this turnaround document is relatively low at 3.8% of forms read.

Further areas

The area most fertile to further OCR work is in applications which deal with entry by numeric handprint. The first such application, now in testing, is entry of payroll timecards. For each hourly employee within the organization, a payroll record is required weekly. Scotts does not use a time clock, or any device which would mark the time on a timecard. The employee is trusted to mark his total hours worked, sign the card, and then have it countersigned by his supervisor before it is forwarded to the payroll section. This application lends itself very well to entry by hand-printing since all the information on the timecard is numeric in nature. (Shown in Fig. 2 is the proposed timecard for entry by numeric handprint.) The numeric timecard will be used almost in identical fashion as the current keypunched card.

The system will work as follows: The OCR numeric payroll timecard is designed to be a continuous form so that the employee's name, employee number and department number can be preprinted in OCR-A font by the line printer. After printing, the cards will be forwarded to each employee as his official timecard. The employee will fill out the timecard just as he now does. At the end of the week, he will sign the card and turn it over to his super-

Fig. 1. By having the user department, in this case Purchasing, enter data directly onto this specially designed OCR form, no transcription is necessary—and transcription errors are accordingly reduced.
I tell you, I always had respect for computers! But now I got respect for 3M COM! Look at this! Totally dry COM on one side... low-cost COM graphics on the other! Nobody else has got either one! 3M must be driving their competitors nuts!
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visor. The supervisor will cosign it, group all the cards from his department, and forward them to the payroll department.

After receipt of the timecards in the payroll department, they will be forwarded directly to the scanner for processing. Corrections will be made at the scanner by the scanner operator. At this point, the magnetic tape will be taken from the scanner and the data will then proceed along its normal path through the payroll system.

Not all timecards can be completed as easily as described. However, 90% of the cards will follow this system; they will be filled out by office, technical, and production employees. The other 10% of the cards are for extra type of recording activity for labor distribution purposes, including labor transfers.

We are in the early stages of testing this process, and realize that the application will require some training in clear and legible writing (so a "4," say, will not be mistaken for a "9"), plus a lot of fine tuning as the system progresses to maturity. However, we feel that it is a very real and manageable system. The system as described will not be implemented start, but will grow by phases, one or two departments at a time.

Two other applications should be mentioned as being planned for future OCR work. One is input of physical inventory data; the other is the direct entry of customer orders by OCR numeric handprint.

What was accomplished

Over the past few years, it has been extremely gratifying to the systems designers and to the dp personnel at O. M. Scotts to see this OCR system function well and economically. It has met expectations far beyond originally anticipated—cost reductions exceeded expectations by a factor of three, in fact—and management feels this form of entry is extremely economical to operate. It has accomplished several things.

One, it has specifically reduced cost by over $9,000 a month. Table 2 illustrates the "before" and "after" monthly cost. (The cost savings are measured relative to conditions which existed prior to June 1972.) They also include then some savings generated as a result of conversion to displays which occurred during the period June 1972 to December 1973. Full typewriter depreciation is not included with today's cost since most typewriters are easily to install. Typing formats are designed to conform to the sequence of source documents. Quite frequently new applications are installed within hours.

Five, it has made data entry extremely efficient. Documents are typed and sent to the scanner. The documents are then returned to the using areas. Data then proceeds through the downstream systems by way of magnetic tape, which is output from the scanner.

Overall, we consider it a wise choice to have made the decision to use this form of data entry at our company.

Three, it has reduced the number of errors and improved the accuracy of information entered into the system. Specific error rates were not available prior to conversion, and cannot therefore be quantified. However, we recognized three significant improvements:

- Errors are controlled by the source input area.
- The number and frequency of transcription errors are reduced. Since input is prepared in the user area, there is no need to transcribe the data onto a transmittal form. Therefore two sources of errors are eliminated: one, transcribing the data from source to transmittal; the second, transcribing the data from transmittal to a data card.
- The number of errors due to loss of data is reduced. No longer do we lose transmittals or documents flowing into and out of a central area.

Four, it has made data entry available to those who have no specialized data entry devices except the typewriter. Typewriters are readily available throughout the company. New applications for those typewriters are easy to install. Typing formats are designed to conform to the sequence of source documents. Quite frequently new applications are installed within hours.

Mr. McMullen is manager of Information processing at O. M. Scott & Sons, Marysville, Ohio. Actively involved in optical scanning work for the past five years, he has also been manager of Systems at Scotts, and before that at Xerox-American Education Press, Columbus, Ohio. He was previously also assistant to the systems development manager at Chemical Abstract Service, Columbus, Ohio.

Table 2. In going to OCR, a reduction from 23 data entry operators to three full and three part time operators helped achieve a cost reduction three times as great as originally estimated.

![Fig. 2. Handprinted timecards represent a novel application for OCR, and will soon become part of Scotts' standard procedures.](image)
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Automate your instruments.

Our new computing controllers make the connection friendly.

The new HP 9815 and HP 9825 computing controllers make interfacing practical and inexpensive. If you haven't automated your instruments yet, hook them up to one of these HP controllers and upgrade your system's performance. You'll get results and reports faster and easier. Increase your system's throughput. Control variables in real-time. Free yourself from manual readings, adjustments, and calculations.

No matter what your interfacing requirements are—simple data logging, dedicated instrument control, data communications or large-system integration—you'll find these controllers can save you time and money while increasing your productivity.

Interface cards and simplified programming make interfacing easy.

You can choose from the commonly used interfaces—BCD, bit-parallel/byte-serial, RS-232C, or HP-IB (the interface bus that conforms to IEEE Standard 488-1975). You simply connect your instrument or block box to the cable of the appropriate HP interface card and plug the card into the controller. Then, using simple high-level commands, you program the computing controller to monitor and control your instruments and analyze the data. You don't have to hire a computer programmer to set up and use an automated instrumentation system. That's the friendly, direct approach to interfacing.

The HP 9825: unexpected power for systems control

Though the 9825 retains the friendliness and programming simplicity of a calculator, it has the power and performance of a minicomputer. Features like vectored priority interrupt, buffered I/O, live keyboard, and direct memory access allow it to do several interfacing jobs simultaneously: transferring data and commands, accepting inputs, analyzing data and printing or plotting results. And the 9825 can run application programs and solve keyboard calculations at the same time. Using HP-IB, it can control as many as 42 instruments and peripherals at once. That's big system performance.

Let an HP 9815 supervise your instrument.

The HP 9815 at a base price of $2,900* (I/O option and interface cards/cables extra), is the inexpensive alternative to manual monitoring of an instrument or small system. It can even run control applications unattended. And it can handle a variety of sophisticated computations as well. Truly, the 9815 provides a lot of performance for the price.

Improve your system and become more productive, too.

No matter what kinds of instruments you use—scanners, counters, spectrometers, meters, converters, chromatographs or your own black box—an HP computing controller can help you utilize them and their outputs more effectively. And in the process, free you for more productive, creative work.

We have a brochure that details the features and techniques of simplified interfacing using HP computing controllers. Call your local HP representative for your copy, or circle our number on this publication's reader service card.

*Domestic U.S.A. price only

HP computing calculators put the power where the problems are.

HEWLETT hp PACKARD

Sales and service from 172 offices in 65 countries.
P.O. Box 301 Loveland, Colorado 80537
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COBOL

DATAPoint ANSI COBOL
IT’S THE REAL THING

Datapoint’s new COBOL compiler, created for our 5500 Series advanced business processors, offers more than just the name. It’s a true COBOL capability, an implementation of ANSI-68 (American National Standards Institute) specifications, with selected features of ANSI-74 standards also included.

Implementation levels from the ANS ISOBOL standards are:

- NUCLEUS, Level 1
- TABLE FACILITIES, Level 2
- SEGMENTATION, Level 1
- PARTITION SUPERVISOR

Datapoint’s 5500 Series COBOL compiler has several advantages over other COBOL compilers:

- Support for ANSI-68 and ANSI-74 standards
- Nucleus processing
- Table facilities
- Segmentation
- Partition supervisor

Datapoint’s COBOL compiler also offers:

- Support for all COBOL languages including basic, RPG II, DATABUS and DATAFORM
- File compatibility
- Improved processor capabilities
- Enhanced debugging facilities

For organizations contemplating mainframe upgrades, Datapoint offers a cost effective alternative. With the new compiler, COBOL work can be taken off the mainframe and handled by dispersed processors at field locations. Or the Datapoint processors can work with entirely autonomous data bases and handle complete processing for field users.

Other advantages include file compatibility between programs created in COBOL and any of the other Datapoint programming languages, including BASIC, RPG II, DATABUS and DATAFORM. Users of Datapoint’s multi-terminal DATASHARE systems may execute their programs at the same time COBOL programs are being executed under the PARTITION SUPERVISOR.

Users may secure the necessary COBOL software license for a one-time charge of $2,500 plus $20 per month for maintenance support and documentation. If the user wishes to pay at a monthly rate, the charge is $65 per month for the license fee and $20 for the maintenance fee.

Like we say, Datapoint COBOL is the real thing. For more information, contact Datapoint Corporation, Attn: Product Marketing, 9725 Datapoint Drive, San Antonio, Texas 78284. (512) 690-7151.

DATAPoint Corporation
The leader in dispersed data processing

Datapoint’s 5500 Advanced Business Processor can now be utilized with a COBOL compiler designed to ANSI specifications. Datapoint ANSI COBOL – it’s the real thing.

Home Office: 9725 Datapoint Drive, San Antonio, Texas 78284 (512) 690-7151 • Sales Offices: Atlanta/(404) 458-6423 • Boston/(617) 890-0440 • Chicago/(312) 298-1240 • Cincinnati/(513) 487-2650 • Cleveland/(216) 831-0550 • Columbus/(614) 437-1722 • Dallas/(214) 661-5536 • Denver/(303) 770-3921 • Des Moines/(515) 225-9707 • Detroit/(313) 478-8070 • Greensboro/(334) 300-4980 • Honolulu/(808) 833-2110 • Houston/(713) 629-7860 • Kansas City/(816) 321-5852 • Los Angeles/(213) 645-5400 • Memphis/(901) 761-3800 • Milwaukee/(414) 492-0228 • Minneapolis/(612) 832-6300 • Minneapolis/(612) 832-6300 • New York/(212) 295-9292 • Orlando/(305) 896-1940 • Philadelphia/(215) 657-9511 • Phoenix/(602) 262-3929 • Pittsburgh/(412) 344-6830 • Portland/(503) 221-6911 • Rochester/(716) 838-3400 • San Francisco/(415) 399-2898 • Seattle/(206) 455-2044 • Stamford/(203) 239-4725 • St. Louis/(314) 786-6585 • Tulsa/(918) 644-2295 • Union, N.J./(201) 964-8761 • Washington, D.C./703) 790-0555 • West Hartford/(802) 278-2630 • International: TFW Datapoint – International/Los Angeles, California, TELEX 891286 • Sydney, Australia/(2) 922-3100 • Vienna, Austria/(022) 294-0230 • Rome, Italy/(06) 323-0232 • Paris/(1) 423-0234 • Tokyo/(03) 203-1234

COBOL

It's the real thing.
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Going Cardless
by Vince Heiker

The punched card has outlived its usefulness. Already forsaken for programs and data, now it is losing its last staunch supporters in the computer room.

While many shops currently use cardless data entry methods, few have attempted to eliminate cards in programming and computer operations. Only a small number of shops do use their key-disc, key-tape or key-diskette devices for programming. However, cardless computer operation is being largely ignored. This is probably because, at first glance, the conversion effort involved seems too costly, compared with the benefits offered by cardless operation. With IBM's announced support of cardless 370/115-2 and 370/125-2 systems, effective September, 1976, this advancement is likely to receive increased management attention.

Any IBM shop running under DOS/VS, Release 31 or subsequent releases, with POWER/VS, can convert to cardless operation. While IBM's cardless marketing emphasis appears to be aimed at 115-2 and 125-2 users, there are no technical or field engineering support limitations for cardless computer operation on even the 168.

Why do it?
One major justification for replacing JCL cards with JCL diskette or tape in computer operations is to reduce costs. Unit record equipment, card readers, card punches and the remaining keypunch devices can be eliminated. Keypunch card usage, card back-up, card storage and card handling problems can be eliminated.

A second major reason is to reduce computer operator errors. The operators supervisory can maintain better control over JCL and parameter records. There are no card de'ks to drop or reassemble into an incorrect sequence. The operators are provided much less opportunity to improperly change JCL.

A third major reason is to improve processing efficiency. Job control language and run parameter records can be read much more quickly than from card readers. Similarly, output records can be written much faster to tape, disc and diskette devices than to card punches.

Fourth, JCL and run parameters can be prepared more quickly and accurately on programmable key-disc and key-diskette devices. When combined with cardless programming, this can substantially reduce the number of compiles and tests required for new applications.

Fifth, JCL back-up and software work are easier.

Sixth, if diskette terminals are used, telecommunications interfaces between terminals and the mainframe can be simplified. An IBM 3540 diskette I/O device can be attached to the mainframe to write out diskettes for transmission, instead of communicating with terminals by using an integrated communications adapter (ICA) and BTAM, VTAM or CICS/VS. By using terminal to terminal transmissions in place of mainframe to terminal, complex operating system problems are avoided and the configuration often is less expensive.

Our objectives in converting to cardless processing were to:
- Slash actual cash costs of labor, equipment and supplies in coding, key-punching and computer operations by at least $1,200/month.
- Speed up cash flow by speeding up data collection.
- Improve accuracy of coding, data entry and computer operations.
- Increase the productivity of data entry personnel.
- Reduce system design and programming complexities caused by the size restrictions of 80-column cards.

We chose to convert to IBM 3741 single-station key to diskette units. We expected this to yield other advantages too, compared with clustered key-disc systems:
- Only a minor conversion cost was required.
- Reduced risk, since each 3741 key-diskette device is a standalone key station, not dependent upon a clustered system's centralized disc drive, mini-computer and operating system.
- Fewer overhead tasks for the data entry supervisor.
- No disc to tape or tape to disc data conversions necessary.
- Unlimited storage capacity of diskettes, compared with limited capacity of clustered key-disc devices.
- Little training was required.
- No change to physical facilities. No special power connections, space increases or air conditioning changes were required.

The conversion
Conversion was relatively simple. First, unit record equipment and processing were eliminated, since sorts and merges are possible but not practical on key-diskette devices.

Second, while this was not absolutely necessary, job streams were changed to minimize JCL sets, to keep the required quantity of JCL diskettes low and to avoid the same rerun hazards presented by card decks. (For example, requiring operators to change JCL at run time, in order to run a job in a partition different from the one normally used for that job, is a very error-prone proposition. The alternative method of establishing multiple JCL sets, to cover each combination of partition and job, not only increases maintenance efforts and diskette usage, but also presents the operators with the...
opportunity to select the wrong JCL set for a partition. In both cases, more than one partition can be affected, often causing several processing disasters and reruns.)

Permaneer has approximately 600 batch application programs in a mixture of RPG II, BAL, FORTRAN, a subset of COBOL and full COBOL languages. These applications involve about 150 basic job streams for accounting, manufacturing, and sales systems. The systems include normally scheduled jobs as well as a significant number of batch inquiry and special request jobs.

Prior to the data entry study, a team of three senior-level programmer/analysts and the computer operations supervisor converted all job streams to be partition independent. Since JCL was being changed anyway, the use of tape files by interim job steps was eliminated. All sort JCL was cataloged on the Procedure Library. All permanent disc files and all temporary disc work areas were set up using standard labels exclusively. All of the remaining run JCL, except POWER/VS job records, was set up on the Source Statement Library. These changes substantially improved processing efficiency, reduced reruns and allowed use of only one set of JCL regardless of the partition selected at run time by the computer operator.

The foregoing job stream changes required an average of 1½ man hours per application program. POWER/VS JCL should also have been set up on a library, but this facility does not yet exist for DOS/VS. (This last step is planned, at Permaneer, for late 1976.)

Additionally, we have our own utility, TIPS, which is used to condense print image records for transmission, and to replace 1403/3203 mainframe printer carriage control characters with those required by the printer of receiving terminals. This had to be changed to the blocking and carriage control requirements of 3717 printers which attach to 3741 key-diskette terminals at remote plants.

The easiest conversion method is to simulate a card reader and card punch with the 3540 diskette I/O device, to avoid recompiling source programs. As long as 80-column records are used, the 3540 can function as a card reader and card punch.

To achieve this, all production job streams were first cataloged in the Source Statement Library using the SLI feature of POWER/VS.

Second, POWER/VS control records were set up on diskettes. Fortunately, IBM had announced the availability of a diskette utility (5798-CGH) just prior to our conversion. The 2560 card reader/punch remained temporarily installed along with the 3540, using an RPQ, during this conversion step. This allowed us to transfer JCL from cards to diskettes, avoiding the otherwise necessary requirement to re-key and test POWER/VS JCL. A “data” statement was inserted immediately after each EXEC statement for programs requiring card input. The data statement operand contained the phase name of the program executing within the SLI book. Thus, data sets keyed by a 3741 onto diskettes were linked to a specific job and job stream and isolated from job control by using a data statement at the beginning of each input data set. While processing the SLI book, POWER/VS searched for a corresponding input data statement and loaded the data set following the statement in place, within the job stream, as if the entire job stream were being read from a card reader.

This conversion effort required about one man-day of programming per each 35 application programs. Computer operator training was less than one day for each operator.

Keypunch operators were trained in about a week. They also set up their own input formats in the same week, without assistance from the programming staff. However, this conversion did not include programming the 3741 to use formats for prompting, nor did it include using editing capabilities beyond the format level.

The computer center was converted to cardless operation within a week after the equipment was installed, for all scheduled daily and weekly production jobs. The remaining monthly, quarterly, annual and special request jobs were converted within the following three weeks, including the special programs and utilities previously stored in card decks by each programmer for his own use.

Being cardless has provided no serious obstacles for software or programming work. Programmers now routinely key their own program code and program corrections, when necessary. IBM provides software on magnetic tape instead of on a mixture of tapes and card decks.

Better than expected

The benefits derived from the conversion to cardless data processing exceeded the anticipated savings and objectives in several ways:

- Only four reruns due to computer operator errors occurred between November 3, 1975, and August 1, 1976.
- Cash savings are $2,000 per month, or about double the amount anticipated. These increased savings resulted from: reduced computer and data entry overtime, reduced supplies usage, and reduced computer meter time because of the dramatic rerun reductions achieved; faster input/output processing than expected; greater computer and data entry productivity increases than expected; and cancellation of features which were found to be unnecessary, after installation.
- By standardizing on 3741s as terminals and data entry devices, MIS support for remote locations has greatly improved, due to better knowledge about the terminal hardware and software.
- Recruiting new MIS personnel has become much easier because of the
Jacquard's J100 Videocomputer is the best of both worlds. California creativity resulted in balanced hardware and software with a cost/power ratio and flexibility you can't get anywhere else. Interscan Data Systems and their conservative British customers proved the J100 in use.

Rx for congested mainframes. The data-base management and communications capabilities of the J100 make it ideal for distributed processing. Individual units of large DP networks can use the power of the J100 to bring direct control to their operations.

J100 stand-alone capabilities stand alone. You can enter orders, run a payroll and write a new program at the same time on J100's CRT terminal-oriented, real time, multi-tasking operating system. And each user has full power available.

Software is the key. The heart of Jacquard's flexibility lies in its unique software. In addition to a time sharing operating system, we've designed an extended BASIC compiler which generates re-entrant code for efficient use of memory and fast running programs. Our keyed-indexed file handling results in very fast response to inquiries, regardless of file size.

A comprehensive range of software tools, operating systems, languages, communications emulators and over 60 utilities are available.

Check the specs. Then write for our brochure. The best of both worlds, at the best price.

**SPECIFICATION CHART**

**J100 Processor:**
- 16 bit word, up to 128K bytes, DMA, APL, Power Fail Auto Restart, Real Time Clock, 1920 ch CRT and Keyboard, built in Floppy Disks.

**Peripherals:**
- Up to 30 satellite CRTs, 5 Megabyte Cartridge Disks and 80 Megabyte Drives, 800 and 1600 BPI Tape Drives, Multiple Printers: 30cps to 900 lpm, Async/Bisync communications.

**All software supported, available now.**

Jacquard J100.

British conservatism proved our California creativity.

**INTERSCAN DATA SYSTEMS (UK) LTD.**

Hoechst House
Salisbury Road
Hounslow, Middlesex
01-572-2871
TWX 851-934-135
Distribution in Europe, Africa & Australasia

Manufactured by

**JACQUARD SYSTEMS**

2502 Broadway
Santa Monica, CA 90404
(213) 829-3493
TWX (910) 343-6967

Distribution in North, Central & South America, Japan
MAGNETICALLY SHIELDED TAPE DATA PRESERVERS

Protect your magnetic tapes from degradation and physical damage. Designed for storage, shipment and hand carrying. A wide choice of models and capacities available for standard reels, discs, disk packs, flexible disks and cassettes. Immediate shipment from stock.

MAGNETIC SHIELD DIV.
PERFECTION MICA CO.
740 N. Thomas Dr.
Bensenville, Ill. 60106
Ph. (312) 766-7800
TWX (910) 256-4815

SEND FOR NEW TP-5 CATALOG
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CARDLESS

professional status associated with being completely cardless. (For example, prior to the cardless conversion, it was difficult to attract programmer/analysts and computer operators for job interviews, because Permaneer's batch processing orientation and relatively small hardware provided nothing unusually interesting or exciting to experienced professionals. Since the conversion, the quality and quantity of applicants has noticeably increased along with Permaneer's local reputation.)

• New systems designs are no longer limited to 80-column record lengths, which has helped to avoid using multiple input record types and has saved the extra programming otherwise required by multiple records.

• Keystroke rates have improved about 40% over keypunch devices. Depending upon the type of input, rates as high as 14,000 keystrokes per hour have been achieved.

• Keying errors have been dramatically reduced, to the point that other departments have spontaneously commented about the improved accuracy. There were only five reruns caused by keying errors between November 3, 1975, and August 1, 1976.

• Some user areas have begun training on the 3741s to eventually eliminate the need for transcription in preparation for keying, and as an interim step for some applications to be converted to on-line data capture.

The cardless data processing concept deserves serious consideration by your company. It is a relatively easy conversion and it offers substantial cash savings, productivity increases and improved MIS performance.

Presently director of MIS for Permaneer Corp., Maryland Heights, Missouri, Mr. Heiker is responsible for systems analysis, programming, and operations there. A member of SMIS and ASM, he has had 10 years of experience in dp with Permaneer, Malinckrodt, and Emerson Electric Co.

Ocala/Silver Springs FLORIDA

(“And More - Write for your FREE copy of “Profit Facts”)
First we gave you the HARRIS 1600 with a mainframe-type operating system for money-saving remote communications. Now there’s more!

**Distributed processing.** That’s what’s happening with the Harris 1600 Remote Communications Processor. We already had a good thing going with the 1600’s multi-emulation capability . . . and you’ve had one going with the resulting savings in hardware and reduced line costs. But we promised even more savings to come: the ability to distribute your central data base through local processing of data at the remote site.

We’re keeping this promise. With our new disc-based ECOS (Extended Communications Operating System) you can perform functions such as data entry, remote batch, file manipulation, media conversion and local batch processing concurrently.

We’re also announcing Key Entry Processing (KEP), a new hardware/software system that permits you to perform both local and remote data entry, file update and file manipulation operations on the 1600. You can pre-process and edit data at the 1600 through our new Model 1675 CRT key entry station, reducing the load on your host processor and helping trim line costs.

Plus, to support KEP we’re offering a new language (REGAL) which helps our 1600 solve a wide variety of business-oriented data manipulation problems. Through REGAL, you can create your own key-entry programs for source data entry, file manipulation and file update — all with surprising ease.

Additionally, executing under ECOS, our local batch processing capability will enable you to perform applications programs at the local 1600 site written in COBOL.

When will all this be available? Harris is already delivering ECOS based systems with local batch processing. Deliveries of KEP systems are also underway.

Keep your good thing going by specifying distributed processing from Harris. You’ll find the performance and flexibility you’ve been waiting for, at a price per function that’s more cost effective than anyone else can offer!

For more information, contact Harris Corporation, Data Communications Division, 11262 Indian Trail, P. O. Box 44076, Dallas, Texas 75234, (214) 620-4400.

---
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GE puts it on the line with a new family of TermiNet line printers

Four value-packed true line printers with real 90-340 lines per minute throughput at practical, low prices


At the same time this new space-saving family of GE TermiNet line printers is big on performance. They're big on throughput. Gives you a range of speeds from 90 lpm to 340 lpm, depending on the number of printable characters per line and the size (64 or 96) of the ASCII subset. And that's real throughput (see graph).

They're big on reliability backed by years of proven electronics and rotating belt technology. (Over 75,000 GE belt printers installed worldwide.) Big on versatility. 67% of the parts are common to TermiNet 300, 1200 and 120 printers. For resellers this means a minimal spare parts investment. For users it means improved service and less downtime due to a lack of spare parts. You can modify or upgrade quickly and at modest cost. They're big on interfaces. Serial and parallel, buffered and unbuffered.

Big on quietness. They're a welcomed addition to any office or computer room. Big on value-packed features. Both front (recommended for multi-part forms) and rear loading. 132 columns. Original and 5 copies. A unique ribbon cartridge. With a life span of 30 million print characters. Operators can replace in less than a minute. Easily. Cleanly.

And, they're big on troubleshooting. 14 light emitting diodes (LED's) located on the outside of five printed circuit boards quickly indicate malfunctions. A test button on the control panel provides rapid checkout of printer action. Staggered or "ripple" test patterns print continuously as long as TEST is activated.

This big new family of TermiNet line printers are true line printers.

In fact, the only thing you'll find small about this new family of line printers is their size and price. In these days of spiraling costs, GE is putting it on the line with practical, low prices. From $3900 for the TermiNet 310 printer to $5130 for the TermiNet 340 printer (user quantity 1). That could well be the best cost/perform­
ce in line printers available today.

Let us prove it. Write General Electric Company, TermiNet 794-17, Waynesboro, VA 22980.

For your special kind of needs-A special kind of printer
Graphic hardcopy output from IBM systems: the Plotmaster® makes it a reality, not a dream.

If you have an IBM System 360/370 computer operating under DOS, OS or VS, you know what a nightmare it is to get graphic hardcopy output. That's why the Gould Plotmaster Systems are like a dream come true. They deliver crisp, high quality graphics output from the computer, with no intermediate processing steps. They also work at incomparably fast speeds, without demanding additional system resources. No hours or days of waiting as when you use a slow pen plotter attached to the computer. No waiting for post-processing film development and blow-up as when you use graphic microfilm units.

Plus, Plotmaster Systems are economical as well as efficient. Initial and recurring costs are surprisingly low. And fast turn-around and high capacity adds up to additional savings.

Plotmaster Systems have three major components. Efficient and flexible graphics software. A Gould electrostatic printer/plotter that you can tailor to your exact application. And hardware to link the two—an on-line controller, or a tape drive for off-line operation.

In addition to this basic package, specialized software is available for business, scientific and engineering applications. Full printing capability is optional.

Let us tell you more about the fast, powerful, versatile Plotmaster Systems. They can be purchased or leased and are supported by Gould's specially trained service force.

For a free brochure, write Gould Inc., Instrument Systems Division, 3631 Perkins Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 44114. Or Gould Advance Ltd., Raynham Road, Bishop Stortford, Herts, United Kingdom. Or call Gould toll-free at (800) 325-6400, Ext. 77. In Missouri: (800) 342-6600.

Gould
The product development company
Ask CONTROL DATA about their full range of Engineering Services.*

They have them all.

- Installation and maintenance of CDC computer systems, worldwide
- Third party maintenance (non-CDC systems)
- Computer facilities site planning
- Design and construction management of computer centers
- Computer facility support services
- Worldwide parts & logistics support
- Refurbishment of both CDC and non-CDC equipment
- Radio and data communications maintenance
- Installation, test, and repair of medical electronic equipment
- Technical training for customers

*Control Data offers you a complete spectrum of maintenance agreement options and prompt, highly professional attention, tailored to your needs. Call CDC collect (612) 853-7600 for more information or write CDC, Box 1980, Twin Cities Airport, St. Paul, MN 55111.
Distributed Processing

It's a Question of Experience

"I'm going to be very careful before I go the distributed processing route," sums up attitude of persons attending meeting on the subject.

The subject was distributed data processing. And the topic drew some 170 people to a 3½-day seminar last month in San Francisco. It showed that many people are interested in possibly going to the new information processing environment, but the disappointment in the program expressed by many of them indicated that few people yet have enough experience with distributed processing to say what it's like.

Questions posed to the speakers by those in attendance showed a concern over control of those distributed processors. Who does all the programming for those remote computers? One of the few speakers who had implemented and was now operating such a system was James B. McLaughlin of Bergen Brunswig DataService Co., Carson, Calif. He said the programming must be done centrally. "You've got to maintain control and integrity of those systems out there," he averred.

But there was disagreement. Andrew H. Olson, of the consulting firm of Cook, Robertson Assoc. Inc. in Los Angeles said people are going distributed because the remotely located users weren't getting the processing service they wanted. So, yes, they should be allowed to do their own programming. But there must exist a very strict set of interface standards so that anytime the user's data must become input to a centrally maintained system, the data must meet certain internal standards. Louis L. Davis of System Development Corp., Santa Monica, Calif., agreed. "There's no reason why a user, who uses it as a tool, cannot program his own system."

Standardization needed

Consultant Joseph T. Hootman of Saratoga, Calif., expressed it this way: "If it's a freestanding application, okay. If it casts a feedback to the central computer [such as payroll data], then you have to be careful because the output from that processing must fit with the inputs from the other dispersed points. So there must be some standardization and control."

There was more agreement on the subject of security and privacy. The point made was that in a large central system, there tended to be many applications programs running in a large mainframe supporting many users, usually simultaneously. And it is difficult to control. But in a distributed processing system you typically have fewer applications running simultaneously, often only one in a minicomputer at any time. Thus it is more difficult for an outsider to penetrate the system without being detected.

The conference, under the sponsorship of the American Institute of Industrial Engineers, really raised more questions than it answered. But it wasn't all bad. On the final day, one of the attendees was heard to say, "I'm going to be very careful before I go the distributed processing route." He apparently learned something.

Nor was there a speaker who braved to define the concept. Leadoff speaker Karl Drexhage of Stanford Research Institute said, "For the first time we have the components that allow us to design and configure systems that ultimately are more responsive to user needs and more in tune with user requirements." He admitted there is a lot of confusion as to what distributed processing means, but said vendors are aware that it allows them to sell a lot of its components under one umbrella buzzword. But there has been pressure for decentralization too, he added, from users and from those at the central site.

"We have the ability now to pick processors and systems to fit not only the task at hand, but more importantly perhaps to fit the organizational structure," Drexhage said. "We can design systems that give user departments much of their own processing capability, while simultaneously giving the corporate people a summary of that data for overall management (purposes)."

Distributed data and processing

The concept of distributed data processing, he continued, "is to place processing power at points where the data is generated or where the data is needed for supervision or management." Perhaps it should be called distributed data and processing, he commented. He also addressed briefly the distribution of the data base, saying it is a technique that has eluded the experts for a long time. "There is no good understanding or general theory as to how to distribute a data base," he said. "In point of fact, it is very application-dependent."

Designer's viewpoint

Most articulate on the subject, speaking as a designer rather than a user, was Grayce M. Booth of Honeywell Information Systems in Phoenix. She said the three components of a distributed pro-
The micros are moving up to the low floor. In the hierarchy, she explained, distributed processing is the hierarchical. In the former there are logically equal components cooperating among each other, such that if one were to take away the communications facility that interconnects them, what one would have is a decentralized system. "This is the kind of system that's destined for resource sharing," she said. "If you have an overload at any one of these centers, you would like to shovel it off to another center."

They talk hierarchical

She said the design that most people are referring to when they talk of distributed processing is the hierarchical. This is where one finds minicomputers, a vertical distribution of functions and, often, unlike components. She described a production control system that consists of a maxi host with a central data base where production in a factory is scheduled. It's largely a batch operation, she said. At lower levels are satellite minis, each maintaining a local data base—that is, a working copy of part of host data base. At the next lower level, communicating with the minis above, are minis and/or micros that control production devices on the factory floor. In the hierarchy, she explained, you see specialization of functions, and as you go lower you see greater specialization.

Booth noted that conceptually such a system is no different from a banking system, in which the host main­tains central customer accounts, while satellite minis hold branch customer accounts and also control the teller terminals.

"We've got basically three kinds of components," she said. "And quite frankly, speaking for myself and not for Honeywell, I don't think there's any room any more for medium scale computers. There is a place for large scale, there's a place for minis. What's happening is that they're growing together. The micros are moving up to the low end of the minis."

She also explained that there are two kinds of roles for the processors—the host and the satellite. "A large system isn't always a host, nor a mini always the satellite." She said she can imagine systems, although she didn't know of one, where the mini is the host and a number of large scale systems are the satellites. "The point is that a host is a computer that provides supporting services," the types of supporting services that a time-sharing user gets, whereas a satellite is dependent on the host for guidance.

Booth spoke of two types of distributed system architectures: horizontal and hierarchical. In the former there are logically equal components cooperating among each other, such that if one were to take away the communications facility that interconnects them, what one would have is a decentralized system. "This is the kind of system that's destined for resource sharing," she said. "If you have an overload at any one of these centers, you would like to shovel it off to another center."

Hierarchical partitioning: At corporate level, summaries of data from lower levels of a business are maintained and at divisional level there only are summaries from even lower levels.

"I think the centralization that the economies of scale dictated up to now in computing systems tended to force you to centralize the computer," Booth said. "And that's not the way organizations work; most of them are not that heavily centralized. You tend to get the organization of the computer facilities different from the organization of the enterprise that owns it. So you see problems of people unhappy with their computer system."

Partitioned or segmented

The speaker also categorized distributed data bases as either partitioned or segmented. The partitioned data base is one that is split up and distributed to different locations, thus getting the data out to wherever it's needed. There can be geographical partitioning, she said, as well as hierarchical partitioning, noting that partitioned data bases are "extremely unpopular. Everyone is afraid of them."

Hierarchical partitioning, she went on to explain, is usually handled with the duplication of data. At the corporate level, summaries of data from lower levels of the enterprise are maintained, and at divisional levels they have only the summaries from even lower levels. The idea is to maintain only one set of data, this at the location where it's used. And corporate people dip down to the divisional level to get the information they need for reports or summaries.

"The movement of large amounts of data is prohibitively expensive," she said. "So you have to learn to move in formation. And that's quite a quantum leap. You've got to know what information you want, move only that, and then your costs cease to be a significant problem... Then you must worry about the software needed to go back and forth
Computerized Scanners: Nearly All Larger Hospitals are Prospects

Distributed processing of sorts is entering the hospital environment by the back door. In a few hospitals, on-line terminals have become an accessible if not totally accepted medium for communications and data storage/retrieval among physicians, nurses, and technicians. But there's something catching on faster than the hospital-wide information system. A new minicomputer-based diagnostic tool that's the hottest thing in radiology is the computerized tomographic, or CT, scanner.

A CT scanner, using an x-ray beam, provides a cross-sectional view of a portion of the human anatomy. It overcomes the major shortcoming of a conventional x-ray image in which one organ is superimposed over another and where the density of a tumor, say, might vary only slightly from the density of the tissue surrounding it. It is thus often difficult to distinguish one from the other. The scanner-produced image, instead, provides the type of view that would result if one could slice the body at the waist, for example, and look inside at the exposed organs. A scan of the chest area would show the ribs as white dots around the periphery of the oval-shaped image, within which are the various organs.

No more injections

Using this technique, first developed in 1972 by EMI Ltd. of England to scan the heart, medical diagnosticians have at their disposal what is termed a noninvasive method of studying a patient's condition. It gets around the hospitalization of a patient, perhaps the injection into the blood stream of some contrasting medium to highlight an area of interest, or even exploratory surgery. It promises to reduce drastically the use of such procedures as the injection of a radioisotope into a patient's bloodstream, an experience that is none too comfortable and, indeed, can be traumatic.

In CT scanning, the x-ray source is made to rotate around the body of the patient. Opposite the source, on the other side of the patient, is an array of detectors that rotates along with the source. The detectors measure the intensity of the beam that has passed through the body, a value that varies with the density of the structures through which it has passed. The devices then increment by one degree and the procedure is repeated. At the end of 180 degrees of rotation in the case of some systems, or 360 degrees in others, the data for one slice has been accumulated.

It may require from five to 20 slices per patient, depending on the problem under study, but during that time the patient must only lie still and perhaps hold his breath for the duration of one scan. He receives at that point more radiation dosage than he would get from a standard chest x-ray picture-taking session. "For the procedures it typically
is replacing, however, it is giving less radiation to get, typically, even more information,” says Ted J. Cooper, physicist at Varian Associates, Palo Alto, Calif.

Data stored in mini

Varian's scanner, currently under development, takes the data generated by the x-ray detectors and passes it through an analog-to-digital converter on its way to a Varian V76 minicomputer. On each 360-degree rotation, which takes six seconds, more than 108,000 x-ray intensity measurements are taken. The mini, in the data gathering mode, stores the data, in the form of 108,000 16-bit words, on a hard disc. The data rate from the scanner is about 800,000 words/second.

When the scanning is completed, the mini has the task of helping reconstruct pictures of the slices, a process that takes about two minutes per picture. It is a complex procedure that requires between 200 million and 300 million multiplications per picture and three or four times as many additions and subtractions. Thus Varian uses a hardwired device called a back projector, along with the mini, to mathematically compute the loss of photons at each point along the ray’s paths through the body.

The hardwired device takes a row of information from a single exposure and places it in the form of a matrix of numbers, each number representing the x-ray intensity level at various points in the cross section. It is fed this information by the mini in the same sequence as the exposures were made, and then must compute how the numbers should be figured in to the picture that has already started to form.

It proceeds to add numeric information from subsequent exposures, modifying the density estimates until all 360 exposures have been considered and the density values have ceased to change. The resulting matrix, which can be as large as 256 x 256 elements in size, becomes the picture, and the values of the numbers at each position determine the intensity of the output on the CRT.

The use of 16-bit words coming off the scanner and the collaboration of a hardwired device with a mini that handles 16-bit words is credited with the speed at which image reconstruction occurs. It purportedly would be no faster if they used a maxi computer with a megabyte of memory, instead of the 64K mini. “By dedicating repetitive calculations to hardware units in parallel computation paths and by using 16-bit words,” says Cooper, “one can realize huge savings over conventional methods.”

Every hospital a prospect

CT scanners are priced at a minimum $400K each, and yet there's such a large market for them that some 18 companies have, or are coming out with, a model. Marketers believe that every hospital with 200 beds or more is a ripe prospect, one market study projecting installations of almost 4,000 units by 1980.

“The market for these machines would not be so great were it not for the minicomputer,” says Varian's CT product manager, Lewis Meyer.

In Varian's system, the mini serves as a system supervisor, aiding the technician in setting up a patient for a scan and the data gathering process and the subsequent data management task, plus keeping records of stored pictures. It also responds to requests for the display of pictures, for a zoom image of a picture, which is produced with the assistance of the back projector.

With early scanner systems, such as those produced in England by EMI, the user was discouraged from using the mini except as an integral part of the system. More recently, however, as in Varian's system, the mini is also available to the radiology staff at the using hospital for the production of statistics and the compilation of new programs. It is another illustration of the extent to which the end user increasingly will be programming his own machine.

-E.K.Y.
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ranging from 4¢ to 7¢ per transaction. Total monthly charge ranges from $60 to $70.

The competition

NBC will be competing for banks' business with the two major bankcard systems, National BankAmericard, Inc. and Interbank's Master Charge and with another new, in a sense, entrant, American Express Co.'s subsidiary, Payment Systems, Inc.

Payment Systems is hardly new to electronic banking. It has long been active in the electronic funds transfer (EFT) arena in consulting, research, and with workshops and symposiums. Now it is talking to savings banks about offering a complete system it describes as a "new payment vehicle" linked to merchant sites. In mid-August the system was still in "the definition stage."

Issuance by banks of debit cards, cards which cause funds to be immediately transferred from a consumer's bank account to a merchant's, has been behind transaction verification systems largely because many banks seem to want their own.

The two major bankcard companies have announced debit cards but they haven't been received with outstanding success. NBC's Entrée card was announced last fall but only some 200,000 cards are out and only in five markets. Interbank's Signet card is not expected to appear until late next year.

And neither are truly debit cards. Entrée works very much like BankAmericard. Each purchase produces an imprinted piece of paper. When the merchant turns the paper over to the bank, then the cardholder's checking account is debited for the amount. The merchant pays a similar discount as with a BankAmericard purchase and any store which takes BankAmericard must take Entrée as well.

Not as much

Interbank's Signet doesn't do as much. It will merely guarantee checks written to merchants when it makes its debut. Ultimately, though, Interbank hopes Signet will become a true debit card and will effect the immediate transfer of money when it is used.

EFT leader Citibank, the second largest bank in the world, is one of 1,300 U.S. banks which issues Master Charge but is in the debit card arena on its own. It has Citicard. Wells Fargo, First National Bank of Boston, and First National Bank of Atlanta also have their own debit cards as do numerous savings banks and groups of savings banks.

NBC is going beyond BankAmericard and Entrée and is developing a national

The ABA says the number of banks offering credit card plans has jumped from 100 in 1955 to more than 14,000 today.

check guarantee service which it says it "may" offer in addition. The firm said several objectives have been set which it expects will be incorporated into the service. First, it will be based upon a card that can be offered by members to all deposit customers. Second, it will be used to obtain cash at selected merchant locations which elect to provide that service.

It will operate compatibly with a complete range of bank services in a terminal environment, NBC said, and it will utilize unique service marks so that merchants may selectively participate in check guarantee service, traditional bank card service, or both. Participating members will have the option of offering it as a completely separate service, as an addition to a local bank card of any type, as an addition to BankAmericard, as an addition to Entrée, or any combination of the four.

NBC said it expects to make a decision on offering the service by the end of the year. "Most of the work necessary
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before a decision can be made relates to marketing and operations," said NBI president, D. W. Hock. "The basic data communications systems are already built, paid for, and operating successfully. Our base 1 authorization system has been providing merchants with authorization service either through message switching or negative file 24 hours a day, seven days a week, for more than three years."

Hock added that NBI's base II systems have electronically exchanged and settled value data on all transactions interchanged between member banks for more than a year and a half.

"Both are proven systems serving both BankAmericard and Entrée issuers and capable of continual modification to handle new services and increased volume. Both have duplexed computers. Plans for duplicating the physical location elsewhere, depending on need, have been on the shelf for more than a year."

NBI expects to expand its base II value transmission system worldwide by early 1977. A key feature of the expansion, the company said, will be inclusion of 60-day currency conversion tables permitting the base customers to make individual currency conversions for each transaction as of the date of deposit. The system will utilize dial-up satellite telephone circuits, a procedure NBI has been using for domestic traffic with Alaska for more than a year.

The bankcard company extended its base 1 authorization system worldwide in December 1975, when international members began providing electronic data on lost, stolen, and blocked accounts to base operations. The file is distributed to members weekly on magnetic tape or microfiche enabling U.S. cardholders to obtain authorization in any host country without concern about whether the authorization center of their issuing bank remains open. Merchants in the U.S. can obtain authorization for foreign visitors 24 hours a day, seven days a week.

NBI has set up committees among its member banks to work on its proposed new service.

New is in

New is the name of the game in EFT. Almost every day a new company gets into the act, new legislation is passed, and/or new statistics are released.

The American Bankers Assn. has released some interesting "new" statistics. The number of banks offering credit card plans, says the ABA, has jumped from 100 in 1955 to more than 14,000 today. The association says the transaction volume for the two major bank card companies, which was mere $6.8 billion in 1970, was $18.3 billion in 1975.

The ABA polled marketing executives of banks with assets of more than $100 million. Among the results: 86% of them expect their banks to offer debit cards by 1980.

The National Automated Clearing House Assn. last month said that automated clearing house volume has finally passed the one million mark. The latest monthly volume figures from the 23 operationalACH's totaled 1,200,947 credits and debits. Four remaining, non-operational NACHA members are projecting they will be in business by the end of this year.

But setbacks continue. In Chicago, EFT pioneer Continental Bank lost a skirmish in its continuing war against Illinois' unit banking laws and the impediment those laws have been to its EFT efforts. A bank supported community banking ordinance passed by the city of Chicago, permitting expansion of banking facilities including remote automated teller units, was shot down by Federal Judge Raymond Berg.

Continental reacted. Senior vice president William D. Plechaty called Judge Berg's ruling, "a setback for the people of Chicago."
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of Columbia are offering their custom­
as small as
transfers, and authorizations for check
vations or guarantee at point-of-sale
electronic banking services at merchant
minals. Butovic, formerly with
the Currency and from savings banks to
loans, and the total
in shopping centers, retail stores, offices,
and other locations throughout
the country. Some 80% are being used
for credit authorization and check veri-
lation and check verification or guaran-
Boutovic said responses to her survey
indicated that the number of transac-
ons performed by remote terminals
range from less than 100 a month at a
pos terminal to more than 5,000 a
month at an ATM. On the subject of pri-
, she said, “most respondents indi-
cated that they controlled access to the
customer account information by issu-
ging personal identification numbers
(PINS) or codes, restricting card issuance,
maintaining activity and dollar amount
controls on withdrawals, and by provid-
ing technological safeguards to prevent
unauthorized access to account bal-
ances.”
And, apparently, EFT still looks good
to AT&T. Ma Bell, which already has its
Transaction Network Service up and
running in the state of Washington (Au-
gust, p. 105) has applied for a tariff in
Minnesota.
—Edith Myers

In the next year
More than 9,000 additional terminals,
she said, are planned for installation
over the next year or so, more than dou-
bbling the number installed today. “Approx-
imately 75% of the new terminals
are expected to be for credit authori-
zation and check verification or guaran-
tee service.”

Butovic said that the number of transac-
tions performed by remote terminals
range from less than 100 a month at a
pos terminal to more than 5,000 a
month at an ATM. On the subject of pri-

770 banks
She queried 770 banks known to have
the remote units installed based on gen-
eral knowledge and applications from
commercial banks to the Comptroller of
the Currency and from savings banks to
the Federal Home Loan Bank Board.

“There are approximately 8,000 elec-
tronic terminals performing a variety of
banking and authorization transactions
at non-branch locations, and the total
is growing rapidly,” she concluded.

The terminals, she said, are installed
in shopping centers, retail stores, offices,
airports, and other locations throughout
the country. Some 80% are being used
for credit authorization and check verifi-
cation or guarantee at point-of-sale
(pos) locations and another 15% offer
electronic banking services at merchant
locations. The remaining 5% are auto-
mated teller machines at locations other
than bank premises.

Butovic said that the number of transac-
tions performed by remote terminals
range from less than 100 a month at a
pos terminal to more than 5,000 a
month at an ATM. On the subject of pri-

—Edith Myers
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Mainframers

CDC: Big in Services
—But in Systems too

Computer services are a big thing at Control Data Corp. these days, but the company continues to forge ahead in computer systems development.

First, there's the string array processor, the STAR 100. Two are installed at the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory in Livermore, Calif., and a third is being added this month to the company's Cybernet services network. The powerful processor is being upgraded: the STAR 100 A will be given a new memory to upgrade its scalar performance and the STAR C is being configured more compactly and will have 2 to 30 times the power of a CDC 7600, depending on the function.

Next, says John V. Titsworth, CDC's vice president for systems, is a successor to the Cyber 170 line, introduced two years ago. The first LSI prototype is being switched on next month in Minneapolis. That product will be an outgrowth of the five-year CDC and NCR joint project to develop an advanced line with a common architecture.

"That joint project has been completed and now we'll go our own way to implement the architectural definition," says Titsworth. "We feel we've passed the first stage successfully. The first machine is to be turned on in October."

(A spokesman for NCR Corp. said his company didn't want to discuss its future product strategy. He said, however, that any new line would be software compatible with NCR's current offerings.)

The grand strategy in the joint development project was for CDC to develop large machines and for NCR to follow its traditional role of smaller machines. That may be the case. Titsworth said "CDC could buy from NCR products on the lower end."

Evolutionary

The new CDC line will be compatible with the Cyber 170 models. Conversion at that scale is "prohibitively" high, says Titsworth. "The customer can't afford it and the vendor can't afford it. There has to be a sharing of costs (with users) in such a conversion." CDC will add software and hardware to the 170 offerings over a period of four to five years and "then it will all be new," Titsworth said, calling the new line "evolutionary." However, it could be named the Cyber 180.

In spite of the system development efforts at CDC, Chairman William Norris bubbled with enthusiasm over the company's prospects in the computer services business during a talk in late July to the New York Society of Security Analysts. His 3,000 word speech about Control Data's position five years hence contained only 200 words about future computers.

CTRL DATA'S WILLIAM NORRIS
Bubbling over services

He said that services which contributed about $450 million to CDC's 1975 revenues of $1.9 billion will approach $1 billion in 1981. That would be about a third of CDC's overall revenues, up from 24% last year. This year, he said, computer services will rise about 12% to about $500 million.

Breaking down the firm's business into its four major components, Norris said financial services through its Commercial Credit subsidiary last year contributed 35% of combined computer and financial revenues. Computer systems contributed 24%, as did the services business. Computer peripheral products contributed 17%.

In 1981, he predicted, the breakdown would be one-third from computer services, one-third financial services, with the remaining one-third equally divided between computer systems and peripheral products.

His reasons for concentrating on the services business:

—It has been one of the principal growth areas of the computer industry, and is expected to continue growing at a minimum of 15% a year;

—Control Data already has a strong foothold in the market as the leading data services supplier in terms of volume and breadth of applications;

—It has high profit potential and greater return on capital employed;

—There is a critical need of industry and the education system to improve efficiency which can best be accomplished by computer services.

Norris, noting that the service business has grown at an annual average of 20% a year, estimates that worldwide, it's a $6 billion market. And Control Data has 1/12 of it. Plenty of room to grow.

—Tom McCusker

Retailing

First it was UPC, Now it's UP$...

A relatively new company in Greenville, South Carolina, may do a lot to cut down consumer resistance to the grocery industry's Universal Product Code (upc).

The resistance has centered on the upc being used instead of rather than in addition to item pricing. Some states have legislated against this.

The new firm, Universal Product Dollars Inc., might just make consumers take a couldn't-care-less attitude toward item pricing. It has a upc of its own which can mean cash for consumers.

It was a brainchild of the company's president, Tom Greer. He got the idea when, as president of Texize Chemical Co., a company which produces such products as Fantastic (a wall cleaner) and Spray 'N Wash (a pre-wash spray), he was a member of the Universal Product Code Council. The council was made up of both retailers and suppliers who would be source marking products sold in supermarkets with the upc.

Greer liked his idea so much he signed from Texize to form Universal Product Dollars Inc. The company has been developing its program for more than a year. It was announced July 1 and will be test marketed in Southern California until early 1978 when it is scheduled to go national. "This schedule could be accelerated," said Alan Rudder, company controller.

Answer to coupons

What it is is an answer to those "cents off coupons." Participating product suppliers source mark with a Universal Product Dollars bar code instead of their usual upc. The upd code is 15 digits, five more than the upc. The first ten, Rudder explained, are the regular upc information. The last five are for upd and contain information from which the company can provide its participating suppliers with a wide variety of sales data including breakdowns of product move by zip code. Rudder said in-store scanners cannot read the last five digits but their scanners can read all 15.
We've helped change the world of data processing—but one thing is the same

When we introduced MARK IV as a File Management System in 1968, we had some traditions to overcome—such as "free" software and the "not-invented-here" syndrome.

Now after 19 major releases, over 2,000 improvements and enhancements and more than 1,000 user sites, MARK IV is referred to as "The highest level language" by people who know.

MARK IV has changed considerably. In fact, we have outgrown our old name and, as "MARK IV Systems," we help more industries in more ways in more countries in more operating environments than any software product. Period.

But one thing has not changed—we can still save you 60 to 90 percent on your programming costs.
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How does the consumer benefit? When he buys a product with the up$ symbol, he cuts it out and saves it. Each symbol has a worth—from $5 to $50. When he has 50 or more he sends them in to Universal Product Dollars' processing center in Dallas in a postage-paid envelope and receives a check for the total value of his coupons. If he wants he can also play "match up." Universal has been running ads in consumer magazines which contain copies of the symbols which, when matched up with one on an actual product, double that symbol's worth.

Universal Product Dollars worked with National Share Graphics Inc. and Systems Research Co., both of Dallas, in developing the data processing required for its program. National Share Graphics is handling this now on a sub-contract basis.

The company is testing both stationary light pen scanners and laser scanners with its Southern California pilot program. As copies of the symbol which can be anywhere from .8 in. square to 1.0 in. square are received at the Dallas processing center they are fed into a metal chute equipped with wheels which kick them to the scanner, one at a time. The data is captured from the scanners on an Interdata minicomputer.

CLIPPING FOR CASH

A variation on the Universal Product Code

Tapes from the Interdata machine which ultimately generate checks for the consumer and reports for the manufacturers are processed on a University Computing Corp. Univac 1108.

Big ad budget

Just for its Southern California test operation, the company has an advertising budget of $2.5 million. Rudder said this is supposed to assure that they will reach 90% of consumers in the Southern California market more than once a week. Promotion includes radio and television spots and a broadside type flyer which appeared in 15 Southern California newspapers in mid-August. But even before that, copies of the symbol were being received in Dallas and checks were going out.

Universal Product Dollars' agreements with suppliers are exclusive. "If we take one peanut butter," said Rudder, "we can't take on another but they have to make a minimum commitment to us." He explained that front end charges are based on the manufacturers' estimates of their sales volume. After that they're charged per symbol processed.

Rudder said the firm had some 15 manufacturers signed up by the end of July, between 50 and 60 by the end of August, and expects to have more than 100 by the end of this month. "With that many," he said, "the average consumer should be able to easily accumulate 50 symbols in one month without even trying."

The company's colors are green, white, and black but Rudder said the bar code can be any color without affecting scannability. up$ furnishes participating manufacturers with film masters for the symbol. The fledgling firm has ten employees, mostly in management. Such things as data processing, advertising, and public relations are handled by outside contractors, Rudder said.

Maybe they'll obsolete discount coupons.

—E.M.
SPACE FLIGHT Operations Facility at California Institute of Technology’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory during activity associated with the Pioneer 10 Jupiter fly-by and the Mariner 10 Mars mapping expedition that discovered Mars to be a relatively interesting place to visit. The nerve center of the Jet Propulsion Space Network, its walls currently are covered with timings and pictorial representations of various events associated with the two Martian flights. On the periphery are the offices of support personnel, most with more than one CRT monitor to help keep them apprised of mission progress.

Space Exploration

Viking’s Exploration of Mars: “Impossible Without Computers”

H. G. Wells, the English novelist, historian, and sociologist, had it all wrong in his science fiction classic The War Of The Worlds; for history was to show just 30 years after his death in 1946 that it would be the Earth “invading” Mars, and not the other way around. The “invader” is the highly successful project Viking Mars Mission, a $1 billion cooperative effort of the U.S. National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), the Martin Marietta Corp., and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory of the California Institute of Technology (JPL).

Just as in Wells’ novel, however, there’s more than one ship doing the invading: the second Viking lander will be taking more pictures than a Japanese tourist of the Martian environment should all go well with its landing, now tentatively scheduled for Sept. 3.

Interestingly, Wells’ death occurred in the same year considered by many to be the birthdate of the computer—the device that more than any other makes trips to Mars and the resultant photos, weather reports, and biological analyses possible. “It is a fair statement to make that this mission would not have been possible without computers working together...”

Honeywell number one on Mars

The overseer charged with “running the shop” is a Honeywell 24-bit cpu (plus one all important parity bit) with the model designation HDC-402P. Although the cpu is a modified design of a unit used on Minuteman model intercontinental missiles, the HDC-402P, which acts as the Guidance Control and Sequencing Computer (GCSC) is a block redundant, random access, customized, though general purpose computer, and any Honeywell DDP-324 programmer would feel right at home with this machine’s orientation.

There are 18,432 words of non-destructive-read-out (NDRO) memory made up of 16K of 2.2 mil plated wire dynamic memory, plus 2K of read-only memory; direct, indirect, and indexed addressing; six levels of priority interrupts; a programmable timer; real-time error detection; and a repertoire of 47 instructions. The minimum instruction time is 4.34 usec for a jump, twice that (8.68) for an add, and 123 usec (!) for a divide operation. Six registers are used to communicate with other functional devices on the spacecraft.

The GCSC is actually two separate computers, each containing a memory, processor, I/O and power supply modules for redundancy. All the software required to accomplish the Viking mission is resident in the computer’s memory (there is no auxiliary program storage device such as a disc unit like the kind we use on earth). To get the maximum use out of the memory complement, routines are stored in table form so that similar procedures can in effect “borrow” logic from a neighboring program instead of having to have its own particular set of commands. For example, the step-by-step sequence on how to adjust the craft’s two cameras for a particular viewing angle is the same for each camera, with instructions “tagged” for use with either camera A or camera B.

Reliability and redundancy

Should something go wrong with the primary portion of the on-board computer, a number of options are available. The primary cpu continually puts out a pulse to the power system on the spacecraft essentially telling it that all is well. Should the primary cpu detect that the power level is falling, for example, the computer will halt and wait for the power to come back to an acceptable level. If something knocks out the primary side, or “string,” of the com-
puter, the backup side can be powered on and instructed to carry on, though it might take two weeks for this unit to be updated on what the status of the mission was when its sibling failed.

The orbiter's computer is attached through an umbilical cord to the lander's computer during the nine-month trip to Mars, though the lander's computer is "awakened" just prior to the spacecraft's maneuver to orbit Mars. The orbiter's computer awakens the lander computer and instructs it to perform a four-hour checkout to ensure that it is in good health. Then, for the critical phase of the flight where a rocket motor is fired to place the Viking into orbit around the red planet, both cpu's simultaneously issue the "fire" command to ensure that it gets through. (The consequences of its not getting through jeopardize the entire mission, for the approaching spacecraft would almost certainly either collide with the planet—a deadly—and irretrievably—post it.) So far, the primary computer "string" aboard each separate spacecraft has performed perfectly, with not a single bit being dropped—or gained.

On board data storage
Information that is to be relayed back to earth is initially collected by the Data Acquisition & Processing Unit (DAPU), which has 8K (24-bit) of storage and a 4-track tape recorder reporting to it. The storage is a buffer to hold data for transfer to the tape recorder, but the two devices can back each other up should one fail. There shouldn't be a problem with broken tape up on Mars—metal is used as the recording medium, not Mylar. Under command from Earth tracking stations, information is dumped off the tape recorder and sent on the long trip home at selected periods each day when Mars is in a favorable position.

Despite the Jet Propulsion Laboratory's impressive arsenal of computers, it was determined early on the Project Viking (five years ago) that additional capacity would be needed to support simultaneously four relatively complex spacecraft (two orbiters and two landers). A third IBM 360/75 computer had to be acquired to serve as a backup unit for two others that are used to receive all Viking Lander telemetry data, all tracking data, and transmit all commands in real-time. In addition, these three machines also perform non-real-time processing of lander data, orbiter and lander command generation, and performance analysis.

There are three sets of Univac 1530/1219 pairs that are applied to collecting and processing all real-time orbiter data, with one pair used as a backup. The 1530 is a dual cpu, single memory design with 64K 30-bit words of storage which cooperates with the 18-bit model 1219. These machine pairs, together with three Univac 1616s, are responsible for putting together the remarkably detailed photos of the Martian surface from telemetry data. Two Univac 1108s are used to perform many non-real-time data processing functions that include navigation calculations, orbiter spacecraft performance, and science data analysis from both the orbiters and the landers.

An additional responsibility of the 360/75s is program evaluation and validation for procedures that are to be transmitted to the spacecraft. A software simulation of all command sequences is performed by the 360, showing what the result of these commands will be on the spacecraft. If the proposed procedure is critical to the mission—such as freeing up the surface sampler arm that came to a mysterious halt early in the mission—command sequences can be run through either of two landers built for the purpose, one at the Martin-Marietta plant in Denver, Colorado, and the other at JPL in Southern California. In this manner it can be verified that command sequence alterations won't do something dumb like force the surface sampler to dig into the camera lens. All program sequences are checksummed, and the sum is transmitted along with the program up to Mars; if all of it doesn't arrive, neither the orbiter or the lander will attempt to execute it.

So, in addition to participating extensively in the design phases of Viking spacecraft, computers both on the earth as well as on or in the vicinity of Mars (which is on the other side of the Sun from the Earth currently) are highly involved with a successful mission that can be dynamically altered to suit both scientific and operational necessities. There is already talk of a craft that could do much of what Viking has done, and then rocket surface samples back to the earth for more extensive analysis—an even more challenging task for the on-board computers. What a shame Wells won't get to see it.

—Michael Cashman

Communications

Vendors, Users Lean to International Packet Switched Protocol at Meeting

A number of terminal and systems manufacturers are developing packet network interfaces based on a new international protocol, called X25, and plan to begin marketing them within the next year.

A number of key users also have decided to support the X25 scheme. Meanwhile, AT&T is looking for a way to market an interstate version of its Transaction Network Services (TNS).

And Western Union International (WUI) is getting ready to announce a hybrid circuit-and-packet-switched data communications service. These were some of the developments reported by sources attending last month's meeting of the International Council for Computer Communications (ICCC) in Toronto. The manufacturers said to be developing X25 interfaces include Digital Equipment Corp., Honeywell Information Systems, Comten, Memorex Corp. and Computer Transmission Co.

The state of California, which soon will begin transmitting packets over a network supplied largely by Pacific Telephone, is one of the users planning to support X25. Specifically, they'll ask the phone company to acquire switching and multiplexing equipment capable of implementing the new protocol, along with older asynchronous and synchronous disciplines. Another user, the Univ. of Alberta, is developing an X25 interface, resident on a PDP-11 front end, between its recently-acquired AMDahl 470 V/6 computer and Datapac, the new public packet network built by the Trans Canada Telephone System (TCTS).

Western Union's new packet-and-circuit-switched hybrid service will be unveiled officially "within two months," according to a company source. The circuits will connect the U.S. with unspecified "Western European" countries and it will be possible for customers to interface with packet networks on both sides of the Atlantic. Initially, WUI plans to offer low-speed ("up to 300 bps") connections. Data base access will be the primary application. Data bases maintained by Lockheed and by the National Institutes of Health (NIH) were specifically mentioned. Later, according to the source, "we'll expand this new service into a general public offering."

State, not federal, tariffs

One source with unusually good contacts inside AT&T, said the company has been considering the use of dial-up circuits to support an interstate version of Transaction Network Service. The goal
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is to get the terminals tariffed by the states rather than the feds, and thereby minimize objections from the FCC and suppliers of competing, non-regulated "communications processing" service. This source also reported that Northwestern Bell recently submitted a proposed TNS tariff to the Minnesota public utilities commission. If approved, it will be the second such offering by an AT&T affiliate. The first was unveiled a few months ago by Pacific Northwest Bell in Washington State (August, p. 105).

Interface for 3705

IBM's plans for supporting X25 remain shrouded in mist but at the conference TCTs demonstrated an interface for the 3705 which, essentially, will enable this communications processor to pack­ etize messages sent to the Datapac network from 360s or 370s and de­ packetize messages received from the network. TCT officials said a Datapac tariff will be filed next October or No­ vember, and commercial service will begin soon afterward.

Reportedly, 12K bytes of memory inside the 3705 are needed to store the X25 conversion software. The program currently resides within a 3705 at Bell Northern Research in Ottawa. It's con­ nected to a 370/168. Bell Northern users reportedly have been exercising the new interface for "several months."

Since X25 supports only intelligent terminals, it has only a limited market. But TCT has developed an "interactive terminal interface" (ITI) that permits connection of non-intelligent terminals to the Datapac net—specifically, low- to-medium-speed asynchronous ASCII­ based terminals like Model 33 and 35 Teletypewriters. Similar interfaces have been developed by Telenet, the U.S. packet carrier, and by the French Tele­ phone Administration, which has an ex­ perimental packet system (rcp) operating and plans to offer a commercial packet service (Transpac) throughout France in 1978.

TCT also has developed a packet net­ work interface for the Amcat I and NCR 280 terminals. It's working on similar interfaces for interactive, multi-leaving batch, and non-ASCII asynchronous terminals—like the 3270, 2770, and 2741, respectively—as well as interfaces for "banking and point-of-sale" terminals. At least some of this software is likely to become commercially available within the next year. Telenet, which already offers an interface for non-ASCII asynchronous ter­ minals, is "looking at" one for multi­ leaving batch equipment, as well as other kinds, such as banking and point­ of-sale terminals, said systems engineer­ ing director Barry Wessler. "But we're waiting to see what happens with AT&T's Transaction Network Service, before deciding to offer the Banking/POS interface." He indicated that the phone company's new offering may limit opportu­ nitities for independent suppliers.

Hardware manufacturers

Some hardware manufacturers report­ edly working on X25 interfaces:

—Computer Transmission Co. al­ ready has printed a brochure advertising the addition of X25 packetizing/de­ packetizing capability to its M3200 Pa­ cuit system, which includes time­ division multiplexors, data switches, network control centers, and "special­ purpose modules for network protocol­ dependent processing." President Ray Sanders indicated the new interface will be commercially available within a year.

—Comten: President Don Herman said that "within a year," his company will offer an X25 implementation on its Model 3650, 3670, and 476 equipment. All three units basically are front-end processors but also may serve as remote concentrators or stand-alone message switches.

—DEC has "no plans" at the moment
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to implement X25, according to Stuart Wecker, a member of the company's network development group. "However, we see no problem in adding X25 to our existing Decnet interface.'"

One possible result of these developments is that within the next few years, a family of universal interfaces will be developed enabling users of many different makes and models of computers and intelligent and dumb terminals to interface with all of the world's packet networks. This, of course, is the promised land which promoters of X25 have been advertising for a long time. But it is equally possible that the promised land may turn out to be a mirage.

CNCP, Canada's "other" major carrier, is developing a hybrid packet/circuit-switched network, called Info-Switch, which will use many, but not all features of the X25 protocol that was adopted last spring as a draft interface with all of the world's packet networks. Notably, CNCP is planning to use a different call setup procedure.

IBM also different

There are said to be similar differences between X25 and at least some of the proprietary protocols developed by various manufacturers. IBM's SNA/SDLC scheme is the one most frequently mentioned.

These differences may be ironed out after CCITT gives its final blessing to X25. That event is likely to occur this month. But competitive rivalries suggest that each carrier and supplier will continue to support a version of the X25 "standard" which is just different enough to make it expensive for a customer to transfer his allegiance.

Louis Pouzin, who is probably the most vocal critic of X25, alluded to this problem in a paper he gave at TCC. "In practice, some carriers apply CCITT standards at home with a number of so-called 'national options'. Hence, CCITT standards ... are not as standard as one might think they are." X25 also impinges on the data processing industry's traditional turf, and this leads to additional incompatibilities, he contended: "What the ... carriers tend to overlook is that computer specialists are old hands at masking out interfaces they don't like ... ." The result is an interface that's more complex, and expensive, than it has to be, he added. "The customer (or the taxpayer) has to foot the bill, but who cares as long as he has no other choice?"

Wants datagram service

Pouzin is director of an ARPA-type packet switched network called Cyclades, which interconnects a number of French scientific centers. For a long time, he has been nagging the carriers to offer "datagram" service in addition to the "virtual call" service specified in X25.

Under the datagram scheme, a carrier-specified protocol controls message flow within the network, and the user—or his supplier—specifies the codes that regulate communication between the end points of the message path. The bits comprising the user's message, as well as those controlling the end-to-end control codes, are placed inside the carrier-specified protocol and travel through the network without being altered.

One way of implementing such a scheme would be to locate the user-network interface in a remote terminal controller and a computer front end, use HDLC to communicate between these two points, and embed the user-specified protocol as well as his message, in the HDLC information field. This can't be done without rewriting the
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Present version of X25, however, because it specifies a "packet-level" protocol, controlling end-end communication, that uses several bytes within the HDLC information field.

Pouzin insists the carriers want to specify the end-end control codes mainly so they can control the kind of terminal and communications subsystems attached to the ends of the packet message path. In at least some cases, he adds, the carriers want to supply this equipment themselves.

Carrier spokesmen have denied these charges repeatedly, but at last month's ICC, there was some evidence that Pouzin may be right.

P. T. F. Kelly, director of planning for the British Post Office and one of the chief architects of X25, in the course of discussing his paper presented by Pouzin and others at a session on "National Policies and Business Development in Computer Communications," said there is no basic difference between traditional circuit multiplexing and the multiplexing of messages generated by individual "user processes" within an intelligent terminal or computer.

Traditionally, this latter function has been performed largely by dp systems.

Phil Hirsch

Training

S/3 Programmers Anyone?

What may be the first training school for IBM System/3 programmers graduated its first class last month but it's hardly flooding the world with System/3 programmers.

The Los Angeles Urban League Training Center started its System/3 program last February and installed a System/3 Model 10. The center is supported by IBM and it was the computer giant's idea to start the course.

"IBM looked at the market," said Irma Hopkins, an IBM systems engineer, temporary program to the center to teach the first three S/3 courses. "In the Los Angeles area," she said, "there are more than 5,000 S/3 installations."

So the systems are there and the course is available. The Urban League Training Center is in its seventh year of training disadvantaged students for careers in data processing. The S/3 course replaced a discontinued keypunch course. It lasts for 12 weeks on 9 to 5 schedule five days a week, "but most students stay late," Hopkins said.

She said 13 is the maximum for one class but she hasn't hit that yet. The first class graduated six students and the second class five. "We'd like more."

Placement hasn't been easy either. "We're up against unemployed programmers used to big systems who can easily handle a System/3 and need jobs." She particularly cited former employees of Xerox Data Systems. The center has placed four of the six graduates from its first System/3 course.

Hopkins said the students that elect to take the S/3 course over a 370 COBOL programming course that the center also offers, choose it because it offers "a whole concept. We teach RPG II programming, accounting principles, disc design, disc concepts, and all technical aspects of the system. When our students are finished they are real professionals."

Hopkins will be teaching one more S/3 12-week course beginning Sept. 27. Then it's back to being a systems engineer.

Companies

What's In a Name?

What would you expect to buy from a company called The David Jamison Carlyle Corp.?

Securities maybe or a family plot. Certainly not Teletype compatible computer terminals but that's what the firm sells.

The David Jamison Carlyle Corp. was founded by Dennis Cagan, 31, former western Regional Manager for Lear Siegler's terminal operation. He lays claim to having sold more than $25 million worth of video terminals over the past five years for Lear Siegler, Delta Data and Dataserv.

When he and his girl friend picked
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the name for his new company, he wasn't sure what the company would be doing. It was started for tax purposes. "We started playing around with snooty names in various combinations." The only restriction was he wanted the name to match his initials—D.J.C.

Cagan really got his business going in June during the National Computer Conference when he committed to buy $1 million worth of the new Beehive B-100 video terminals. He's already sold 5. "I get quantity prices so I can undersell Beehive and offer faster delivery since I'm already on their delivery schedule and they're heavily back-logged."

Cagan isn't going to handle only Beehive terminals. He's already looking at developing pollable terminals for small systems (the Beehive terminals are point to point) because he thinks "that's the way the small business market is going to go."

Aiming at medium size OEMs

In the early stages with his company he's aiming primarily at medium sized oem's. He's offering quantity price discounts but selling one at a time. "Manufacturers can't do that and the medium oem's don't like paying for quantities when they want to get them one at a time."

He doesn't feel this will be his business in the future though. He thinks the terminal market ultimately will be a consumer market much as the calculator market is now. He thinks it will include such things as crt terminals in the form of wrist watches. It's a market he intends to be in.

Cagan, who majored in economics at ucla, didn't set out in life to sell terminals. After a stint in the marines he ran a lamp factory but he didn't think he was going to get anywhere with that.

He took several months off during which "I just lay around the pool at my apartment thinking about different industries I might want to get into." He decided computers were it so, through a friend in his apartment building, he got a job as a computer operator with Service Bureau Corp. which he held for a year. From there he got into time-sharing sales with the Pillsbury subsidiary, Call-a-Computer. Then a small systems firm which was acquired by a service representative firm and merged into a company which became Datasmart. And that's when he began selling terminals.

Credit Reporting

Data on Businesses Now Offered by TRW

The huge personal credit reporting group at TRW, Inc. last month began offering a similar service on some 600,000 business firms. It also was converting the operating system of its IBM 370 machines in Anaheim, Calif., to take advantage of cheaper storage to hold a rising flood of data.

The new service, called National Credit Information Service, is being marketed by the National Association of Credit Management (NACM) to its 39,500 members who include credit managers of most of the large industrial and financial concerns in the U.S. Members with teleprinters will get credit information directly from TRW's computers and those without terminals will buy the information from 50 local NACM offices who have teleprinters.

Information is extracted from the automated accounts receivable data provided on tape, and sometimes disc, by contributing firms every 90 days. About 520 companies now are providing information and TRW officials expected eventually to be receiving data from some 2,500 contributing customers on about 2.5 million companies.

The service will be run on the same
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CIRCLE 123 ON READER CARD
computers, as TRW uses to keep credit tabs on some 50 million persons applying for loans and charge accounts in 19 metropolitan areas—two 370/158s and a 155. TRW is now converting from OS/MVT to IBM's top-of-the-line operating system MVS, release 3.7 so that it can acquire IBM's new 3350 disc drives. At present, some 16 billion bytes of data are stored on 80 spindles of IBM's 3330 disc drives.

For the 3350s
Tad Davies, director of computer technology, said the company is selecting MVS solely to take advantage of the new devices which IBM supports only on VS machines. The same amount of data can be stored on about 60 spindles, but the main saving is in storage costs, which are reduced to $2.80 per million bytes on a 3350 from $5.60 per million bytes on a 3330. "That's $45,000 a month—enough to buy another CPU," says Davies, who thinks TRW probably will add a third 158 and later turn to a configuration of a 158 and 168. "We've never stayed more than 18 months with the same computer system," says Davies of the 10-year-old operation.

TRW began the conversion in the first quarter of this year and, is moving in "small steps" to complete conversion. One of the 158s began running MVS in June and the conversion should be completed sometime in the fall.

MANAGING TAPES: The growing files at TRW require a close analysis of tape and disc usage. Company is converting to IBM's MVS operating system to conserve disc storage. Next move: an IBM 3850 mass storage device?

The National Credit Information Service has been in the works five years. It began as a study by NACM and TRW and an organization called the Credit Research Foundation. The study, according to recent statistics, was timely. Federal Reserve Bank estimates say total corporate accounts receivable in the U.S. grew to almost $300 billion by late last year, up 40% from 1970.
TRW thinks the market for business credit information will grow to $590 million by 1983, more than double the estimated 1975 volume of about $251 million.

A TRW credit report contains information on how firms pay their bills to other suppliers, based on automated information from these suppliers. A typical report lists the date of last sale, payment terms, recent maximum credit, amounts currently owing and past due, amounts in 30, 60 and 90-day categories. With the report is a trend analysis of a firm's payment record for the previous six months. Its types of creditors are not identified but lumped instead into industry groupings.

A member who contributes information to TRW pays $3.55 or $3.95 for a report, depending on whether he has a teleprinter or gets the information from the local NACM office. Others are sold at from $5 to $6 through the NACM, which shares revenues with TRW for its marketing services.

The biggest provider of business credit information is Dun & Bradstreet who services 80,000 client concerns and has information on more than three million companies. It sells its services under individual contracts that obligate a company to buy a specified number of reports a year. (TRW customers, on the other hand, pay a flat fee for each report.) In some cases, the D&B contract can run large companies into the hundreds of thousands of dollars a year and smaller concerns find it difficult to use as many reports as called for under the contract.

So as the TRW files fill up, many D&B defections can be expected, according to some credit managers. Spokesmen for D&B and TRW, however, say that clients may take both services, since they don't fully duplicate each other.

Nevertheless, TRW executive vice president J. Sidney Webb says, "It'll irritate them." He said TRW was approached by the credit managers association because of its track record with the personal credit reporting system. "We had the software in place and the experience," says Webb. However, the business reporting system required an additional software development program that cost TRW close to $1 million.

Says Davies, whose job is to deal with the problem of storing the huge mass of data, "we've got to seriously analyze our file storage. Some things don't have to be on disc." The next step might be IBM's 3850 mass storage system, "but not until we're convinced that IBM has solved its software problems with the 3850," Davies says.

---
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Financial

A New Financial World Out There

The First National Bank of Boston employs a bright and articulate economist who dashes about the pages and television sets of Boston newspapers and television stations, singing the praises of business expansion. He enjoys high media visibility and is a vocal promoter of business and industrial growth.

But, like all banks, the First National Bank of Boston has a clandestine side, which at times may appear to be counter-productive.

A glimpse into that darker side occurred recently when the bank, the lead bank among those lending to Cambridge Memories Inc. of Bedford, Mass., decided to call the loans they had with the computer firm.

What has sent shivers through other smaller computer companies is the fear that the Boston bank's action may be a new sign of troubled financial times for the computer industry, new times in which banks may be feared rather than trusted.

A few weeks before the banks decided to call the loans, Cambridge Memories (CMI) made an announcement that John J. Coleman had joined the company as chairman of the company's operating committee. Knowledgeable sources said that Coleman had been appointed at the insistence of the bank and the sources believe that Coleman represented the interests of the bank rather than those of Cambridge Memories.

Not Insurmountable

The most intriguing aspect of the situation was that many believe CMI's problems were not insurmountable. The firm had a good lease base valued at $13 million (which it pledged to help meet its indebtedness of $16 million). Moreover, it had signed a promising deal with Control Data Corp. in which the smaller add-on memory firm was to manufacture an IBM-compatible mainframe it had designed for Control Data to market.

In addition, CMI had its on-going add-on memory business and it was rapidly developing and refining a semiconductor capability. The firm, however, was strapped for capital and critics of Cambridge Memories felt that the
They made
The Intelligent Choice.

They chose Mohawk Data Sciences. For the very best reasons.

We began the revolution in data entry in 1964 with the introduction of our key-to-tape data recorder. Since that time, Mohawk Data Sciences has played a major role in the worldwide development of data entry and data communication equipment. The world's leading corporations, covering the full spectrum of business endeavors, have selected MDS to meet their most exacting requirements. Over 3500 companies (including a majority of the Fortune 500) chose Mohawk.

Our commitment to quality and innovation makes us invaluable to these extraordinarily successful companies. In pursuing this commitment, we manufacture a complete line of systems in our own facilities and to the highest, most rigid standards, possible.

As computer technology has traveled across the world, so has MDS. Our products are marketed and serviced through approximately 300 of our own offices in the United States, Canada, Western Europe, South Africa, and through independent distributors in more than 50 other countries. This far-reaching network permits us to serve multi-national companies with the international expertise that's absolutely essential. That's why we're the intelligent choice of the Fortune 500!

We'd like to tell you why all the companies pictured here—and many more too numerous to name—prefer MDS. We think their reasons will prove right for you, too. Contact your local MDS representative, or call or write us directly—so you can make your own intelligent choice.

EXECUTIVE HEADQUARTERS
1999 Littleton Road
Parsippany, N.J. 07054
(201) 540-9080

MDS CANADA, LTD.
85 Idema Road
Markham, Ontario
(416) 495-6060

MDS INTERNATIONAL SERVICE CORP.
Rue Ducate 53
1020 Brussels, Belgium
(02) 513-45-43

Mohawk MDS
Data Sciences
The Intelligent Choice.

MDS System 2400—System 2400, ideally suited for medium to large volume Data Entry installations, accommodates up to 32 key-stations, ready-to-use data entry software, user programmability, intermediate disk storage of up to 150,000 125-character records, concurrent communications, and more. Enjoy the same high level of performance that thousands of System 2400 users are experiencing worldwide by selecting System 2400 for your application.
news in perspective

company had spread itself too thinly in too many different directions in a time when the Wall Street equity markets had dried up.

At this writing, Cambridge Memories was in business on a sharply reduced scale.

As nearly always seems the case in the computer industry there was another factor in CMI's problems—IBM. The colossus announced its 138 and 148 models at sharply reduced prices shortly before the banks called CMI's loans and this led some observers to speculate that the drastic price reductions of the new IBM equipment caused a minor panic in the banks.

Whatever the reasons for the problem, the whole situation serves to underscore the fact that there has been a new financial world out there in the past few years facing computer companies and it has as much comfort and predictability as a tornado.

The strong get stronger

The exception, already noted, is IBM. The dominant computer company continues to operate from a financial position of power that, if anything, seems to strengthen while the position of the remainder of the industry weakens. IBM, for instance, had $4.7 billion in working capital available at the end of 1975—a figure several times the amount of working capital available to all the other firms in the industry combined.

The irony is further compounded in that IBM, which has the capital, is the only firm that doesn't need it. IBM's wave of leased equipment acts as the firm's very own private bank, churning up seemingly endless supplies of money. The last time IBM had to go outside the firm to raise funds was in the mid-1960s when it was faced with the extraordinary expense of funding the 360 Series.

Should IBM decide to move aggressively in the data communications area—and should governmental regulatory agencies permit it—then that $4.7 billion in working capital should be enough to fund IBM's activities in data communications and telecommunications.

Even AT&T would be no match for the mighty IBM bank. Ma Bell's relatively easy accounting methods, in addition to other factors, mean that the telephone giant must acquire capital for growth by going to the country's equity markets which have been severely strained in the past few years.

The equity markets, more specifically, the stock markets, have been playing a quiet, and often troubling role in recent years in the computer industry which ultimately receives its funding from the sale of public stock or the hope of selling stock to the public. Once again, IBM is Point Omega.

A religion

Ten and 15 years ago, IBM stock was often referred to as a religion and small wonder: anyone who invested $10,000 in the stock in 1950 found that it was worth a quarter of a million dollars 12 years later. IBM, it was said, was an acronym for "I Buy Money."

Likewise, IBM competitors, all seeking to be "the next IBM," often saw their stocks soar into the stratosphere. Control Data sold at $50 at 150 times earnings and the stock of Ross Perot's Electronic Data Systems sailed into the $100s, sporting a price-earnings ratio, if traditional accounting methods were used, of 200.

All that has changed now, however. IBM's stock traded higher in 1967 than it did in 1976, and Control Data and EDS stocks long ago came back to earth with dull thuds that often flattened the wallets of investors.

One result is that there hasn't been much equity raised by computer firms in the past few years. The younger, rapidly growing companies have often had to mortgage away their assets to banks—and sometimes suffer the consequences like Cambridge Memories —and many promising computer and computer-related companies have had to be acquired by larger, less imaginative, but more liquid companies. All this has blunted competition in the industry.

The stock market difficulties have undoubtedly been exacerbated by the restrictive monetary policies of the Federal Reserve Board under Chairman Arthur Burns, who slammed the brakes on the money supply with such force that it sent the nation's stock markets crashing through the windshield. Many economists believe that Burns' actions may have helped dampen inflation—his goal—but the structure of the capital markets may have suffered permanent damage in the process.

The foot soldier

In this bleak atmosphere in which many investors suffered nearly as much during the 1970s as veterans of the depression stock market collapse, it is small wonder that the individual investor—the foot soldier of the country's financial markets, and, thus the financial underpinning of the computer industry—feels like cannon fodder.

In 1975, the New York Stock Exchange reported that the numbers of stockholders declined for the first time in 23 years and the decline was substantial—more than 18% since 1970.
standing alone...

Introducing Picture System 2. Far ahead of its predecessors and its competition, it sets a new standard for high performance computer graphic systems. Following a long-standing Evans & Sutherland tradition, Picture System 2 is a total computer graphics package, which includes the most advanced high performance hardware, powerful software, and outstanding reliability.

Complete software compatibility between Picture System 2 and our earlier Picture System is a result of Evans & Sutherland’s continuing commitment to its customers. Picture System 2 is available for delivery in less than 90 days. Arrange for a demonstration today.

Contact: Vel S. Casler, Director of Marketing, Evans & Sutherland Computer Corporation, 580 Arapeen Drive, P. O. Box 8700, Salt Lake City, Utah 84108. Telephone: (801) 582-5847, TELEX 389424 • In Europe: James F. Callan, Manager, European Sales and Service Office, Redifon Flight Simulation, Ltd., Gatwick Road, Crawley Sussex, RH10 2RL, ENGLAND. Telephone: Crawley (293) 511504, TELEX 87327

EVANS & SUTHERLAND
Worse, The Securities Industry Assn. reported earlier this summer that the trend is continuing and even appears to be accelerating in spite of the fact that the stock markets have gone up in the past year. Another indication of the disillusionment of individual investors appeared this summer when figures were announced that revealed that investor redemptions of mutual funds were continuing at a high rate and were acting as a drain on the stock markets.

A return to the industry of the instant computer millionaire.

At the same time, New York Stock Exchange and Securities and Exchange Commission reports indicate that insider sales of stock owned by corporate officers and directors have been rising, indicating that the insiders are unloading their cheaper unregistered stock on the open market. This action, too, tends to dampen the equity markets.

Still, the picture of outside financing of the computer industry isn't all gloom and doom.

One Wall Street computer analyst, Eugene K. Collins of Evans & Co., thinks that IBM stock will perform better in the future and will tend to pull the stocks of other computer firms along too.

"I think that IBM stock will do better in the future," says Collins. "Wall Street is already rethinking the composition of IBM's price/earnings ratio. If the company demonstrates that it can continue its fine sales and profit growth, then that will be bullish for IBM stock."

Into communications

Collins also believes that IBM will move more forcefully into the increasingly glamorous area of data communications and, as IBM's moves become more apparent here, it will make the firm's stock more attractive. In addition, Collins looks for some resolution of IBM's various antitrust actions sooner or later and when this does occur, he feels it will benefit the company's stock.

Another bright note has been the revival of the new issues market. A few computer companies have "gone public" in 1976 and several more are waiting in the wings, hoping to make an initial sale of stock to the public. The best known to go public was the Amdahl Corp. which sold more than one million shares to the public at $27.50 a share (Page 186). That price, however, was lower than the $35 a share the company had initially been hoping to receive and lower than the $28 a share it was once slated to receive for shares it planned to sell in a 1973 offering that was aborted. (Nevertheless, the offering signaled the return to the industry of the instant computer millionaire. Gene M. Amdahl and Eugene R. White sold 33,000 and 25,000 shares, respectively, of their stock to the public. According to the company prospectus, Dr. Amdahl purchased his stock for about $5 a share.)

Amdahl posted healthy profits when it went public, as did a few of the other firms who have gone to the new issues market this year—Documation and Four Phase Systems. One firm that went public this year without profits was Cray Research which sold stock largely on the basis of the reputation of its founder, Seymour Cray, who developed the super computers sold by the Control Data Corp.

While the new issues market is beginning to show signs of encouragement, however, the industry's corporate disasters continue to dwarf the small successes. The Singer Co.'s recent $400 million loss in computers and the Wyly Corp.'s decision to cease operations at its Data Transmission Co. (Page 186)—a move which could lead to a $100 million loss—are good cases in point.

—W. David Gardner
Now you can help your computer people interface as efficiently as your computer equipment!

Find out how... at

EDP LEADERSHIP: Integration of Communicating-Cooperating-Motivating

The EDP users in your company know what they want — and your Systems, Programming and Operations people are certainly able to implement it.

So it's aggravating when things get fouled up because of breakdowns in communication.

And what about the motivation of your computer people? How do you spur them on to maximum efforts when traditional motivational programs have proven to be hit-or-miss affairs? (Even when a program has been mildly successful in the short run, it's usually failed in the long run.)

Well, now there's a revolutionary way of solving both of these problems.

Our 3-day EDP LEADERSHIP briefing/workshop will give you proven techniques for improving communication and motivation dramatically. The meeting will be held in New York November 22-24, 1976.

Using lectures, exercises, and role-playing sessions, a highly trained staff from the Institute for Motivating Academic, Social and Political Achievement (IMASPA) will show you how to use motivation as a "call to action" — one your people will respond to positively and easily. How to mend any broken links in the chain of communication between user, Systems, Programming and Operations. How to "re-personalize" the sometimes de-personalizing world of EDP. And much more.

Our Management Systems Divisions offers some 24 other EDP-related programs as well — including meetings on mini-computers, teleprocessing, project management, systems analysis and design, EDP auditing, and microfilm systems.

Phone us for action. To register for the EDP leadership meeting — or to get complete information on any of our valuable programs — phone Program Director Alan Freedman at 212-586-8100, extension 507. Or write him at The American Management Associations, 135 West 50th Street, New York, N. Y. 10020. Or mail him the coupon.

It'll be smooth going from then on.
End of a Dream: Fed up with the telephone company's disregard for computer customers, Sam Wyly in 1968 launched his own company to move data digitally. Though pressed throughout its short life with huge cash problems, Data Transmission Corp. (DATRAN) was launched early last year and it turned out to be the most impressive, fastest and least expensive to use data network. In its first year, it had lined up 130 customers and had revenues of $1.4 million. But the cost was high: Wyly sold off a lot of profitable operations, including its successful remote batch terminal line, and put the entire company into hock to Swiss industrialist Walter Haefner, in return for some $40 million in loans. And it had fierce—and in some cases alleged unfair—competition from AT&T which also announced its own digital data transmission service. Finally, on Aug. 20, its negotiations to merge or sell the company having fallen apart, the company closed its doors in Vienna, Va. and arranged to appor­ tion its customers to other carriers. But not before filing a $285 million treble damages suit against Ma Bell for having "engaged in deceptive marketing techniques."

It's Fair Says the Judge: A Federal Communications Commission official has decided that American Telephone & Telegraph Co.'s long distance tolls are fair in rejecting recommendations by FCC staff members that AT&T be forced to divest itself of Western Electric Co. and Bell Laboratories Inc. The decision was handed down by FCC administrative law judge David L. Krausheer. Although an FCC employee, he is independent of the agency's trial staff, which had recommended a refund to Bell customers of $1.6 million in alleged overcharges for the period 1971-1975. The staff had proposed also that the commission urge Congress to break up AT&T in order to encourage competition in the telephone industry.

Counterclaim Filed: AT&T has filed a counterclaim against three Litton Industries subsidiaries which have sued it on antitrust charges. Ma Bell charges the Litton units with arranging "kickbacks, bribes and other improper or unlawful payments" to customer representatives and public officials. The Litton suit seeks $330 million in trebled damages and charges AT&T with antitrust violations in the interconnect market. The AT&T counterclaim, filed in U.S. District Court in New York City, also claims the Litton subsidiaries "improperly or unlawfully obtained proprietary data" belonging to Bell. The subsidiaries, Litton Systems, Inc., Litton Business Telephone Systems and Litton Business System have also named Western Electric, Bell Laboratories and seven Bell system operating companies in their suit.

A Week Late: $5.00 Less: Amdahl Corp. completed its first public stock offering Aug. 12, a week late and for $5.00 less per share than had been expected. The stock was offered at $27.50 per share through an 88 member underwriting syndicate headed by First Boston Corp. Amdahl originally had expected to realize $32.50 a share for the 1,000,000 shares offered. The week's delay in the offering was the result of the Securities and Exchange Commission's order­ing the firm to issue an amended prospectus because of an accounting problem stemming from a July shipment of a 470V/6 computer to Canadian Pacific. Earlier last month the Sunnyvale, Calif. firm doubled its Canadian sales to four. It installed a 4 megabyte 470V/6 for L'Industrielle Services Techniques Inc., Montreal, and received a $4.65 million contract from the federal government for a 470V/6 to replace a leased IBM 370/168.

Canadian Connection: Tymshare, Inc. and the Trans-Canada Telephone System said they have reached an agreement to interconnect Canada's Datapac packet switched network with TYMNET, Tymshare's international data network. The firms said this is the first international linking of packet-mode networks for commercial use in the world. It will give customers in Canada direct packet-mode access to a large universe of computers and data bases in the U.S.

Tymnet subscribers in the U.S. will be able to interconnect to Canadian computers tied to Datapac. Andrew McMahon, director of the computer communications group for Trans-Canada, said the Datapac network is now being field tested and will be put into operation later this year. Full interconnection with TYMNET in a packet-switched mode will be implemented next year.

A French Connection: Tymshare, Inc., Cupertino, Calif. based computer services firm, said it has completed previously announced arrangements for an investment in SLIGOS S.A., and for increased ownership in its CEGOS-Tymshare affiliate. Both SLIGOS and CEGOS-Tymshare are based in Paris, France, and provide computer services. Tymshare has purchased an 11 percent equity interest in SLIGOS for an investment of approximately $1.5 million cash. In addition, the firm made a loan of approximately $1.5 million, which is convertible at Tymshare's option, into an additional nine percent equity interest in SLIGOS. CEGOS-Tymshare has been an affiliate of the California company since 1969. Tymshare increased its ownership in the French concern from 20 to 45 for approximately $1.1 million cash.

United Buys Standard: United Telecommunications, Inc. has signed a definitive agreement with Standard Computer Corp, for acquisition of Standard via an exchange of stock. Standard, headquartered in San Pedro, Calif., provides time-sharing and remote computing services through its wholly owned subsidiary, Standard Information Systems, Inc., Wellesley Hills, Mass. United Telecom is a holding company which operates the United Telephone System, the nation's third largest telephone system serving 3.5 million telephones and more than 2,900 communities in 21 states.

Itil Acquisition: Itel Corp., San Francisco, and Computer Dimensions, Inc., Dallas, agreed in principle to Itel's acquisition of Computer Dimensions for Itel common stock. Computer Dimensions, which provides specialized data processing services to the automotive, insurance and financial credit union industries through a national network of data centers and communications facilities, would become part of Itel's Data Services Group.
Torrance Re-Ups: The city of Torrance, Calif., has renewed its computer facilities management contract with Computer Sciences Corp. a year ahead of schedule. The new four year contract is for $1 million plus systems development work. The city first signed on with csc in 1974 for management of municipal data processing operations and the development of new information systems. The early renewal, City Manager Ed Ferraro said, will give the city a fixed price on data processing operations into 1980 for budget planning purposes. He said it also will ensure the successful development of new information systems already underway.

Mergers Hold Even: Chicago based merger consultants, W. T. Grimm & Co., said merger announcements in the computer manufacturing and services field in the first half of 1976, totaled 27, the same as the 27 recorded in the first half of 1975. For all industries, merger activity totaled 1,270 transactions, up 5% from a year earlier. Means of payment for companies in the computer group, the Grimm study said, followed the pattern for overall industry. Of the 18 transactions on which price data was available, nine were for cash, seven for stock, and two for a combination of cash, stock and/or debt. Publicly held sellers accounted for six of the computer transactions compared with eleven for the first half of 1975.

New President at NCR: NCR Corp. has received a $1 million order for its new computer disc storage equipment, Super Disc, from System Development Corp., Santa Monica, Calif. NCR said the newly ordered Super Disc will give it immediate access to all information in its bibliographic retrieval system. The new discs will replace lower capacity disc equipment which permitted access to only a portion of the total information in their system at any one time.

S19 Million Sale: E-Systems, Dallas, paid $19 million in cash to acquire NCR Corp.'s wholly owned subsidiary, Electronic Communications, Inc. (ect), St. Petersburg, Fla. The new E-Systems subsidiary is engaged primarily in developing and producing military communications systems such as teleprinter equipment, telemetry data transmission systems, and mail processing systems. E-Systems is an international high technology company engaged in developing and manufacturing a broad range of electronic products and systems, including electronic warfare, communications, command and control, and guidance and control systems.

New Name, Place: Pertec Corp. has changed its name to Pertec Computer Corp. and its state of incorporation from California to Delaware. Ryal Poppa, president of the minicomputer peripheral equipment and data handling systems manufacturer said the
name change "reflects the broadening of Pertec's business. With the acquisition of Computer Machinery Corp. in the last fiscal year, we now have a strong position in data entry. The proposed acquisition of ICOM, which serves the microprocessor and microcomputer-based subsystem industry, points to other new directions for Pertec." The company continues to be listed on the American Stock Exchange under the symbol PTK, but has applied for a change in symbol to PCC.

Univac Closes Plant: Sperry Univac is closing its Utica, N. Y. plant which was manufacturing 90/30 computers, key-punch equipment, card punches and readers, and printers. The firm said it would transfer 100 to 150 people and seek placement for the remaining 800 to 850. Employment at the plant has dwindled from a peak of 3,800 in the early 1970s when it was producing 9000 series computers and plated wire memories. Reason given for the closing was a "drastic" reduction in the need for plant space for manufacturing created by technological advances within the computer industry.

Honeywell Organizes Group: Honeywell Inc. has established a Page Printing System organization to capitalize on what it terms "the growing acceptance" of its high-speed, non-impact printer products. Ronald F. Borelli, a member of the page printing development program since its inception, was named to direct the new business venture. The Page Printing System is a minicomputer driven electrostatic non-impact printer capable of speeds of 12,000 or 18,000 lines per minute. Borelli has management direction over all engineering, manufacturing, supplies, home office product marketing and field marketing support activities for the new organization.

New Life at Stanford: A Chilean computer scientist, imprisoned in his native country for three years, is now free and at work in the computer science department of Stanford University. Fernando Flores, 33, was the administrator of economic affairs in the cabinet of the late Chilean president, Salvador Allende Gosens. He was imprisoned along with other Allende cabinet members during the Chilean military coup in September 1973. Other cabinet members were later released but Flores, unexplainedly, was not. Members of the Stanford staff and Amnesty International were among those who worked for Flores' freedom but no reason was given for the decision to release him from the political prison. Flores is credited with being one of two men in the world who have successfully put a national government's entire economic plan onto a computer system.

Bright Outlook: A study by market researchers Frost & Sullivan Inc., New York City, finds the outlook for the U.S. semiconductor industry to be "extremely bright." Worldwide sales of semiconductors by U.S. manufacturers, at $2.2 billion in 1975, will reach nearly $3 billion this year and grow to $4.6 billion by 1980 and $5.1 billion by 1984, the study says. High density devices, especially microprocessors and memories, will account for most of the growth, the study shows, though the short term profits outlook for micros is uncertain. Discrete-type power transistors, rectifiers, field emission transmitters, microwave devices, and thyristors also will climb over the next decade, the 173-page study says, but the discrete device business overall will "remain relatively slack."
New! $1095 Fire Safe for small systems media

Now small systems users can have fire protection for valuable disks and tapes with Tab's DataGard™ fire safe. U. L.-rated to maintain a maximum internal temperature of 150° for one hour (85% maximum humidity), DataGard is designed in scale with small systems requirements. Outside dimensions are: height—39 1/2", width—32 1/8", depth—39".
The compact DataGard comes with casters and a textured off-white finish. Options include second door colors and a functional formica work top. The DataGard fire safe will economically store two 3348 Data Modules, ten 2315 Disk Cartridges or numerous other combinations of magnetic media including floppy disks, computer tape, microfilm, and cassettes.
For complete information, call your local Tab representative or write Tab Products Company, 2690 Hanover Street, Palo Alto, California 94304.
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(Continued from page 18)

just stops giving quality and quantity in people it sends to the meeting," when it isn't pleased with the members' actions. The action, of course, doesn't affect Amdahl users who have other IBM equipment. But such groups as Texas A&M, which uses only IBM software with its Amdahl machine, is out.

SOMETHING NEW FOR EECO

Electronic Engineering Co. of Calif. (EECO), around since 1947 and best known as a producer of punched paper tape equipment, last got into a new field in 1970 when it introduced a Nova-based hotel reservations system. Now it's doing a new thing again. The company has purchased a design for a Teletype-compatible terminal from Soroc Inc., Los Angeles, and expects to have a prototype built by January and to begin marketing shortly thereafter. The terminals will be used in their hotel systems in addition to being offered to the open market. The terminals will be pollable, something not common in the TTY-compatible field.

HE DIDN'T START A RESTAURANT BUT MAYBE SOMEDAY

Back in January, when he was board chairman of Basic/Four Corp., Al Cosentino had two consuming outside interests. One was hockey and the other, Italian food (January, p. 11). He was thinking of opening an Italian restaurant. He hasn't, though, it's still in the back of his mind, and he isn't playing hockey any more either. He doesn't have the time. He's too busy with what he did start after leaving Basic/Four in February because of "a difference in philosophy with the parent company," Management Assistance Inc., which Cosentino had joined in 1962 to found its service arm, Sorbus. What he started was Business Systems Products Inc., almost next door to Basic/Four in Irvine, Calif. and destined to be a head on competitor when its two small business systems, Advisor II, starting at $38,400 and Advisor III with a low price tag of $65,800, this month. Says Cosentino of the small business computer market: "It's big enough for everyone."

COMPUTER SELLS CALCULATORS

It finally happened. A computer was advertised by Macy's department store in San Francisco, specifically in the calculator department. It was the Adam computer, a small business device developed by Logical Machines Corp., of Burlingame, Calif., the firm that had a to-do with women's libbers over a product brochure featuring a nude girl seated at the computer console. In the Macy's advertisement a head and shoulders photo showed a pretty girl biting on an apple. Adam, the computer that doesn't require a special computer language, was used in the four-day showing to knock out biorhythms...but particularly to promote calculator sales.

NEW WASHINGTON EDITOR

Linda J. Plato has joined Datamation magazine as Washington editor. She replaces Phil Hirsch who has left the magazine to publish Data Channels, a communications newsletter launched three years ago by Datamation. Ms. Plato previously was with Computer Decisions magazine and EDP Weekly in Washington.

RUMORS AND RAW RANDOM DATA

A distraught Datran salesman said his company's closing in August (page 186) reminded him vividly of the Consumer Communications Reform Act—the "Bell Bill" to eliminate competition in the communications industry. On Aug. 19, the day before Datran closed shop, he said, "If Datran closes tomorrow the Bell Bill, in intent, has been passed into law"....We hear Memorex should have a 3350 type disc drive out early next year that will support DOS and possibly OS, something the IBM original does not....While users are still cheering for the sharp price cuts IBM uncorked in its 138 and 148, the competitors are still groaning. The reason: potential new purchasers of competing equipment—candidates for Honeywell's level 66 and Univac's 90/80 and 1110, for instance—are holding back their orders for new equipment waiting for those companies to cut their prices too...Disciples of APL obviously include many youngsters. The advanced program for the 10th international APL conference in Ottawa, Sept. 22-24 lists both hotel rates and rates for a youth hostel—the hostel being a mile and a half away from the conference hotel in the renovated Nicholas Street jail....IBM's executive v.p. J. Sidney Webb, speaking last month about the appeal of data communications, said he suspects the 13c first-class postage was being spent in this way: 3c for transportation and 10c for storage.
S/370 Computer Leasing: 7 Ways to Avoid Costly Mistakes

When you lease a computer you should get more than just a computer. You should also get protection, flexibility and solid savings over the life of the lease. But many companies overlook the following critical points when they lease:

1. **Early Termination—the Best Method?**
   The walkaway lease is most flexible. However, it is also the most expensive because it doesn’t require any guarantee of “residual value” at termination. Consider the more economical approach. Lower your monthly expenditure by placing some “residual value” on your System/370 because it will have some market value during the next few years. OPM can help you evaluate the relative cost savings and will structure your lease accordingly.

2. **ITC—Lessor or Lessee?**
   In order to attain a lower monthly payment, many companies give up the Investment Tax Credit. However, when the ITC is amortized over the term of the lease, it may often exceed the apparent monthly savings offered by an ITC Lessor lease.

3. **Future Upgrade Provisions?**
   A lease should give you the ability to choose the simplest and most economical way of adding on memory, features or other changes. Your OPM lease will specify the future cost of such upgrades. But it will also allow you to select other methods of acquisition.

4. **New Or Used Equipment?**
   Should you consider used equipment for all or part of your system requirements? OPM will explore with you the merits of leasing or subleasing used equipment.

5. **Sublease and Assignment Provisions?**
   You may want to sublease or assign your system to another user. OPM allows you to do so at any time during your lease. And will even assist you in finding a suitable sublessee or assignee.

6. **“Present Value”—The Great Equalizer.**
   Typically, you’ll be faced with many alternative methods of acquisition. OPM will develop for you a “present value” analysis that will take into account all possible variables. This analysis will show the true cost of the alternatives, and help you choose the acquisition method best suited for your company.

7. **Will Your Leasing Co. Be Your Lessor?**
   Or will it simply be a broker for an unknown source? OPM will always remain your lessor. And will always maintain its responsibilities and interests in your lease and in your present and future computer needs.

Which leasing company is right for you? At OPM, we believe we are. Our dynamic, innovative and analytical approach to leasing has enabled us to become the fastest growing leasing company in the country. And one of the most satisfying aspects of our growth is the fact that so many of our clients return to us for their additional leasing requirements.

These are only seven key ways we can help you. Send in the coupon or call to find out more about us.

In New York, call (212) 747-0220
Outside N.Y.S., call toll free (800) 221-2674

---

September, 1976
OK, Bell.  
OK, Codex.  
OK, Milgo.  
Fill in the blanks.  
Or we'll do it for you.

Network Control is our business at Intertel.  
We're very good at it.  
In fact, we're the #1 company in network control for on-line systems.

Naturally, we have competition.  
Naturally, our competition says they have network control for on-line systems, too.

Quite frankly, we think they don't.  
We think it's just talk. Or wishful thinking. Or both.  
And we're going to prove it.

Here's our challenge.  
If, within 30 days, they send us a specification chart for their product, we'll be happy to publish it in our next ad. Free of charge. Right next to our own.

And you can decide for yourself who has the best product.

On the other hand, if they don't respond, we'll tell you about that, too. And you can draw your own conclusions.  
Either way, you'll be better informed about network control.

In the meantime, if you want more information about a real Network Control System, one that can improve your system availability and cut downtime to an absolute minimum, call us.

We're #1 in network control.

Intertel  
6 View Brook Park  
Burlington  Massachusetts 01803  
Tel (617) 273-6850
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Bell?</th>
<th>Codex?</th>
<th>Milgo?</th>
<th>Intertel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Network Control System</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First System Installed:</strong></td>
<td>1973</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Systems Installed:</strong></td>
<td>More than 100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Configuration:</strong></td>
<td>Works with any on-line system.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DIAGNOSTICS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnose line, modem, terminal trouble</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At all speeds, 1200 baud-9600 bps</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simultaneous with data transfer</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In networks with multiplexers, concentrators</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English language display</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real-Time line level monitor</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remote site assistance required</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meters, oscilloscopes required</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RESTORAL</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bypass line failures</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All automatic at remote sites</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dial backup at all speeds</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200 baud-9600 bps</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-line spare modem</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OTHER FEATURES</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary Channel, simultaneous with data</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port Sharing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modem Sharing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridging, analog and digital</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. The Data Management Center, HEW purchased an encryption package called “Safegard” from Computer Linguistics of Albany, N.Y. It is not a Bell Telephone developed package as far as we know. We are unaware of any relationship of this package to AT&T or an AT&T related company.

2. This routine is provided to users of our Data Center as a possible method of protecting data under the Privacy Act of 1974, and is now being tested by our users. We recommend it we know. We
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requirement to encrypt privacy data.

OLIVER W. CAIRNS

Director, Data Management

Center

Office of the Secretary

Department of Health, Education,

and Welfare

Washington, D.C.

We believed that Safegard was origi-

nally developed by Bell Labs, and that the package then found its way into the private sector. In checking, we called Computer Linguistics, the company that sold Safegard to HEW; that company obtained the package from a firm called Digital Solutions which it acquired “several years ago.”

The actual origin of the package, it seems, is unknown.

As to HEW’s distribution of its notice, we think it clear, in context, that we meant dp employees.

Low-down terminology

The literature on top-down program-

ning has finally hit bottom with Dennis Geller’s “How Many Direc-

tions Is Top-Down?” (June, p. 109). Such nonsense phrases as “doing top-down bottom-up” and “upside-down stubs” don’t enlighten—they merely confuse. DATAMATION does a real dis-
service to its readers by printing arti-
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cles with such reckless unconcern for meaning.

This is not to criticize the ideas pre-

sented in the article; they’re good. It’s just the terminology that’s awful.

JAY A. SULLIVAN

Agoura, California

Structured assembler

While Capt. Rieks (“Structured Pro-

gramming in Assembler Language,” July, p. 79) mentions in passing that other macro packages facilitating struc-
tured programming in assembler lan-
guage exist, he fails to mention the possibility of preprocessors. Prepro-

cessors have an advantage over macro packages in that they are not limited to providing those facilities which can be implemented as macros. At NIH we are using a preprocessor (called ALP) for the IBM 370 Assembler which provides the facilities that are difficult or impos-

sible to implement in a macro package; some of them are:

• more civilized syntax (similar to PL/1 or Algol)

• no special notation for instruc-

tions in predicates

• boolean operations in predicates, including nested parentheses

• nesting level shown on listing

ALP also includes several highly use-

ful facilities which are possible in macro packages but were not men-

tioned in the article. Some examples are:

• CASE statement

• SELECT statement (generalized IF)
Cut your shipping costs in half.

Use big air freight containers and get United's "Daylight Savings."

Ship 3,000 pounds for the cost of 1,500 pounds.

We call this United's "Daylight Savings." You can save 50% or more on high density shipments. We figure the rates point-to-point, per container. So the more weight you load in each container, the less you pay per hundredweight.

Save all day.

To get your "Daylight Savings" rate, just get your shipment to us between 4 a.m. and 4 p.m.—our least busy time. All you do is load our big lower deck container and give it to us—we'll reward you with our big discount.

More widebody lift, more widebody destinations.

You've got the world's largest widebody fleet going for you at United. That means more destinations to choose from, more backup lift when you need it. In a word—reliability.

The denser your freight, the lower your rate.

United's "Daylight Savings" rates from New York City, for example:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weight of LD-3 contents (lbs.)</th>
<th>1500</th>
<th>2100</th>
<th>2700</th>
<th>3000</th>
<th>(Max.) 3160</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Density (lbs. per cubic foot)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York City to: flat charge*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>$138</td>
<td>$9.20</td>
<td>$6.57</td>
<td>$5.11</td>
<td>$4.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco 403</td>
<td>26.87</td>
<td>19.19</td>
<td>14.93</td>
<td>13.43</td>
<td>12.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles 385</td>
<td>25.67</td>
<td>18.33</td>
<td>14.26</td>
<td>12.83</td>
<td>12.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Based on airport-to-airport Time of Tender "Daylight Savings" rates. These rates were effective February 15, 1976, and are subject to change.

When you want to save big, call a friend. United.

No.1 in the U.S. sky

UNITED AIRLINES CARGO
You’re fast asleep—dreaming about native life in Tahiti—when the phone awakens you at 3 a.m. It’s your computer operator. The tape’s hung up. And your chances of getting more sleep are hung out to dry.

Sound familiar? It should. It’s a scene that’s repeated often enough. The average tape contains errors that cost your company money, and you a lot of rest.

If you’d only called your Data Devices International sales rep last week, the tape would have been humming and you would have been enjoying sweet dreams.

DDI’s Mark IV Magnetic Tape Cleaner helps you maintain your magnetic tape library at peak efficiency. Ridding tapes of dirt, foreign particles and redeposited oxide lumps that can turn them into a nightmare.

All this without affecting the information on the tape. And it’s the only tape cleaner with lifetime guaranteed self-sharpening blades, plus a vacuum system. Which means you don’t even have to fiddle with replacement blades or tissues.

DDI makes a complete line of media maintenance equipment, from the low cost Mark III Tape Cleaner to the Century 21 Tape Cleaner/Evaluator and CMS IV Disc Cartridge Cleaner/Verifier. Circle the reader service card number and we’ll send you the name of your local Data Devices rep, plus complete details on how you can justify the lease or purchase of the latest in media maintenance devices. You’ll sleep better knowing you did.

The 3 a.m. shutdown doesn’t have to be a way of life for the D.P. Manager.

Data Devices

The Economic Ones. Make Us Prove It. Write.

Data Devices International, Inc.
6301 De Soto Avenue
Woodland Hills, Calif. 91364
(213) 884-5500
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Today the world is marching

to a different drum.

The Zeta 3600 . . .

no drum plotter is faster,

more accurate, more versatile.

Once, large plotters meant CalComp. No longer.

Today, more and more people with big plotting needs
are coming to the Zeta 3600—where they get up to 4,000
steps per second off-line, 3,000 on-line. That means
speed up to 14.14 ips with an accuracy that's truly
astounding. The 3600's four pens each plot an area
34 inches by 120 feet. Increment size is 0.0025
inches. What's more, the cost is far less
than CalComp's big drum.

For remote users, our remarkable
3640 version plots 3,240 steps per
second. All that's needed is a 30
or 120 cps telephone hookup to a
central computer.

Standard incremental plot-
ting routines, using a 6-bit
output command, generate
the plots—creating length
vectors in ±X, ±Y, Pen Up,
and Pen Down movements.

Modular IC construction
keeps seldom called for main-
tenance quick and easy. Write
us today for free lit. Better
yet, march to your phone.
Zeta Research, 1043 Stuart
Street, Lafayette,
CA 94549.
(415) 284-5200.
letters

(Continued from page 194)

- EXIT statement (premature exit from a loop)
- NEXT statement (advance to next iteration of loop)

ALP is not the only preprocessor for assembler language in existence. In fact, it is a major enhancement (done at NIH) of AL, a preprocessor developed by Edward C. Haines at Mitre Corp. Other preprocessors exist as well, although preprocessors are not as common as macro packages.

I also have a point to make about higher level system implementation languages. Such languages would be better than assembler language for many applications which cannot be coded in a normal higher level language. However, the sad fact is that most IBM installations (at least) do not have one available. IBM refuses to release its PL/I (which is not an especially good language anyway), and nothing else has gained wide acceptance on IBM hardware.

In any case, assembler language still has a place since many higher level systems implementation languages impose restrictions on procedure linkage, storage allocation of local variables, and storage allocation of compiled code which are not acceptable for some systems, especially those involving implementation of multiprogramming dispatchers.

ROGER FAJMAN
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
Public Health Service
National Institutes of Health
Bethesda, Maryland

After having read theoretical articles on structured programming until my eyes are bleeding, it is refreshing to read something that is practical and useful.

R. BRUCE MCCORMICK
Computer Systems Consultant
Rijswijk
The Netherlands

A thank you
I want to say "Thank you" for placing a photograph showing that deaf people had the opportunity to participate at the NCC (July, p. 100) when the ACM's SIGCAPH (Special Interest Group on Computers and the Physically Handicapped) provided sign language interpreters.

This was my first professional experience to be able to "hear" and understand what the speakers had to say. Thanks to ACM's SIGCAPH and Steven Jamison, Vice Chairman for the Deaf.

PHILIP N. MOOS
Lead Application Programmer
Rutgers University
New Brunswick, New Jersey

DATAMATION welcomes correspondence about the computer industry and its effect on society, as well as comments on the contents of this publication. Letters should be typed and limited in length to 250 words, if possible. We reserve the right to edit or select excerpts from letters submitted to us. Write to 1801 S. La Cienega Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90035.

THE LINK TO YOUR SYSTEM - - -
GNT Automatic Paper Tape Equipment

Our Data Products Division has developed a complete range of peripherals designed to suit most systems and flexible enough to meet your needs.

From our programme we present

MODEL 3406
the new self-winding Paper Tape Station
Model 3406 has automatic paper tape loading and incorporates MOS/TTL/DTL handshaking interface and integral power supply.

MODEL 3424 Paper Tape Punch Station.
Table Top Unit
With TTL Logic and Power Supply.

OTHER OUTSTANDING GNT PRODUCTS INCLUDE:

Model 26 Photoelectric Readers. Up to 500 ch/sec. Primarily intended as input devices for minicomputers.

Model 34 Data Punch. Up to 70 ch/sec. Well proven - over 20,000 units installed to date. Received Danish Design Award. ALSO AVAILABLE AS SUB-ASSEMBLY PUNCH MECHANISM.

For further information contact:

USA: GNT AUTOMATIC INC - 440, Totten Pond Road, Waltham - Mass. 02154 Phone: (617) 960-3305 - Telex: 023318

Corporate Headquarters, Denmark: GNT AUTOMATIC A/S - 6, Telefonvej, DK-3680 Soeborg - Phone: (01) 69 51 88 - Telex: 27064

Visit us at Wescon, Los Angeles
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Eleven compelling arguments for choosing a computerized personnel/payroll system from InSci

Compelling argument number one
InSci guarantees to get your system up and running fast. C.O.D. software can leave you holding the bag—not only for installation, but communicating the system's capabilities and potential to your personnel and payroll people. InSci installs it to your satisfaction—and then makes sure that the system is used to its fullest.

Compelling argument number two
We have satisfied Users. It is imperative that you buy a system that is in actual operation. Talk to users of our system. Visit the site and witness the system in action. Let their success guide you in your decision.

Compelling argument number three
InSci Systems are user-oriented. Every InSci package comes with full documentation and user's manuals that allow the Personnel and Payroll Departments to be masters of their own fate. Even our retrieval system (GRS) understands and speaks English. And, because of our experience in hundreds of installations in all kinds of companies, you are assured of an extraordinary level of competence in training. When we leave, you'll be in total control.

Compelling argument number four
The InSci Human Resource System is flexible and economical. It can grow with you. You are looking at the most flexible system available. This system provides the capability you need to support payroll and handle all of your personnel-related functions, including compliance with EEO, ERISA, and OSHA legislation, manpower planning, management development, salary and benefits administration, and health and safety programs.

Compelling argument number five
If you don’t have a computer—or don’t want to use yours—use ours! Manual handling of personnel/payroll information is inherently error-prone, and sometimes even dangerous! Contact our Systems Service Division, With or without a computer you need a Personnel/Payroll System from InSci.

Compelling argument number six
We keep informed—and keep you informed. We hold seminars and conferences to let you know what’s happening and what’s going to happen. At our Annual User’s Conference you'll pick up valuable ideas on better ways to use your system. Management problems, EEO, ERISA, OSHA and other vital issues don’t sneak up on you. (Right now we’re keeping abreast of the Privacy issue—so you won’t be caught unaware.)

Compelling argument number seven
The background and experience of our personnel is outstanding. InSci has been designing systems for more than ten years in all types of environments—you don’t have to “start from the beginning” with us. We’ll study your problems and help you solve them. We know our business.

Compelling argument number eight
We stay on top of EEO, ERISA, OSHA, Privacy and other legislation companies can no longer ignore. Our systems are designed to handle the extraordinary amount of record keeping and reporting necessary for compliance. Your legal headaches in these areas can be a thing of the past.

Compelling argument number nine
InSci is a dynamic, financially secure company. Because of its corporate connection with CPC, one of the world’s largest multi-national corporations, InSci enjoys an enviable security unique in the industry. Add to this, the remarkable growth InSci has experienced in the last eleven years—and you know you’re dealing with a WINNER.

Compelling argument number ten
The value of our HRS is greater than the price. We will be sure that you get the system that meets your current needs at the best possible price. Then, as your needs grow, we will help you to expand your system as it becomes necessary.

Compelling argument number eleven
InSci looks ahead and stays ahead. This is a growing company of professionals who have tremendous pride in what they have accomplished and, more importantly—an insatiable desire to get better. We look forward to meeting you in person. Meanwhile, to learn more about ERISA, EEO, Privacy and other issues vital to management—send for our 5-Part Personnel Management Information Kit—free. It will tell you even more reasons why you should buy a personnel system from InSci.
Do you know the company that publishes Datamation...

...sells more books in the leisure field than the combined sales of the top five books on the New York Times' Best Seller List!

...informs over 1,500,000 readers every month of the latest news, trends, and developments in multi-billion dollar business markets!

...helps to train maintenance craftsmen in some 85 countries around the world at one-third the cost of traditional methods!

These are just a few of the facts about Technical Publishing Company.

Our Company "tours" through DSI Books, Inc., formerly Digest Books, Inc., more than 60 titles serve the growing consumer leisure market in the areas of sports, hobbies, crafts, and health, with sales last year totaling nearly 2.5 million books.

Technical Publishing Company "tours" with seven business/ professional magazines serving specialized markets: Computing Engineer, Datamation, Electronic Engineering News, Electrical World, Research & Development, and Ensign. Each is an authoritative leader in its field, serving a clear need for business information to help our 1.5 million readers in their jobs.

We "train" with TPC Training Systems. These proven, self-instructional courses are in use throughout the world, helping to develop skilled maintenance craftsmen. They are used in more than 12,000 manufacturing plants, hospitals, utilities, institutions, government facilities plus over 200 vocational and technical schools.

Technical Publishing Company is publicly owned and our stock is traded over-the-counter. In 1976, our sales were up 26% with a return on equity of 25%, one of the highest in our industry.

For information on any of our properties or the company, write to James S. Fallet, President and Chief Executive Officer.

Technical Publishing Company
180 North Grove Avenue
Barrington, Illinois 60010
Considering OCR?

Compare and Decide

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>IBM 3886</th>
<th>OBM Laser OCR-ONE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reading Speed</td>
<td>Approx. 300/hr.</td>
<td>More than 450/hr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Lines per Inch of OCR-A</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Timing Marks on Each Form</td>
<td>Required</td>
<td>Not Required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-Line Correction</td>
<td>Extra Cost Option</td>
<td>Standard Feature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programming Required</td>
<td>Specialized</td>
<td>Lead Sheet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>Computer Room</td>
<td>Ordinary Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost . . . 2 year rental with maintenance*</td>
<td>Approx. $4,000/mo.</td>
<td>$2450/mo.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Based on off-line model with industry compatible 9 channel single density tape drive. Includes recognition of alphanumeric OCR-A and numeric hand-print. Also, with on-line correction, line marker and serial numbering.

Compare the performance, accuracy and economy of the Laser OCR-ONE with systems costing many thousands of dollars more. We believe you'll be convinced!

This unique system sets a new standard of excellence for optical character recognition. Simply programmed, easily operated and highly flexible, the Laser OCR-ONE is designed for today's cost conscious market.

We'd welcome the opportunity to give you a demonstration and provide detailed information on the remarkable advantages of the Laser OCR-ONE. Contact me today for complete cost-saving information.

Billy Graham
Vice President/Marketing

Optical Business Machines
900 East New Haven Avenue
Melbourne, FL 32901
305/727-1774
WE MAKE THESE ELECTROSTATIC PRINTER/PLottERS EASIER TO READ.

Test it yourself with a free sample roll.

Graphic Controls electrostatic paper reads easier than conventional types. Because it's obviously whiter...giving a sharper, blacker look to letters, numbers, dots and lines.

We should be able to produce a better paper. Making specialty papers is our ONLY business. We produce both report and translucent grades that fit all Gould, Varian and Versatec electrostatic printer/plotter in both roll and fanfold form.

In the wider roll sizes we offer the unique feature of rolls cross-perforated every 11 inches for easy fanfold stacking.

As a standard feature, we sequentially page number all of our fanfold packs for increased operating efficiency and ease of information retrieval. For your specialized applications, roll and fanfold paper is available with preprinted formats in your choice of color.

All this and...priced significantly below your present supplier.

For more information—or a free sample to make your own reading test—use the coupon. Or call Ray Newstead, Manager of Marketing. Phone: (716) 853-7500, Ext. 352.
Introducing soft hardware.

We call it firmware. Here's how it works:

**Design your own computer.**

With firmware, we can tailor our computer to your application. It's like starting from scratch and designing your own computer for your particular needs. It's more efficient than software adaptations because firmware is five to ten times faster than equivalent software.

**Your software will run only on your computer.**

Firmware is like hardware. It becomes part of your computer. It makes your computer different from every other computer. That means the software you write will run only on your computer. It's absolute protection for proprietary software.

**If you've already got software, we'll build our computer around it.**

Firmware allows a Microdata minicomputer to emulate any computer ever made. If you've already spent a bundle on software, you can protect that investment. And by putting your most frequently used software routines in firmware, you can take advantage of the considerable increase in power and speed you get with Microdata minicomputers.

**Firmware grows right along with you.**

Firmware gives you all the advantages of hardware and all the flexibility of software. You can add firmware any time your application becomes more demanding. And you can change it completely without buying new hardware.

**Some people call it microprogramming and all our computers have it.**

You may already know that we've been talking about microprogramming. State-of-the-art microprogramming is what makes our Micro-One microcomputer and our 1600 and 3200 series minicomputers the most sophisticated and the most powerful computers for any application. It also makes them the most economical.

**There's more.**

Write us on your letterhead for the whole story on our microprogrammable minicomputers.

Now that you know about soft hardware, you can work your software harder.

Write to Microdata Corporation, P.O. Box 19501, Irvine, CA 92713.
Off-line

The stunning success of the Viking 1 Mars landing has prompted many suppliers to claim partial credit for its success, and justifiably so. Some are in our industry: Dicomed Corp., the Minneapolis manufacturer of high resolution special purpose CRT displays, also makes image recorders which take the first, unprocessed images from the Viking cameras and hold them for subsequent data processing; Amcomp Inc., Sunnyvale, Calif., is the primary supplier of six disc magnetic recorders that supply and process the monochrome and color images of the Martian surface.

The term "links" when applied to golf has traditionally signified a course situated along the ocean, but the definition may be changing in the computer age. In an effort to improve spectator information on activity at this year's British Open Golf Championship, held at the Royal Birkdale Golf Club in Southport, England, July 5-10, "links" were set up between a Univac DCT-500 terminal in the central score control room and two others in the press tent. Scores telephoned to the score room were keyed in and automatically relayed to other terminals for printing and posting on the scoreboards.

Triformation Systems, Inc., Stuart, Florida, has developed a portable interactive strip embossor, a Braille device for producing Braille in strip paper tape form on tty and tty-compatible terminals.

Don't throw away those crashed or used up IBM 2314 or 3330 (or compatible equivalent) disc heads before checking with Trans-Data Corp. in Belmont, Calif., first. The vendor is in the replacement head business (head hunter?) and is always on the lookout for sources of used heads.

Bradford J. Miller, assistant v.p. at Chicago's Harris Bank estimates that the 3M Computer Output Microfilm system the bank uses has eliminated the need to print nearly 21 million 11x14 pages of paper printout, or enough to make a stack six times as tall as the Sears Tower, the world's tallest building. Computer reports are now made into microfilm, and are eventually into microfiche at a considerable savings over paper, states Mr. Miller.

Graphics Terminal

The Megraphic 6014 resembles a number of other good quality low-cost graphics terminals introduced within the last year (some by new companies), but has one overriding feature that at the very least makes it controversial: the developers from the start have designed it to be compatible with the estimated ten thousand plus Tektronix 4010-4014 series terminals that have been received so well during the last half decade. Compatibility means cooperating with the same PLOT-10 software package that resides in the host cpu servicing Tektronix units. Another major difference between the 6014 and Tektronix' competitive offerings is that the 6014 features full-screen refresh and is being billed as a copy interfaces to a number of electrostatic 'plotters' are also available. The resolution of the screens is 1K x 1K 10-bit points, the vector generator speed is 5.6 usec across the screen diagonal, and there are a total of 16 intensity levels. Deliveries are scheduled for before the end of the year. MEGATEK CORP., San Diego, Calif.
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Doctor's Office DP

This relatively new firm is taking an interesting approach in the data processing market, tackling the private practice doctor market with, if you will, pardon the pun, "cradle to grave" service. Key to the marketing effort is the willingness of the company to customize the software so that office personnel will be seeing the same familiar forms they have been using all along, only generated by the system. An Interdata 616 with 64K words of memory is the computing engine, and the mainframe can support up to 50 terminals in a polling configuration, tape drives, from 5-200 megabytes of disc storage, and a 110 cps bidirectional printer. Not only is the system being offered nationwide, but the vendor is making arrangements on an international scale, first in Europe.

The software consists of the operating system and basic accounting packages which are altered to accommodate each customer's procedures. Medical records, billing, accounts payable, taxes, payroll, insurance forms, and government reports are all maintained by the system. System prices begin at approximately $21K. M. E. COMP CORP., Hurst, Texas.

FOR DATA CIRCLE 212 ON READER CARD

Interconnection Unit

The developers of the "3R" system hope it will become as basic to the data processing industry as the scholastic Three Rs—and that just might happen. The 3R makes it possible to connect two or three different manufacturers'
132 columns. Over 300 lines per minute.
Under $2000.*

In printers, it's not just a question of how much they cost,
but one of how much you get for your money. And on a price/performance basis,
nothing even comes close to the Teletype® model 40 OEM printer.

Besides getting a 132-column, heavy-duty impact printer that delivers over 300 lpm for less than
$2000, you also get a printer with outstanding flexibility and reliability.

The big reason behind the model 40's price/performance advantage over the competition
is our unique design. Even though it operates at speeds over 300 lpm, wear and tear is less than
you'd find in a conventional printer operating at a much slower speed. Fewer moving parts
and solid-state components add up to increased reliability and reduced maintenance.

We'd be ahead if we just stopped there, but the model 40 also offers
you a number of other features. Like a choice of character sets, operator-adjustable form width and
form length, parity error indication, and a built-in self-test feature, just to name a few.

For complete information, please contact our Sales Headquarters at:

The Teletype model 40 OEM printer.
Nothing even comes close.
The new Miniterm 1203 from CDI packs a fistful of powerful features into an easy handling, lightweight package that makes it a winner for every timesharing application.

Ideal for programmers, salesmen in the field, or anyone who wants to have computing power at his fingertips, the Miniterm 1203 interfaces with all popular timesharing systems and can be used just about anywhere. All you need is an ordinary wall outlet and standard telephone, and you're on-line.

The Miniterm 1203 is at home in any environment. Quiet and unobtrusive, it doesn't need much desk space and is built tough to take the punishment of daily use. In fact, it is the only portable terminal warranted for a full year.

All the Miniterm 1203 features have been designed with the user foremost in mind. For example, the unique 3-way mode keyboard has TTY, upper/lower case typewriter, or numeric only, selectable by the operator!

Everything about the Miniterm displays the kind of engineering excellence users have come to expect from CDI.

Go with CDI's Miniterm 1203. The portable terminal winner.

Go With The Guaranteed* Winner!

*one year warranty
Electrostatic plotters have always been faster than pen plotters—often hundreds of times faster. They can draw square feet of data while a pen plotter is writing its first thin lines. And because they use the electrostatic writing technique, high data density and plot complexity don't reduce speed.

With the new on-line Versatec 360/370 plotting system you can draw business graphs, production patterns and PERT charts. Or engineering drawings. Or contour maps. Or plot scientific data. In fact, you can draw just about anything, and do it faster, more reliably and at lower cost than with mechanical plotters.

The Versatec 360/370 plotting system operates without modification to IBM hardware, operating system or existing graphics programs. It uses standard IBM system and spool writers. Accepting data on the channel interface in burst, forced burst or byte multiplex mode, the system's double buffer accepts a maximum burst rate of 500,000 bytes per second.

The Versatec 360/370 plotting system can accept vectored pen plotter graphic information and automatically convert it to raster data for electrostatic plotting. This reduces host computer time, core memory requirements and I/O channel time. Overall plot processing efficiency is the highest available.

Versatec supplies everything—new on-line system controller that can accommodate up to four plotters, new plotting software that includes emulation of existing pen plotter programs, and wide selection of electrostatic plotters in widths from eight and one-half to 72 inches.

For more information, fill out the coupon for your copy of a new sixteen page brochure "The 360/370 Plotting System."

Now my 360/370 can plot thirty square feet per minute!
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rs-232c devices, such as ttys, modems, terminals, displays, or computers into a common system. a typical application would be adding a cassette unit to operate in parallel with a video display/keyboard already connected to a modem or a computer. each of the three ports on the 3r have associated switches that interchange transmit-and-receive signals and can be set up in either the voltage (rs-232c) or current loop (20 ma) mode. six more switches establish any combination of the 63 possible communication connections between three i/o devices, and each data path has an associated led monitor. the unit is priced at $350. digital laboratories, Watertown, Mass.
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Flexible Disc Terminal

The floppy disc send/receive (fdsr) terminal comprises a floppy disc with more than 311k characters of storage, rs-232 interface compatibility, and data/search capability. thus, the device should compete favorably with cassette-oriented terminals in applications more suited to the random access virtues of the floppy disc. more than 2,400 addressable lines of 128 characters each can be accessed from the fdsr or any asynchronous crt or keyboard/printer terminal for storage/editing purposes. prices begin at $1,995. randal data systems inc., Torrance, Calif.
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PDP-11 Communication

The lla 400 is a combination of software and hardware support for high-speed communication for dec pdp-11 minis running the dec rtiI or cmtex operating systems. the long line adapter, as it's called, enables 277,000 cps communication at distances up to 1.5 miles using only a single coax cable. the software support and dma hardware allow networks of computers using fortran or assembler language to communicate at high data rates for a relatively low price. two of the lla 400s can be purchased for $9k. system associates, inc., Troy, Mich.
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Data Collection

Even the clipboard has gone intelligent! the datamyte replaces the standard clipboard/stopwatch method of data collection. instead, entries are made on a numeric pad attached to a 16k memory bank. time recordings are automatic, with an interval timer adjustable from .5 to 32 minutes. add-on memory packs of 4k allow a range of positions up to 32k. to retrieve information from the datamyte, one merely plugs it into the rs-232 connector found on most terminals. direct readout for processing can then commence. the output rate is selectable from 110-4800 baud. output cables for Texas Instruments and Teletype Corp. products are also available. prices start at $2,490; 4k memory add-ons run $150; hip pack battery case $129; power/charger unit $139, etc.

electro/general corp., minnetonka, Minn.
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Intelligent CRT

At first glance, the 8030 display terminal looks a lot like most other microprocessor-equipped terminals introduced during the last several years, but this one has some unique features. first, the user can program communications functions directly from the terminal keyboard. communications speed, parity, bits per word, and stop/start bits are all programmable, as is an end-of-block terminating character. this obviously qualifies the 8030 to communicate with various manufacturers' communication protocols.

Two pages of memory are refreshed on the 8030, a total of 3840 characters. this makes it easier to scroll through both pages. for applications employing the "protected field" mode the terminal offers three more features: literals transmission, a capability that permits identification of the beginning and end of data fields by transmission of control characters imbedded in the protected field; trailing space suppress, that eliminates transmission of blank spaces in completed forms; and numeric field definition,
Solutions to some of the world's toughest communication requirements started with one simple message.

Collins' communication switching systems have solved some tough problems for leading airlines, manufacturers, banks, investment institutions, and government agencies. Applications that demand high speeds and capacities, utmost reliability, and the know-how to make it all work. The total traffic volume on these systems runs into millions of messages and data transactions every day.

If your business depends on extensive message and data communications over a distributed network, we have the experience to help you. Plus total turnkey capability. Call or write for details on our large C8500 and intermediate C900 systems. It could be the start of your solution.

Communication Switching Systems Marketing, Collins Radio Group, Rockwell International. Contact us in one of the cities listed.

Rockwell International

Dallas 214/690-5000
New York 212/661-6530
London 01-759-9911
Paris 686-10-03
Frankfurt (0) 6106-4093
Rome 851-104
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For example... today's cost for an IBM 360 is about 25% of the current price for an add-on Memory. This does not mean that you should put your 360 out to pasture. Far from it. Your 360 is a very enhanceable CPU and Standard Memories has a better idea... SMART® Systems. The simple addition of the Standard SMART® compatible Core Memory can give your basic 360 regardless of Model, an entire new generation of life expectancy.

SMART® Systems is total assurance of reliability, low-cost, minimal downtime, and huge increases in computer memory within a small space. The SMART® Systems Series are a unique memory attachment that offers the user complete flexibility of configuration. You can replace your present 360 core memory or expand its capacity to as much as 2.0 Meg-A-Bytes with a Standard Memories' SMART® System. You can actually more than double the capacity offered by IBM.

**MODEL SM 300**
IBM 360/30 Compatible Memory up to 512K Bytes

**MODEL SM 400**
IBM 360/40 Compatible Memory up to 512K Bytes

**MODEL SM 440**
IBM 360/44 Compatible Memory up to 1.0 Meg-A-Bytes

**MODEL SM 500**
IBM 360/50 Compatible Memory up to 2.0 Meg-A-Bytes

Call or write Herb Godfrey

STANDARD MEMORIES AN APPLIED MAGNETICS COMPANY

4120 Birch St., Suite 105, Newport Beach, CA 92660 (714) 752-8455 TWX 910-595-2533

IBM and their Model designations are registered trademarks of International Business Machines.

**ALSO AVAILABLE**: add-on memory for IBM 360/20 and SYSTEM/3 Model 10 & 15.

CIRCLE 90 ON READER CARD
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that prevents entering of all but numeric characters in certain fields, thereby partially pre-editing data.

The hardware specs include, a 15-inch diagonal, 1920-character display using 7 x 9 dot-matrix characters with a half-dot shift feature that yields an "effective" 14 x 9 dot matrix for better legibility. The price for the 8030 is $2,750. 
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Media Transportation

You certainly wouldn't want to risk damaging IBM (or equivalent) 3348 data modules when transporting them to other processing sites or to storage vaults. Not only do the modules cost upwards of $2K, they hold as much as 70 megabytes of your company's information on them. For that reason this manufacturer has introduced the model 5142 data module case. It's made of aluminum with a tubular handle and two locking draw bolts. The case is lined with form fitting shock absorbing polyester foam and is priced at $85.

ALUMINUM CASE CORP., Chicago, Ill.
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Computer Training

The Com-Tran Ten might just be one of the most sophisticated computer training devices ever built. For starters, there's 1K bytes of memory, expandable to 2K and even 4K. That allows operations to actually be performed instead of simulated, and there's simultaneous display of all register contents. A four-position mode-control switch can be used to slow the system down so that the student can see register contents change, or watch the cpu call for a memory address or instruction, etc. In the five manuals that accompany the system is a pre-programmed teacher instruction manual to help students learn through intuitive thinking. Also explained are concepts such as counting, shifting, decoding, timing, control, memory organization, and arithmetic techniques. Circuit principles are learned from the basic logic. Prices begin at $7,500.

DIGIAC CORP., Smithtown, N.Y.
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Hybrid Computer

One of the few segments of the industry that hasn't been able to benefit from the dramatic reductions in the price of integrated circuits has been the analog and hybrid computer community, since these machines are largely constructed of discrete components. This manufacturer has found a way to whittle the price down to under $35K, however, and that's for a reasonably capable system.

The MiniHybrid consists of a 16K DataPACER digital processor, and a model 185 parallel analog processor complete with communications interface for 60 analog/digital channels and an ASR-33 tty for digital I/O. Ap...
Hardware

Pended to the mini is 133K words of floppy disc storage, and the system can be expanded to include an alphanumeric/graphics CRT, x-y plotter and additional digital/analog interface capability. Optional peripherals include a 300 cpm reader and a 165 cps line printer. Contained in the analog processor are integrator/summers, summers, coefficient attenuators, multiply/divide circuits, track/store, and comparators. The usual patch panel is included for patching digital logic. Also featured are four-channel external data acquisition capability, and optional four-channel oscilloscope and the x-y plotter. The software consists of the operating system, five language processors (including FORTRAN IV), utilities, diagnostics, and program libraries. ELECTRONIC ASSOCIATES, INC., West Long Branch, N.J.
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Floating Point Circuit

The Model A Floating Point Board is designed for use with Intel 8080 microprocessors, endowing them with arithmetic speeds said to rival most minis. The unit performs add, subtract, multiply, and divide on BCD format floating-point values. The precision of the unit (up to 14 digits) is under program control. The typical add/subtract time is 20 usec, with typical multiply/divide times on the order of 100 usec. Those speeds are roughly 25 to 50 times faster than if the operations were performed in the 8080's software, the developers point out. The pc board is priced at $499.

NORTH STAR COMPUTERS, INC., Berkeley, Calif.
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Array Processing

Hewlett-Packard 2100 series users can now attach an array processing peripheral capable of performing up to 15 million properly rounded, 32-bit floating-point operations per second. The programmable array processing peripheral, called MAP, doesn't have truncation, noise, or scaling problems either, we're told. About a day is required to interface the hardware and software.

Among the operations that can be performed are a wide range of algorithms, (FFTs, complex multiply, correlation, convolution, recursive filter, etc.). SNAP II is the software provided with the MAP, featuring one-step procedures for initiating complex, real-time mathematical operations. Instead of requiring a sequence of steps as is needed with conventional processing units, one FORTRAN command allows the complete operation to be performed. An array of linear and nonlinear array functions as well as data management routines are contained in the program library for the MAP. Prices start at $8,400 for complete systems.

CSP INC., Burlington, Mass.
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for the equipment that deserves a good home

deskware™

MCN designs
525 Executive Boulevard  Elmsford, N.Y. 10523  (914) 592-8812

NO MATTER HOW YOU LOOK AT IT...

CAS III IS THE MOST FLEXIBLE, MOST USER-ORIENTED
FINANCIAL REPORTING SOFTWARE
ON THE MARKET TODAY!

SYSTEM HIGHLIGHTS
• Cientifically Driven/User Controlled
• Comprehensive Data Base
• New Concept in Documentation (Interdependent Referencing)
• Multi-Company (Service and Corporate Environments)
• Application Program Changes are Eliminated
• Modular Installation Based Upon Your Requirements
• User Controlled Report Writer
• Multiple Years of History
• Firm and Flexible Budgeting (Department, Cost Center, Account Level)
• High Volume Automatic File Maintenance
• Independent Edit/Validation Function
• Account Analysis to Detailed Transaction Level

COMPUTER REQUIREMENTS
• IBM 360/370, Univac 9400
• Available DOS and OS
• Interface to Any Data Base Manager

WHY NOT?
Let COMSERV take the proper look at your requirements soon.

Call or write -
SANFORD ROSEN
3050 Metro Drive
Minneapolis, Minn. 55420
(612) 854-2020
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Understanding the economic impact of a Kodak COM installation.

The most cost-effective approach to COM is a lot easier to find now because of a Kodak service called PRINTCOM. It lets Kodak actually premeasure the savings you can expect, using your own cost figures, when you put a Kodak KOM-80 microfilmer to work in your EDP environment.

During PRINTCOM analysis, we input as many as 300 of your cost variables into a PRINTCOM terminal and get back a detailed financial analysis of your immediate savings and of your long-term savings potential.

You will find this information invaluable, particularly in light of the emphasis being placed on return on investment.

Beyond PRINTCOM, Kodak is putting a great deal of effort into COM research. Some of this effort and investment has already paid off in technological improvements and versatile software programs Kodak can provide to its users.

A case in point is our new INFO-LINK I software package. It does away with the need for new application programs each time a microfiche job goes 'live.' It's just one more way Kodak can help you maximize your savings in the EDP environment.

The closer you are to COM, the sooner you should check with us. For an informative view of microfilm and the computer, write today. Eastman Kodak Company, Business Systems Markets Division, Dept. DP 6700, Rochester, N.Y. 14650.
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Fast Fourier Transforms
Systems houses assembling products for the vibration test, scientific instrument, bio-medical analysis, speech recognition, voice control, and mechanical test markets are going to need a Fast Fourier Transform processor to use with their minicomputer, and here are two new ones. They are totally self-contained and are based on the 16-bit MIPROC 16 microcomputer. The SPM-01 has a transform characteristic of 1 K complex points in 600 msec, while the SPM-02 can reduce the same data in 250 msec. Data input for the two modules can be in either analog or digital format at speeds up to 50 KHz, with a user-optional Hanning window as a standard feature. Either forward or inverse FFT are performed, with output transmitted in analog or digital form as either real, imaginary, alternate real and imaginary, or as a computer power spectrum. Prices for the SPM-01 and SPM-02 are $5K and $6K respectively. PLESSEY MICROPROCESSOR PRODUCTS, Irvine, Calif.
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370/168 Add-on Memory
Not only will the price schedule for the 370/STOR 168 add-on memory look attractive to IBM 370 model 168 users, the feature list looks pretty impressive, too. The memory is said to be completely transparent to all IBM hardware and software, including microcode and maintenance diagnostics. Almost as important, the 370/STOR 168 uses N-channel, static memory devices instead of dynamic ones, meaning that the memory doesn’t have to be refreshed every 20 usec or so. The result should be better cpu throughput. In addition, the chance for single-bit errors should decrease since the chips aren’t continually being refreshed.
A customer panel allows operators to isolate any failing one-megabyte partitions to determine if a failure is in IBM memory or this manufacturer’s.

An off-line switch further aids problem detection by allowing all of the vendor-supplied memory to be removed from the system, leaving only IBM-supplied memory functioning. Prices are as much as 40 percent below equivalent IBM prices, it’s claimed, CAMBRIDGE MEMORIES, INC., Bedford, Mass.
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Honeywell Printers
Line printers for all models in Honeywell’s 2000 and 6000 series product lines have been announced by this systems house. Four models are included, all featuring a patented print hammer system, 90° swing-open gate for ribbon and paper loading, accommodation of one- to six-part forms and interchangeable character sets—ASCII, OCR, upper/lower case, and custom sets.
The M-260 operates at 600 lpm
Data Entry
The 7218 numeric data entry device is intended for low-cost, numeric only applications, primarily with this manufacturer's NCR 250, 399, 499, and 8200 systems. The 7218 consists of a microprocessor, a numeric keypad and function keyboard, journal tape unit, and Philips-type cassette drive. Data is read into the 7218's memory using the magnetic tape cassette. Using the numeric keypad and function keys, the operator then enters data. Each entry is printed on the journal tape, providing an audit trail. Included in the 7218 is a five-function printing calculator with its own auxiliary memory and totaling register. The calculator can be used without affecting the data being recorded on the cassette. Prices begin at $2,275. NCR CORP., Dayton, Ohio.

Matrix Printers
This manufacturer's 5700 series consists of two models, capable of printing 330 and 165 characters per second. The single-head 5701 yields a print rate of 50 lpm across 132 columns, while the 5703, a dual-head model, outputs 75 lpm. The printhead design has been successfully life tested to 150 million characters without failure, according to the manufacturer. Special character sets, EBCDIC, and other codes are available. The units are priced at $1,900 and $2,400, respectively. JUKI MACHINERY CORP. OF AMERICA, Costa Mesa, Calif.

Disc Storage
The BST/458 looks like a winner of a disc drive when compared to IBM's 5448 unit. The plug-compatible unit features more than twice the 9.8 megabyte capacity of the 5448 (at 20.47 megabytes), and the access time of the BST/458 is 35 msec, compared to the 5448's average of 126 msec. The data transfer rate of the new drive gives its origins away: the 312,000 bytes/second is the same as the original 2314 design. IBM's 5448 transfers data at 199,000 bytes/second. It's estimated that the closest 5448 configuration to the 458 would cost approximately $5K more a year, with 5.5 fewer megabytes of capacity and the slower access time. BUSINESS SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY, INC., Irvine, Calif.
Updates

Data Processing is "mooooooving" into the dairy industry—at least in Holland. The Dutch firm of D.A.C.A. Electronic Engineering & Contracting Co., Lelystad, has recently installed a system that supervises and records the food intake given through mechanical feeding actuators to a maximum of 254 cows. The key to the system is knowing which cow is standing at which feeding stall, and this problem was solved by having each cow wear a small transceiver on its collar. As soon as a cow approaches the feed stall, its number is picked up by a detector unit and relayed to a central computer. (The transceivers use electromagnetic energy transfer principles, thus eliminating batteries.) The central computer’s data base contains information on the proper feeding profiles of the individual animals, and signals are generated to feed that particular cow a predetermined quantity of feed concentrate, delivered to that stall from an overhead pipe.

Cullinane Corp., Boston, has acquired the North American rights to the SHADOW II teleprocessing monitor from Altergo Ltd., London. A competitor for IBM’s CICS, Cullinane intends to integrate SHADOW II with its own IDMS data base management system to offer a data communications and data base capability all in one package.

We’ve had one nomination and one vote for "Software of the Year" for Nelli Kim, the Soviet gymnast, with an honorable mention for Olga Youmokhno. Any other nominations and votes before we run a tally in the December issue?

About some information passed to us regarding the CORAL 66 compiler (June, p. 180), Digital Equipment Corp. wishes to point out that it, Varian, and four other vendors are approved suppliers of the language.

General Electric has designed a set of programs calculating the environmental effects of extra-high and ultra-high voltage power transmission lines. TRENDS (Transmission Line Environmental Digital Studies) is available on the company’s MARK III international time-sharing system.

Teleprocessing Monitor

ACTS-11 (Application Control and Teleprocessing System) is to PDP-11/-70 systems what IBM’s CICS is to 370s, a teleprocessing task monitor that allows the user to easily implement online data base, data entry, and message switching systems. Programs can be written in FORTRAN or Macro-11 and may be serially reusable between ACTS-11 subroutine calls. Featured are 2260/3270 support with mapping, dual access mirrored disc and tape with restart/recovery from both devices, addressable system common storage, a resident and overlay task feature, etc. Basic systems are priced at $25K and include two months of installation and training at customer sites. Maintenance is also provided. WORLDWIDE COMPUTER SERVICES, Wayne, N.J.

Disc Management

DFAST/VS is a disc management system offered IBM DOS/VS users that provides a number of interesting features. DFAST/VS allows users to utilize any date-expired disc space as a partition-independent, and even cpu-independent, resource from which any type of file space (outside of VSAM), can be allocated. Temporary and permanent disc file space can be dynamically allocated between two or more cpu’s, and the BAL package resides in the shared virtual area to reduce transient area interference. File space can also be allocated across disc-pack boundaries, and passwords can be used to protect files from being accessed by anyone.

But perhaps the most interesting feature of DFAST/VS is that it dynamically allocates logical unit blocks for programs at execution time, ignoring the numbers specified by the user in the JCL. This means that there are no conflicts between logical unit block assignments among programs running in separate partitions. (Some users have had to go back through their software and manually alter the numbers to run programs simultaneously, an error-prone procedure.) DFAST/VS also generates a number of statistical outputs that can help manage a system more efficiently, such as “percent efficiency function of block per track vs. track capacity,” and “percent use function of tracks used vs. requested,” etc. DFAST/VS versions rent for as little as $225/month for the basic module, or $350/month for a version that can manage all public space on all discs in a system. Purchase prices are $5,625 and $8,750, respectively. OXFORD SOFTWARE CORP., Fort Lee, N.J.

Data Security

The Resource Access Control Facility (RACF) is an IBM software product designed to “extend and help improve” data security in large user shops—significantly the package only operates under IBM’s MV5 system, at least for now. What RACF essentially does is identify and verify users of the system, authorize access to storage device data sets, log detected unauthorized attempts to access the system, and log access to protected data sets. To accomplish this, profiles are established for each user, group and data set that has been defined to RACF. The profiles contain information for user id and verification, authorization checking, and logging. User, group, and data-set profiles are stored on the RACF data set and special TSO commands are provided to allow users and management to add, delete, modify, and list the profiles.

There won’t be any shortage of information that can be generated by RACF. The system can be commanded to show the date a user, group, or data set was defined to RACF, and optionally the following: the date and time a user last entered the system; the number of times the user entered the system; the dates a data set was last referenced and/or updated; the number of times a data set was accessed; and the number of times each user accessed the data set. Somehow it seems like an awful lot of information on “detected” unauthorized file accesses, the kind that can easily be traced to the guilty party. But since there are programmers who have repeatedly broken Honeywell’s MULTICS system with its hardware locks, we wonder just how effective RACF will be. RACF rents for $875 a month. IBM CORP., White Plains, N.Y.

Mini Structured Fortran

The addition of programming statements such as ELSE, ENDIF, DOFOR, DOWHILE, DOUNITL, PROCEDURE, and PERFORM makes it possible to implement GOTO-less coding on Data General minis having at least 20K of memory and the RDC0 Revision 3 or higher operating system. Other statements in SORT control listing of the program. The DATEOUT statement, for example, passes to the user’s program
"We cut staff & related costs 50% in 18 months. Now 6 analysts do the work of 15."

By Kenneth Sholes, Vice President Systems Planning Department Schroders Inc. & Associated Co. New York

"In 1971, even with 15 analysts and a 360, turn-around was slow, and we had a hard time implementing and maintaining a flexible data base.

"It was an awkward situation for a central DP services organization responsible to two banking institutions ($557 million combined assets) and three affiliated financial companies, all in constant need of timely information for proper decision-making.

"Worse yet, our expenses were soaring.

"With the installation of MARK IV, we began to react overnight to requests for reports. Within a relative short period we reduced our development staff and associated expense by 50 percent. Today six analysts are producing more, faster and better work than we used to get with a staff of 15.

"Our most significant accomplishment with MARK IV is our Total Banking System. Two of our analysts implemented 18 different systems into a single, fully integrated banking and financial service for all of our operating companies.

"Before MARK IV, each of our 18 business areas would probably have required a separate system. Working in Cobol, we should conceivably have 18 card-to-tapes, 18 edits and 18 updates. MARK IV lets us funnel all functions into the centralized system and make just one data base pass. Only 1/18 as many cards to punch, 1/18 the chance of error, 1/18 the run time, and 1/18 the headaches.

"One of the 18 systems, Foreign Exchange, already existed in Cobol. We had spent 8 months putting it up, but it proved to be an extra thumb in our integrated plan. Using MARK IV, we revised it in a matter of weeks to conform with the centralized system.

"All of our banking business and internal auditing are now in MARK IV. So is 85 to 90 percent of our financial and management reporting. We'd like it to be 100 percent.

"Of all the benefits of MARK IV, I particularly enjoy being able to respond to management needs when they need it — like immediately. When I sit in on meetings and I'm asked if I can produce reports, in almost every case I can unequivocally say yes. That's comfortable for me. It's more comfortable for the company."

WHAT IS MARK IV?

MARK IV is the most versatile and widely used software product in the world for application implementation, data management and information processing. Six powerful models (prices start at $10,000) are in daily use on IBM 360/370, Univac 70/90, Siemens 4004 and Amdahl 470 equipment at 1,000 sites in 42 countries. Programs in MARK IV require only about 1/10 the statements of Cobol. Users say no other system offers the power, flexibility and simplicity of MARK IV.

For an independent report and a MARK IV Information packet, use the coupon below.

Informatics Inc. System Products Dept. D-7
21050 Vanowen St., Canoga Park, Calif. 91304

Name ___________________________
Title/Position __________________
Firm __________________________ Dept. __________
Address _________________________
City ___________________________ State ___________ Zip ______
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the date and time it was compiled providing automatic revision level updating. Optionally, a sorted cross-refer-ence listing is produced for variables, subroutine calls, procedure references, I/O statements, goto statements. Sport is priced at an even $1 K, including shipping and handling. Hycom Inc., Irvine, Calif.
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Transaction Processing

The Transaction Interface Processor (TIP) is a multi-thread interactive transaction processing system that allows Univac Series 90 users to develop complete on-line systems using Cobol and/or assembler without special con-cerns regarding the interface to the communications network. The first version is for 90/30 users and is called TIP/30, but the developers foresee compatibility with larger products in the Univac line.

Users send information to, and solic-icit input from, remote terminals at the logical 'call' level. Complete con-trol and assembler interfaces to the on-line network free the user to de-velop communications applications as well as applications such as order entry, accounts receivable/payable, payroll, or whatever. Designed to operate primarily in an on-line environment, the package can also be used in batch mode to show all names that can pos-sibly relate to an account in a single inquiry. There is no need for separate batch update programs for on-line ver-sions.

The package uses a 'phonetic' cod-ing system that provides "sounds like" retrieval of records. The function can be tuned to yield 100 percent "hits," 80 percent, or whatever the customer desires (the vendor recommends 70 per-cent for starters). This helps cut down processing time on extremely large files of more than one million names. Sec-ondary search criteria are also handled by Data Index. It's priced at $4,500 or $165/month on straight rental. A lease/purchase plan is also available. Approximately 32K bytes of memory is required for IBM dos and os batch operation. The developers don't see any reason why Data Index won't run with practically any teleprocessing monitor, but the only two actually im-plemented so far are IBM's CICS and the Environ/1 package. Case, Wacht & Associates, Inc., Woodland Hills, Calif.
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Data Access

If you've ever had to deal with an airline reservation system that could only find your reservation providing you absolutely knew your flight number, and not your name (Air Canada used to do things that way, for example), then you can get some idea of what the Data Index package can do. It allows a firm to maintain records and programs accessible, for example, by order, policy, account, part numbers, or any other sort fields, and not have to face the customer with blank stares when all they know about the account is either their own name or the name of the company.

Here's how it works. The developers assist you in generating an index for the Data Index program that is functional-ly similar to a new sort field on the record items. The index can go across multiple applications such as order entry, accounts receivable/payable, pay-roll, or whatever. Designed to oper-ate;

MMS GENERAL LEDGER gives you extra muscle for wrestling with budgets

When your company's accountants wrestle with operating budgets, give them some extra muscle with the MMS GENERAL LEDGER. Because of unusually flexible design, the MMS General Ledger allows loading of budgets to particular accounting periods or the spreading of budgets across accounting periods based on guidelines established by the user.

The user can also automatically create budget input transactions based upon actual performance and/or original budget, plus a desired factor. These transactions can be subsequently applied to next year's budget, or for revision of the current budget. Finally, the allocation routines of the powerful MMS GENERAL LEDGER can easily revise budgets based on current productivity.

Best of all, Financial Reporting Systems from Software International operate under DOS, O/S, IMS, DL/1 and TOTAL. More than 500 corporations around the world have installed our packages on IBM 360/370, System/3, Honeywell, and other computer systems.

Get your hands on the MMS GENERAL LEDGER. You'll see that those budgeting problems are pushovers.

SOFTWARE INTERNATIONAL

Elm Square, Andover, Mass. 01810 (617) 475-5040
New York (914) 332-2040 Chicago (312) 729-7410 Los Angeles (213) 681-6117
Toronto (416) 662-0521 Philadelphia (302) 895-7101 Dallas (214) 233-5856
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DATAMATION
THE BEST COURSE OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD

JAMES MARTIN
ON DIALOGUE,
NETWORKS,
DATA BASE,
DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING
AND THE CHALLENGE OF THE
FUTURE

CHERRY HILL, N.J., (PHILADELPHIA)
4th-8th OCTOBER 1976.

THIS SEMINAR WILL NOT BE REPEATED ON THE U.S.
EAST COAST BEFORE OCTOBER 1977.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE TELEPHONE
(203) 227-6778. OR WRITE AIRMAIL TO:

Mrs. Margot Collins
ISCOL LTD
The University
Lancaster LA1 4YR
ENGLAND
software & services

JCL); and TIPDUMP, the transaction program dump analyzer and formatter. A three-year lease on TIP/30 runs $214/month. Users who sign up for the product before October will receive three additional features free of charge: EDIT, an interactive editor; TRACE, a dynamic trace processor; and DOC for producing justified, hyphenated, paginated documents from text files.
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Microprocessor Development

The MAX-11 kit converts any PDP-11 into a development system for Intel 4040, 8080, and Motorola 6800 series microprocessors. Contained in the kit are a cross assembler, simulator, and PROM programmer. Cross assembler features include user-defined macro library, local symbols, symbolic cross referencing, listing controls, and conditional assembly. Simulator features include eight break points, single step with trace, external device simulation, interrupt simulation, and real-time cycle counter. The programmer accesses data from the PDP-11 through a tty interface. The simulator and assembler are priced at $1,250 and the PROM programmer at $2,300. AVEX, INC., Bedford, Mass.
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Accounting Support

Small- to medium-sized manufacturers and wholesalers ($2-15 million gross) are offered an accounting support package for the IBM System/32. ASP-32 supports accounting functions from inventory, through purchase orders, sales, invoicing, accounts receivable and sales analyses. Standard reports are generated on a daily, monthly and yearly basis at several detail levels. ASP-32 also provides for interfacing with diskette data entry stations which can be used to generate ASP-32 input off-line.

Included in the ASP-32 is a Seasonal Manufacturing Control System (SMCS) which is probably most applicable to garment manufacturers. Developed by Joseph Love, Inc., the system is said to be a distillation of what has been learned from being in the field for 55 years.

ASP-32 comes with a license agreement and costs $12K, including documentation, installation, two weeks of on-site training, and help in the conversion of manual to computerized files. Complete turnkey systems are also offered. QUANTRA DEVELOPMENT CORP., New Rochelle, N.Y.
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File Management Feature

“Special Feature 26” is now available to MARK IV File Management System users. The option designation translates to an advanced table lookup feature that gives the user access to tables as part of the MARK IV language, with such access totally transparent to the user, it’s claimed. ATL includes not only the matching capabilities found in table lookup systems, but additionally features the ability to retrieve results based on non-match conditions, such as results that are closest and higher or lower, as well as interpolated results that do not actually exist in a table at all. ATL tables are comprised of two parts, table arguments and table results. Results obtained are based on matching an element of data to one of the table arguments and retrieving the associated result for output or subsequent processing.

Available under release 6.0, the new feature is priced at $3,700 and is compatible with “Special Feature 001,” table lookup. MARK IV is running on more than a thousand Univac, IBM, and Amdahl computers. INFORMATICS INC., Canoga Park, Calif.
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Even Webster’s Knows About QUEST

QUEST (kwest), v. 1. To make a search; to go on a quest. QUEST SYSTEMS, INC. n. 1. A corporation founded in 1968. 2. The largest professional recruitment firm in the U.S. functioning solely in the computer sciences; its client companies pay all employment fees, interviewing and relocation expenses. Quest is known for its deep personal commitment to relate to each candidate as an individual with individual goals. 3. Its professional staff averages over 8 years of experience in EDP recruiting (additionally, staff members have direct hands-on experience in programming, systems, hardware sales, etc.) 4. Quest is presently searching for programmers and analysts (commercial, scientific, systems software) for over 3,500 client companies in the U.S. Quest has openings in over 700 U.S. towns and cities. 5. Methodology — see Questsystem. QUESTSYSTEM (kwest sist'ern), n. 1. Discussing with an individual what he would like to be doing in light of what he has been doing. 2. Analyzing the realities of his objectives as they relate to the current job marketplace. 3. Contacting client companies and other Quest staff personnel to identify positions of possible interest. 4. Introducing the job candidate to his prospective employers by providing complete details to each about the other, ensuring the efficacious use of everyone’s time. 5. Arranging interviews. 6. If employment offers are extended, Quest assists in evaluating the responsibilities, compensation and opportunities (and relates those to the initially stated objectives). The Questsystem has been working for thousands of professionals at no expense, whatsoever. Ask your friends of their past dealings with Quest. Then, put the Questsystem to work for you. For additional information on this subject, please inquire directly to Quest Systems, Inc. (All inquiries/resumes received will be responded to immediately and in confidence.)

QUES T SYSTEMS INC®
6400 Goldsboro Road
Washington, D. C. 20034 (301) 229-4200
Baltimore: (301) 285-1177 * Philadelphia: (215) 687-3322
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Systems Analyst

(MARKETING INFORMATION SYSTEM)

R.J. Reynolds Industries, Inc. has an opening within its Corporate Systems Department in the area of marketing related systems. Corporate Systems is presently forming a project team to develop and implement a highly sophisticated Marketing Information System.

Applicants should possess the following:

• Undergraduate degree in Business, Marketing, or Statistics.
• Experience with data base systems, i.e., IBM’s C.M.S., DL/1, and G.I.S.
• Knowledge of Cobol, Basic and Fortran.
• Good Communication and analytical skills.
• Ability to interface with all levels of management.

Excellent benefits package, including assistance in sale of present home and paid relocation.

Send resume and salary history, in confidence, to:

Denis G. Simon
Corporate Employment Department
R.J. Reynolds Industries, Inc.
401 North Main Street
Winston-Salem, North Carolina 27102
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RJR

Tobacco Products • Petroleum
Food Products • Aluminum Products
Containerized Freight • Packaging Materials
Transportation
THE TEACHER IS WEINBERG, THE SUBJECT IS YOU.

Jerry Weinberg and his associates will conduct Ethnotect's highly regarded Technical Leadership Workshop the week of October 17-22 in Lincoln, Nebraska. The entire program has been arranged under the auspices of Yourdon Inc. Enrollment will be strictly limited.

THE TEACHER

Jerry Weinberg is the president of Ethnotech—the leading organization in the world today on the human factor in computer programming. He has outlined Ethnotech's principles in his book, "The Psychology of Computer Programming" and the recently published "An Introduction of General Systems Thinking."

But the written word alone does not provide an adequate picture of this approach. Ethnotech believes people can be more productive. And, that this productivity results from a delicate balance of technical, behavioral, and humanistic learning. A balance all too often ignored in ordinary computer training.

The effectiveness of this individual approach as reflected in the Technical Leadership Workshop was best put by a student who complained, "Lunch was much too long."

THE WORKSHOP

The Technical Leadership Workshop has grown out of the experience Jerry Weinberg and his colleagues at Ethnotech have had in over 60 person-years of consulting and training in various organizations throughout the world.

The Workshop lasts five-and-a-half days. Classes will last each day from 9 a.m. to 1 a.m. (16 hours)—a total immersion experience for students and instructors.

The Workshop will concentrate on the technologies of open egoless cooperative programming, programming teams, structured programming, and top-down program design and development. The approach to these subjects involves each student in problem-solving activities that will ultimately have practical application.

Each day will involve: technical material; survey of literature; discussions; exercises; peer review practice; introduction strategies; and simulation gaming to teach means of overcoming resistance, avoiding pitfalls, and recognizing counter indications.

Jerry Weinberg will give the Workshop in person; he will be joined by Daniel Freedman, a senior member of Ethnotech.

THE RESULTS

In previous offerings of this course, 206 of 243 participants rated it "the best educational experience ever." In many cases, the resulting work improvement by course participants in their respective organizations has repaid the course investment many times over.

Here are some student comments of Weinberg’s Technical Leadership Workshop: "a tremendous experience in introspection. Thank you." "This course has made me see the people I work with in a different light." "A fascinating course—unlike any I’ve ever taken—and better." "A profound educational experience."

THE SPONSOR

The entire program has been arranged under the auspices of Yourdon. We are proud of our affiliation with Jerry Weinberg and his colleagues at Ethnotech. We feel it is another example of Yourdon's philosophy of bringing you first-rate seminars taught by the finest minds in the computer industry today.

THE VALUE

The Technical Leadership Workshop is actually a two-week course given in one week. Each participant will have 80 hours of contact with two of the finest instructors in the computer industry today. Each participant is strictly limited: twelve participants per instructor. Only the finest training facilities and materials are used. You get the best for your educational dollar. The complete fee for the Technical Leadership Workshop is $1500. This includes all accommodations and meals.

THE PARTICULARS

COURSE: Technical Leadership Workshop

TEACHERS: Jerry Weinberg and Daniel Freedman

DATES: Sunday, October 17th through Friday October 22nd.

LOCATION: Hilton Hotel, Lincoln, Nebraska

FEE: $1500

If you would like further information call Vera Kacalek, collect, at Yourdon Inc (212) 730-2675, or write Yourdon Inc, 1133 Avenue of the Americas, New York City 10036.

We’re the people who train the people who train the people.
In the 1960's people that could move merchandise had the inside track to the top of the corporate ladder.

In the 1970's people that can manage money have the inside track to the top of the corporate ladder.

In the 1980's people that can manage information will have the inside track to the top of the corporate ladder.
Every decade, the top jobs seem to require a new skill. Will the next one be information management?

Every decade, a different corporate job function seems to capture the attention of top management. Today, the one that’s creating the most excitement is information management.

**Bridging the gap between producers and users.**

Tomorrow belongs to the Information Manager. Combining a knowledge of information systems of all types with a knowledge of corporate management, these people will bridge the gap between the producers and users of information.

To do this, they’ll need constant updating on systems and techniques in this rapidly expanding field. As of today, there’s only one place they can get all of the information they will need.

**The only exposition for information management.**

The 1976 Information Management Exposition & Conference will be held November 8 to 11 in an ideal meeting facility, Chicago’s McCormick Place.

Info 76 has been carefully planned to help you two ways. First, you’ll learn about systems and techniques that can help you do today’s job more efficiently. Second, you’ll prepare yourself for the challenges and opportunities ahead.

For more information, write Clapp & Poliak, Inc., 245 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017. Or call 212-661-8410.

---

**Why you should be at Info ’76.**

| Exhibitors will display state-of-the-art equipment: | Microfilm systems. | The “Electronic Office.” |
| Data communications. | Software & data services. | Hospital systems. |
| Data terminals. | Word processing systems. | Insurance systems. |
| Dictating equipment. | Over 80 conferences on: | Minicourse on word processing. |
| Duplication/copying systems. | Banking systems. | Physical distribution. |
| Information retrieval systems. | EDP management. | Small business and computers. |
| | | Why EDP projects fail. |

---
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Without Comm-Stor, your DECwriter or TermiNet or Silent 700 or CRT display or . . . is just another dumb terminal.

How much does intelligence cost? $2,500* buys you an IBM compatible flexible disk system which interfaces directly with all asynchronous RS-232 terminals, printers and modems.

Comm-Stor is much more than just a bulk storage unit. It's a microprocessor based system which has capabilities ranging from batch processing to converting your dumb terminal into a complete file management system.

Comm-Stor automatically keeps a directory of user-assigned message names for ease in storing and retrieving data. The directory allows the user to retrieve a message or group of messages in either the order it is stored or in alphabetical order by message name.

Comm-Stor will respond to commands from terminal and modem ports, and is operator configurable to specific system parameters such as English (or foreign) language commands, special codes, command set, control functions and RS-232 interface parameters.

Some of the main features of Comm-Stor are:

- User Configurable
- Directory Listing of Message Names
- Alpha or Sequential Message Sort
- High Speed Random Message Search
- Off Line/On Line Operation
- Up to 9600 Baud Operation
- Over 240,000 Char./Disk
- Single or Dual Drive Unit
- Forms Operation (optional)
- Full Message Editing (optional)
- Printer Port (optional)
- Current Loop Interface (optional)

There's a lot more to tell about Comm-Stor. Write or call for your 8-page brochure.

*Single drive, quantity one, U.S.A.
Plus $100.

SOFTWARE MARKETPLACE

American Used Computer
Atlantic Software
Automated Concepts Inc.
Bancroft Computer Systems
Dataware Inc.
Diversifiedata
Henco, Inc.
Informatics Inc.
International Management Services, Inc.
Macro Corporation
Mathematics
Mnemonic Incorporated
Newman Computer Exchange
Programming Resources Company
Software International
Varatek Computer Systems, Inc.

DP MARKETPLACE

MDB Systems, Inc.
Randolph Computer Company
TransNet Corp.

SOFTWARE MARKETPLACE

AUTOCODER-TO-COBOL

The system converts source Autocoder (1401, 1440, 1410, 7010, and SPSS) to ANG COBOL (DOS or OS). The converter uses a unique method to examine and interpret source code before producing COBOL. Converter features are:

- Handles Complex Logic Code: USER MACROS, INDEXING AND CHAINING
- Listing of the Output COBOL vs. Source Statements (SIDE-BY-SIDE)
- Source Names & Comments are Part of the COBOL Program
- Provides 90% Source Conversion

Dataware offers 2 service forms: Clean Compile and Full Implementation. License and Lease are also available.

DATATAWARE INC.
495 Delaware St., Tonawanda, N.Y. 14150
(716) 695-1412

RPG II SYSTEMS

- Accounts Receivable
- General Ledger
- Payroll
- Inventory
- Utility Billing
- Computer Job ACCTG
- ROLLED CHRIST, LETTERS, MEMBER LISTING, CREDIT UNION, OTHER

Multicompany Systems With Both User and Systems Documentation: Comprehensive Systems at Modest Prices

Bancroft Computer Systems
P.O. Box 1533, Dept. D
West Monroe, La. 71291
(318) 388-2236
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SOFTWARE SERVICES

We specialize in:

- Systems Design
- Programming
- Package Development
- Conversion

Languages used:

APL, ASSEMBLER, BASIC, COBOL, FORTRAN, RPG

With unlimited manpower resources we can guarantee these results:
- Cost Savings
- Maintainability
- Security
- Program Efficiency
- Quality
- Future Support

If you really want to save money in software—
give us a call today (213-493-8884)

PROGRAMMING RESOURCES COMPANY
1833 West 8th Street, Los Angeles, CA 90057
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60 MAJOR COMPANIES

AGREE... MACRO SERVICES yield successful
Computer Automation!

Macro serves as your computer engineer or in
support of your staff.

CONSULTING
- Planning
- Purchasing

SOFTWARE/SYSTEMS
- Specification
- Design
- Engineering
- Programming
- Documentation

EXPERIENCE—Energy Management, Process Control, Security, Material Handling, Communications, Testing, ...

MACRO CORPORATION
1260 VIRGINIA DRIVE • FORT WASHINGTON, PENNA. 19034
(215) 640-9513
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IMS EDUCATION

Automated Concepts Inc. has developed a complete curriculum of IMS training courses. Out of ACI's heavy involvement in IMS consulting services have come the experience and practical knowledge required to create this unique series of courses. The teaching method employed is an on-site lecture and workshop presentation by an ACI instructor. ACI offers the option of customization of course materials to reflect your installation's software environment, programming and operating procedures, etc.

ACI's IMS curriculum includes:

- Introduction to IMS Database Systems
- IMS Programming Workshop
- Advanced Topics for IMS Programmers
- IMS Debugging
- IMS 3270 Design
- IMS Reorganization, Recovery & Restart
- IMS for Operators

Send for ACI's "IMS Curriculum Guide" or contact: Karen Weingart, Product Manager.

ACI
Automated Concepts Inc.
386 Park Ave., South, New York, N.Y. 10016
(212) 775-4540
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LOCATE and EVALUATE
MINICOMPUTER SOFTWARE

- Over 300 complete detailed program descriptions.
- Operational requirements.
- Indexed by Application.
- Cross referenced by Minicomputer CPU (S)
- Source Language

Subscription includes:
Base Volume - Plus - 4 Updates
$75, U.S./Canada - $100, Foreign

INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT SERVICES, INC., Dept. D
70 Boston Post Road, Wayland, Mass. 01778
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WORD PROCESSING PLUS

Henco's new Automated Document Compiler (ADC) may look like the competition, but all comparison ends there. ADC is built around a general purpose minicomputer, not a micro or a nitted something-or-other, so it can do more, do more faster, and is far easier to learn and use. This means you can tailor its operation to suit your scheme of how the work gets done.

Standard features include right and left margin justification, user-assigned operations, footnote insertion on referencing page, page composition, text insertion and modification, automatic index preparation, sequential and random insertion from secondary files, multiple access, and on and on and on...

Automating your paperwork is as simple as ADC.

HENCO, the versatile business system specialists
HENCO, INC.
212 Oak Street
Natick
Massachusetts 01760
(617) 663-6323
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WHAT'S SCORE® IV?

- FOR FAST REPORT WRITING
- FOR EFFICIENT FILE MAINTENANCE
- FOR COBOL PROGRAM GENERATION

If your company wants to:
MEET EDP BUDGET PROJECTIONS!
CUT MACHINE RUNNING TIME!
SHORTEN PROGRAMMING TIME!
RELIEVE FILE MAINTENANCE!

Let us show you what the score really is.

ECONOMICAL ON-LINE

MINICOMM, the System 360/370 DOS/VS Teleprocessing Monitor with economy of core and price. All 360/370 program languages are supported, even RPG II. LOCAL, REMOTE and Dial-Up 3270 and 2260 networks will be processed efficiently through a combination of features which are unique to MINICOMM Signon/Signoff, 3270 mapping, multitasking, message switching, on-line testing and a Data Entry facility are but a few of the many features available. Education and installation at the user site is provided by the vendor.

REPLACE CICS???

BETACOMM, the System 360/370 DOS/VS Teleprocessing Monitor designed to provide low cost on-line application implementation. Multi-thread/multi-task processing, broad terminal support, data base interface, comprehensive 3270 mapping, storage protection, and data entry (replacement for Video 370) are but a few of the features which make BETACOMM an ideal replacement for CICS or as an upgrade for MTS. Extensive on-line testing facilities and programming language flexibility (ANSI-COBOL, PL/1, BAL, RPG II, FORTRAN) will reduce development costs. Ongoing site education and installation are provided as part of the package. More than 70 installations worldwide support this system, with the largest installed base of any EDP support system.

INTERCOMM

INTERCOMM is the most advanced TP monitor available for OS and OS/VS. It provides the ultimate DB/DC environment with full integrated support for ADABAS, MMS, MOD 204, TOTAL, SYSTEM 2000, and DL/I; full recovery is provided for messages, queues, standard files, and data bases. INTERCOMM permits separately servicing multiple, on-line systems concurrently in a shared communications environment; each system cannot address the other's core, files or data bases. INTERCOMM provides extensive utilities that greatly simplify programming requirements for COBOL, PL/1, ALC, or FORTRAN. Special performance options make INTERCOMM highly desirable for large volumes or networks, particularly in VS. A wide variety of terminal types is supported.

RPG/RPGII TO COBOL

Package accepts Sys/3 RPGII, MOD 20 DPS RPG, 360/370 DOS and OS/VS RPG and produces either DOS or OS ANS COBOL inherent functions such as Match Record, Chaining and, usually, Table handling are converted by the system. A cross-referencing worksheet of the original RPG statements aligned with the resulting COBOL is produced. DEL/KWESII users 2 service forms: Card Compile and Full Implementation. Lease and License are also available.

We also have transilers for:
- Autocoder/SPS-To-COBOL
- Easycoder/Tran-To-COBOL
- BAL/ALC-To-COBOL
- PL/1-To-COBOL
- Autocoder (7070)-To-COBOL
- COBOL-To-COBOL
- RPG/RPGII-To-PL/1

RAMIS is . . .

the world's leading family of database systems. Using only a simple command language for data retrieval and report preparation with capabilities for complete control over input and maintenance of the database. Developed in 1967, RAMIS is currently used by 500 companies for several hours a year. RAMIS is easily used by non-EDP professionals and data processing alike. Only a few hours of training are required to solve urgent management information problems in:
- Finance/Manufacturing/Sales management/Production management/Inventory control/Personnel administration/Energy administration/Project control/Research & development/And other areas

RAMIS typically reduces costs by eliminating 75 percent of standard programs and reducing development time by as much as 90 percent. To find out why RAMIS is truly a Rapid Access Management Information System, contact us.

Get the famous MMS General Ledger and Financial Reporting Systems or Payables, Receivables, Payroll, Net Change MRP

- Over 500 Users
- 90 Fortune's 500 Companies
- Automatic Budget Generation
- Cost Accounting
- Exception/Varience Reporting
- Statistical Accounting
- Graphics . . . and more

ATTENTION: OS SYSTEMS PROGRAMMERS

The Multi-Function Data Set Utility Language (MFDUSL) is a comprehensive data set processing language and utility system. MFDUSL provides systems programmers with a powerful tool with which they can write custom data management and intelligent utility programs in a very simplified subset of the IBM assembler language. The MFDUSL language consists of 25 instructions which require no register assignments, linkage editing, or addressing labels. MFDUSL requires less than one coding time of IBM assembler. "Assembly & Go," runs at 1-0 speed and requires only 40K. It supports 2 inputs, 6 outputs on any device type and of any OS File organization. Also has many other features too numerous to mention. MFDUSL installs in five minutes. The license fee includes: lifetime maintenance, complete comprehensive documentation, and vendor support.

Get the famous MMS General Ledger and Financial Reporting Systems or Payables, Receivables, Payroll, Net Change MRP

- Over 500 Users
- 90 Fortune's 500 Companies
- Automatic Budget Generation
- Cost Accounting
- Exception/Varience Reporting
- Statistical Accounting
- Graphics . . . and more

CONTACT INFORMATION

informatics inc
21050 Vanowen Street
Canoga Park, California 91304

ECONOMICAL ON-LINE

MINICOMM, the System 360/370 DOS/VS Teleprocessing Monitor with economy of core and price. All 360/370 program languages are supported, even RPG II. LOCAL, REMOTE and Dial-Up 3270 and 2260 networks will be processed efficiently through a combination of features which are unique to MINICOMM Signon/Signoff, 3270 mapping, multitasking, message switching, on-line testing and a Data Entry facility are but a few of the many features available. Education and installation at the user site is provided by the vendor.

informatics inc
21050 Vanowen Street
Canoga Park, California 91304

REPLACE CICS???

BETACOMM, the System 360/370 DOS/VS Teleprocessing Monitor designed to provide low cost on-line application implementation. Multi-thread/multi-task processing, broad terminal support, data base interface, comprehensive 3270 mapping, storage protection, and data entry (replacement for Video 370) are but a few of the features which make BETACOMM an ideal replacement for CICS or as an upgrade for MTS. Extensive on-line testing facilities and programming language flexibility (ANSI-COBOL, PL/1, BAL, RPG II, FORTRAN) will reduce development costs. Ongoing site education and installation are provided as part of the package. More than 70 installations worldwide support this system, with the largest installed base of any EDP support system.

informatics inc
21050 Vanowen Street
Canoga Park, California 91304

INTERCOMM

INTERCOMM is the most advanced TP monitor available for OS and OS/VS. It provides the ultimate DB/DC environment with full integrated support for ADABAS, MMS, MOD 204, TOTAL, SYSTEM 2000, and DL/I; full recovery is provided for messages, queues, standard files, and data bases. INTERCOMM permits separately servicing multiple, on-line systems concurrently in a shared communications environment; each system cannot address the other's core, files or data bases. INTERCOMM provides extensive utilities that greatly simplify programming requirements for COBOL, PL/1, ALC, or FORTRAN. Special performance options make INTERCOMM highly desirable for large volumes or networks, particularly in VS. A wide variety of terminal types is supported.

informatics inc
21050 Vanowen Street
Canoga Park, California 91304

RPG/RPGII TO COBOL

Package accepts Sys/3 RPGII, MOD 20 DPS RPG, 360/370 DOS and OS/VS RPG and produces either DOS or OS ANS COBOL inherent functions such as Match Record, Chaining, and usually, Table handling are converted by the system. A cross-reference worksheet of the original RPG statements aligned with the resulting COBOL is produced. DEL/KWESII users 2 service forms: Card Compile and Full Implementation. Lease and License are also available.

We also have transilers for:
- Autocoder/SPS-To-COBOL
- Easycoder/Tran-To-COBOL
- BAL/ALC-To-COBOL
- PL/1-To-COBOL
- Autocoder (7070)-To-COBOL
- COBOL-To-COBOL
- RPG/RPGII-To-PL/1
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RAMIS is . . .

the world's leading family of database systems. Using only a simple command language for data retrieval and report preparation with capabilities for complete control over input and maintenance of the database. Developed in 1967, RAMIS is currently used by 500 companies for several hours a year. RAMIS is easily used by non-EDP professionals and data processing alike. Only a few hours of training are required to solve urgent management information problems in:
- Finance/Manufacturing/Sales management/Production management/Inventory control/Personnel administration/Energy administration/Project control/Research & development/And other areas

RAMIS typically reduces costs by eliminating 75 percent of standard programs and reducing development time by as much as 90 percent. To find out why RAMIS is truly a Rapid Access Management Information System, contact us.

informatics inc
21050 Vanowen Street
Canoga Park, California 91304

Contact Information
PDP-11 TIME-SHARING

DOS users can now exploit the upper range of the PDP-11 series and expand into a multi-programming environment without costly conversion and retraining by utilizing Varatek's MX Operating System.

Each MX terminal is a virtual DOS/BATCH system capable of executing all DOS/BATCH requests (EFT's), keyboard commands, and batch commands. Simultaneous batch streams can be executed from each of the terminais.

MX provides a powerful complement of features including output spooling, inter-terminal communication, interactive debugging, interactive system generation, and many other features making it ideal as an in-house time-sharing system.

A free 16 page brochure "Introduction To MX" is available.

Varatek Computer Systems, Inc.
2 Elm Square
Andover, Massachusetts 01810
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MARKETAB

New, expanded, Fortran version of our survey and audit tabulation system.

Cleaning phase provides complete column editting, logical, recode, or summary punching and full printed report including logical hit/miss counts, full punch counts and total respondent based percentages.

Data manipulation phase provides complete recode capability, physical and/or mathematical manipulation of the data, trailer record generation and other time saving features.

Tabulation phase provides virtually infinite combinations of tab and formatting options to satisfy most survey and/or audit tabulation requirements. Market research oriented spec language reduces or eliminates spec writing and requires less than one week of training.

Operational on 360/370 OS or DOS and many other computer configurations supporting Fortran IV.
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DP. MARKETPLACE

LINE PRINTER CONTROLLER
FOR PDP-11 COMPUTERS
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To meet (or beat) deadlines, to handle user requests, to stay within budget, use

PC-70

The automated system that helps you manage people and projects effectively, PC-70 is applicable to virtually any type of project or project-oriented group, including DP, engineering, R&D, legal, facilities planning, maintenance, and construction. Simple, powerful and economical, PC-70 is today's leading project/resource management system, with over 300 clients worldwide.

Atlantic Software Inc.
5th & Chestnut Sts.
Philadelphia, PA 19106 / (215) 922-7500
Europe: Tecsi, Software, Paris 229-86-83
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DECwriter II

MODEL LA36 PRINTER TERMINAL
10-15-30 CHARACTERS PER SECOND
REMOTE OR CONSOLE USE
132 PRINT POSITIONS
$1,645 each

DECscope

VIDEO DISPLAY TERMINAL
MODEL VT50 12 LINES, 80 CHARACTERS
$1,095 each

MODEL VT52 24 LINES, 80 CHARACTERS
NUMERIC PAD + HOLD-SCREEN MODE
SPECIAL FEATURES
$1,795 each

DECprinter I

MODEL LA180 HIGH-SPEED PRINTER
180 CHARACTERS PER SECOND
132 PRINT POSITIONS
$2,795 each
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Do you know how much money your colleagues earn for performing the same duties you perform? Do you know which computer skills are most lucrative and what you can do to gain them? Do you know the "six steps" needed to become a MIS Director?

Source EDP does. And we'll share what we know with you. Our tenth annual salary survey and career planning guide, "The Next Step," is now available without charge. This comprehensive study provides an in-depth analysis of the strategies and techniques you can employ right now to maximize long-term career development.

You'll also receive our latest "Digest of Computer Opportunities" describing specific career openings currently available within our client organizations nationwide. Just fill out the reader service card and we'll send you your copies absolutely free. Or write:

Source EDP Corporate Headquarters
100 South Wacker Drive
Chicago, Illinois 60606

(P.S. Be sure to use home address and indicate position title)

**Source EDP**

---
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We invite you to send your credentials, including your area of work interest, for consideration.

Software Systems

Software Systems Engineers will define and develop overall total systems level software architecture required for future terminal control systems. This will include operating system software, system level simulations, system level diagnostics, and communications including in-house digital links and common carrier networks.

Software Design

All terminal software development in the new generation of P.O.S. terminals is performed by the software design groups. They also develop the support software for these new terminals. Working in a small team atmosphere you will become an immediate contributor to the software product.

Knowledge and/or experience in Assembly Language programming, mini/microcomputers, and exposure to at least one of these areas—operating, I/O, communications or system test software design—are essential. In addition, experience with Procedural Language programming, software system integration and testing will be helpful.

Systems Engineers

They will define the requirements of real-time micro/minicomputer systems—both the hardware and software. This entails the conceptual design, performance analysis, design support and critical design tradeoffs.

The more senior computer professional will bring from 2-10 years experience in the systems or software areas; the entry level candidates will bring sound knowledge of their areas indicated in support of their inquiries.

We invite you to contact us at your earliest convenience for placement consideration.

Robert W. Donovan
Terminal Systems Division
NCR Corporation
P.O. Box 728
Cambridge, Ohio 43725
Phone: 614/439-0398

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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The Critical Event

DATA COMMUNICATIONS INTERFACE® '77

Fifth Annual Conference and Exposition

March 28-30, 1977
Georgia World Congress Center
Atlanta, Georgia

Co-Sponsored by DATAMATION Magazine
Data communications creativity and productivity forge ahead as critical milestones are being achieved by a growing world of users and suppliers. The focal point for sharing such progress will be our fifth national conference dedicated to data communications. Plan to attend the event where significant issues are resolved and cost-effective directions are established. Come to Data Communications INTERFACE '77 - the critical event.

Co-sponsored by DATAMATION magazine, INTERFACE '77 continues to be the forum for information on all aspects of data communications. On March 28-30, Atlanta’s fabulous new Georgia World Congress Center will host over 150 leading professionals addressing issues critical to productive use of data communications systems and services. Hundreds of exhibits worth millions will demonstrate state-of-the-art capabilities. And thousands of attendees will be exchanging the latest concepts and experiences in the real world of data communications.

Program Productivity

Creative implementation and management of datacomm operations leads to improved productivity. As cost-effective ideas originate at various levels of datacomm experience, our conference goal is to offer complete management programs to build on each attendee's background.

For beginners, our DataComm School emphasizes fundamentals for management decision-making, rather than technical details. After sessions on product and service basics plus applications orientation, attendees develop a foundation to expand their knowledge in a variety of more advanced sessions to round out conference activities.

For the more experienced attendees knowledgeable in computers or communications, sessions on networking and operations management plus updates on products and services provide a complete program to assist in developing, using or expanding a data communications network.

For those advanced in applying datacomm, INTERFACE '77 has a full schedule of comprehensive Product, Service and Technology Workshops, plus a full schedule of important Highlight Sessions covering product advances and changing directions in industry issues and policies.

And for everyone, INTERFACE '77 offers Applications Workshops concentrating on those vital areas of concern to users such as EFTS, point-of-transaction, distributed computing systems, remote computing services, etc. Leading users and consultants from these operational environments will comprise panel sessions to discuss approaches for implementing such systems cost-effectively through data communications.

INTERFACE with Us

Plan today to be on the right path tomorrow - the critical path - to data communications success. Start by registering for Data Communications INTERFACE '77 - your next critical event. Send us the coupon below or call (800) 225-4620 (toll-free); (617) 879-4502 in Massachusetts.

Register for INTERFACE '77 now!

For Instant Registration or Information call Toll-Free (800) 225-4620
Within Massachusetts, call Collect (617) 879-4502

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Registration Fees</th>
<th>3 Full Days</th>
<th>Single Days, Each</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st and 2nd attendees, each</td>
<td>$95</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd and more attendees, each</td>
<td>$50</td>
<td>$25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

( ) My check is enclosed! ( ) Bill me! ( ) Tell me more! ( ) I’d like to exhibit!

NAME_____________________________________/TITLE
ORGANIZATION__________________________________________
ADDRESS
(No. & Street)
(City) (State) (Zip)
TELEPHONE ( ) ___________________________________________
Other associates who should receive information.
NAME_____________________________________/TITLE
NAME_____________________________________/TITLE

DataComm INTERFACE, Inc., 160 Speen Street, Framingham, Mass. 01701

September, 1976
YOU MAY HAVE TO WRESTLE A FEW ALLIGATORS TO GET THERE

Major real-time software systems design and development projects require key individuals, preferably with a background in military systems.

Our client, one of the nation's largest and most prestigious equipment and systems innovators, is looking for professionals with outstanding technical credentials in the field of complex real-time software systems; ideally command and control, weapons, radar and communications. A background in some of these areas will be considered: Software Simulation Design; Data Base Management; Intelligence Software; Software Project Management; Command & Decision Definition and Design; Radar Software; Weapons, Missile Simulation; Operating System Software Development; Structured Programming; Micro Programming Systems; Computer Systems Architecture; Weapon System Software; Real-time Software Design; New Business Acquisition; Radar and Communications System Programming; Real-time Executive System Design; Interactive Data Reduction Systems; Configuration Control. If you have a successful background in some of these areas, we can offer long term career opportunities that include attractive immediate rewards, and extraordinary advancement potential. These ARE immediate openings. Please rush your reply, in complete confidence to:

6845 Elm Street, McLean, Virginia 22101
U.S. CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED
Representing an Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H

BUT YOU WILL MAKE SIGNIFICANT ADVANCES IN SOFTWARE DESIGN
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A CHALLENGE IN
Advanced State-of-the-Art

NCR's Terminal Systems Division at Ithaca, New York is continuing its expansion as a leader in the data terminal industry. We are now aggressively involved in the design and manufacture of microcomputer systems. Located in New York's scenic Finger Lakes region, we offer an exceptional living environment of a growing, yet peaceful and sophisticated university town atmosphere coupled with bountiful educational and recreational facilities.

ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT

Openings exist for key people to participate in the definition of next generation intelligent microprocessor based terminal systems.

Senior Systems Analyst

- Determine system requirements, hardware/software tradeoffs, mini/micro architectures
- Interface with hardware and software designers, marketing and corporate officers
- Evaluate and recommend present and future levels of technology in microprocessor system components, memories and peripherals

Senior Design Engineer

- Evaluate and recommend present and future tradeoffs for displays, LSI, and peripherals; model hardware performance specification, functional specification writing
- Experience in design and interfacing of mini/micro systems: knowledge of architecture for high level machines

All of the above require BSEE or Computer Science and 3-7 years experience.

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

Systems Analysts and Programmers

- Communication, asynchronous and synchronous terminals, protocol
- Software development tool design
- Knowledge of operating systems; peripheral drivers, file management, systems generator
- BASIC Language implementation on general purpose terminal
- Knowledge of 8080 a plus

Senior Software Analysts

- All the above
- High level language definition: experience in PASCAL, translators, and interpreters desired
- Analysts, definition and specification writing

All above require BS in Computer Science or related degree and 2-7 years practical experience.

If you can meet our kind of challenges and want an outstanding compensation and benefits package, please send a current resume. Include salary history and requirements with resume. We will treat your application in strictest confidence and will not contact present employer without your permission. Relocation assistance, if hired. Please write:

Michael A. Friedenberg
Professional Recruitment
Terminal Systems Division—Ithaca
NCR Corporation
950 Danby Road
Ithaca, N.Y. 14850

An Equal Opportunity Employer
In the world of graphics, CÔMPLÔT® has a plotter that works for you.

An unmatched team:
The CÔMPLÔT
PTC-5 at $1945 and
the DP-1 at $3550.

The all new 36"
CÔMPLÔT DP-8
Digital Plotter in 3
models from $7600,
plus the MTR-4
Magnetic Tape
Reader at $15,500.

Timeshare
Offline
Remote batch
Online
DP-1 — $3550, 450 steps per second
on 11" x 144' chart paper.

* A Registered trademark of Houston Instrument.

The CÔMPLÔT line is universally accepted for all
applications — including graphing patient isodose levels in
nuclear medicine, drawing subdivision plats, plotting load and
strain data or preparing maps and other three dimensional
charts. From a true cost/performance standpoint, you owe it to
yourself to investigate the CÔMPLÔT line. Write or call today.
Formula for a Consent Decree?

Make no mistake; the outcome of the IBM antitrust trial is important. Even if in the end it all fizzes out in some inconclusive mumbling or ineffective remedies, it will be a milestone in the economic, political, and ideological history of our country. If it doesn't fizzle, the value of the trial will be incalculable in the clarification of the relationship between large publicly-held corporations and the government which is supposed to represent all of us. Yet there has been remarkably little public comment on the trial, and much of that comment has been parochial.

Apart from the Department of Justice itself, about the only institution that has taken a continuing interest in this matter has been the Computer Industry Association, a trade association of nearly 40 third-tier companies. In March, the CIA's president, A.G.W. Biddle, proposed that the antitrust trial be settled by a consent decree based upon a six-point plan. Whether the CIA proposal will influence the course of the legal proceedings remains to be seen, but since CIA is running the only game in town (unless you believe the whole matter should just be left to the lawyers for IBM and the government), its proposal deserves careful analysis.

A general view of the proposal reveals the following shortcomings:

1. The proposal sacrifices an opportunity for confronting a major social problem, which takes time to resolve, for the sake of a quick resolution which may benefit only a particular industry.
2. At a point when the best positions of both sides have not yet been stated, the proposal compromises away important values on one side without any hard bargaining.
3. While containing several constructive elements, the proposal does not fully consider important and relevant economic and social factors.

Let's look at each of the proposal's points and show why it reaches these conclusions. (The points are paraphrased here. A more complete version of them can be found in the March, 1976 issue of the CIA newsletter, On Line.)

1. IBM would be required to disclose to the entire industry all functional interfaces and protocols developed by IBM's systems architects at the same time they are provided to IBM's hardware and software implementation people.

This provision actually entrenches IBM's control over interfaces, giving up any prospect of industry-wide determination of such matters. IBM had in the past allowed more venturesome firms to open new markets and subsequently come into these markets, with far greater resources, to preempt the innovator's position. Good as it is to require IBM to disclose its interfaces, it protects only the technological followers, not the leaders. Furthermore, IBM has the capacity to develop alternate products in many markets and can whisk its potential competitors into and out of design commitments by bringing on and taking off alternate interfaces at a bewildering rate.

What is needed is some degree of public exposure of the decision process in developing interfaces. One way to achieve some public control over interface proliferation would be to set up a Computer Industry Standards Board. IBM would be required to support the CISB and to comply with its rules; support and compliance by other, non-dominant, members of the industry would be voluntary. New interfaces would be registered with the CISB along with technical justification for their design. Where an interface was functionally equivalent to one that had been registered earlier, it would be approved as a standard only if it had a genuine technical advantage, not merely partisan marketing significance.

2. IBM's (actually its shareholders') capital would be recycled by assigning $2 billion to a new Computer Industry Acceptance Corporation which would finance the purchase of data processing equipment of all manufacturers, including IBM, at reduced interest rates.

Lavish capitalization makes the work of management easy, so there is no internal incentive for management to release retained earnings. Clearly, if sheer wealth, rather than more subtle and diverse kinds of business skills, is not to become the ultimate determinant of success, some outside agency is needed to direct the application of large concentrations of capital toward enterprises which inherently require massive capitalization. Such enterprises are, typically, unique and fundamentally monopolistic, and therefore properly subject to government regulation. In other words, accumulation of capital, by its nature, invites regulation.

The CIA proposal is right in suggesting the transfer of part of IBM's capital to another enterprise but wrong in its proposed charter for that enterprise. This is particularly surprising in view of CIA's professed ideology of free-market competition, for to offer a discount to customers of computer manufacturers would distort the free-market allocation of capital in serious ways. A short-run benefit to the makers of such equipment would be obtained at the expense of efficient capital allocation.

IBM has been traditionally weak in innovations, and it is in the areas of equity financing, venture capital, and research and development funds that capital shortages are chronic. The institution that receives any excess capital from IBM should have more the character of an investment bank than an acceptance corporation. It should not be barred from equipment financing, but should do so only at prevailing interest rates. The institution should specialize, however, in new issues, both debt and equity, including a fair proportion of speculative ventures in technically or socially innovative areas. Some limitation would be placed on reinvestment in ventures controlled by IBM management; for, all after, the idea is to prevent this concentration of capital from reinforcing the dominance of IBM.

3. IBM would be required to "unbundle" all of its products and services and be prohibited from cross-subsidizing products and services within IBM.

This requirement would enable non-IBM enterprises to put together systems that included IBM products along with "foreign" products, obviously a competition-promoting situation.

An agreement by IBM to sell to all comers any product component, or service that it has offered to any customer (except government agencies) would be substantially self-enforcing. Without an injunction against cross-subsidization, however, such an agreement would be of limited value, and that kind of injunction is not self-enforcing but requires an outside agency and public disclosure of hitherto proprietary information. Let's return to this point after discussing the fourth element of the CIA plan.

4. There would be established an industry-wide code of ethical business conduct.

IBM now has such a code for its own use. Biddle correctly points out that such an internally-enforced code puts the IBM salesperson in an unfair double bind: lose an account and lose your job, but you can't do certain things to keep the account that your competitors' salespersons may do. An industry-wide code would eliminate this kind of pressure on the front-line troops.

An industry-wide code does not address itself, however, to the problem of IBM's dominance. Nor does the establish-
KUWAIT INSTITUTE FOR SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH

Positions are now available for applied scientists and engineers with proven research experience and leadership record in the following areas:

- Materials and Engineering (material science and technology, petroleum, petrochemicals, building materials, energy systems, nuclear energy, engineering design, etc.).
- Environmental and Earth Sciences (environmental studies, air and water pollution, geological and geophysical surveys, etc.).
- Agriculture and Marine Resources (marine culture, fisheries, agriculture, food processing, etc.).
- Science and Technology Policy (technology assessment and transfer, socio-economics, demography, manpower development, etc.).
- Applied Mathematics, Physics and Chemistry related to the above areas.

- Computer Science and Applications.

The Kuwait Institute for Scientific Research located on the shore of the Arabian Gulf, is in the process of ambitiously expanding its presently active capabilities so as to meet the research and development requirements of a rapidly developing country—and a region—with adequate financial resources, and a strong commitment to science and technology. Great opportunities exist for vigorous and dedicated scientists and professionals. There is also a possibility of teaching at a strong and growing university nearby.

Salaries highly competitive; additional benefits include: free, furnished modern housing; free medical services; and yearly vacation-tickets to country of citizenship (or permanent residence).

Preference will be given to Arabic-speaking individuals (because of language and social atmosphere) but serious considerations will also be given to other English-speaking scientists.

Please send resumes (including list of publications) to: Recruiting Committee, Kuwait Institute for Scientific Research, P.O. Box 12009, Kuwait. Also ask three referees to write to this address on your behalf. Interviews will be conducted at the convenience of the candidates.

EDP SEARCH

WHY IS FOX-MORRIS THE FIRST CHOICE OF EDP PROFESSIONALS?

A recognized staff of professional experts offering LOCAL, REGIONAL & NATIONAL COVERAGE through our direct branches as well as coast to coast coverage through our 75 member firms of National Personnel Consultants, Inc.

Complete confidential service geared to your career objectives.

Unparalleled contacts with industry based on years of successful results.

Professional resume evaluation and career guidance.

Client companies assume all employment costs—including interview expense, relocation (if necessary) and search fee.

Please send resume direct, or circle number below on reader card.

fox-morris personnel consultants

Philadelphia (215) 561-6300, 1500 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19102
New York (212) 561-8720, 1700 Third Ave., New York, N.Y. 10016
Pittsburgh: (412) 232-0410, 6 Gateway Center, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222
Washington (703) 556-2215, 3003 Corporate Pk., P.O. Box 7017, Del. 19803
Princeton: (609) 452-8135 3580 U.S. Rt. 1, Princeton, N. J. 08540
Baltimore: (301) 296-4500, 409 Washington Ave., Baltimore, Md. 21204
Charlotte: (704) 327-4986, 4200 Park Road, Charlotte, N.C. 28209
Atlanta: (404) 321-3888, 2200 Century Pkwy., N.E., Atlanta, Ga. 30345
the kind of capital IBM can put into it; with the decreasing cost of hardware, the capital barrier to entry has been declining. There is no economic justification for allowing IBM, with both its manufacturing and financial resources, back into the data service business at any time. Indeed, it is precisely that kind of vertical integration that has been a chronic antitrust problem. IBM should be barred permanently from the data service business.

On the other hand, IBM's move into the communications business, although not without its perils, is a thoroughly enlightened step to be encouraged but carefully monitored. This step accomplishes the following:

- It provides a place for an immediate investment of a significant portion of IBM's excess capital in a socially valuable facility that few other institutions could finance.
- It immediately classifies a significant portion of IBM as a regulated natural monopoly without litigation or new regulatory agencies or laws.
- It creates conditions of new, credible, and regulated competition between IBM and AT&T, providing alternate facilities that can form the basis for practical economic and technical comparisons.
- It sets up an avenue for IBM to shift resources out of an increasingly competitive computer industry into a regulated industry that can not only absorb its capital but also its technical skills.

This is not to say, however, that the concerns of the CIA are not legitimate. On the contrary, the threat of intrusion of regulation into the competitive sectors of the data processing industry and the possibility of a common carrier using its position to monopolize attachments to its network are both serious, deplorable matters. They are, nonetheless, matters which are susceptible to control by attention to certain interfaces or boundaries and do not justify sweeping prohibitions. As closely as the transmission and processing of data are related, it should not be impossible to draw a line between the two disciplines and markets. We should set about doing so, and once done, we should defend that boundary diligently.

The caption on the editorial in the CIA's newsletter putting forth the plan reads, "Peace in Our Time?". The words evoke memories of a similar phrase uttered by Neville Chamberlain after the Munich conference of 1938. Chamberlain thought to secure an era of stability by conceding a few points; he badly misjudged the dynamics of the system with which he was dealing. The analogy can be overdrawn, but it is all too easy to base one's position on what one wants to believe about the situation rather than actuality. Quick compromise may bring only a brief sense of relief followed by a long period of regret.

Mr. Rubin is the principal of Wordsworth Systems, a consultancy in Davis, California. His last comment on the IBM case appeared in September 1975 ("Supervision is Better than Regulation," p. 99).

**Next Step in Urban Transit? Let's Not Take It Yet**

It is true that there is room for improvement in urban transit systems, as "Next Steps in Urban Transit," by Harry Carroll (February, p. 86), states. However, data processing professionals should not be misled that only mayors' fears of lawsuits or transit commissioners' denunciations of "Buck Rogers technology" are blocking major applications of Personal Rapid Transit systems today.

PRT's face a number of serious aesthetic and technological obstacles. For instance, although artistic renderings of PRT guideways show them to be sylph-like, almost invisible, these cartoons ignore structural analysis. This analysis is
the forum

needed to determine if the structure will twist or sag when cars and people move on it or winds blow it or collapse if a truck collides with a guideway support column. In addition, the ride quality of extra-light vehicles flying along the track, or swaying in the wind (ever been on a gondola ride?), must be ascertained.

Even if guideways could be as ethereal as one wanted, stations and switching complexes could not. Stations must contain space for stairs, elevators, fare collection equipment, the several platforms and tracks in the station needed to avoid delays and to store cars. Each intersection would have its share of aerial spaghetti to enable vehicles to switch from one link to another, blotting out what little sun isn’t blocked by skyscrapers. No, such an extensive network could not be up in the air. If PRT networks cannot be built on the surface, if might be wiser to wait until a small electric car is available.

Good systems engineering will certainly be required for the proposed PRT if Carroll’s plan to stuff utility lines inside the guideways is adopted. A better idea and one which would not create problems of interference and noise for the control system would be to “stuff” the sewer lines in the guideways and bury the utility lines. Such maneuvers as one automatic vehicle pushing a disabled vehicle must be carefully considered. If the brakes of the failed vehicle are on, the traction motors on the pusher may burn out. If this or other emergency procedures cannot be performed in the automatic mode, backup controls for manual operation should be investigated. A full manual capability is also useful during the installation, testing and debugging phases.

Serious problems exist in attempting to transmit and receive signals between vehicles and the central control at very short headways. One must ensure that one vehicle does not receive and respond to signals meant for another and that central doesn’t mistake indications from one vehicle for those of another. Indications from a real train which are not received or those which are received (due to bugs) from nonexistent trains can upset the hardiest of control systems. Since there can be 60,000 vehicles on the system (500-mile network, 1-second headways, 30 mph speeds), these problems are real.

Transit vehicles do not possess the precision of a rocket to the moon—tolerances for accelerating, braking and speed maintenance can be about ±5 percent. Even if design tolerances were narrower, vehicles probably would not be maintained at such levels. As a result, random variations in run time can be much greater than the 1-second headways. Furthermore, since each vehicle passes a merge point every six seconds (one merge point per block), a schedule deviation of one train can rapidly disrupt the entire network’s schedule, requiring a major dynamic rescheduling. Unless the entire system operate at substantially less than capacity, there is no assurance that infinite loops could be avoided.

In sum, then, professionals in the transportation field are aware that: (1) Engineering considerations could materially affect the appearance of the guideway. (An extensive aerial network would not be acceptable anyway.) (2) Reliable command and control systems for such networks do not exist. (3) Variability in equipment performance can lead to perpetual rescheduling. Finally, the systems engineering task for such a system—in which so many components and subsystems exist only on paper or in a laboratory—could well be the hardest part of the job. So there are good reasons for keeping PRT in the experimental stage until these issues are resolved and why it should not be the “Next Step.”

—David M. Weiss

Mr. Weiss is a transportation engineer with Gibbs & Hill, Inc., New York, N.Y.
"OMR..."

...for decentralized data collection... as accurate as verified keypunch

Yes, as accurate as verified keypunch... and source data used directly, so there are no delays or errors in entering data. Plus... a series of powerful off-line edits (on-line too!) mean a "smart OMR" and improved quality of computer reports.

With a Bourns Optical Mark Reader, you get a really good deal. You get faster turnaround on input data with source data entry. You spend less because OMR data entry preparation is just one step. You improve accuracy of data entry because OMR intelligence comes before your computer.

What else? Well, how about an entire company dedicated to solving your problems. From application, card design, programming, and field service to the guys and gals at the factory, we have a whole bunch of people just waiting to do their best for you.

For the latest in "smart OMR's," why not call today? It might make your life a little less complicated.

Bourns, Inc.—Management Systems Division, 6600 Jurupa Avenue, Riverside, California 92504. Phone: 714-687-7220.
When it comes to flexibility, the model 40 gives you a lot of ways to go.

When we designed the model 40 system, we included a long list of features and options to give it the flexibility for practically any data transmission requirement. Whatever your industry or application.

First, there's a variety of speeds ranging from 110 to 4800 bps, along with a choice of interfaces, half/full duplex operation and character and batch mode transmission. The model 40 system also has a number of on-line controls, even adds parity generation and a destructive sending feature that permits continuous bottom line reception with no loss of data until memory overflows.

Flexibility features don't stop there, either. There's an expandable memory with line and page scrolling, protected format with variable field transmission, plus many other features and options to select from. And since the entire system is modular, it can be custom-tailored to fit your needs.

These are just some of the many reasons why the model 40 has the flexibility to fit just about any system. But the model 40's strongest suit is economy. Because on a cost-performance basis, nothing even comes close. And delivery is a lot sooner than expected.

The Teletype model 40 system. Nothing even comes close.